A Personal Appeal Before
You Begin Kung Fu Golf

Kung Fu Golf is not a master barking out orders of ,”do this and don’t
do that” to a disciple (at least not after this starting point, which is the
Kung Fu Golf Manual.) Kung Fu Golf is a growing global community and
ongoing forum of knowledge sharing. We can all work together toward
one goal: Bringing golf mastery, not to the select few or country club
privileged, but to the masses. An army of hackers that will become mas-

ters.. if you will, all working together.

Every first of the year, a new and updated Kung Fu Golf Manual will be
created and offered for download, never of any charge. The updates and
additions will come from YOU and YOUR personal experiences. Immediate
updates, feedback, and new information will be posted weekly at the Kung
Fu Golf blog on the website www.kungfugolf.com
Please, drop us a personal note, not when you are finished all the chambers, but at any point where you have valuable information to share with
the global community. If you have a better metaphor than what we came
up with, share it and we will use it. If you have a better name for a putting
technique, let us know. If you have a new putting style to consider let us
know. If you have feedback on gear, by all means, let us know so we can
share with all.
.
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Your Sifu, the author... imagine me as the character “Frodo,” simply in temporary possession of the “One Ring.” A humble ring bearer but a bit taller.
The ring in this case is the embodiment of total golf knowledge. Knowledge, not for those trained in golf from their day of birth, but for over
50,000,000 average golfers that currently walk the earth. Knowledge presented in a way we can finally understand and actually use to improve!
Email us whenever you can at feedback@kungfugolf.com Also, check
back frequently on the website for new community forums and blog
updates. We will decipher and disseminate all useful information to the
community, ...all of us brothers and sisters in the Kung Fu Golf school.

Everything you will ever need to know in order to
teach yourself to play world class golf are in these
pages. It is only a matter of applying what is here to
your own UNIQUE natural ability to swing a golf
club. The key is “TEACH YOURSELF.” The disciple that
sits back “waiting to be taught” has already failed.
Translating the following to your own body
is impossible after just one reading. If you can’t
assemble a piece of snap together furniture from
a single read of directions, assume this task
will be one thousand times harder. Nevertheless,
it’s in here. All of it. YOU are the only impediment
to playing the type of golf you want to.
If you expect to find the burried pirate’s
treasure on your very first dig in the sand,
you certainly won’t find it.

Cover Art: Concept Art by Andre Meister www.andremeister.com
This Edition 2013
Copyright 2011, Matthew McKinley
All rights reserved under the Pan-American and International Copyright Conventions.
We intend to give permission to those that download a PDF copy of this book to share this book with others as long as
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No part of this book can be dissected, copied, reproduced or used in any way for profit motive. No image from this
book can be removed and used for profit motive.
Printed and distributed in the United States of America
ISBN XXX XXX XX
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“This Kung Fu Golf Manual takes all the essential golf knowledge in the universe,
puts it all in one place, translates it into a language the average golfer can understand, and then furthers the study by framing golf learning into what it should be,
the learning of a discipline. Trying to master golf as a SPORT is the wrong path.
Learning to master golf as a discipline is correct, and is accomplished by applying
Shaolin Kung Fu training principles.“

The Case for
Kung Fu Golf
T

o achieve mastery in ANY physical discipline: kung fu, golf (or whatever) you must have all of the following conditions in place. The seed is nothing without the sun and the water.
You must be:

1. A student of able mind and body for the specific task at hand. You are in luck. Unlike Olympic 100 meter dashes and NFL
linemen, almost ALL possess enough potential here for golf mastery. The key word is potential. Most have abused their bodies into a pathetic current state that will NOT be good enough... but there is hope.
2. An understanding and clear path of what steps are necessary to improve one’s skills in the task at hand. A man who trains to
be a stone mason by doing pushups only becomes a big chested welfare recipient.
3. An insatiable desire to improve affected through hard work. In a word, “sweat.” Show me one world-class anything that did
not spend quadruple the amount of time in both study and practice over his rivals and I will show you an alien.
Everyone understands # 1 and # 3, but the game of golf is more adversely affected by # 2 above than any other game, sport,
or physical activity with few exceptions. To become a good runner you know what you do... you run. To become local bar dart
champion, you throw darts, and then throw some more. Drunk or sober, the path to the dart championship is straight forward.
The problem with golf is people truly don’t know what to do, and just as important, HOW to train for mastery. Even if they
have a good understanding of “what to do” to become an expert, most have no idea what the exact steps are to achieve this mastery.
They not only DO NOT have a map saying “YOU ARE HERE” and “here’s the path to follow to get to THE FINISH,” most do
not even understand the means to get there.
Few improve because they really don’t know how to improve. They are sailing to China without a map (or even the knowledge
of how to use a sextant!) Some improve because they play a LOT of golf with their shitty swing and practice a LOT with their
shitty swing. After 20 years, they have learned how to jam their square peg through the round hole the very best they can, but
their progress in every area will be severely limited. (They probably reached that stage years ago.) Again, related to numbers 1-3
above, most golfers are “handicapped” in about 2.5 out of the 3 “basic ingredients for achieving mastery” presented above.
We have demonstrated how and why # 2 is missing, but how many possess # 3, the incredible desire to “pay the price” and exchange sweat for mastery. 90% won’t do what it takes. Here’s a clue, playing 2 or 3 times a month and hitting balls once a week
from green astro mats is not the resume needed to qualify you for a # 3 passing grade.
How are golfers also missing 1/2 of # 1? Well, most golfers are not physically handicapped (you could argue mentally, but not
physically.) They have both arms and legs, and enough hand-eye coordination to wipe themselves but... Do they stretch? Do they
strengthen and elongate their muscles with weights? Do they even try to lose their double watermelons by “walking the first 9?”
No, their bodies are shot and once they hit 40, are physical half-men. Missing 2.5 out of our essential 3 components above is no
way to go about finding golf enlightenment. However, unlike your chances of making the U.S. 4 x 100, it is within ALL men to
seek and obtain 3 for 3 with dedication and hard work.

“The  Journey  of  a  thousand  miles  begins  with  a  single  step.”
“When  the  pupil  is  ready  to  learn,  a  teacher  will  appear...”
“All  that  we  are  is  the  result  of  what  we  have  thought.  
The  mind  is  everything.  What  we  think  we  become.”
  

  

  

Zen  quotes  by  Buddah
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Images from Kung Fu movies obtained with permission from Celestial Pictures, Ltd. Hong Kong, all right reserved. We recommend all new Kung Fu Golf
“disciples” purchase “The 36 Chambers of Shaolin” (少林三十六房, Shào Lín sān shí liù fáng) also known in the U.S. as “Master Killer” starring Gordon
Liu. The concept of “moving through learning chambers” to focus only on one skill at a time, and the benefits of doing this, are made clear in the movie. Note,
the movie will be old (1978) and certainly not of the “Blu-Ray” quality you may be used to but nevertheless worth purchasing! See our website for details.

Kung Fu Golf
INTRODUCTION
Golf has become a focus on everything...
But a little white ball

he way golf is taught to the masses today is all
wrong. It’s 200 tips, tricks, and tidbits a month
in magazines and on TV. One bit of advice really
has no relation to the next. It’s the inability to
analyze what we are doing wrong ourselves or in what order
to do things in the first place.

T

The result; generally people get nowhere. This is
about to change.
After taking Hung Gar Kung Fu in Chinatown in San
Francisco, I thought, “why isn’t golf taught more like the
martial arts?” (In clear stages and precise steps) Each step
has to be mastered before going onward. Each builds on the
other. Could this be the reason so many people toil endlessly with this sport? The answer is YES.
I had been thinking about this for some time when I saw a
kung fu movie called “The 36th Chamber of Shaolin” (also
called “Master Killer” in the U.S.) and it hit me over the
head! Martial arts principles are THE WAY to playing golf
with skill and competency.

It’s the process by which the disciple learns kung fu that
shows us the way golf MUST BE taught to the masses, who
have nor the time or money to take 3 years of lessons!
Golfers can learn a lot from the martial arts. Golf, more
than any other sport, is most closely related to learning
martial arts, yet the powers-that-be employ almost nothing
martial arts teaches us. Why?
Just like all the great disciples that have learned Shaolin
Kung Fu in the past 1,000 years, the same principles need
to apply to mastering this game. You get nowhere without
the right discipline and the correct methods of practice,
AND CRITICALLY IMPORTANT, IN THE CORRECT
ORDER!
At Shaolin many years ago, those wishing to learn kung fu
had to basically “sleep on the doorstep” of the monastery
for weeks before they would be granted entry into Shaolin
Temple. Then (probably starving) the student was taken in
and told to sweep floors and chop wood for a year! A disciple
would begin thinking to himself, “when am I ever going to
learn kung fu when all I do is sweep the floor?”
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Well, this is exactly the point. The monks knew, in order to
master Shaolin Kung Fu, it takes rare dedication. They would
use techniques to “weed out” the “students” that want instant
gratification by identifying the students that don’t have the
patience to sweep floors for a year! If you can’t sweep floors for
a year, you will surely fail later in your practice when things
get much more difficult, labor intensive, and mentally challenging. We will attempt to weed you out as well.
We will say it right now, most will not have the
dedication and mental will to do what it takes to
play with competency. Most are too lazy or don’t
want it bad enough.
In the movie we referenced earlier, the monk had to pass
through “36 teaching chambers” in order to become a true
master of kung fu. Some “learning chambers” make sense
to the disciple and are straight forward. For example, carrying buckets of water up steep hills with arms extended
straight out (and knives taped under the arms!) The lesson
is simple; get strong or get stabbed!
Other “learning chambers” don’t make sense to the disciple
until much later, when the meaning behind the lessons are
revealed through newly found skills and martial arts abilities.
Our chambers are not this mysterious but faith on your
part is required. Every chamber is laid out in such a way
for a purpose. Perhaps for the very first time, there is a real
systematic process outlined that can be followed like a road
map. What you get out of it, just like in kung fu, will be in
perfect proportion to what you put into it.
YOU now HAVE A CLEAR MAP AND PATH TO MASTERY. What you had yesterday was 12,000 golf tips that in
no way related to each other, or more importantly, related
to you as an individual.

The way people learn and are taught golf ignores just about
every major advancement in how human beings learn. My
uncle, George Hoffecker, is a leading proponent of the Waldorf “Charter” Schools in the United States. He has been
telling me for years about their teaching methods and why
many traditional public schools fail in key areas. Imagery,
metaphor, and visualization is a vital part of the learning
process. A golf tip today may say, “straighten the front leg
when the ball is impacted.” Kung Fu Golf would create
a more appropriate mental image such as, “imagine your
leading leg is a heavy steel flag pole and plant your flag
hard into the ground as the club head is coming down onto
the back of the ball.” What is more effective is obvious. In
addition, it’s proven this type of imagery is not just easier to
apply, it’s remembered.
In addition to visualization and analogy (which is a proven
part of how homo sapiens learn) we have done our very best
to explain why certain movements are necessary to execute
the proper golf shot. “Elbow into gut” means nothing and
cannot be translated into a golf swing unless the disciple
truly understands WHY “elbow close to love handle” in
the downswing is effective. This example, perhaps better
than any other, can be best applied to learning mathematics in school. People that are great at math are great for one
reason, they understand what they are doing and see the
real life, practical application of the trigonometry or the
calculous AS THEY ARE DOING IT. The poor math student (myself) can follow the rules of math like a blind mole,
but has no idea how the hell “this formula” can be applied
in the real world beyond addition and basic geometry (pie
slices and angles.. those I get!)

THE SECOND INSPIRATION
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As mentioned, it just seemed logical that golf should be
taught like a discipline. It’s beyond logical, it’s common
sense, but if you have been brought up to believe the Earth
is the center of the universe... well, it’s never really questioned is it. This is the round hole you have been given in
golf, and you have no other choice but to try to jam your
square pegs through it. (Perhaps it would be better to see if
there actually is a round hole that matches your own peg!)

In Calculous this is called the Product Rule, in “Rules of
Derivatives.” I can assure you, unless you have a basic
understanding of how this rule is applied in real life, to
building a bridge for example, you probably stink at higher
math. Understanding why things happen in golf is much
easier than calculous, but generally students are told what
to do and most of the why is left out (or at least a “why”
they can understand and apply to their own swing!)

The second factor that inspired Kung Fu Golf is simply
looking at the best ways human beings learn, and I mean
learn ANYTHING. Although many of these methods are
not adopted in our public schools today, it’s 2012 and there
are documented methods that have been proven BEST
to help human beings learn... from Mandarin Chinese to
needlepoint sewing. These BEST ways are not mysterious
or complicated. It’s not much different than saying there
are proven “best ways” for flowers to grow; light, water,
and good soil. All you need to do is adjust the proportions of each
for the particular flower at hand.

Only undertake Kung Fu Golf when you have a full summer
or “season” to devote to it. For most of you, you will need to
completely unlearn what you have learned in the past.
Let’s put this very clearly. Perfecting golf is just like studying martial arts. Gary Player said in reference to golf, “the
second 20 years gets easier.” It takes years to become golf
proficient and based on what Tiger Woods did in 2010, we
can say the game can NOT BE completely mastered by
anyone, as we saw the best player in the world made to look
foolish.

The arrogance of the weekend player, cursing or
throwing clubs playing once a month when tiger
himself has been humbled by this game. dunk your
own head in water.
Those that try to skip ahead in chambers, rush to the finish,
or comb through this manual looking for some magical tip
are wasting their time and in the end will accomplish nothing (like the auditioning monks unwilling to sweep and
chop wood for a year.)
Here are the keys to success while practicing Kung
Fu Golf:
1. You cannot go onto the next chamber until you have
mastered the one you are on. If it takes a year on one
chamber, so be it. Skipping ahead is prohibited because
each is essential and part of a building process in sequence. (There ARE a few rare exceptions to this rule
and these are noted.)
2. Do no less than what the practice chamber calls for, but
also and importantly, DO NO MORE. A bit of advice
for the eager thousands that will add onto chambers,
skip steps, or juggle the order; Everything is laid out
precisely in this manner for a reason. Under no circumstances get ahead of what the chamber calls for or add
learning because of tidbits cut out from golf magazines
that you want to “try.” One cannot focus without focus.
Save all of this for when you are done HERE.
3. You cannot move to the next chamber and simply
forget the chambers before. You need to practice and
REMEMBER the basics of what you learned in previous chambers, as you move upward. The process builds
like a snowball building mass, rolling down a hill.
4. You must be a true student of your trade. The most
important muscle is the one between your ears. We will
refer to “student of your trade” many times and use examples. For now, just know this process is an equal Yin
and Yang and self learning has to be completely in balance with what you learn here. Regarding golf instruction, people “expect” a one sided relationship where
they are “told what to do” and will mindlessly go do it
like automatons. Switch on your brain now. LEARN
the game yourself... don’t mindlessly follow. This is a
road to nowhere. If a golf instructor tells someone to
“keep their right elbow in” on the down-swing, it’s
useless information unless you understand WHY it’s
important. There are two stepping stones to cross the
creek. We can only get you to the first stepping stone.
You have to get yourself across.
5. Unless noted otherwise we really do not care where the
ball goes until Chamber 26. (Meaning, we don’t care if
you hit straight until the last 1/3 of the training) We care
about using the proper techniques to strike the ball more
crisply, consistently, and with more power. If you “adjust”
what you are doing based on embarrassment on the golf

range because your ball is not going straight with people
watching...you have already lost. Quit now.
Some chambers present a single element. Focus on
THAT element alone. Mastering the element is the
ONLY CONCERN, NOT where the ball goes. All elements have to come together LATER for the proper
ball strike. Take Chamber 19 for example, “firm left
side.” It’s far more important you take that element
away with you going to Chamber 20 than hitting the
ball well.
This process is for the golfer who is simply fed up and tired
with being second rate. Someone tired of shooting 90 to
100 year after year. Like a school boy tired of getting beat
up at the bus stop and eager to learn martial arts, only this
type of passion will yield success in Kung Fu Golf. The
reason is, this process is not easy and of course, the game is
not easy.
Results in Kung Fu Golf equate to how serious you are in
this endeavor which translates into the effort you put in.
The engine behind all of this quite honestly is how angry
and fed up you are with the current state of your game.
The most successful kung fu disciples are the ones who’s
parents were slaughtered by the Mings, not the student
taking kung fu to lose 10 pounds! Where are you on this?
Should you quit now?
The more you picture yourself as a true disciple of the
martial arts, the more you will succeed in this endeavor.
Master Yang Chung Fei (on the cover) is your Sifu (teacher) for Kung Fu Golf. Think of him as your Sifu, and you
as a real disciple of martial arts and you will eclipse the
90% that won’t. He is presenting the most important elements in the exact order in which they should be trained
to finally “cross the river.”
“The path to enlightenment needs a guide until
one is enlightened enough to find their own way.”
Finally, please remember there is always more than one
way to do things. The swing of every professional golfer
is very different even if they have common principles. You
must be a student of your trade to decide what works and
does not work for YOU. The swing of prior generations
was much different than the swing of today.
The greatest advice OF ALL TIME comes from the movie
The Legend of Bagger Vance (from Will Smith (Bagger) to
Matt Damon), you need to find your “one true authentic
swing inside you.” Jim Furyk found his one true authentic
swing and won about $13,000,000 on tour in 2010. The
strangest swing in golf won the most money. Early on,
he was in touch with his one true authentic swing and
instead of fighting it jamming the perfect technique down
his throat, he listened to his body.
Kung Fu Golf will enable you do this. In golf today, we
take a square peg (your natural swing) and try to jam it
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into a round hole. NO, the perfect “golf form” is not right
for everyone. The key is to understand how to let your
“one true authentic swing” come out and play.
On the market there are a variety of mechanical swing
trainers that guide your club exactly back and through
set paths and then back to the ball, from big metal arcs to
guide your club head, to what look like, $20,000 robots
that only let you swing “exactly where they tell you you
should swing.” This is ridiculous.
There is one perfect swing for your body and your body
alone. This is your “one true authentic swing,” and we
will help you discover it, while maximizing your strength,
automatic response reflexes, and your understanding of
what you need to do to improve.
Now, some very good news for the bad golfer; Many of
the chambers represent critical areas that will train you
to do what most professional golfers do today. To perform
the “same moves” if you will. If you don’t do these things
correctly today, this is wonderful news! If you discover
you are not doing things correctly, just think how much
you can improve. You should actively look for what you
are doing wrong and find as many flaws as possible. If you
learn to do these key things correctly and are NOT doing
them correctly today, just think where you can go! Those
that will put their head in the sand not wanting to see
their flaws.. have already failed. Quit now.
Golfers will go out and practice, over and over again, their
own shitty swing. Learn to do the right things from the
ground up. Look for areas where you are doing the wrong
thing and HOPE you find them. Kung Fu Golf DISCIPLES
DON’T WANT TO TWEEK THEIR OWN SHITTY
SWING FOR MINOR IMPROVEMENTS. They are ready
to finally play good golf, in some instances, by starting over,
and paying the price to rebuild the correct swing techniques.
Finally, Kung Fu Golf is not about step by step golf instruction like you would get from your local PGA pro. It’s
a way of doing things and a correct process; A systematic
methodology for preparing both the body and the mind to
play good, or even world-class golf.
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When Kung Fu students learn martial arts, at first and
in some cases, for many years, they learn movements
or “sets.” (It’s a series of movements one after the other
performed in the exact same fashion with a progression
up to more advanced movements.) For quite a long time,
the disciple may not know why he is even performing the
movement and how they are to be applied later. With the
help of the instructor he will learn exactly how to perform
the movement in each set. In martial arts, the instructor will step in to adjust the disciples arm, or correct the
stance (being too wide or narrow for example).
In the following learning chambers, we will teach the correct movements needed to play good golf but we will also

explain WHY the movements are necessary, a luxury most
Kung Fu disciples do not have!
Teaching chambers will NOT provide minute detailed
instruction nor will everything be explained. YouTube is
an excellent reference as you move through Kung Fu Golf.
If we mention a “sand save” and you do not know what a
sand save is, simply Google it or YouTube it. We feel the
Kung Fu Golf process can be kept on point, and disciples
focused, only if we keep superfluous material to a minimum. That being said, you do not need to be a golf expert
to interpret almost anything in Kung Fu Golf. However,
some may have to use the internet to supplement a learning chamber. Don’t hesitate to do so.
Before we begin, your first assignment... your
first Chamber if you will:
Kung Fu Golf is NEVER about “the body moving in what
is considered the PERFECT textbook way.” There is NO
PERFECT WAY. Everyone is different. Kung Fu Golf is
about understanding the principles that allow a tiny 109
pound South Korean LPGA player like Na Yeon Choi to hit a
drive 30 yards past your drive if she was your playing partner.
It’s understanding the correct rhythm and sequence, and applying this knowledge to your OWN body... “your one true
authentic swing” if you will.
Instead of some meaningless technical instruction, let this be
your opening learning Chamber. Watch a golf tournament
on TV this weekend. (Before you get comfortable with the
popcorn and 12 Miller Pounders, you do have an assignment.
Find a golfer whos swing rhythm you want to emulate into
your OWN swing and study it all weekend. Use YouTube as
well) For me, it’s Freddie Couples. Couples does many things
technically wrong and teachers would say “you would never
teach that to a youngster” and “look at that flying right
chicken-wing elbow.” FOOHEY!! Please understand, it’s the
rhythm and sequence that allows Couples, at over 50 years
old, to out-drive most of the young PGA Tour players. He
is in touch, not with textbook form, but with what his body
wants to do naturally.
Your assignment is to find a pro golfer who has, what you
would consider a beautiful swing rhythm, and one that you
think you could emulate with your one true authentic swing.
(The swing buried deep inside you that you will let out.)
Copy it, study it, and imprint it on your mind from every
angle and keep COPYING IT. In everything you do to improve, never do anything without keeping the rhythm of this
“perfect swing.” If you lose that, you lose everything. In fact,
if you want to see what PERFECT rhythm is all about, watch
the LPGA tour on TV. Because they do not have the musculature, women MUST use a perfect sequence and rhythm to
unleash power. The LPGA can teach a Kung Fu Golfer much
MORE than a mens PGA event on TV, with beasts banging
320 yard drives. When watching the men, watch the little
guys! Also before you begin. Go and get a small notebook,

something very sturdy. Something that can survive many
years of being tucked away inside a golf bag. The notes you
make on these pages are of critical importance. After every
round, every practice session, you will make note of your
strengths and weaknesses ON THAT DAY. What worked
and what did not work for YOU? Almost all great players
make notes. Hogan made excessive notes.

You should expected to re-read each chamber 4 or 5 times as
you are applying the chamber teachings to your own swing.
Your job is to translate what is here to your own swing and
personal strengths. No golf instructor in the world can make
up for lack of will here. If you don’t have it, again, please quit.

Players need to learn their strengths and be
honest about their weaknesses. Improvement in
your game is only possible through correcting
errors and building on what you do well, and
with the limited time you have to practice, finding
the right balance between them.

Accompanying Video on

The volumes of information presented here is offset by the
fact that the information contained herein is fully comprehensive. One may find it easier to take on this large document knowing there will be NO NEED for further golf
pursuits UNTIL ALL THE CHAMBERS ARE COMPLETED. The quest for knowledge should NEVER end, but it
should STOP now, and begin again after the final chamber
is completed, whether that be now, or 12 years from now.
One does not train in Shaolin Temple by day and
walk into town for Karate lessons by night. The
serious student never leaves the Shaolin temple,
and for many years.
Finally, just like in a kung fu set of movements, a disciple is
not shown the set once by the instructor and then immediately “gets it.” A kung fu student may take weeks to master one
set, working on nothing else. You will not “get it” after reading this book through once. That will not be good enough.

About the accompanying YouTube instruction: For many
chambers you will see this notation:

Accompanying video

This tells you if there
is an associated video!

Simply refer to our website: www.kungfugolf.com
for the list of videos that correspond to chambers. Finally
and in summary, the beauty of the Kung Fu Golf system is
two-fold.
1. As mentioned, what to do and in what order is finally
laid out for those that don’t have a personal swing
coach or cannot afford to take lessons for 3 years.
2. The manual finally translates what pro golfers do, and
how they do it, so the average golfer can understand.
At a golf tournament last week hundreds murmured all
day, “how do they hit like that?” We have “translated
this” and if you want to practice enough, shown you
what you need to do to mimic their swings, and results
depending on your dedication.
Now prepare yourself for training... and quiet
your mind of questions.
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Important Legal
Disclaimers
Unfortunately, in the lawsuit culture of the United States these types of disclaimers are necessary. (What these disclaimers actually do in
books... we are not exactly sure, but it’s better to be safe and we will cover our basis in ALL areas like the close of a prescription drug commercial on TV.)
You may see recognized golf products in the pictures of Kung Fu Golf. These products were purchased and are owned by the author of Kung
Fu Golf. The assumption was, it’s legal to take a picture of an owned product for a non-profit publication created for the public good. Recognized brands or products in the following pages are not endorsing or supporting Kung Fu Golf in any way. (We are not supporting their
brands either!)
For all non-owned images and pictures, we have done everything possible to research the ownership of these images and have reached out
to all identified owners of images and pictures asking for permission for use. This is a NON profit publication offered by download or email
transmission to anyone that wants to send or receive it. Anyone can take a copy of Kung Fu Golf for personal use as long as there is no profit
motive. If we used an owned image by mistake, please reach out to us before suing us. We created the book in PDF so images are protected.
The Kung Fu Golf book is not 100% factual as it relates to fun and interesting stories to assist the Kung Fu Golf learning process. For example, where we show a sketch of a “golf stance and setup” and attribute the “first modern golf stance” to coming from Peking China, there is
no truth in this. This is for fun. We still give the Scotts credit for the game of golf and don’t want to create any global disputes like the Chinese
have with the Italians over Spaghetti.
The author of Kung Fu Golf is not a medical doctor or physical therapist. We believe it is still legal to recommend exercises to fellow golfers
based on personal experience with these exercises in the same way we can recommend golf best practices or dance moves. Make sure you speak
to your doctor at length before even thinking about following the workout and strengthening advice as recommended in Kung Fu Golf. If you
are injured in the gym or killed, please don’t sue Kung Fu Golf. (Always ask your doctor if you are healthy enough for sex too.)
We are not aware that we need a State license to give golf advice in any U.S. State or international territory like Guam, or foreign country for
that matter. (As it’s now required to have a license in many States to be an “interior decorator” we cannot be too careful here. The government needs to protect readers from bad golf advice too, and may want to consider licensing in the game of Golf.) If it turns out any State does
require licensing to give golf advice, we would like to note that Kung Fu Golf cannot be disseminated or distributed by anyone in that State.
On the international front, if any reader discovers Kung Fu Golf is banned as “illegal” in any country or foreign jurisdiction, please alert us at
Kung Fu Golf immediately as we don’t want to be arrested upon entering that country for vacation.
Kung Fu Golf may site a few cartoon characters in the text and we reference a few movies and provide the associated movie quote from time
to time to aid in visual teaching. The owners of the movie, or comic character are in no way supporting Kung Fu Golf. The Hulk or Conan has
NOT practiced Kung Fu Golf (and as of 2012, nor has Spike Lee.)
Finally, golf quotes and paraphrases with the advice coming from golf legends is derived from a variety of public sources. If we mis-quoted
anyone still alive, please contact Kung Fu Golf and we will correct the mistake immediately for the next version.
This is the catch-all disclaimer. If we did anything that in anyway, harms anyone for any reason, we are not responsible. I saw this on the day
I broke my leg, “Ski at your own risk.” Someone was paid a lot of money to come up with this so we will use it, “Kung Fu Golf at YOUR
OWN RISK.”
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THE LAWS OF THE
GOLF UNIVERSE
ALL OF THE FOLLOWING, NOT ONLY MUST BE
UNDERSTOOD, THEY MUST BE BELIEVED AND
PRACTICED OR THERE WILL BE NO PROGRESS
IN THE 36 LEARNING CHAMBERS

If you don’t have the time to undergo the
36 Chambers of training, you can still benefit by reading, understanding and MOST
IMPORTANTLY, accepting and implementing all that is in the following SEVEN
pages. To accomplish all four, most will
need to read these seven pages 5 or 6 times
over a two week period.
In Kung Fu Golf you will hear
several themes repeated over and
over... and over again. They are beyond important. They are everything.
We will explore each in more detail
in learning chambers, but for now
know these points are critical. If
you do not accept and believe all
of the following you will get nowhere in the next 36 Chambers. one
cannot become a nautical master
still believing the world is flat.
In order to succeed in golf, there are several
things you must accept NOW out of faith,

in the same way a Catholic Priest accepts
“God made the Earth in 6 days.” It may
not make sense to a mortal why it took
God six days to make the Earth, “he’s God,
why would he need more than six milli-seconds?” IT DOES NOT MATTER IF YOU
UNDERSTAND IT NOW. Things will
be revealed to you later as you become a
Master. FOR NOW YOU MUST ACCEPT
WHAT IS IN THIS CHAPTER BEFORE
YOU BEGIN. Read this small chapter over
and over again until you accept, understand,
and will never forget... each.
LAW OF THE GOLF UNIVERSE #1,
THE MIND AS IT RELATES TO EFFORT:
If you try hard to play good golf you are
dead in the water. Everything in golf has
to be about loose, smooth rhythm. Trying
hard only does one thing, it creates tension.
Tension of ANY kind in golf is a killer.
Read this sentence 1,000,000 times.
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If you are standing over a golf ball and,
consciously, in any degree, you feel tension
come into your awareness, you need to
recognize it and back away. This starts with
never trying “hard” to make a good shot.
Try at other things in life. For example, you
can try hard to get your house cleaned up
before Sunday’s family visit. Here, “trying”
equates to hard work and positive results
that go along with the amount of effort
you put in. However, “trying” by putting
in more “physical effort” during a GOLF
swing will lead to failure.
“Trying hard” in golf is ONLY allowed
in one place, the mind through intense
focus and concentration on the RESULT
you want to accomplish NOT HOW TO
MOVE THE BODY TO ACCOMPLISH
THE RESULT.. See the difference?
WHEN OVER THE BALL THINK
ONLY OF THE RESULT, AND THE
EXACT RESULT YOU WANT.
If you “try hard” to focus on your swing
technique this also will lead to failure. The
result is moving a ball. The means are body
motions. Focus on the result NOT the means.
This is true in countless examples, throughout all walks of life. Yet, why do 22,000,0000
golfers worldwide IGNORE IT?
For example, a basketball player with one
free throw left... and one second. Do you
think focusing on the result, seeing the
ball go through the hoop OR “keep the
right elbow in and flick the wrist” is more
effective to win the game. Are you aware of
your hands and arm movements at all, the
last time you drove a car? Ever play darts?
The only chance you have to hit that little
red bullseye is to focus as hard as you can

on the result you want. Did you ever think
of arm technique while playing darts? If
you were to, do you think that would help?
YOU KNOW, INSTINCTIVELY AND
DOWN TO YOUR SOUL, IT WOULD
NOT HELP, YET WHY ARE GOLFERS
DOING IT ALL WRONG?
Have your conscious mind tell your body
what you want done. Then let the body instinctively and naturally do it’s work, which
is done through being relaxed, smooth, and
loose. NO TENSION. NO FEAR. PURE
LET-GO ACCEPTANCE. DON’T GET
IN IT’S WAY.
Mechanical steps in almost anything does
NOT work. The idea for imagining the result in specific detail is to SHOW the result
to the rest of the mind, the unconscious
mind, the SMARTER part of the brain, and
then get that part of the brain to WORK
FOR YOU AND MAKE THE PROPER
DECISIONS TO ACHIEVE THE RESULT YOU WANT. THE CONSCIOUS
PART OF THE BRAIN IS DUMB,
COMPARED TO THE UNCONSCIOUS
MIND. The conscious brain can barely do
the following: Add 26 to 17 and subtract 7.
tick tock.. tick tock. The unconscious brain
right now is performing 1,000 calculations
at the same time regarding the regulation of
blood sugar, heart beats per minute, moving
food through the alimentary canal, fighting
a flu virus invader at the cellular level, Oh..
and growing a baby inside you with no
concern or input from the conscious mind.
DOES A WOMAN HAVE TO “THINK
HARD” ABOUT GROWING A BABY
IN HER BELLY? LET ME GIVE YOU
YOUR FIRST LESSON, GROWING A
BABY IS HARDER THAN HITTING A
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GOLF BALL, AND BY A FACTOR OF
A TRILLION TIMES MORE COMPLICATED. So men, let the part of the brain
that can produce 400 million sperm a day
hit the ball, not your idiot little conscious
brain.

A baseball player steps forward FIRST before any sort of swing. Golf is no different.
Weight moves forward first, even as the club
is still moving back !!!

Hard focus on where you want the shot
to land is allowed. Hard mental focus on
“where you elbow should be” is never
allowed. “Trying hard” in relationship to
anything with a muscle, is never allowed.

We don’t spent much time on what you
should pay a PGA pro for, if you don’t
already know it by being a student of the
game: Things like stance, grip etc. HOWEVER, take the advice of Bobby Jones
right now and never forget. The ball must
be played a bit forward in the stance or,
at worst in the center, and NOT BACK
in the stance toward the back foot. Jones
emphasized “ball forward” over and over in
manuscripts and described it in some detail
so we will translate. “You have to be behind
the ball to give yourself enough room to
swing through the shot.”

Also, the intensity generated in the mind on
results may never be allowed to cross the
moat of your neck and into your muscles.
When ready to hit the ball, your best effort
to “try hard for the desired RESULT” must
FLOW through to the muscles as warm
water would flow. For most, trying hard
turns the muscles to rigid ice. Know that the
Scarecrow is a much much better golfer than
the Tin Man, even after he was oiled up.
LAW OF THE GOLF UNIVERSE # 2,
USING THE BODY IN GOLF
Know now that the shift of the weight
to the front foot ...and the “body’s core”
swings the club and NOT the arms. Big
ARM muscles mean LESS THAN NOTHING in golf.
The weight must be fully shifted to the
front foot with hips beginning to open to
the target BEFORE the swing BEGINS.
The arms are dead ropes until the very last
second where they can come to life. Understanding this one simple principle, taken to
hart, could improve, by itself, the golf game
of over 1,000,000 golfers worldwide. In
summary, weight moves forward BEFORE
anything resembling a swing down. They
don’t happen in unison.

LAW OF THE UNIVERSE # 3, ON
THE SETUP

Put another way, if your accept now the
body moves the club and not the arms,
this means shifting the weight forward first
(before swinging down) and then opening
up the hips to the target second, (again)
before the hit. In this case, the ball must be
forward or you simply would not be able
to hit it. If the ball is back in your stance
only a “chop down” with the arms can hit
the ball. Shall we prove it? Stand up and get
your arms into your imaginary backswing
position. Now turn your hips FULLY TO
THE TARGET. It will draw your elbow
into your gut. You are already past a ball
played back in the stance. You can’t hit it.
In SUMMARY HERE IS THE ESSENTIAL SETUP INSTRUCTION, be sure
to stay behind the ball a bit by not playing
it back in the stance. Make sure your head
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stays BEHIND the ball at impact and is not
sliding forward in an effort to shift weight.
In addition, get a bit CLOSER to the ball
than you probably are comfortable with.
If you are playing the ball too far back, or
your setup is far from the ball... the next 20
weeks.. wasted.
LAW OF THE UNIVERSE #4, JUMP
START THE BRAIN NOW TO BE
YOUR OWN BEST INSTRUCTOR AND
BURY THE INNER ZOMBIE THAT
WANTS TO MINDLESSLY BANG
BALLS.
You must begin to actively use your mind
and become your own best instructor, starting right NOW. Mental effort is far harder
than physical effort. 90% of golf students
will perform a drill given to them by an
instructor or one that they read about in a
magazine, yet they really have not thought
through exactly what they are doing. They
will follow the drill like mindless automaton
zombies. This is the fast lane to failure.
Bobby Jones summarized it in his writings
something like this. You know the club
must be “square” to the target for the ball to
fly straight. If the ball does not fly straight
think about what the club face is doing to
cause it to go array, and CORRECT IT
YOURSELF. (Genius commentary, ... not
exactly, but think about how many don’t or
won’t do this! Mental effort is to be avoided
by most)
It’s a game of standing over and hitting a
small ball that’s NOT MOVING not a task
that requires genius. At work you may operate or fix very complicated machinery yet
most don’t think they have the “golf smarts”
to correct their own swing, which is far less

complicated than your other pursuits. You
do ...and you must FIX IT YOURSELF.
The mind can’t be switched off.. ever.
For example, if the ball is flying right, the
club face is open at impact or “pointed that
way.” What can you do to your own swing
to square up the club face? Not exactly
tough stuff to grasp, but most zombies will
keep making the same mistake without
thinking and trying to understand what the
hell is going on. At the very least EXPERIMENT. As you move through the chambers
perhaps the most important lesson will be
to LEARN HOW TO FIX YOURSELF.
Even if armed with limited knowledge,
begin to SELF FIX NOW with whatever
knowledge you have. Wake up the mindless
ball beater and don’t look back.
LAW OF THE UNIVERSE #5
The grip must be loose. Re-gripping clubs
for $44 is far more important they buying new irons for $1,444. Re-gripping
means you don’t have to choke the club.
The more you choke the club the more
you are choking your own power. Let the
hands go loose means gaining power. Of
course, don’t go over the point where you
lose control of the club. Most golfers are
nowhere near that point and can take their
grip “down several pegs” to a much looser
setting. Do it now... and forever. Imagine
the club is a water hose with your power
flowing through it. If you choke off the
flow of liquid spinach, Popeye is dead.
(Golfers under 30, do you even know who
the fuck Popeye is?)
LAW OF THE UNIVERSE # 6, (IF YOU
ARE A LORD OF THE RINGS FAN,
THIS LAW WOULD BE THE “ONE
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RING.” A MATRIX FAN, THIS IS YOUR
AGENT SMITH. IF A FAN OF MEDIEVAL WEAPONS, THIS IS YOUR EXCALIBUR. YOU GOT IT? HERE IT IS...
We will tackle this ad nauseam later, but
start to think of your golf swing as a dance
AND NOT A SERIES OF INSTRUCTIONS LIKE “ELBLOW IN - ARM
STRAIGHT” If you are trying to put
together a series of mechanical instructions
YOU ARE DOOMED.
It’s all about rhythm, tempo, and timing. A
flow. The way Michael Jackson can dance.
(Do you think he planned out his next
dance step?) Does Michael Jordan map
out his steps on a fast break? Remember
when LUKE put on the “blast shield” in
his drone practice with greater results than
when looking at the drone with his own
eyes? (don’t know what we are referring to,
excuse yourself from “The Living” please).
Feel the force, don’t force the feel. This is
the Holy Grail of Golf. It’s everything.
This is why golf tips on the course or in
magazines, etc are KILLERS for most golfers. They impose a mechanical “do this or
don’t do that” into what little rhythm golfers
have built already into their own pathetic
swings. Rhythm is the essence of Kung Fu
Golf (and ALL GOLF)
1.

First, find the swing rhythm, tempo,
and timing of your One True Authentic
Swing. If you feel your existing swing
“taught to you” does not match your inner rhythm and what your body wants to
do..., THROW OUT YOUR EXISTNG
SWING AND DON’T LOOK BACK.
FIND THE RHYTHM OF YOUR
GOLF SWING FIRST, BEFORE

EVERYTHING ELSE, BEFORE APPLYING TIPS AND TECHNIQUE.
WITHOUT THIS YOU WILL GET
NOWHERE.
2. Make mechanical corrections BUT
INCORPORATE THEM ALWAYS,
INTO YOUR GOOD RHYTHM AND
TEMPO. If you cannot melt the butter
into the soup to it’s advantage then you
cannot add the butter. If you can add
another instrument to your song while
keeping the bass and drum beat the same,
do so, but if the new instrument changes
the soul of the song, do NOT add this
new instrument. If your golf swing is a
song, your rhythm and tempo is the bass,
drums and “chorus.” THE HEART. OF
THE SONG AND YOUR SWING. (IS
YOUR SWING A SONG NOW... no?)
What is more important to a song... the
bass and drums or “adding a triangle,
harp, trumpet, or any other background
instrument not part of the core.” Think
of a golf instructional tip as adding an instrument that could completely turn your
song upside down and kill it.
3. If certain mechanical corrections are essential (and they WILL be), do not move
forward with anything until you have incorporated your new instrument into your
original bass line and drum beat.. your
original good rhythm of your song.
Therefore, it is CRYSTAL CLEAR, you
must search for and find your good rhythm
BEFORE you work to technically improve
or “correct” your swing. If I apply a spray
of my wife’s Imperial Majesty perfume to
my dog’s crap, it’s still a smelly piece of
shit. If your golf swing’s rhythm (today)
looks more like a piece of dog crap then
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the neck of Rebecca Romijn (before she
was “Stamosed”) then applying all the tips
in the world to it still leaves a steamy stinky
submarine.
HOW IS GOLF TAUGHT TODAY... EXACTLY IN THE OPPOSITE FASHION.
A SERIES OF UNRELATED, UNLINKED, “DO THIS AND DO THATS”
THAT GET PEOPLE NOWHERE.
How do you translate this law of the universe? One way is to, WHEN IN DOUBT,
let things happen naturally (vs. forcing a
movement). Take Nicklaus’ advice on the
“wrist cock” on the takeaway. Let it happen naturally as the club moves away low
and slow and you begin your shoulder
turn, if you are loose, your wrists will cock
naturally. YOUR BODY WILL TELL YOU
WHAT WRIST COCK IS NATURAL.
Thinking about or “trying” to cock the
wrists early for example or at a certain time,
is like shooting your natural rhythm in the
head!
Inside each and every one of us is
one true authentic swing... Somethin’ we was born with... Somethin’
that’s ours and ours alone...
“Bagger vance”
The scene in the movie “The Legend of
Bagger Vance” (2000) where Will Smith
(Bagger) talks about the “One True
Authentic Swing” inside ALL of us, is an
amazing moment and truly golf magic.
(Didn’t we mean “movie magic?” NO.) The
critics did not particularly like the movie.
Director Spike Lee said Hollywood’s new
idea was now the “Super Duper Magical
Negro” after seeing the movie. The movie
was not rated well by reviewers nor did it

make it’s money back in the box office. So
what are we talking about then?
The scene with Bagger and Hardy on the
green at night is the best golf advice ever
given out in golf history, in print, film, or
in person.
What the heck is “one true authentic swing”
anyway? It’s a very beautiful way of expressing Universal Law Six, that our inner
tempo, timing, and rhythm is what IS the
golf swing.
That rhythm and not muscles is
what can make that club into a
nasty whip that can fire a ball out
of sight down a fairway. It can’t be
taught through mechanical instruction (elbow in, left arm straight,
bend in back knee.... no... no... NO!)
This is why 100 golf instruction books
promise but NEVER DELIVER in exactly
the same way “get rich” business books
promise but don’t deliver... in the same way
muscle books and magazines promise but
don’t deliver. Do you know of even one
case...
š “I read this book, did exactly what it
said, and I now I have 18 inch biceps
and a 30 inch waist”
š “I took the ideas in this book here to
make $800,000 last year”
š After reading, “Get off The Wall Mr.
Flower” I became a new man and take a
different woman home every night!
NO SET OF INSTRUCTIONS OF “DO
THIS AND DO THAT” DELIVER
RESULTS BECAUSE THEY DO NOT
TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE FACT
THAT EVERY READER IS A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT PERSON.
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Some can dance like Michael Jackson
other’s can’t tap their foot under a table to
a juke box. Some get up at 5 a.m. to run
while others slumber at 10 a.m. hung over.
ONE FORMULA FOR ALL IS ABSURD.
Find your ONE TRUE AUTHENTIC
SWING HIDNG INSIDE YOU. It may
take a few months to find it. Tempt it to
pop it’s head out just for a moment using
the advice below. For most, it will be easier
than producing a digital picture of Big Foot
but a bit harder than getting a date with
Pamela Anderson. It IS HARD WORK,
but you can do it.
Finding your One True Authentic Swing
is also like writing YOUR SONG. Some
swings are fast, some slow. Some songs are
rap, some classical. Some long. Some short.
LOOK INSIDE YOURSELF TO FIND
OUT WHAT YOUR BODY WANTS TO
DO NATURALLY TO HIT THE BALL.
WHAT DOES YOUR SONG SOUND
LIKE? HERE IS WHAT YOU MUST
DO. THIS COULD BE THE MOST
IMPORTANT EXERCISE IN YOUR
GOLFING CAREER. GET AWAY FROM
DISTRACTIONS ....
Go to the Goodwill or a yard sale and buy
the oldest, ugliest, used driver you can find.
One that has seen 10,000 shots. Go outside
and give yourself a lot of room. Take a minute and put yourself totally at peace. Smell.
Listen. Perhaps there are sounds in your
own back yard you have been too busy to
ever notice, ...how sad.
Address nothing., no ball. Start slowly moving your old club back and forth with the
rhythm your body wants to give it, not how
you have been told to swing a club, or how

you HAVE BEEN swinging based on what
you think was right. Feel the weight of the
club head as you slowly increase it’s speed
back and forth. Keep it moving.
Start very slowly with a tiny backswing.
Don’t use the arms to swing the head. Your
arms are dead ropes. Close your eyes and
listen to the “whoosh” of the head as it
gets faster and faster. Increase speed over
a 2 or 3 minute period of back and forth...
back and forth. Try to understand both
what your body wants to naturally do and
what the old club wants to do. Listen to
the old club’s advice. What does your body
naturally want to do to produce a strong
powerful swing and a swoosh like you have
never heard before. Experiment.
š Swing JKIJQXGT[QWTJGCFCPFCNUQ
DGJKPF[QW NKMGCDCUGDCNNUYKPI 2WV
VJGENWDKPFKŶGTGPVRQUKVKQPUCPFRCVJU
DGJKPF[QWCUKVOQXGUDCEMCPFHQTVJ
-GGRKVOQXKPI'ZRGTKOGPV
š .GCPKPCUVJGENWDOQXGUDCEMCPF
DCEMCUVJGENWDOQXGUHQTYCTF'ZRGTKOGPV1DUGTXG
š .GCFVJGUYKPI10.;D[QRGPKPIWR
[QWTJKRUECP[QWOQXGVJGENWDYKVJ
LWUVVJGTQVCVKQPQH[QWTJKRU'ZRGTKOGPV
š *QNFVJGUYQQUJŜQŶŝCUNQPICURQUUKDNGYJKEJUJQWNFDGPCVWTCNDGECWUG
[QWCTGPQVUYKPIKPIYKVJVJGCTOU
VJG[CTGFGCFTQRGU
š +PETGCUG[QWTUJQWNFGTVWTPGCEJVKOG
CHVGTCHGYOKPWVGUYJGP[QWCTGYCTO
š +OCIKPGVJGENWDKUCYJKRYKVJ[QWT
G[GUENQUGF&QGUVJKUEJCPIG[QWT
UYKPIPQYVJCV[QWCTGJQNFKPICYJKR!
š (QEWUQPVJGUQWPFQHVJGUYQQUJ (QT
OQUVCHVGTQTOKPWVGUQHVJKUDCEM
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and forth one will move the club head
with a speed they have never experienced
with a ball in front of them for a single
swing.)
(ONE NOTE, during all of this mind one
thing... don’t let your weight get outside your
right knee and develop the worst habit of all.
Don’t let your right knee get outside your big
toe. Preserve the basic form of the golf swing the
best you can during this rhythmical experiment.)
You may have found this swing,
in many ways, does not resemble

your current golf swing. You have
taken the first step. Your One True
Authentic Swing is at the end of
the rainbow. Think of your current
swing as you would a banana peal,
easily discarded out the window.
Watch the associated YouTube Video now.
Accompanying video

Disciple, if you move
into future chambers
without completing
your current, see
me for punishment.

ESSENTIAL BASICS...
NEVER TAUGHT
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These basics are too important to ever skip, or to not review yet again...
Some may know all of what is below, but how have
you used this knowledge up to now? Others may
not know most of the below yet, uselessly, they have
been trying to play better golf for many years. (Akin
to trying to play the clarinet without a reed.) These items
are of such importance they must be reviewed here
BEFORE we begin ANYTHING IN GOLF, and
for you experts out there, reviewed over AGAIN.
Please take the below seriously as elementary as this
may seem to you at first glance. The purpose of this
exercise is to fully understand with your conscious
mind what you are trying to do with the club in
perfect detail, visualize it, and then show it to your
unconscious mind so it can be translated into a pure
golf shot.
Please stop and consider...What is the nature of
what you are trying to do with an IRON shot in
golf? Have you ever really explored ALL the details?
There are three essential elements from the basic to
the more advanced. PLEASE...TO ALL KNOW-ITALLS OUT THERE, DON’T WRITE THIS OFF!
PART 1; The main goal in swinging a golf club (an
iron) is to COMPRESS the golf ball with a downward blow that will properly send the ball UP into
the air. You hit DOWN on the ball to send it UP
into the air. The ball is actually squeezed between
the club head and the ground. The ball will actually
change shape and “compress” against the club face.
See that mental image when you play and keep coming
back to it. THE REASON FOR THIS REMINDER:
Many feel they have to scoop under the ball with
the head to get the ball in the air instead of properly

slamming down on the back of it.
PART 2; The ball must be struck with the club
head FIRST before the club head, in ANY way,
strikes the ground beneath the ball. What this
means is, in developing any swing (and the swing
you will find in this process,) you must understand
the process at it’s most BASIC and FUNDAMENTAL level. The club must strike the ball on a downward blow and should then strike the grass several
inches IN FRONT of the ball. THE REASON FOR
THIS REMINDER: Many have the false understanding that the club head hits the ball and part of
the ground at about the same time. Not the case.
PART 3; Golf clubs are only designed for a proper
strike of the ball at the proper angles. Unfortunately, they are designed for professionals who strike
the ball at the exact proper angle. The journey
ahead in Kung Fu Golf is long, but for now know
only this, that the proper angle for, say a 9 iron, to
strike a ball properly comes from “late hitting”. This
essentially means the weight shift, the turn of the
upper body forward, and then the downward move
of a straight left arm leads the grip down to the
ball LONG BEFORE the club head gets anywhere
near the ball, still high in the air. The head must
come down late and last for the proper angle of the
club head to strike the ball, FOR THE WAY THE
HEAD WAS DESIGNED BY THE MANUFACTURER. For the way it’s designed there are NOT
two ways to skin a cat, only one. It would be like
a basketball never going through the hoop if not
released properly. Have you ever considered that?

Think of how a roofer may use a hammer to strike
a nail vs. a college freshman, a 17 year old girl, just
dropped off in her dorm room. In both cases, assuming the nail is aligned properly, the hammer
must have a perfect strike downward on the nail
head for the task to be properly completed (for the
nail to enter the wood “straight.”) Come in on the
wrong angle and your nail will be bent sideways
or not penetrate at all. With poor technique, a
neophyte craftsman in her college dorm may line
up the head of the hammer to the nail FIRST, and
bring a straight arm and fixed angle straight down
on the head of the nail for better accuracy. The
roofer on the job swings the hammer with the head
arcing down a half circle to the nail, using both his
arm and the wrist to create much more power. With
expertise, the angle of the hammer head is exactly
where it should be when it hits the nail head and
the nail is delivered straight into the wood. The way
a roofer swings his hammer is the way you must
play golf.
The problem with golf is that the angles are MUCH
MORE COMPLICATED than hammering a nail.
A golfer cannot cheat as the girl hanging the dorm
poster has cheated using simple angles just “lining
the flat ends of each instrument up and striking
down without the wrist and arcing blow.” Even if a
golfer was able to hit a ball with completely straight
arms (in casts,) with the necessary power, the angle
of the head into the ball would be WRONG! This
is the reasons most amateurs have NEVER IN
THEIR LIVES hit a perfectly pure iron shot. They
swing down with the arms first (bad!) and lose the
proper angle of striking the ball...the one for which
the club was designed!
In any pursuit never forget the basics. People in all
walks of life can’t see the forest through the trees.
In all aspects of your training always come back to
the basics. All masters do this. BASIC 1, “I must
hit down on the ball to move it up into the air.”

BASIC 2, “I must contact the club face to the ball
first and only then the head moves forward and
down into the grass.” BASIC 3, “For the proper
angle of the club head to strike the ball correctly,
the head must come into the ball LATE and last,
long after the hands and grip are over the ball and
long after the body has moved through and turned
forward.”
The very best way to practice the above and check
how you are striking the ball checking the three
core principles above, is to place a penny on the
grass just in front of the ball. Try hitting the penny
with the club head forgetting the ball. For many,
and for the first time, the club head will come into
the penny on a better angle, the ball will properly
“get in the way” of the club coming into the penny
as you now are not paying attention to the ball. The
result, a pure strike perhaps over a million golfers
around the world have never before experienced.
How many golfers have really practiced the mental image of satisfying all three task above? Out of
millions.. almost NONE. When over the ball on
the practice range PRACTICE seeing the club head
move into the ball in light of the three principles.
See, in your mind’s eye, the ball compress and get
squeezed from the force of the blow as it’s smashed
between the club face and the hard ground. See the
ball shoot up high while the club only then moves
into the turf IN FRONT of the ball. HAVE YOUR
CONSCIOUS MIND SHOW YOUR UNCONSCIOUS MIND EXACTLY WHAT MUST BE
DONE. With relaxation and the right mindset,
you would be surprised how well the unconscious
mind can deliver the results your conscious mind
has demanded. This is the essence of Kung Fu Golf.
A wise Kung Fu Golf disciple would benefit from
spending an hour considering all of the above and
focusing only on the above for a day before moving
forward vs. what most will do, race forward to “the
good stuff.” This is the “good stuff.”

THE FOUNDATION WORK
Only begin the Kung Fu Golf instructional Chambers when
you can fully satisfy the following two criteria:
1. You have ample time to devote to this endeavor. At
the very least, an entire Eastern U.S. golf season.
(April 1 to November 1.) It will take more time
than this for most.
2. More importantly than the former, you need to have
“achieved” complete disgust with your current golf
game and you must be sick of playing poor golf. You
need to be ready to pay the price, and in every respect.
You must be ready to start over.
Nothing can substitute for # 2 above. You could
move in with Butch Harmon or become his adopted son and not improve as much as the self
taught individual that has a deep routed desire to
“no longer suck.” Someone showing you what to
do, even if it’s the right thing, is not even close to
enough.
Kung Fu Golf looks sexy but it’s not. Kung
Fu Golf is about hard work, and most importantly SHOWING the disciple the “correct
path” so the disciple, perhaps for the first
time, understands the essential elements of
the correct golf swing. Once a student (or scientist, or whomever) understands the basics,
then they can THEMSELVES find mastery. All
barriers and limitations are then removed and
hard work = success in a perfect linear relationship. THE PROBLEM WITH TENS OF
MILLIONS OF GOLFERS TODAY IS THEIR
HARD WORK IS USELESS, BECAUSE THEY
ARE DOING THE WRONG THINGS AT A
BASIC LEVEL. GOLFERS ARE TRYING TO
BREW BEER WITHOUT YEAST.
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Remember in the movie The Ten Commandments (PHARAOH SAYS) “Tell them to make
bricks without straw,” which of course is impossible, to punish the Israelites, similar to.... “tell
them to make omelets without eggs.” At least
the Israelites knew they were being screwed
over by this decree. Golfers do not. Millions
upon millions go out and do the wrong things.
They hit the astro mats trying to make bricks
without straw and even pay $10 for this useless toil. The problem is, this is not a game
where going out and “just doing it” works well
like it does in soccer (where no knowledge or
any instruction is necessary.) Golfers practice
golf without basic understanding. They may as
well go home and do sit-ups to reduce wrinkles or eat pancakes to increase bone density.
What scientific advancement can take place
if the ground level assumption is bunk? For
about a thousand years (yes.. a thousand years)
courtesy of Ptolemy, human beings thought
the earth was the stationary center of the universe with everything revolving around it in
concentric spheres. Copernicus changed all of
that and proved the earth revolved around the
sun. Every single scientific study, experiment,
and theory BASED FROM Ptolemy’s drunken
theory would be wrong for 1,000 years because the initial assumption was bad to begin
with. This is the state of golf for most.
A chicken would sooner understand a card
trick (and a complicated one at that) then

golfers can tell you the exact path to meaningful improvement. Here’s a clue, it’s not 100
golf “tips” a month presented from friends,
magazines, YouTube, and TV. Can you learn
to speak Mandarine Chinese working on the
pronunciation of single words? This is akin to
a golfer practicing a “tip.”
The ten items below are the absolute basics MOST
OFTEN overlooked moving from the simplest
concepts to the more complicated. It’s baffling
that 90% of range golfers ARE NOT EVEN DOING THE BASICS CORRECTLY. Don’t put your
head in the sand like most. A dedicated disciple
will HOPE and PRAY they are currently doing
ALL of the below incorrectly in order to pick up
5 possible strokes. Some are more important than
others, but let’s keep the approach simple. Think
of each improvement as earning 1/2 a stroke if
perfected. If you currently shoot 94, how does 89
sound? The dedicated disciple WANTS to find
problems with their current swing, strategy, and
process. They don’t hide from them. Embrace the
easily found Easter Eggs before looking for needles
in haystacks. Start with doing all of the BASICS
below correctly.
THE BEGINNING OF A LONG JOURNEY
BEGINS WITH THESE TEN. WHETHER
YOU WILL TAKE THE Kung Fu Golf COURSE
NOW OR LATER, BEGIN HERE. WORK ON
THEM WITH EXACT ATTENTION TO DETAIL AND HOURS OF PRACTICE.
ONE Tee the ball up to an EXACT height consistently: Not the magical tip you were looking for,
get used to it. The game is hard enough. How
much thought have you really given to this? Hitting a golf ball on the sweet spot of a club head
moving at 100 mph is akin to William Tell shooting an apple off your head from 100 feet away.
How well would he do if your head was moving
after each shot? Don’t introduce a variable into a

task that is already next to impossible (...we said
the sweet spot remember.)
The amateur’s ball height off the tee can vary by
up to one inch during the course of a round of
golf due to lack of attention to detail. Find a way
to make sure the ball is teed to the same exact
height, which for the driver means about 1/2 the
ball will be above the driver head. If you have a
monstrous driver head, perhaps make sure only
the top 1/4 of the ball is over the club head as it
rests on the ground. Develop a system you can
employ 100% of the time to get the tee height exactly right. SOLUTIONS: You can use your finger
as a measuring device. You can buy tees that have
paint on the stem so you can judge the height
when entering the ground. The “4 More Yards”
brand of tee has plastic tabs that will set the
height consistently, time after time. Finally, when
done placing the tee, make sure your ball’s orientation over the top of the height of your driver, is
done exactly the same way time after time as you
look down.
This is an essential basic few discuss. Why no attention has been given to this we are not sure. On
a side note, always tee up an iron for a par 3 at
least 1/4 inch above the dirt, but no more. ULTIMATELY, YOU WILL DECIDE ON THE TEE
HEIGHT. The principle is to make sure you are
teeing exactly the same way for each club time
after time with perfect precision.
(A note to the reader and potential disciple:) Many
of you just said to yourselves, “Tee the ball up to a
consistent height? ... What kind of golf secret is that...?”
Two quick things we should mention here for these
DOPES! First, try to see more than the obvious.
Just like in the movie “Karate Kid,” Macchio
didn’t know what he was doing with “wax on”
and “wax off ” and it was only LATER revealed
to him the true purpose of “waxing cars” to learn
Karate. Teeing up the ball is the most basic of

ALL golf movements. It can be completed equally
well by Tiger Woods and second graders, but it’s
step #1 of 1,000 to mastery and golf enlightenment. As step one, it’s extremely important... like
a keystone. A serious attention and dedication to
how the ball is being teed up sends the appropriate message to both the unconscious and conscious
(idiot) mind. It says to all levels of consciousness,
“no level of detail is too small for our attention,
especially if it’s a rare factor in golf we can control
(when there are so many we cannot control!)
THIS IS NOT A GOLF INSTRUCTION
BOOK. IT’S FOR THOSE THAT WANT TO
APPROACH GOLF LIKE A MARTIAL ART
AND WANT AID TO FIND YOUR CORRECT
PATH. There are two reasons for treating golf like
the martial arts: ONE, because golf IS a discipline
and should be treated as such and TWO, you are
sick to your stomach of playing shitty golf and are
finally willing to commit yourself to a disciplined
practice WHICH YOU HAVE NEVER DONE
BEFORE IN YOUR LIFE, AT LEAST NOT
REGARDING GOLF. If you find yourself questioning the very first suggestion (tee the ball up
consistently) and then are ready to jump on each
of the 1,000 suggestions that follow with criticism
instead of a dedicated disciples’ blind acceptance
you are not ready for Kung Fu Golf. The only way
to succeed in this endeavor is to take each step
or suggestion seriously, and if you need to find
personal meaning for each that’s fine, but look
beyond the obvious with the mentality that would
allow a real disciple to realize that “the reason for
teeing up a ball to a consistent height is not only
to tee a ball up to a consistent height.” We won’t
beg you to be a good disciple.. you will or you will
not.
For those that will continue the practice, let’s
move on. Did you see the movie, “The Last Samurai” with Tom Cruise? The short scene in the

movie where Captain Algren (Cruise) comes to appreciate the Japanese Samurai culture is extremely
fitting here. It’s a scene truly worth watching
BEFORE you begin Kung Fu Golf. (Writing in
his daily journal living among the Samurai Algren
narrates...)
“They are an intriguing people. From the moment they
wake they devote themselves to the perfection of what
they pursue. I have never seen such discipline...” and
the scenes on screen are of the beautiful Japanese
rural landscape showing the villagers, patiently
and slowly becoming masters of whatever they
are doing at the time, all set to a beautiful score of
course. There is even a Samurai showing a young
man a long and drawn out tea ritual. A precise set
of beautiful movements to pour tea.. yes! That is
exactly the point.
It really is the best movie demonstration of the
WAY you need to approach the long practice of
golf mastery and you need to see this scene (again)
before you begin.
TWO Grip the exact same part of the putter, time
after time. Too boring of a tip, quit now and go
back to shooting 105. Why do people overlook
simple items that amount to immediate benefits?
If your eyes are over the ball and hands are hanging down naturally note the first hand you place
on the putter. Then note the exact location you
place your first finger when in your perfect setup.
Do what you need to, to mark the exact spot so it
can be replicated 1000 times in exactly the same
manner. SOLUTIONS: Place a drop of glue on
the grip that you can feel, and then feel for it with
a consistent finger position every time. OR Carve
a notch with a knife on the grip you can feel on
each setup. OR Mark an “X” with a sliver marker
that you can place your finger across as you look
down the shaft. (Something you can FEEL is
always preferred.) Good putting is about eliminating variables that cause missed putts, not ignoring

ones that can be removed with a little effort and
no expense like the replication of setup with a glue
ball on the grip.
Please note, when determining where to put your
hands on ANY club, error on the side of bending over enough or more than you may have been
comfortable with. This is a recurring theme in all
of Kung Fu Golf. Most do not bend over enough
and most then do not stay bent over through the
shot. Note, bending over enough in any shot is
actually a bad thing if you then ruin it and “stand
up” through the shot at impact. If you are going
to stand up as the ball is struck, you are better
off not bending over in the first place! So.. bend
over, and make sure you are STAYING DOWN
through the ball. The Kung Fu Golf “Broken Back
Technique.” Bend over.. stay bent over through
the ball.
THREE Make sure your knees have some flex in
them at address for irons and woods. It’s amazing when on the range, how many people you see
with straight legs or a straight back leg. Correct
this immediately. Stand up right NOW.. quickly.
Close your eyes and imagine two Ninjas standing
in front of you with daggers drawn. What natural
position do your legs take to combat them to save
your life? The flex and “sit down” into the knees
happens instinctively in all sports as well as in
combat. Store power through a flex in the knees
and straighten the left leg only at impact. However, don’t squat down too much or overdo this
principle, simply make sure you have a bit of flex
in the knees at all times leading up to impact.
FOUR Make sure you are bent over enough at
address. Most people are standing up too tall
and too straight in their setup AND during their
swing. This presents many problems discussed and
understood in later Kung Fu Golf instructional
chambers. Think of this. In all good golfers, the
right shoulder “comes under” with the right elbow

close to the body just before impact. The more
bent over you are the easier this is to accomplish.
If you are standing up too straight, you simply
can’t “come under.” We are not saying to bend all
the way over as this would be ridiculous. Make
sure you are bending over enough and error on
the side of a bit MORE than you think. This is an
instant cure for many golf problems. People will
toil at golf for 25 years, when this simple correction could be a quick cure. Of course, it takes
several weeks to re-train the body to hit with this
increased spine angle and to KEEP the angle after
the ball is hit (and not “stand up” when striking
the ball.)
PART 2: If you bend over the ball of course, you
MUST also “choke down” or grip lower down the
club. If you are under 5’11 you may have to choke
well down the club and this may be unnatural
compared to where you have been holding the
club for 20 years. How else can you have the room
to swing through “coming under” with the right
shoulder? Error on the side of choking down the
grip. Pros have $3,000 perfectly fitted clubs. You
do not. Correct this problem plaguing millions
and something almost never discussed. YouTube
“Tommy Two Gloves Gainey” and “Keegan Bradley” swings and see how bent over they are. YouTube Natalie Gulbis to see the “come under” move
to hit the ball properly. Natalie is a bit extreme,
but if you are like most you are standing up too
straight and not “coming under” with the right
shoulder into the ball. In a Yin to Yang example,
trying to hit a golf ball too upright is akin to trying to hit a foul shot in basketball with your body
leaning off to one side.
FIVE Make sure you are close enough to the ball.
This goes hand and hand with number four above.
If you are bending over a bit more you must be
closer to the ball. If the right shoulder comes under and the right elbow is close into the gut on the

downswing you MUST be setup close to the ball
or you would not be able to hit the ball. Millions of
amateurs around the world are too far and have to
swing “out at the ball” which is incorrect. The Yin
and Yang principle here is being close to the ball
will FORCE you to come under, come to the ball
from the inside, ensure the right elbow is somewhat
close to the body, and ensure you open your hips
first. If you insist on keeping your horrible over-thetop arm swing you will have a hard time hitting
the ball if you are close to it! What does your body
want to do naturally to hit a ball close to you? Have
you ever tried this? Learn something from your
body and what it wants to do naturally.
PART 2: Observe the pros. You will be surprised
how close their hands are to their body in the
setup, especially in an iron swing. Try it yourself. If you bend over and let your hands HANG
DOWN NATURALLY, look how they fall toward
your knees from gravity. How many golfers extend their arms out artificially? You will soon see
in your practice that the arms are mostly passive
and not “swinging down at the ball” with muscle
strength at all. If passive arms “hanging down” are
naturally drawn close to the body, extending arms
out on the setup is a major mistake that leads to
errant shots.
SIX Open the hips and turn the belt buckle to
the target BEFORE the downswing. For most
people, begin to open them (the hips) far sooner
than you probably do now (if you do it at all now.)
Again, this goes hand in hand with the number
5 above as we are building on the previous. Take
an imaginary stance and backswing now. (Don’t
forget...are you bent over enough?) After your
arms are at the top of your backswing, rotate your
hips so your belt buckle points to the flag.. what
happens to your arms? Did this action move your
right elbow into your gut and bring your hands
CLOSER to your body? You see, the ball MUST

be close to your body or you will not be able to hit
the ball with this correct technique. Hips open to
target pulling arms in close, to hit a ball close to
your stance. Most will need to throw out their old
stance and start over.
SEVEN Take the club away pretending you are
the BIG BEN Clock in London. We have an entire
Chamber dedicated to creating WIDTH. What
that means is.. your club is the minute hand and
you must trace the outside of the circle on the
clock with your club head so it moves over the
numbers on the outside from 12 o’clock to 1... to
2... to 3 in the takeaway. Keep the club along the
outside of the full circle as long as possible. You
are not the rubber band man from Fantastic 4, so
of course, at some point your club will leave the
outside of the arc. When it does you are allowed to
begin to break your right elbow putting the club
behind you into a normal backswing position. In
other words, don’t pick the club up abruptly so
you leave the outside of Big Ben’s arc any sooner
than you have to. This means the beginning of the
takeaway is dragging the club along the grass and
not picking it up.
EIGHT Move weight forward FIRST before
swinging. Following in our progression, think of
stopping the backswing when the shoulder turn
has reached 100% maximum, and not when the
club is pointing to a certain place (or pointing to
the target as you may have been told.) If you are
bent over enough as we discussed, the left shoulder
will be well below the right shoulder at the end
of a full shoulder turn backswing. (Are you facing
your back to the flag?) NOW HERE IS A Kung
Fu Golf KEY. Begin moving the weight forward
to the front foot WELL BEFORE YOU SWING
DOWN. Pro golfers make two swing choices here.

They begin moving the weight forward AS
THE CLUB IS STILL MOVING BACK A
BIT..or..

They allow the club to drop dead for a split
second at the very top of the backswing as
the weight begins moving forward first.

of different lengths. Why do golfers haphazardly
“decide” where to place their hands on each shot...
on the fly? Do you think they are being perfectly
consistent? Of course not. This tenth step brings
The key, and where most amateurs fail is they
everything above together. Some technical instrucswing FIRST and try to transfer the weight AS
tion here is necessary. The importance of this part
THEY ARE swinging down (they try to do it at
in bringing everything together cannot be over
the same time.) NO. It’s too late by then. Folemphasized. The below should take you about 10
low these steps to correct 20 years of toil. 1) “Step
minutes to work through.
down on a front foot already planted.” 2) Turn the
belt buckle to the target. 3) Then swing... last and Find a full length mirror at home or in the gym.
(yes, take a golf club into the gym, if you are too
late. (In that order NOT at the same time.) This
embarrassed you certainly are not ready to pay the
will be a first time experience for a few million of
price in Kung Fu Golf)
you. Why this principle is not emphasized a million times over on TV, in magazines, etc. we do not 1. Take the side view. (The mirror is over your left
shoulder or look to where the flag would be in
know but we have a few theories.
a golf shot to view your setup.)
NINE Make sure you never sway your weight
2. Take your stance. Flex the knees just a bit.
“right” in the backswing: This needs to follow
Bend over in the waste like a pro golfer would.
closely to the section above. If your legs are bent
Error on the side of being a bit MORE bent
a bit or flexed at setup it may be easy, during the
over than you have been used to per # 4
club takeaway, to have the weight shift over the
above. Make sure your right shoulder is “not in
outside of the right knee. Never ever let this hapfront” of the left and both are “in line.” (Even
pen. To keep this concept as simple as possible
is fine or the right shoulder a bit back in the
plant the back leg at setup like a tripod that holds
setup is allowed.)
a video camera. (The knee should be bending into
3. Now, push your tailbone and hips back 3 or
you a bit.) As the weight goes back never allow
4 inches, a very subtle move pros make most
the knee to move or slide “right” over the foot or
amateurs do not. Now you are finally in the
outside the foot. It should never move back, not
correct setup body position to go back and
even an inch. What are you doing now in your
“under” to the ball with the right shoulder.
own swing? Most that think they have this one
This is such a small move it’s hard for others to
correct now DO NOT. The back knee must never
see. DO IT.
move right during the takeaway. Not even one
cm. The weight does move back in the backswing 4. Stay in your bent over setup position. DO
NOT MOVE or stand up.
but it moves to the inside of the back leg. The
knee does not collapse or move right. You will lose 5. Take a 5, 6, or 7 iron in your right hand by
holding the very end. Let the head lay on the
10 yards for every inch it moves right and you
ground so the bottom of the club is perfectly
will find 10 yards of inaccuracy. Of course, in the
laying on the ground. (perfectly laying on
downswing the back knee moves hard left to the
the ground) For example, if you lowered the
ball and hole.
grip down between your legs (pulled the grip
TEN Place the hands on the exact same part of the
toward you) the toe end of the club would rise
club grip.. each time. Remember, your clubs are all

up and come off the ground and vice versa.
Make sure you have it right and the club’s
bottom is perfectly laying on the flat ground.
Have someone get on the ground and look if
you have to! Make sure the heel or toe of the
club is not “in the air.”
6. NOW.. Let your left hand hang down naturally (you are still bent over in your stance
right?) Simply move the left hand over to take
the grip where it wants to naturally. With
this method for smaller men, it may be well
DOWN the grip. Put a sharpie mark just under your index finger to mark the spot on the
grip.
7. Do this with ALL your clubs. They are of different sizes. You need to mark them all. If you
won’t spend 30 minutes here what do you really hope to accomplish in this game? Quit.
8. Finally, mark your clubs consistently with a
piece of glue or a notch made with a knife.
Whatever you choose is fine as long as you, in
the pitch dark, can find out exactly where to
place the left hand to begin the grip. As the
left hand hangs naturally this will then tell
your body “how much to bend over” and you
will take the same setup and stance, time after
time, 1000 times over.
The game is very hard. Kung Fu Golf disciples,
because they may not have the natural ability
of Tiger, are willing to do these little things and
find tiny diamonds that will translate into a better score. They are tired of being second rate on
the golf course or embarrassed. They are ready to
do whatever it takes. Some dedicated golfers with
deep desire to improve will not achieve because
they are teeing the ball up inconsistently, and taking a slightly different grip on the putter and irons
each time. They are introducing variables into a
game where hitting the sweet spot is extremely
hard to begin with. Lunacy!

If this was helpful in any way, we hope you will
devote yourself to the COMPLETE training when
you are able at some time in the future.

TAKE WHATEVER TIME IS NECESSARY TO FULLY UNDERSTAND ALL
OF THE BELOW. EMPLOY WHAT IS
BELOW TO EVERYTHING YOU DO
IN GOLF IN THE FUTURE, FOR THE
REST OF YOUR LIFE. WHAT IS BELOW IS ESSENTIALLY IMPORTANT.
If you got through # 1 (tee the ball up consistently) and you got through the tremendous
detail of # 10, and are still an eager disciple we
would like to give you something to get a bit more
excited about. One of the Holy Grails in all of golf. If
you were to do nothing but the following, and did
not have time to attempt the Kung Fu Golf learning chambers, you would be better off with just
this “idea” than 95% of the world’s golfers who
toil blindly, looking for easter eggs hidden in the
wrong place. (Actually, these golfers don’t even
know what they’re even looking for! It’s like not
knowing WHERE to look for something and you
DON’T EVEN KNOW what you are looking for.
Truly a “double bind” experiment)
We will show you want to look for here and we
will show you some places you can look for the
end of your rainbow, but you have to go out
and find the end of the rainbow yourself. Everyone’s rainbow is in a slightly different place. Too
much of today’s golf instruction assumes your
rainbow is in the same place as the instructors’,
and the disciple that was just taught before you.
NO.. your path WILL BE DIFFERENT AND
UNIQUE. WHAT YOU ARE SEEKING AT
THE END OF THE RAINBOW IS DIFFERENT
FOR YOU, AND ALSO NOT IN THE SAME
SPOT, THEREFOR YOU HAVE TO FIND
YOUR OWN PATH THROUGH THE MAZE...

NEVER FORGET THIS. If someone hands you
“the exact path” through the maze because they
just transversed it, and all you have to do is follow
their path of breadcrumbs, they don’t understand
anything about teaching golf.. turn and run. RUN
FOR YOUR GOLF LIFE and don’t look back like
Orpheus leaving the underworld.
Whether you are about to spend the next 12
months in serious Kung Fu Golf practice on all
learning chambers, or you simply won’t go past
this point for personal reasons, know THIS and try
to find one of the Holy Grail’s you are searching
for: KEEP THIS ONE ITEM IN MIND ABOVE
ALL ELSE whether you plan to move through the
chambers or not:
This concept relates directly back to # 6, but we
take it a much further and it’s so important, what
was presented in # 6 is also worth repeating. This
Holy Grail is a mental image called LATE HITTING. You must get the feeling of getting to the
top of your backswing and moving your body
forward (weight shift) AND rotating your hips
and chest to the target WITHOUT your arms and
hands moving at all (they are still well behind you
and they have not moved forward with the other
parts.) Is it possible to move your weight to your
front foot and begin to open you body up to the
target without the hands moving at all,... still the
“same amount” behind you? Well, no it’s NOT
possible, but that is the feeling to strive for and
when reached after months of experimentation, it’s
a moment of golf bliss you will have never before
experienced. For this perfect impact to happen
there can be no downswing with your arms while
all of this weight shift and body rotation is going
on. You need to experiment and choose the mental
image that works best for you to hit late. Try all of
them out on the range and find yours. It’s in you
right now, part of your one true authentic swing!
You just have to find it.

Your weight shifts forward to the front foot and
at the same time your hips and chest turn to
the flag... BUT YOUR ARMS, HANDS, AND
EVEN SET OF THE WRISTS....
1. Are dead behind you (like when you sleep on
your arm and wake up and have no feeling.)
Think of your arms that way.
2. Are put to sleep behind you at the top of your
backswing and they do nothing as you “move
your weight forward and turn the body to the
hole” as the first part of your swing.
3. Try this. Moving the body suddenly forward
while the arms are still going back in the backswing yields the same result. You could call it
“racing in opposite directions” and it also creates the late hitting you are looking for.
4. The basic “feeling” of not swinging at all and
just letting the club drop straight down after
it reaches the apex of the full backswing... it
drops down like a dead weight. Many pros talk
about a mental image of letting the arms just
drop from the top to start the downswing.
5. Concentrate on the basic “feeling” of hitting
late or delaying the downswing (while the
body moves forward) and then delaying it even
more than you thought was possible.
6. The feeling of having to put your right elbow
behind your back in the downswing. Two
things here: You won’t be able to do it... it’s
just a mental image. But, you can’t possibly
swing down EARLY AND have your right elbow behind your back AT THE SAME TIME.
It can’t be done so this may be the very best
experiment of all to find “late hitting.”
Another way to approach it could be called
“TURN ON IT.” Get to the top of your backswing and “TURN ON IT” while your arms are
not swinging at all. YouTube the golf swings of
Jim Furyk and Graham McDowell for the two
best examples of this, and when in slow motion,

they will show the average golfer how the body
turns through while the arms hang back. Forget
all the other parts of their swings, especially Jim
Furyk’s unusual swing. ONLY SEE HOW HE
SEEMS TO BE DOING EVERYTHING EXCEPT SWINGING HIS ARMS DOWN AT
THE BALL. You will see him and Graham “turn
on it” followed by a club whipping through the
ball as late as possible.
All of this is to create the OPPOSITE OF THE
FIRST STEP BEING... SWINGING THE ARMS
DOWN FROM THE TOP. In most golfers that’s
the first move. For you, it must be the very last.
PART 2
Your arms don’t stay dead of course until the
club hits the ball or the ball would go only 50
yards. Finding the right time to “wake them up”
and start swinging is a key you need to search
your body for. Ben Hogan talked publicly about
“wishing he could have two right hands” to hit
the ball. Unfortunately, this bit of advice probably screwed up 99% of the amateurs that tried
to use it, for golf advice back in the day was much
harder to come by than it is today. Yes, it’s ok to
swing through with the right arm / hand, but if it
comes alive and swings TOO SOON your dead.
The idea behind this entire section is to error on
the side of waking the right arm up to hit the ball
as late as you can. This waking up the right arm
“late and at the right time” acts as the tip of a
wet towel snapped back on your leg. The timing
is everything. Because almost every golfer around
the world, alive or dead, outside the PGA Tour
SWINGS DOWN TOO SOON with the arms
you have to OVERCOMPENSATE and swing the
arms at the ball as late as possible, and then later
than you thought was even possible!

THE WEIGHT SHIFT HAPPENS,
THEN YOU TURN THE BODY TO

THE TARGET, AND FINALLY, 14
YEARS LATER, THE ARMS WHIP
THROUGH AT THE LAST MOMENT.
THIS WILL SEND YOUR GOLF BALL
INTO A FLIGHT PATTERN YOU
HAVE NEVER BEFORE SEEN,
NOR HAVE EVER THOUGHT WAS
POSSIBLE FOR YOU. GOLF BLISS.
Now, will you go out and get frustrated when
you hit 14 or 15 range balls off green astro mats
and “can’t get it” so whomever wrote this manual
must be a complete wack-job? Go dunk your own
head in water by grabbing the back of your hair yourself.
It can take years to perfect the exact rhythm your
body needs. Your goal is to first “find the grail.”
You will soon lose it. You will then work to get it
back time after time until it becomes part of your
permanent swing.
Golf is true irony. Tens of millions swing down
with the arms as the first move in hitting the
ball. The correct golf swing demands one must
do EXACTLY THE OPPOSITE OF THIS. Hundreds of books on golf exist. Hundreds of DVDs
for sale. Thousands of YouTube videos. Tens of
thousands of magazine issues and articles over the
past 100 years, mostly focus on the subtleties of
golf. A complete waste for those with a handicap
above 15, and that’s about 95% of all golfers in
the world.
PART 3
“Stay behind the ball.” When you hear a golfer
say this IT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH
STANCE OR LINING UP BEHIND THE BALL
and everything to do with body positioning during
the downswing and strike of the ball. You could
be doing everything properly including shifting
your weight to the front foot before even attempting a swing down and if your head and core upper body is over top of the ball or in front of the

ball you will not strike the ball properly. What
exactly does this mean, “stay behind the ball?”
This one can be rather hard to explain. First, your
weight shifts forward onto the front leg (arms are
well behind you “dead” remember?) At the same
time, you turn your body to the target. Your arms
drop down dead preparing to whip through the
ball. But as the club is about to approach the ball,
“staying behind the ball” is a feeling like your head
is tilting and leaning BACKWARD a bit, like you
are attempting to read the writing on the back of
the ball before you hit it. (We mean writing that
would be directly on the back (right side to you) of
the ball which you could not see if you were standing up straight with your feet on each side of the
ball.)
Try it. Get a sand wedge or 60 degree wedge
and get into your perfect impact position. (What
would you look like exactly when you are about to
strike the ball in real time... and then freeze there.)
Now, lean your head back so you can read a bit
of that writing on the very back (right to you) of
the ball. Writing that could most easily be read by
someone laying on their stomach on the floor with
their body lined up perfectly to the hole (with their
hands under their chin to keep it off the grass!)
Now, what is the point of all this? This is not the
section to get into all the details, for that is what
the learning Chambers are for, but the “feeling” of leaning your head back AND TILTING
YOUR SPINE BACK so your head can see a bit
behind the ball just before the strike is actually
doing something very important... MAKING
SURE YOUR LEFT or LEADING SHOULDER
IS VERY HIGH AT IMPACT WHILE YOUR
BACK SHOULDER IS VERY LOW. THIS IS
ESSENTIAL FOR A PROPER STRIKE OF THE
BALL but almost impossible to pull off unless you
are “behind the ball” during the strike of the ball
or have the feeling of being behind the ball.

The feeling of staying behind the ball can be
aided in the setup, not by playing the ball position
forward (NO that is not it at all,) but by making
sure the back shoulder is LOWER than the lead
shoulder in the setup. There is no way your shoulders should be level and even while over the ball
in your stance. Experiment and error on the side
of keeping the back shoulder low in your stance
/ setup to the ball. Take care in the simple, static
items you can control.

THIS FOUNDATION SECTION IS
CRITICALLY IMPORTANT, WHETHER YOU WILL START KUNG FU GOLF
TRAINING NOW, OR DON’T HAVE
THE TIME AND JUST WANT TO
IMPROVE YOUR EXISTING GAME
THE BEST YOU CAN USING WHAT
IS PRESENTED IN THIS SECTION.
BOTH GROUPS SHOULD READ AND
RE-READ THIS SECTION MANY
TIMES. ALL OF THE FOLLOWING IN
THIS SECTION MUST BE COMPLETELY UNDERSTOOD, PRACTICED, AND
NOT FORGOTTEN AS A DISCIPLE
BEGINS KUNG FU GOLF AND THE
FIRST CHAMBER. IT WOULD BE
BEST IF ALL OF THE FOUNDATION
SECTION CAN BE PRACTICED ON
THE RANGE FOR AT LEAST ONE
WEEK (7 SESSIONS) BEFORE BEGINNING KUNG FU GOLF. OF COURSE,
ALL OF THE NECESSARY PRE-WORK
TASKS SHOULD BE DONE BEFORE
STARTING CHAMBER 1, SUCH AS
PLACING HANDS IN A PERFECTLY
CONSISTENT FASHION ON THE
CLUB, AMONG MANY OTHERS.

Accompanying video

Power
&Strength
Only your body can move the club, most neglect it.
“You don’t have the game you played last year or last
week. You only have today’s game. It may be far from
your best, but that’s all you’ve got. Harden your heart
and make the best of it.” - Walter Hagan

he obvious link between your brain (the shot you
want) and the ball is your body. A real disciple
will not neglect the only thing they possess in order to hit the ball. We recommend a weight lifting routine like this, 2 times a week, for the rest of your life.
A workout routine is essential for almost everyone over the
age of 35. If you are a man that exercises vigorously already,
you may skip this chamber and move on to the next chamber.
Be mindful of the exercises most important to golfers. For all
others, please take this very seriously. If you do not, you are
ignoring about 40% of what can make you a better golfer.

T

If you “blow this off ” as trivial, looking into future chambers
for the “good stuff,” you should quit now. You do not possess
even 1% of the discipline you need to succeed at playing high
level golf.
The accompanying YouTube video will describe the exercises
in greater detail. All heavy work sets described below should
be proceeded by a warm up set. Always get warm before any
exercise whether it be golf or bench presses!
Exercises IN ORDER of importance to a golfer

THE ESSENTIALS:
r LOWER BACK (1 x a week) Choose Deadlift (1 set x
20 reps) or the lower back hyperextension machine (20
reps, add weight as necessary)
r "#%0.*/"-4 YXFFL $IPPTFLOFFVQT DSVODI  
or abdominal machine.
r'03&"3.4 YXFFL 8SJTUEVNCCFMMDVSMT Y  
and wrist reverse curls (1 x 15)
r 611&3-&(4"/%#6550$,4 YXFFL 4RVBUPS 
Leg-press (3 x 12)
r#"$,.64$-&4-"54 YXFFL -BUQVMMEPXOTPS 
chin ups (2 sets x 10 reps)
r 0#-*26&4034*%&"#4 YXFFL 4JEFCFOET

 IPMEJOHBEVNCFMMJOPOFIBOE Y .FEJDJOF

ball rotations (x 50 reps) Training the abs that look
good in magazines can lead to injury without training
the obliques.
r 4)06-%&34 YBXFFL 0WFSIFBE1SFTT TFUTY 
 SFQT PSTJEFMBUFSBMSBJTFT YTFUT
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JTKVTUáOF/PNPSFUIBONJOVUFTPGXPSLBXFFLBOENPSF
r $)&45 YBXFFL $IPPTF#FODI1SFTT TFUTY  JGZPVXBOUUP8JUIPVUTUSPOHBCTHPMGFSTXJMMFOEVQXJUI
FJUIFSBIFSOJBPSBOBCEPNJOBMUFBS8FBSFHPJOHUPHFOFSBUF
 SFQT QVTIVQT XPSLJOHVQUP
r #*$&14 YBXFFL $IPPTFBOZWBSJFUZPGBSNDVSMT  BUSFNFOEPVTBNPVOUPGGPSDFTPCFQSFQBSFE
 XJUIBCBSCFMMPSEVNCCFMMT
*UoTGBSNPSFJNQPSUBOUUPDPODFOUSBUFPOUIFPCMJRVFTPSTJEF
BCT5IFTFBSFUIFNVTDMFTSFTQPOTJCMFGPSUXJTUJOHUIFCPEZ
NOW ENTER THE CHAMBER:
UIFCBDLTXJOHBOEUIFEPXOTXJOH 
8IBUJTTIPXOIFSFBSFUIFpXPSLIBSETFUTq5BLFBUMFBTU
PSTFUTCFGPSFUIBUUPQSPQFSMZXBSNVQXJUIMJHIUFSXFJHIUT )PXFWFS BUSFNFOEPVTBNPVOUPGFGGPSUJTOPUSFRVJSFEIFSF
*GZPVQPQBSPUBUPSDVGGZPVSHPMGJTEPOFGPSUIFZFBS JUoTKVTU FJUIFS1FSIBQTPO.POEBZ UIFTUVEFOUIPMETBNFEJDJOFCBMM
PVUJOGSPOUPGIJNXJUITUSBJHIUBSNT BOETQJOTUIFCBMMGSPN
OPUXPSUIJU
TJEFUPTJEFUPUJNFT4UBSUXJUIMCTBOEXPSLVQUP
*UDBOOPUCFTUSFTTFEXJUIFOPVHIWJHPSIPXJNQPSUBOUJUJT
MCT0O5IVSTEBZUIFTUVEFOUDBOJOTUFBEEPTJEFCFOET
UPXBSNVQQSPQFSMZ4PNVDITPXFBSFBTLJOHZPVUPTBZ
IPMEJOHBMCEVNCFMM SFQTPOFBDITJEF5IBUoTBMM5P
JUBMPVEOPXp*XJMMUBLFNJOVUFTBOEXBSNVQQSPQFSMZ
UIPTFXIFSFUIJTEPFTOPUTPVOEMJLFBMPU PSFOPVHI MFUVT
CFGPSFUIFXPSLPVUBOECFGPSFQMBZJOHPSQSBDUJDJOHHPMGq8F SFNJOEZPV:068*--#&803,*/(61*/8&*()5
BSFTFSJPVT TBZJU8IFOZPVTBZJU ZPVBSFNBLJOHBQBDU
53:)0-%*/("-#.&%*$*/&#"--065*/
XJUIZPVSTFMG1BDUTXJUIZPVSTFMGTIPVMEOFWFSCFCSPLFO
'30/50':06'03.*/65&48*5)0655)&
58*45*/( *.1044*#-&'03.0451&01-&*'5)&:
'JWFNJOVUFTPGXBSNVQTPVOETMJLFOPUIJOHCVUCFGPSFIJUUJOHCBMMTGPSFYBNQMF JUoTBOFUFSOJUZ8BSNVQFWFSZNVTDMF "3&/05$)&"5*/(
UIBUJTHPJOHUPCFJOWPMWFE*OUIFDBTFPGUIFXPSLPVUBCPWF  Lower Back::PVIBWFTFFOUIFTUBUTPOUIFNJMMJPOTPG
"NFSJDBOTUIBUHPPVUPOEJTBCJMJUZCFDBVTFPGMPXFSCBDL
BXBSNVQpTFUqDBOCFQFSGPSNFEGPSFBDIFYFSDJTFPGUP
QBJO"CPVUPGUIJTDPVMECFQSFWFOUFEJGQFPQMFXPVME
SFQTXJUIWFSZMJUUMFXFJHIU7&3:-*55-&8&*()5
EPBOZUIJOHUPUSBJOUIFJSMPXFSCBDLNVTDMFT.PTUQFPQMF
8IFOQSBDUJDJOHPSQMBZJOH SPMMUIFTIPVMEFST.PWFUIF
IBWFEPOFOPUIJOHBOEUIFJSMPXFSCBDLNVTDMFTBSFMJLFQBTUB
BSNT5BLFBCSJTLXBMLPSTFDPOEKPH5XJTU4RVBUZPVS
PWFSDPPLFEGPSBOIPVSJOTUFBEPGUIFPMETIJQSPQFTUIFZ
CPEZXFJHIU.PWFBOEHFUFWFSZUIJOHPJMFEBOEMVCFE
TIPVMECF TVSSPVOEJOHBOEQSPUFDUJOHUIFMPXFSTQJOF"OZ
5IFCBTJDXPSLPVUSPVUJOFXJUIXFJHIUTJTQFSGPSNFEUXJDFB NBOBHFPSVOEFSTIPVMECFBCMFUPCFOEPWFSBOEQJDLVQ
XFFL QFSIBQT5VFTEBZBOE'SJEBZ
QPVOETPGGUIFHSPVOE BCMBDLTNJUIoTBOWJMGPSFYBNQMF
%PUIFTFJOPSEFSBTUIFZBSFHJWFOJOUIFPSEFSPGJNQPSUBODF .BOZTUSBJOUIFJSMPXFSCBDLCFOEJOHPWFSUPHFUBESPQQFE
TPDL1BUIFUJDcBOEJOUIFFYUSFNF
GPSUIFHPMGFSBTTVNJOHUIFZNBZIBWFMJNJUFEUJNF"MTP 
*BNHPJOHUPTVHHFTUFYFSDJTFTBTTVNJOHZPVEPOPUIBWF
*GZPVSCBDLJTIFBMUIZ JGOPUEPOoUEFTQBJSTFFCFMPX 'BMM
BDDFTTUP(PMEoT(ZNBOEUIFNBDIJOFTUIFZIBWFUIFSF JOMPWFXJUIUIF,*/(PGBMMFYFSDJTF GPSHPMG BOEGPSBMMPG
'FFMGSFFUPTVCTUJUVUFXIBU*BNTBZJOHIFSFXJUIBNBDIJOF
XFJHIUMJGUJOH UIFEFBEMJGU4UBSUWFSZTMPXMZ QMFBTFSFBEPVS
UBSHFUJOHUIFTBNFNVTDMFHSPVQT
DPNNBOENFOUTBUUIFFOEPGUIFDIBQUFSBTJUBQQMJFT
.03&%&5"*-0/5)&&44&/5*"-.64$-&(30614 NPTUMZUPUIJTTFDUJPO #FHJOXJUIKVTUUIFCBSBOEOPXFJHIU 
BEEJOHKVTUQPVOETBXFFL:068*--#&".";&%
Lower Back: An absolute essential.PGUIFQFPQMFUIBU
)0826*$,-::06"3&5)308*/("306/%
DPNQMBJOPGIBWJOHpCBDLQBJOqIBWF OFWFSJOUIFJSMJWFT 
-#4"/%:063#0%:)"453"/4'03.&%%POoU
USBJOFEUIFJSMPXFSCBDL3VOOFSTDPNQMBJOPGCBDLQBJO
SVTIUPHFUUPZPVSNBY1MFBTFIFFEUIJT)FBWZEFBEMJGUT
1FPQMFUIBUMJGUXFJHIUDPNQMBJOPGCBDLQBJO8IBUUIFTF
NBLFUIFMPXFSCBDLTUSPOHBMPOHXJUIUIFCVUUPDLT UIF
QFPQMFIBWFJODPNNPOJTUIFZIBWFJHOPSFEUIFNVTDMFTPGUIF
VQQFSCBDL UIFMFHT BOEFWFOBSNT5IFZBSFMJLFUBLJOHB
MPXFSCBDLUIBUTVSSPVOEUIFTQJOF*GZPVGPMMPXUIFQSJODJQMFT
NBHJDQJMMUIBUDSFBUFTNVTDMFBOETUSFOHUI0ODFUIFMPX
PG,VOH'V(PMG:068*--/&&%"4530/(-08&3
CBDLJTTUSPOH JUXJMMIPMEVQUPBOZHPMGTXJOH*BTTVSFZPV
#"$,#VJMEJOHBTUSPOHMPXFSCBDLJTBLJOUPQPVSJOHDPO*GOPUQFSGPSNFEQSPQFSMZ EFBEMJGUTDBOCFBCJUEBOHFSPVT
DSFUFGPSUIFQSPQFSGPVOEBUJPOGPSBIPVTF
.BLFTVSFZPVBTLTPNFPOFPS:PV5VCFUIFFYBDUUFDIOJRVF
Abdominals & Obliques or Side Abs:"OZMPOHESJWFSXJMM
:PVVTFZPVSMFHTUPMJGUUIFCBSBTNVDIBTZPVSMPXFSCBDL
UFMMZPVUIFMFHTBOEpDPSFqNVTDMFTBSFGBSNPSFJNQPSUBOU
8FáOEEVNCCFMMEFBEMJGUTBCJUTBGFSUIFOCBSEFBEMJGUT*G
UIBOUIFBSNTBOEIBOET QFSIBQTCZBGBDUPSPGY:PV
ZPVBSFMPPLJOHGPSCJHTUSFOHUIBOETFSJPVTMJGUJOH HPUPUIF
XJMMMFBSOBOFYQMPTJWFNPWFGSPNZPVSMFHTBOEDPSF BDUVBMMZ 
CBS&WFSZXFFLTPSTPTLJQEFBEMJGUJOHBOETVCTUJUVUFTPNF
UIFDPSFJODMVEFTBMMPGZPVSXBTUF UIFTFNVTDMFTBOEUIFMPXFS
BMUFSOBUFFYFSDJTFMJLFMPXFSCBDLIZQFSFYUFOTJPOTPSBMPX
CBDL 3FHBSEJOHUIFBCEPNJOBMT UIFQSFUUZCPZNVTDMFTJOUIF
CBDLNBDIJOFJOBHZN*GZPVBSFGFFMJOHBOZQBJOPSGFFMMJLF
CFMMZUIBUMPPLHPPEPOUIFDPWFSPG(2 UIFNPTUJNQPSUBOU
ZPVBSFPWFSXPSLJOH UBLFBXFFLPGGPSNPWFUIFXFJHIU
UIJOHJTKVTUOPUUPJHOPSFUIFN"GFXIBSETFUTUXJDFBXFFL
CBDLMCTBOECFHJOBHBJO

A man that puts in 20 minutes, twice a week with HARD
and heavy deadlifts, AND DOES NOTHING ELSE, will
easy eclipse any man allowed to spend as much time as possible
on isolation exercises like “bicep curl” or “lateral raise.” If you
try this make sure you end with one hard set of ab crunches
and a set of pushups so you maintain some muscle balance!
If your back is not healthy or you have back pain NOW the
answer for most of you is NOT more rest. The cure lies in
actually finding some muscle back there and waking that
damn area up for once, not through another Ergo chair that
will cost your corporation $2,000 more or through some man
girdle. Understand the difference between pain from constant back spam and real injury. 80% of the time it’s a form
of continual spasm. If it’s a real injury like a disc problem or
muscle tear see a doctor of course but again, there is probably
an 80% chance nothing is wrong.
Here is how to tell; Turn a few pages forward to image 5,
lower back hyperextensions. These are safer than deadlifts
for the lower back. Do a few sets on this machine. If you feel
the same or even a bit better after the set or sets, 99% you
have a spasm problem you can cure in 3 or 4 weeks on this
machine along with 20 minutes a day of lower back stretching. ONCE YOU GET YOUR BACK UP TO PAR, BEGIN
THE DEADLIFT with light poundages. I have seen people
that could not bend over to tie laces deadlifting 200 lbs. 9
months later.
Forearms: For those that play a lot of golf, about 20% of you
will have real problems with tendonitis at some point. This
will take the form of either Tennis Elbow and Golfers Elbow.
Training the forearms twice a week is an essential safeguard
against these truly debilitating injuries. It won’t mean you
won’t develop tendonitis at some point, but strong forearm
muscles act as insulation against injury. It also adds power and
control to your golf swing.
Place your forearm along your leg while seated and curl a
dumbbell with the palm facing up and then palm facing
down for another set (see picture end of this Chamber.) When
the palm faces down the exercise works the upper part of the
forearm muscles and vice versa. Perhaps start with 5lbs. and
work up to a 20lb dumbbell over 2 or 3 months of training
twice a week. As with all weight lifting, start very light and
work up to heavy weight over the course of many months.
There is simply no reason to rush the process. This is a tortoise run over the rest of your life and not a hare’s sprint.
Upper Legs and Buttocks: You will have to decide how
much effort to put in here. If you have powerful legs already
(and don’t forget the butt is a muscle too) through biking, running, or by playing a lot of sports throughout life, a
Schwarzenegger type of squat and leg press routine may not
be necessary for golfers. One can maintain good leg muscles
through other means like intense Stairmaster climbing, biking, or hiking. However, for men with weak or untrained

upper leg muscles, time spent strengthening them pays major
dividends. As you will see, the legs and the core equate to
golf’s power and not arm strength. Also, if you are deadlifting
you won’t need additional work here!
If you choose an exercise that involves the ENTIRE leg and
buttocks in one movement like a full heavy squat, heavy dead
lift, or a leg press machine, 2 or 3 intense sets once a week is
all that is necessary to build strong muscle. (A set of squats or
deadlifts can be performed so intensely that it takes a full 7
days to recover before the next workout!) If you are not going
at it with this extreme intensity, then train the legs twice per
week. If you are using an isolation exercise like machine leg
extensions for the top of the legs (the quads) don’t forget your
muscle balance and remember to train the back of your legs
too, the hamstring muscles, with the leg curl machine. If you
don’t have muscle balance throughout your body you will end
up with injury.
Shoulders: Are you a weak shouldered person prone to
injury? Some people are prone to shoulder and rotator cuff
injury. If you are someone that has never had shoulder injury
and could hammer spikes on the transcontinental railroad
all day without injury you can take this section less seriously,
perhaps doing some heavy lateral raises or overhead military
presses with dumbbells twice a week and make quick work
of it. For those prone to injury with even the possibility of
weak shoulders or rotator cuffs take your shoulder work very
very seriously. Warm up the shoulders slowly and completely
using light weight. Incorporate rotator cuff exercises when
possible (YouTube these) using very small dumbbells and
stretch bands. Take 4 or 5 sets to “work up” to the heavy set.
A shoulder injury IS COMPLETLEY DEBILITATING in
golf and in life. Recovery time can take over a year. We have
seen people with shoulder injuries in the past take 10 to 15
minutes to warm up their shoulder before working out or
playing golf. If you are not sure how strong your shoulders
and rotator cuffs are, error on the side of full warm up before
lifting weights and never swing a golf club cold. Once you
pop it, it’s too late.
Summary information that applies to all strength training.
THE 10 COMMANDMENTS:
1. If you begin a workout routine make sure you can
keep up with it. If you go more than 3 or 4 days between workouts you will lose everything you just did
via atrophy. If you go 2+ weeks skipping the gym, you
will lose most of what you did over the past 6 months
(in strength.. your body will look good for another few
weeks before it goes too.) On the other hand, working
out every other day is too much for anyone over age
30. You must BALANCE time in and out of the gym
perfectly for you. Why even bother to work weights if
you can lose everything so quickly? The good news is, it
is much easier to get back to where you were then to get
there in the first place.
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2. Perform 2 or 3 heavy or hard sets until muscle failure if
possible. If you keep moving up your weight consistently
there is no reason to reach the intense pain of muscle
failure. Ultimately though, if you lift little girl poundages you will look like a little girl. It’s that simple. If you
have been lifting the same weight for 2 years, you have
not progressed. The harder you work the more time you
need to rest before coming back to the gym.
3. If you have a muscle imbalance you risk major injury. For
example, if you like to train “biceps” because you “make
a good muscle” in a mirror, and ignore triceps you risk
a tear and about a year of rehab… and NO GOLF. No
soup for you!!
4. The most important muscle groups to have balanced for
good health and golf fitness are, in order: lower back balanced with abs | quadriceps balanced with hamstrings
(front and rear thighs) | upper back and shoulders.
5. If you just don’t like lifting weights you can begin a
“pre-golf season” routine about 12 weeks before the
season (Feb to May 1 for example) in order to at least,
tone up the muscles for the golf season. Once golf season
starts, working out at least once a week will at keep
most of the small amount of muscle you have built. Not
recommended and we hope you do more, but a world
better than doing nothing. If not building big muscles
you are (at least) using this 12 week routine to AVOID
INJURY during the season.
6. If you don’t have time to work out, improvise. A child’s
monkey bars can be a pull up bar. One hard set of 15
would be all that is necessary to get by because you missed
the gym. At home, attaching a 12 inch broom handle to
a rope to a half gallon plastic orange juice container and
“wrist rolling” both ways hits the forearms. Pushups in
front of the TV during Oprah’s commercials works chest.
Improvise so you don’t miss a workout. One set of five
exercises can “get you by”.. just 7 or 8 minutes of work.
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7. If pressed for time a good rule is “work from the belly
button out.” If you only have time for abdominals, lower
back, legs, and back… well that is not bad at all because
in working the core all the other muscles get some work
as well. As we said, one set of heavy deadlifts certainly is
not “missing a workout.”
8. For some excited individuals over training is a real possibility. Three leg sessions a week IS NOT better than
two. 10 sets is most likely NOT better than 5. We all
have a limited amount of recovery ability we must not
go past or all progress will stall or worse, we will get
sick. Overtraining is a terrible state… trust me. For most
men ages 20 to 50, two sessions of about 90 minutes
each week is about all the body can recover from. Don’t
push past it. This does not include Stairmaster, treadmill
or those kinds of cardio exercises, just heavy weights. As

we stated, it’s possible to work a heavy set of 20 squats
so intensely, the legs CAN NOT be trained again for one
week. Most are NOT capable of this kind of extreme effort which is akin to utter torture.
Steroids don’t “give you” giant muscles, for the most part
they allow one to train longer and more frequently. Steroids
are a fast track to recovery as their main benefit. If you meet a
body builder training 2 times a day or more than 4 days week
they are on the juice because the body simply can’t take that
much work. Once you understand this you can then understand how important rest between workouts are. ALWAYS..
error on the side of taking an extra day off. Gains can be
made this way. If you go back too early, you are getting nowhere and completely wasting your time other than burning
off the pizza calories.
For all of those wackos that just thought I condoned steroids in
our lawsuit culture, let me clarify. Steroids are terrible. Honestly, they shrink your balls and penis. For women, they enlarge
the clitoris fooling the body that it’s now some sort of penis.
Men will get fatty deposits around the nipples called “bitch
tits.” There are related heart illnesses documented for 30 years.
If you want to go for steroids, have at it YOU DOPE.
9. Find your maximum weight over many months or
years. For most men, ego will take over and this is your
first Kung Fu Golf test. There is no room for ego in
this practice. At the LA Fitness, standing next to men
throwing around 60lb. dumbbells and pretty women
walking by, DO YOU HAVE THE MINERALS TO
STAND THERE ON YOUR FIRST DAY DOING
LATERAL RAISES WITH THE PINK 5LB WOMENS RUBBER COATED DUMBELLS? Well.. you
better. Once you find your maximum weight it’s like
hitting a hard wall, or for a woman, a glass ceiling!
Let’s say you want to crash your body through an old
rotted barn door to escape a fire. Could you do it better
by taking one step back from the door, OR by running
from across the room and through it? The point is, gain
momentum by beginning far away from your goal. Do
you train for a marathon by an 18 mile first run?
If your goal is a 200 lb bench press begin with just
95 pounds which is the bar and just 25 on each end.
Add only 5lbs per workout. Don’t even work hard for
weeks. It becomes like putting a freight train in motion.. it’s hard to stop right? You are telling your body
you demand 5 lbs a week. You may end up getting to
225 which really is a massive lift, the bar plus two big
plates on each end. A “king of the gym” lift. If your goal
is 200 you don’t start at 170 YOU DOPE and add 10
lbs a workout, and expect to hit your max in a week
and a half. Allow 5 months! REMOVE THE EGO.
THE RACE IS LONG. THIS THEORY OF INCREMENTALISM, AND THE BENEFITS OF STARTING
SLOW WITH CONSISTENT MOMENTUM FOR-

WARD APPLIES TO ALMOST EVERYTHING IN
LIFE WITH A POSITIVE RESULT.
10. IF THIS WAS OUR CONSTITUTION, THIS IS
OUR BILL OF RIGHTS. If the real 10 Commandments, this one would be “Thou shall not kill!” AVOID
INJURY OVER ALL ELSE. Yell that out loud NOW.
Never push through something that hurts. Remove
ego. If you feel a pinch or a twinge, STOP immediately.
Hundreds of thousands have been seriously hurt in the
gym, the pickup basketball game, or the Wii, by pushing through and not being aware of what their body
is telling them. If you are on the chest machine in the
gym (Pec deck) and you feel a pain in your chest, don’t
do the next rep. You could be one rep away from a tear,
a nice 12 month injury. PART 2: Always warm up. The
injury lurking around the corner is snuffed out through
proper warm-up. They say 90% of painting is prepping which is true. 90% warm-up 10% heavy work sets
is also a rule to live by. PART 3, In general, exercises
where the body is allowed to move freely and naturally
ARE MUCH SAFTER than where motion is restricted.
The best example is dumbbells vs. machines. Always
choose dumbbells. For example, the dumbbell bench
press lying down on a bench: Dumbbells allow the
arms to move where they want to move naturally. A
machine guides the arms along a set path and for most
people, the injury happens deep in the shoulder and not
the arms. There are many other examples. Choose the
free motion.
A note on Tennis Elbow and golf injury: When we say this
condition is debilitating this is exactly what we mean. We are
not talking about a slightly sore elbow (on the top bone for
Tennis Elbow and the bottom bone for Golfers Elbow. These
conditions are not a soreness on the “main elbow point itself ”
but the smaller bone points on the top and bottom. By the
way, a lot of golfers have Tennis Elbow and it has nothing
to do with playing Tennis, the descriptor term just describes
which bone is sore.) Take this seriously. The pain can end your
golf game for months or even years in some cases. Once the
intense pain sets in, it can take YEARS to get rid of it, if you
continue to play golf. Surgery for chronic cases is common.
The goal is to detect it EARLY and take EARLY steps toward
a cure before it “sets in.”
For those that feel the beginning of elbow pain - immediately
consider the following:
1. Limit the amount of total swings per day or per week.
For example, continue to play twice a week, but forgo
the range work or the large bucket before the round. If
not playing, rest for 2 or 3 days between range sessions.
Hit smaller buckets at the ranges. Do not beat ball
after ball, bucket after bucket. Show discipline to leave
the range after a small bucket.

2. Ice the sore bone after golf (or from any other activity) that causes pain. 20 to 25 minutes of intense cold
remembering to take the ice off every 5 minutes for 90
seconds to avoid frostbite or skin injury.
3. Hitting from the “mats” at the range or hard pan dirt
is much worse for the elbow tendonitis than hitting off
wet or soft ground. Stop hitting off mats if you have
tennis elbow (or golfer’s elbow) or swing the driver off
the rubber T only so you don’t contact the ground. It’s
this vibration and “bang” that is the cause and not as
much the free swing in the air.
4. Have you been strengthening your forearms? Take
14 days off from golf and begin forearm exercises for
muscles on the top and bottom of the forearm. Start
light and work up to maximum weight slowly over 4 to
6 weeks. 20 reps per set.
5. Invest in a tennis elbow forearm brace. Don’t expect
miracles from this little device, but the consensus is it’s
better to wear one than not. It will cure nothing. Think
of it as 10% of protection. You must do all the other
things correctly and not rely on this device for a cure.
The device is not worn on the elbow but 2/3 up and
around the forearm.
6. Perform tennis and golfer’s elbow stretches by flexing
or pushing the wrist and fingers (YouTube this to see
many varieties). Stretch very slowly and mildly. Pulling
the fingers back hard can make things even worse! If
you start a wrist and forearm stretching routine after
watching YouTube videos we can’t stress enough to do
them “very softly” and not go all the way for several
weeks until you are sure they are helping more than
hurting!
7. WARNING: If at all possible, never push through
intense pain. Hitting that second bucket off the mat
when you are already in severe pain, can set you back
a year. Yes, a year. Once the intense pain of tennis or
golfers elbow “sets in” it can be almost impossible to
get rid of.
8. Finally in your golf swing, do you pick the ball OR hit
down hard with a massive divit (flying a slice of cake
in the air). The “picker” will not suffer like the golfer
that beats down hard on the ground. Only in extreme
circumstances change your swing. We are here to play
Kung Fu Golf and not cure elbow pain.
The exercise pictures that follow are for both this chamber
and the next Chamber 2, Stretching and Flexibility.
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CASE STUDY:
The Hardgainer Magazine,
Issue 1, July 1989

There is an amazing parallel between what the Hardgainer Magazine did for
bodybuilding in 1989 (www.hardgainer.com Stuart McRobert, all rights reserved), and what we are doing today with Kung Fu Golf. The main problem is, in
a word, “confusion” and no clear path to success for disciples in golf.
Back in the day when your sifu was in high school and pumping weights (not
for sports performance, but to attract women of course), the main source of information was the muscle magazines and books written by body building stars
like Arnold. The major magazines for muscle building outlined the “routines
of the bodybuilding stars” and other gorillas on steroids, with the time and
genetics to train “all the time.” 20 sets of bench presses for chest. 5 different
exercises for quads with a special exercise for the “teardrop muscle” that wraps
around the knee. Giant sets, super sets... AND OTHER ABSOLUTE NONSENSE that
does not suit 95% of us. In fact, all of this work is actually counterproductive
for the average man looking to gain muscle!
Then in the Hardgainer Magazine in 1989, Stuart McRobert stressed to “the regular guys” that ALL of this “body building advice” was counterproductive overtraining and it’s a proven fact that the weight lifting routines of massive men
on steroids WILL NOT WORK FOR THE AVERAGE JOE! Hardgainer routines were
simple yet effective.
DOES A-B-C SIMPLICITY SUPPORT A BILLION DOLLAR FITNESS INDUSTRY.. OF COURSE
NOT! CONFUSION DOES and a reason to buy another magazine and book! In golf,
we also need to return to the basics. This same “simple vs. confusion” argument
can be made in golf today.

Deadlifts with dumbbells
are the foundation of gaining strength in the core,
and most importantly, the
lower back

Lateral raises build the shoulders to avoid injury. Always
warm up with high reps before
using heavier weight. Keep this
exercise light
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High cable pulldowns to mimic
the golf swing will benefit those
with a gym membership

After your body is in
shape, then use heavy
cable pulls mimicking the
golf swing for even more
power

The lower back is so important in
golf, lower back hyperextensions are
important in addition to deadlifts

If you don’t have access to a lat pulldown machine
for the large back muscles substitute 20 to 30
chin ups twice a week

Wrist curls with palm up are essential for clubhead
control, power, and most importantly to avoid the
dreaded golfers and tennis elbow injuries

Reverse the wrist curl to palm down to build
the muscles on top of the forearm. Muscle
balance is essential to avoid injury
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Side bends with a SINGLE DUMBBELL is
also important to build strong
“side abs” or obliques leading
to more driving distance
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Twisting side to side with a broom handle
or a 45 lb. bar is our final “core” exercise for
more driving distance

Chopping wood or swinging a 15 pound sledge
hammer builds INCREDIBLE power
mimicking the golf swing

Twisting the medicine ball from side to side will
build the essential core abdominal and oblique
muscles needed for golf power

The Yoga “Child’s Pose” stretches the lower
back and hips. Work down into it very slowly.

The Yoga “Down
Dog” is one of the best,
stretching calves, lower
back, and even forearms.

Twisting with elbow over the knee promotes a
full shoulder turn in the backswing.

The Yoga stretch “Pigeon” is great for hip turn
flexibility. Stay in the pose for 2 or 3 minutes.
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Twisting across both knees is an
advanced stretch not for beginners.

If you can get into both twisting positions you should have the backswing
shoulder turn of a pro.
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Bring the knees up above the belt for
strong abs and core. Golfers should
train the core first. Legs second.

Our “Kiss the shoulder” stretch mimics the
arm position of a pro at the very top of the
backswing. Go slow!

Accompanying video

Stretching
&Flexibility

Don’t  forget,  this  means  
there  is  an  associated  video.

Suppleness is equally essential
in kung fu and golf
“The Lord answers my prayers everywhere,
except on the golf course.” - Rev. Billy Graham

EY GOLF STRETCHES:
rShoulder Rotations: 20 front / 20 back.
Place the arm straight overhead. In a full
arc rotate the hand behind you, down, front, and
back to the starting point like the minute hand on a clock.
rShoulder circles: 20 front / 20 back, work up to a 3 lb
or 5 lb weight over several months. Arms out to the side,
small circles for the rotator cuff.
rYoga Down Dog pose, hold 90 seconds to 2 minutes
rSit with legs extended out and reach out to touch the
toes. Hold for 2 or 3 minutes.
rSit back on the heels, one minute. Note, there is no need
to sit on the heels, only go until you feel the stretch.
Avoid injury.
 Kiss the shoulder stretch, 2 sets 45 seconds. See Video for
the rest.
 Chest stretch, 30 seconds each arm
 Left arm across Rt. knee stretch, 45 seconds
 Broom handle behind back of neck, 50 reps / twists
rHip flexor stretch (bring right knee over) 30 sec
rIT leg band stretch, one minute each side

K

rPigeon leg stretch, 90 seconds each leg
A 20 minute stretching routine should be performed 2 or
3 times per week, preferably just after a workout when the
body is nice and warm. Stretching in the home or while
watching TV is perfectly acceptable as long as you warm the
body and take extra time moving into a stretch.
NOW ENTER THE CHAMBER:
Just like the previous strength chamber, being optimally flexible is absolutely essential. Almost nothing in golf is more important. Stretching will help you with general well being for
the rest of your life and goes way beyond golf. What is here is
the minimum you should do. If you want to take Yoga classes
and buy videos for hour long stretching sessions at home, you
will be better for it.
NOTE: Stretching cannot be done “cold.” It’s essential to get
the heart rate up a bit first by walking for 10 minutes, taking
a very light jog, or 10 minutes of easy “Stairmaster” or another gym exercise. The joints and ligaments to be stretched
properly, must be warm. If you are in your own home do
whatever you can to get warm first. 20 body squats with your
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arms out creates a little bit of heat. Jumping jacks create heat.
Do whatever you need to do so you do not stretch cold.
Cold stretching = INJURY
We start with the shoulders. A shoulder injury like a rotator
cuff tear or impingement can be crippling, sometimes for the
rest of your life. No matter what, always get your shoulders
warm before you play or stretch, even if you have no time to
do anything else. Even a micro tear in the rotator cuff can be
debilitating and can take a year to heal.
If you arrive the course late, a warmup (for the
joints) and stretch is far more important than
hitting balls or putting, and by a factor of 1,000.
Injury avoidance reigns above all else.
The first two chambers are an excellent test of one’s seriousness and commitment to this endeavor. 50% of people will skip
these sections entirely thinking it unnecessary and comb the
rest of this tomb for “tips and tricks” they can apply overnight
to hit the ball like Bubba Watson. These people will fail.
Others will “go through the motions” when it comes to the
first two chambers or both will be attempted when convenient or perhaps rushed. These people will also fail, not only
because they will not be giving their bodies the benefits of the
first two chambers but their approach here will be indicative
of the effort they will put into all the other chambers.
The stretching routine here takes a minimum of 15 minutes
and that does not include the time to “get warm.” The model
disciple takes his time, and focuses on the benefits of stretching to the golf game, and ultimately how flexible you expect
to be in one year’s time. Stretching is a tortoise race. Results
are found over months and years. “Pushing a stretch” will
result in injury.

Here are the hard and fast rules that have not changed in
over 1,000 years regarding what it takes to achieve flexibility
results through stretching.
rWarm the muscles and joints before stretching is rule # 1.
rGo into a stretch very slowly and be prepared to hold
for 2 to 3 minutes per stretch. If one is sitting with legs
out in front of you wanting to touch the toes here is the
process we are talking about: Reach out to where you get
only a slight discomfort, perhaps grabbing the ankles.
Hold for one minute. Over the next minute, slowly
reach out to the foot and the toes taking what your body
will give you. For many, only in the last minute of the
stretch will the body allow you to actually touch your
toes. If you can’t touch your toes use a towel around the
toes to pull yourself forward to the point of discomfort.
Be prepared to stretch for 3 or 4 times a week for many
months before you can actually touch your toes. Holding
a stretch for 10 or 20 seconds is a complete waste of time.
Plan on 1 to 3 minutes to hold the stretch.
rFinally, and most importantly, rushing into a stretch,
pushing too hard, being macho because the girl next to
you in yoga class can grab her toes and you will “not be
.
shown up” will result in injury almost every time. Don’t
8
be one of these stupid people.
1
Imagine a turtle stretching, if he could stretch.
Take more time and be more deliberate than the
tortoise. Look for gains over months and years...
not minutes or weeks.
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STOP! THREE IMPORTANT AXIOMS MUST BE NOTED BEFORE YOU
BEGIN TO CREATE YOUR NEW GOLF SWING FROM THE KUNG FU
GOLF PROCESS. IF YOU ARE UNDERTAKING KUNG FU GOLF IN IT’S
FULL FORMAT, YOU SHOULD NOT BE LOOKING TO REFINE OR REVISE
YOUR EXISTING SWING. YOUR EXISTING SWING, MOST LIKELY, IS A
BROKEN DOWN DONKEY. LOOK TO BUILD A NEW SWING FROM THE
GROUND UP. IF YOU POUR A FOUNDATION FOR A LARGE BUILDING
AND THE CONCRETE DOES NOT CURE, NO GOOD BUILDER WOULD
CONTINUE BUILDING ON TOP OF IT. THE FOUNDATION WOULD BE
DUG UP, AND POURED AGAIN. MOST LIKELY YOUR SWING NEEDS
TO BE DEMOLITIONED. DO THAT, AND TAKE GREAT CARE ON YOUR
NEW FOUNDATION -- THE SECOND PART MAY BE EVEN MORE IMPORTANT. IN KUNG FU GOLF OR IN ANY GOLF INSTRUCTION, NEVER TRY
TO FORCE AN UNCOMFORTABLE POSITION IN YOUR SWING, EVEN IF
IT’S THE ACCEPTED “PROPER WAY.” ON A RANGE, YOU MAY BE ABLE
TO PERFECT, EVEN AN UNCOMFORTABLE MOTION INTO A HIGH DEGREE OF RANGE SUCCESS. HOWEVER, ALL WILL BE LOST WHEN ON
THE GOLF COURSE WHERE EACH SHOT IS NOT THE SAME AS THE
ONE BEFORE. FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU ARE TOLD TO “MAKE THE WRIST
FLAT AND NOT CUPPED IN THE TOP OF THE BACKSWING” AND
YOUR BODY IS CRYING OUT, “THIS FEELS ALL WRONG” STOP AND
SEEK OUT YOUR NATURAL BODY MOVEMENTS. IF YOU ARE TOLD TO
“FLATTEN YOUR GOLF SWING TAKING THE CLUB BACK TO THE INSIDE” AND YOUR BODY IS TELLING YOU, “THIS FEELS CRAMPED AND
ALL WRONG” (AFTER YOU GIVE IT AN AMPLE ATTEMPT... AND IT STILL
FEELS WRONG) RUN FROM THIS ADVICE. YOU WILL ONLY SUCCEED
ON THE PUTTING GREEN, ON THE TEE, AND ON THE FAIRWAY IF
THE SWING YOU ARE PERFECTING IN KUNG FU GOLF IS PERFECTLY
NATURAL FOR YOUR BODY. -- FINALLY, AND RELATED TO NUMBER 2,
IF YOU HAVE TO “THINK TO MANIPULATE” YOUR CLUB IN ANY WAY
THIS CANNOT BE PART OF YOUR GOLF SWING. IF YOU HAVE TO USE
THE CONSCIOUS MIND TO CHANGE OR ADJUST ANY PART OF YOUR
SWING DURING THE SWING, IT CANNOT BE PART OF YOUR SWING.
ON THE RANGE YOU MAY THINK “SET WRISTS EARLY” AND YOU MAY
HAVE GREAT RANGE SUCCESS, BUT YOU WILL BE DEAD ON A GOLF
COURSE WITH THE NEED TO THINK ABOUT ANYTHING. WHEN YOU
DISCOVER YOURSELF DOING THIS, IDENTIFY IT AND IMMEDIATELY
REVERT TO WHAT IS NATURAL, EVEN IF THE RANGE RESULTS ARE INFERIOR USING THE NATURAL WAY. THIS IS THE ONLY WAY.
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Accompanying video

Putting
technique choice
The serious disciple completes Kung Fu Golf and then
spends the rest of their lifetime back HERE... putting!
“There is no similarity between golf and putting; they are
two different games, one played in the air, and the other
on the ground.” Ben Hogan

n this game constantly remind yourself that a two
inch putt is worth exactly the same as a 300 yard
drive. If you want to play world class (or just much
better golf) it MUST BEGIN and then END with
putting. Glamorous, no.. but our students are tired of not being
the best of their foursome or being beaten by some snot nosed
VP at the company that was lucky enough to have 2 years of lessons as a kid and “hasn’t golfed for years” but manages an 85.

I

One of the main themes in Kung Fu Golf is to unlearn much of
what you “have learned” and in many cases it means completely starting over. Why not? Are you trying to preserve your
current shitty game that yields 100 a few times a year. Tiger
Woods has “started over” with a new swing three times.
In this chamber, you will try all of the following below, not necessarily to switch putting styles as much as to LEARN. Again,
we ask, are you a student of your trade or a mindless automaton like most people?
THIS CHAMBER WILL REVIEW TRADITIONAL PUTTING TECHNIQUE AND INTRODUCE TWO COMPLETELY NEW STYLES OF PUTTING. THE WAYS THE

PROS PUT TODAY IS EFFECTIVE IF YOU HAVE 2 HOURS
A DAY TO MAKE PRACTICE PERFECT. IF YOU DO NOT
HAVE 2 HOURS A DAY OUR PUTTING SOLUTIONS ARE
FAR MORE NATURAL AND WILL ENABLE GOOD PUTTING WITH MUCH LESS REPETITIVE PRACTICE.
Please see the YouTube video after reading this section. Most
golfers do not understand putting. “What is not to understand
in putting you ask?... quite a bit. Don’t assume you “know how
to putt now” and rush through this section. It’s precisely here,
in this minute detail, that will separate success from failure.
.
This is WHERE YOU SCORE.
8
Will “Putting Master” be your Kung Fu Golf Technique? Kung
fu masters over the past 1,000 years pursued kung fu styles and
skills in line with their strengths and natural abilities and did
not swim against the current. This method is still used today by
the Chinese Olympic Committee. Children that are identified as
particularly athletic very early in life, perhaps at 3 or 4 years old,
are examined by the Olympic Committee to see what sport their
skills are most in line with: gymnastics, sprinting, pole vault,
swimming, marathon, table tennis, or any of 50 other Olympic
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events. You have to be honest with your own skills and shape
your golf “technique” around your strengths. If your parents
were both under 5’8 I am sorry, but your dream to be a NFL
lineman is dead. Don’t waste your time in a dead end pursuit
not in line with your natural abilities.
In the case of kung fu disciples, small and agile students were
trained in a “light style” that required quickness, agility, and
escapability over brute force and power. The putting master is
generally a smaller person, say a man up to 150 pounds or short
in stature. Unless possessing an extremely high level of athletic
ability and quickness in the hips and core, he will never be able
to keep up with others in distance and raw power. His goal is to
beat you on the greens. A 230 yard drive down the middle. A 5
iron to the green and then a 1 or 2 put. His domain is the green.
“Just get me on the green and I will kill you there,” is his slogan.
Ego is left behind.
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The putting master plays it safe and “survives” until he gets
to the green, where he spends 70% of his time practicing, and
by the time the golf season has begun has put in 20 full hours
on the putting green (and that is about 19 more hours than
the other 3 in his foursome.) The putting master’s goal are the
following: complete a round without 3 putting a green and one
putt at least 3 greens. The putting master is best at putting and
next best at short irons. The drive is reliable and not impressive. The putting master is also the king of the smart layup. The
full putting master frustrates his playing partners because he
consistently shoots in the 80’s without doing anything amazing
or exciting on the golf course, other than the fact his score card
is always better than his playing partners. The putting master
smiles and snickers when his playing partners try to muscle out
big drives and iron shots, only to find the woods and rough.
Find a technique to suit your abilities.
Even if Putting Master will not be your Kung Fu Golf style,
putting is still the MOST important element of this game. You
must train here with hundreds of hours of practice. Start now.
I NEITHER HAVE THE TIME NOR DEDICATION
NEEDED TO DIVE INTO ALL OF THIS. WHAT CAN

YOU TELL ME IN 5 MINUTES!
Well, Kung Fu Golf does not cater to “quick fix” people but we
will give you a few very important considerations. Does a fat
tourist from St. Paul show up at Shaolin Temple and demand
“to be taught Iron Palm Kung Fu” in two hours? (The Sifu takes
the man and his wife into a special temple and shows him a
student who has been working on his stance for 18 months who
hasn’t even started learning his kung fu styles yet!) Nevertheless,
here you go. From the most basic to the more complicated...

KUNG FU GOLF PUTTING BEDROCKS
There is no doubt, for the amateur, the belly putter is superior
to the standard putter. If the belly is banned, perhaps wield
your standard putter like a belly with the mental thought of
your putter shaft end, although no longer touching, is actually
cemented into your gut as the belly was. Practice with a real
belly putter touching, then practice the same exact feel with
your standard length putter. A quick fix for millions. The main
concept: the laser beam coming out of your putter grip NEVER
leaves that exact point on your belly. Focus on this!
Absolutely use a mallet with long aiming line or use a two-ball
alignment putter. A small traditional head with an aiming “dot”
or “mark” is not good enough for the amateur. The amateur
aims just as poorly as he putts. Why penalize or hinder yourself?
Favor a putter with solid (and the same) face construction over
one with a face insert. If it has an insert, it should go almost to
the very top and the bottom. The problem... amateurs don’t
always hit the insert which can mean a 15% difference in speed.
Most putters over $50 will not have this problem. We do see
bad inserts in cheap putters.
A heavy putter should always be favored over a light putter.
If the putter feels a bit light to you, run from it. If it feels a bit
heavy, well that may be O.K. as you get used to it.
Stand as close as you can to the ball. This means you want the
shaft to be very upright. A low shaft angle puts you away from
the ball. Favor a putter with a shaft that goes very straight up

into the air so you can get close to the ball.
After you line up your putter line up your toes perfectly square.
Millions of putts are missed each year because the feet and toes
are not perfectly square to the aiming line. Aim putter but add a
step...examine toes. Then get ready to putt.
Bend over the ball MORE than you probably think is normal.
Getting the putter head “close” to straight back and straight
through is impossible standing upright. Mark your putter grip
(with something) that you will lay the same finger over, time
after time, with perfect consistency.
Focus on keeping the putter as low as possible on the take away.
20% of putting problems stem from “picking the putter up into
the air” on the backswing. You may think you have a good, low
arc. You probably don’t. Cut the grass with the head for a full 12
inches into your backswing but let it come up naturally when it
wants to. Be LONG and LOW with the head on the takeaway.
Make sure you are hitting THROUGH THE BALL and not at
the ball. Does your putter move through the ball and then a foot
or two into the forward arc or stop a few inches after the ball?
If you are ready to begin a dedicated and lifelong study of putting, and golf itself, please continue:
As is the way of Kung Fu Golf, we begin by examining the
most basic elements with the active mind, perhaps the first time
most of you have ever stopped to really think hard on this topic.
PLEASE, PLEASE DON’T JUST BLOW THROUGH THIS.
THIS IS PRECISELY WHERE ONE SUCCEEDS OR FAILS
IN THE KUNG FU GOLF PROCESS. For the pros, putting is
a math equation with three variables X+Y+Z = The Answer
(A HOLED PUTT!) Where... X is the alignment and the choice
of where to point the putter. Y is the speed the putt is hit. Z is
the stroke itself and the ability to actually roll the ball down the
line chosen. The pros have spent SO MUCH time practicing
the stroke (Z) and the speed (Y) that, in most cases, the MAIN
variable they are dealing with on MOST PUTTS is the alignment (X.) Yes...sure, pros push putts and miss at times from
a poor stroke, or they come up short... it happens, but what
mostly hurts the pros on putts over 10 feet is simply not reading the break of the green correctly and starting the putt in the
wrong place for the stroke they choose to hit. The slope and the
mounds on the green beat the pros more than they beat themselves because their stroke (Z) is almost perfectly grooved.
A problem for you, Joe Amateur, is you are asked to solve a
much more complicated equation. Your equation adds yet
another variable. X+Y+Z+A = A HOLED PUTT. “A” here
is alignment.. “but wasn’t “X” alignment you may ask?” Yes, let’s
explain. With the pro....he makes a choice on where to exactly
start the putt so it breaks into the hole and the pro can successfully execute that choice. It may be a poor choice, but he will
successfully roll the ball along his chosen line. In the case of a
perfectly straight putt, we know the pro can aim at the hole
every time. THIS IS NOT THE CASE AT ALL FOR THE
AMATEUR. Even on a straight putt of 10 feet, the amateur

may not have the line on the putter going at the center of the
hole. SO, the amateur has TWO alignment issues, deciding
where to start the putt visually and then actually doing it via
the proper stroke and the basic aim of the putter.
Any math teacher will tell you that an equation with three
unknowns is IMPOSSIBLE TO SOLVE let alone 4 variables/
unknowns! Beyond impossible. SO THE POINT IN ALL OF
THIS IS TO REMOVE VARIABLES OUT OF YOUR OWN
EQUATION SO YOUR PUTTING EQUATION CAN BE
SOLVED. X+Y=12 is doable especially if you are pretty sure
X = 6! Here are the exact steps you must follow if you want to
be a world class putter to eliminate your variables.
1. FIRST, You must groove your stroke so you know what the
ball will do off your putter head. You must remove variable
Z. Will you at times push or pull putts?... of course. If it’s a
rare occurrence we are not concerned with it. How do you
remove the variable “Z”? You buy an eight foot return
ball runner and you hit 5,000 putts in the off season in
front of your TV. You memorize and groove every element
of your stroke so it can be repeated like the bards reciting
all 1,000 pages of the Iliad from memory.
2. After 5,000 putts and you are confident what the ball
will do off the putter face via a grooved stroke, you must
eliminate the amateur’s variable “A.” Assuming a perfectly
flat putt of 10 feet with no break, you must properly align
the straight line that runs across your toes and you must
point the line on your putter to the exact middle of the
hole, every single time without an alignment mistake. How
do you do it? How do you remove unknown variable “A?”
You go to a practice putting green with a helper for two
hours. (Offer to buy the helper a lobster dinner with expensive
beer later.) They will stand behind you. You will move all
around the hole, and all over the green. You will setup to
the hole and when you are ready they will say “straight or
not straight.” You will take detailed notes on all tendencies
(with my glasses on I have the tendency to alight to the right edge
of the hole which to me looks like the center, or 100 other possibilities.) You won’t putt a single ball in this exercise. You will
align, examine the reason for tendencies to misalign, and
then you will align 500 more times over two hours until
you are perfect. Your helper will also help you check your
body posture, if your head is cocked, if your shoulders are
sloped, etc.
3. NEXT, You must understand speed by practicing long
putts from 20 to 40 feet. No matter the length of the putt,
you must be able to put the ball into a three foot circle
around the hole. If your ball comes to rest 4 feet, 6 feet, or
8 feet away from the hole on a 40 foot putt you have not
masted speed. Stay on this step for 2 weeks or 10 years,
whatever it takes, to master speed and “lag.” A master of
speed begins his day noticing the length of the grass on a
green and then the hardness of the green. There are reasons
greens are not cut for a day or two, or not rolled that day.
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One master in Seoul Korea would first ask if the practice
putting green was exactly the same as what he would
experience on the course. Then he would take off his shoes
and socks and walk the practice green feeling for softness.
If it had rained and was soft the ball will not roll fast. If the
green is a bit brown and rock hard under his feet, the ball
should roll like it’s on marble. Then he would get down
on the ground to observe the grass. It is cut low or has it
been 3 days since cutting? If longer, he would observe the
direction of the grain. Should you mimic this level of detail,
of course not, but at least remember this master and spend
one minute thinking hard about the conditions of the
greens you will experience on that day.
4. You can try, but no one can ever fully master “X,” the
read of the terrain, slopes, and contours of a green.
Your best way to improve...years of practice with the
active mind turned on. The very best secret to becoming a putting master is the following: When you hit
a putt and it does NOT react the way you wanted it
to, take 10 uninterrupted seconds after the putt comes
to rest to try to find the answer. Guess what, about
90% of your putts will NOT behave the way you want
them to so you will have a chance to do our 10 second
exercise on almost every putt. For example, you see a
left to right breaking putt and to your amazement, the
thing breaks OFF THE TABLE and very quickly falls
under the hole (the side of unrecoverable death.) Take your
ten seconds, Why did that just happen? Look around you,
look 100 yards to the left and then right. “OK, I really
did not notice that on the right side of the green is a mountain
and the putt broke down toward a lake. Perhaps I should
have taken those things into more consideration!” Did the
putt look like a hard breaker from the other side, but
not as severe when you were over the ball? Perhaps you
are better at reading from the other side? You must
find your own answers here. Instead of the millions
of mindless golfers that WILL LEARN NOTHING
AFTER A MISSED PUTT OR THROW CLUBS...
OR CURSE, use your ten seconds to learn. Soak in the
wisdom of what just happened on the green and you
will soon surpass your mindless peers.
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KUNG FU GOLF VARIATIONS FOR ALL
PUTTING STYLES
We understand this flies in the face of almost 50 years of putting tradition, but we have created these techniques for the
amateur and not the professional with the main difference
being, one of you is limited to just a few hours of golf practice a
week and this game is not your profession. Here are the components of our technique. The Floating Monk WILL work for you
if you adopt it with dedicated practice. The Floating Monk is
more in line with what a body wants to do naturally. A natural
method will work even if you have not played for several weeks.
With millions of amateurs only able to play about once every

two weeks, a natural method is a must for all of golf.
At address, we hover the putter behind the ball vs. staying traditional and moving the putter into the backswing from it’s resting
spot on the grass. Very unorthodox when you compare to the
pros yes, but we assure you hovering or floating the putter in the
setup will be much more natural for many of you. If you scrape
or snag the putter head off the grass more than once or twice a
round on the takeaway, you should seriously consider hovering
the putter head behind the ball before the start of the stroke. We
think hovering the putter is MUCH MORE NATURAL.
Think about it. The stroke is performed in the air not along the
grass right? The practice strokes are done in the air, not scraping along the grass. It makes sense to START the stroke where
it will finish. Anything else requires manipulation of the putter
head. For many it will make more sense and provide a more
natural feeling setting the putter’s height in the air first, and
then beginning a free and smooth takeaway from there. Jack
Nicklaus hovered the DRIVER HEAD in the air before a drive
while most pros in his era did not. Consider hovering the putter
head before dismissing the idea simply because the pros don’t
do it today. (If copying the current pros was always the answer
we would still be swinging exactly like Bobby Jones and wrist
putting.) Also, in many respects, the pro technique may be best
ultimately for score, but it may require thousands of hours of
practice which you don’t have. Dave Stockton’s “left hand low”
pro style putting technique is very unnatural and amateurs
don’t have 100 hours to practice it (while supervised of course.)
This proves what is right for Michelson is NOT what is right
for you.
There is another major advantage to hovering the putter head
before the stroke. You see, 50% of putts are not really missed.
The stroke may be perfect, but the alignment or the “read” is
incorrect. Alignment is a huge issue for amateurs. It takes many
years to be completely comfortable lining up your PUTTER
from the side SO WHY CONTINUE TO DO IT? Stand
behind the putter and it’s 10 times easier to get a perfect line.
When throwing a dart, do you put the dart up to your eye in
FRONT of you and throw, or step to the side, facing the door,
while the dart board is to your hard left! (Now wouldn’t that
take practice!) The problem is, when standing BEHIND the
putter, once we have perfect alignment it’s almost impossible to
“walk around the putter” without the line on the putter moving. Hovering the putter in Floating Monk solves this age old
problem. Here’s how.
Putting manufacturers with remarkable skill, have made the
bottom surface of putters as smooth as an icy sidewalk. Roughing up the bottom of the putter, especially a big mallet, can be
easily accomplished so it “holds its position” as you walk around
it. This allows the putter to be lined up properly from behind,
and then allows one to become skilled enough to “walk around”
the putter without the angle moving at all. At that point you
simply set your feet to the perfect line you have created, hover
the putter, and strike the ball. A revolution in putting?...more

like common sense. See the appendix for all the details here,
from what to use on the bottom of the putter to much more on
the exact technique. Floating Monk is explained in more detail.
Watch the ball or don’t watch the ball? Yes, you read that
correctly. Take 50 or so putts with your eyes completely closed
as a drill. Some people find, if situated in the exact same place
in front of a cup (or a glass on the floor) they can find the cup
more times with their eyes closed (or equally as well.) How can
this possibly be? To us it’s simple, the body’s natural rhythms
are taking over. You don’t expect to make it, so “smooth”
replaces tension. Feeling what the body is doing naturally takes
over from aiming into the cup and it’s associated stress. Feel
the force replaces force the feel. What is MOST natural when
YOUR eyes are closed and can you incorporate anything you
have learned? Finally, if you are making putts with your eyes
closed doesn’t that tell you that looking at the ball during a
putt is almost meaningless?
The idea behind a perfect stroke is to make sure the putter head
travels on the perfect (slight) arc behind you for the take away
and returns the same way. Why in the world are people looking
at the ball with no regard to where the putter head is behind
them? In baseball and tennis, watching the ball is essential.
IT’S MOVING AT 100 MPH AND SPINNING to boot!
What is really going on in a 6 foot putt? Is the ball hard to hit
or something? Why does one need to watch a stationary ball
right in front of them? Watch the head. Over time, you will get
a tremendous feel for where it should be. You will identify if it’s
off its arc or strayed off the road and you can make corrections.
You will see that Kung Fu Golf is not about technical instruction as much as it is about finding your inner “one true authentic swing,” but one last instructional word on putting setup.
No matter what technique you are using, it just makes sense to
have your eyes and nose “over the ball.” “If a boogie dropped
out of your nose it would fall on the ball.” Putting is individual
and we will always say to do what works FOR YOU, but if
there is any doubt at all, stay directly over the ball. Also, make
sure your head is not cocked one way or another, especially
if you wear glasses that can distort your line. In other words,
make sure your head is square and level (although you will be
looking down of course!) Have someone look you over to make
sure. You may think it’s square when it is not. This can throw
off your entire aim line. We have seen bad putters get good
overnight through this simple adjustment which was destroying their line. (10 years wasted over a one second correction!
Don’t neglect the minor details. Just this week Yani Tseng, the
# 1 women’s golfer in the world had a terrible putting round
because she was cocking her head during the stroke. IF SHE
NEEDS TO CHECK HEAD ALIGNMENT, YOU NEED
TO CHECK IT!)
As we have mentioned, if a certain technique or putter choice is
not for you then it is not for you. As soon as you encounter resistance, stop the process and find what works for YOU. If you
are a round hole and anyone is offering a square peg, run away

toward what is natural to you, and what feels good. Don’t try
to jam the square through the circle no matter if the instruction
came from Tiger himself. Tiger knows what is right for Tiger
and doesn’t know you. This is the biggest problem with golf
instruction today and it must STOP. The main dilemma is finding the balance between giving something new a try for a long
enough time to determine its merit.
Finally, pick your weapon (putter). Name your weapon (like
the Green Destiny in Croughing Tiger or Stormbringer in the
Elric novel series.) All great weapons have a name. Make the
weapon one with you. Learn the way it wants to be wielded. For
Floating Monk we recommend a mallet with as flat a bottom as
possible so you can employ the stand behind the putter alignment technique.
When naming your putter please note, “the old billy
baroo” and “my precious” have been taken already.
be unique.

STYLE ONE: HOW ALMOST ALL PROS
PUTT TODAY:
Rock the shoulders technique. Think you know it, you probably don’t. The correct technique is BEST learned with a full
size pendulum putter that ANCHORS to your CHEST so get
to a golf store and tell them you want to try one out. For now,
to learn the motion for your own non-belly putter bend over
a bit placing your eyes right over an imaginary ball. WITH
NO PUTTER, place your hands together, palms together with
hands meeting out in front of your zipper. (Fingers pointing down the imaginary shaft to the ground. Arms are NOT
straight) Each arm is then an EXACT mirror image of itself
with the same exact angles of the wrist and elbow. Weld an
imaginary metal bar from elbow to elbow. Then, simply rock
the triangle created by your hands, your forearms, and the
welded bar back and forth using the upper back and shoulder
blades. Your left shoulder dips DOWN while the right shoulder dips UP in the takeaway the exact same amount. (Always
mirror images.) Feel your shoulder blades moving back and
forth. There is NO MOVEMENT in the hips or the lower
back. It’s the upper back and shoulder blades that move the
arms. Your upper back or right shoulder blade NEVER turns
to face the target like in an iron swing. Of course, the arms
could be in casts and don’t move at all themselves. With this
style, the path of the putter is more in a straight line back
and through the ball vs. a putting style where the putter head
moves back and hard to the inside. However, as you take the
head back a few feet the putter head MUST naturally fall a
bit to the inside on it’s arc. NEVER ATTEMPT TO KEEP
A PUTTER HEAD MOVING PERFECTLY STRAIGHT
BACK AND STRAIGHT THROUGH. Straight back and
straight through is impossible. Amateurs that try to do this:
you just found a cause for poor putting.
HERE is the absolute key. If a laser beam came out of the grip
end of the putter and hit your belly, where the laser hits your
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gut NEVER changes from the start, to the backswing, and to
the follow through. The laser continues to point to the same
place in your gut throughout the motion. Also, the distance
between the elbows NEVER changes. You could place a
stick between them and the stick would never fall out (our
imaginary welded bar from above.) Also, the bend angle in
the arms NEVER changes. Imagine the arms are casted solid
with plaster or bronze. Anything that minimizes the chance
of the head changing angle as you apply force is what you
want to achieve. That is why any style that applies a wrist flip
or break is the very worst and hardest to repeat. A style that
puts the hands, forearms, and upper arms in casts is the very
best.

to elbow to further support your cast. Then to putt,
simply rock the triangle made between both forearms
and this metal bar (that started parallel to the ground.)
The back does not turn to the target like it would taking back a 9 iron. One shoulder dips down while the
other up in the exact same proportion and returns to
the exact same position to strike the ball.
5. In summary, the arms in no way move the putter. In
fact they don’t move at all by their own muscles. The
entire “unit” which is formed by two arms and a putter
shaft, move together through the muscles of the upper
back. Each part of the “unit” stays a constant distance
away from other parts of the “unit” at all times.

The most COMMON MISTAKE is to move the putter back
with the arms AND shoulders alone. In this case, the laser
beam would move “center to right” looking down on your
belly, and you would see the bend angle change in your arms.
(As the club was taken back a good bit, the left arm would
have to straighten while the right would increase it’s bend.)
Again, this is a common but WRONG technique. The putting stroke in this example mimics the iron swing and this is
incorrect.

STYLE TWO: ALTERNATIVE TECHNIQUE
TO TRADITIONAL PUTTING

NOTE; 95% of tour pros simply rock the shoulders with a
traditional grip (right hand a bit lower than left,) but experiment with grip and technique before you blindly follow the
pros. If you mimic the pros and rock the shoulders as your
chosen technique, as a reminder, here is what you MUST
know: All of the below are NOT essential to putt. They ARE
essential if your goal is to copy the pros. If you are unsure of
your technique, mimicking pros is a good place to start, but
as you will see, we do NOT copy the pros. In the pro style
putt with a short or traditional putter, here are the essentials:
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1. The arms are NOT straight down.
2. The arms have a slight bend in the elbow and the arms
are mirror images of one another at all times during the
stroke (locked in bronze.)
3. The angle of the shaft is in line with the forearms. Most
don’t understand this. For example, if you were in a
pro setup about to putt, one straight “pane of glass”
could run through the right forearm, then through the
shaft and then through the left forearm connecting all
three on the same plane. Conversely, if you then picked
the heel of your putter off the ground with your hands
(without moving your forearms) you would see the
putter grip leaving this plane angle. Pros are religious
about keeping this “one angle” with the forearms and
grip “all in the same line or pane of glass.” Simply
watch golf on TV and you will notice this, where you
probably have not thought about it much in the past or
never noticed.
4. Once you set your hands and arms on the putter, put
your arms in a cast of bronze so they cannot move.
Then imagine someone welding a metal bar from elbow

Turn the Back Technique. Here, most of the same techniques
apply (arms in solid casts,) but the disciple imagines moving the
club back using more of the upper back. It’s more like a real
shoulder turn with a 5 iron. Unlike the shoulder rocking technique, the upper back will point a tiny bit to “face the target”
like a normal iron shot (just a bit.) Note, this is unorthodox
and not taught by pro teachers. Some may find it difficult to
“rock the shoulders” with ZERO back turn and they may find a
slight turn of the back much more natural. Who cares what the
$500 an hour teachers say, if this is what your body wants to
do, by all means do it.
This technique is best demonstrated in this fashion without a club. Again, bend over with your eyes exactly over an
imaginary ball in the middle of your stance. Place the left arm
straight down to the ball (the left arm is totally straight in our
example here). With the right hand grab your left arm around
the elbow so your right forearm is exactly parallel to the ground
with elbow pointing to the right. Pull the club back (your
straight left arm) using the big muscles of the center back). Yes,
the club will be pulled to the inside more dramatically than
with the rocking of the shoulders technique but if your upper
body is in a cast, the putter face will return exactly square and
as it was before the takeaway for perfect impact. FOR MANY,
THIS IS THE MORE NATURAL APPROACH. At Kung Fu
Golf WE DON’T CARE what is the so called “right way” or
the “pro way.” Stop being told what to do and find your one
true authentic swing. I assure you, you know your body better
than they do.

STYLE THREE: THE BELLY PUTTER
Again, always do what is comfortable, but it’s clear, for many
golfers the belly putter and full length pendulum putter provide
REAL ADVANTAGES for the average golfer, don’t discount
them. Even Tiger wants them banned because of an unfair
advantage! With the traditional putter there is a lot that can go
wrong. Small wrist breaks or twists can send the putt off line.
We have found it takes much more practice and dedication to
master the traditional smaller putter. A learned skill with the

smaller putter is the need to keep the arms completely locked,
as in casts or bronzed as we have mentioned before. The belly
putter and long pendulum putter does this for you. As of this
writing there is a 2 in 3 chance “long” putters that “anchor”
will be banned by the PGA in some way. Whether they will be
banned, allowed, or partially banned (not allowed only for pros
in tournaments for example) BUY ONE, especially if you like
STYLE TWO above, where you favor turning the back a bit vs.
the “pro style” of a traditional rocking of the shoulders. It’s also
been found that a belly putter is a great training tool, even if you
putt with a traditional putter.
With the belly putter, the golfer turns away and turns back and
through with a putter face that will be much more “square” to
the target more consistently than with a smaller, traditional putter, where many more things can go wrong!
At Kung Fu Golf we are convinced that the belly putter or full
size long anchored putters really help the amateur. Why, because
you most likely don’t have 4 to 5 hours a week working on your
putting stroke as pros do! AS WE HAVE SEEN, THE KEY
WITH ALL PUTTING IS TO ELIMINATE VARIABLES.
Inside of each variable is another set of variables that can bite
you! As we discussed, the variable “X” is a perfectly repeatable
“stroke.” For the amateur, the longer putters remove the variable
of wrist break. They eliminate the variable of the arms not being
connected to the body. They eliminate variables associated with
the putter’s path. Stick the belly putter in your gut, imagine
a welder fusing it to your spine, mentally glue your hands to
the sides and you will eliminate MUCH OF THE VARIABLE
PROBLEMS THAT COME WITH SMALLER TRADITIONAL PUTTERS. All the evidence FOR AMATEURS on this
seems crystal clear and has proven out in all our own experiments. If you practice putting 3 or 4 hours a week, you can use
any putter you want. You regular people don’t have 4 hours a
week!
There is one small caveat and it’s called interest. Find a putter you think is cool and will spend hour upon hour practicing
with when you have the time. If you just don’t like the longer
putters (belly and full pendulum) and you are not excited about
these “new” weapons, abandon them. If you will spend 2 hours
a week having fun with your new traditional Michelson type
Odyssey putter copying Michelson’s forward press style, and
that level of excitement and commitment is what gets you out
there practicing as you “roll putts to win the Masters,” then you
know already what we will say, this if for you. Love, passion,
and excitement (and the fun of hitting 400 to 500 putts a week)
trumps any “advantage” the long putters provide. Sweat beats
natural skill or mechanical advantages in putting every time. If
you find practice drudgery, you will fail. So find a putter you love
to wield and the time spent with it will yield advantages. Sure, is
the small putter “forward pressed” with lead hand low through
the putt a disaster for most amateurs, absolutely, but if your wife
thinks you have left her for a putter, you will succeed. One that
practices with excitement will eventually win out.

STYLE FOUR: IRON STRIKE PUTTING
This method of putting should be tried by all disciples because
it’s easy. For a few, it will be more natural and work wonders
quickly. For many others, it will be a more natural way to make
long putts over 40 feet. In this style we essentially hit the putt
like we are hitting a 9 iron for example. In a normal stance the
putter is taken back with a traditional rocking of the shoulders
technique. When the putter reaches it’s apex in the back swing,
at that exact moment, now pretend you are swinging an iron. IN
FACT, WE ARE NOT IN THE IRON CHAMBERS YET SO
THE PRINCIPLES HERE MAY ACTUALLY HELP YOUR
IRON PLAY RIGHT AWAY!
Back to the instruction: The putter is moved away and at the top
of the putter’s backswing, at the putter’s apex, allow the putter
to float and drop using gravity. Start by turning and opening
the hips to the hole as you are allowing the putter to fall into the
ball. NOTICE WE DID NOT SAY, “SWING DOWN!” You
start the “downswing” (well, we are forced to call it that) with
gravity and these are the moves in order:
1. The hips begin to open up and face the hole
2. The right (back) knee bends in toward the left leg
3. The putter comes into the ball.
In reality, the three above, to the naked eye, almost look like
they are happening at the same time but the turn of the hips is
a millisecond start of the move. If you imagine your putter head
as nothing more than a nail hanging on the end of a string it
helps iron strike putting: Your backswing is the force needed
to grab the nail hanging from a string, and pull back it back
along a taught string. The “downswing” it like letting the nail
go to free fall along the same path back to the bottom where the
string ensures the path of the nail moves along the circumference of a circle.
What’s the purpose of employing this technique:
1. It keeps the putter face square to the hole for a much longer
period of time than traditional putting. In traditional
putting, when the putter moves back, it MUST eventually move to the inside along a small arc and it CANNOT
be taken back along a straight line. The problem with
traditional putting is this changes the angle of the face of
the putter and it must be returned EXACTLY to square at
the EXACT moment as the ball is struck or the putt will
be pushed or pulled. As we discussed above, it adds a nasty
variable WHEN THAT CAN BE MOSTLY AVOIDED
IN IRON STRIKE PUTTING AND TOTALLY AVOIDED IN KUNG FU STANCE PUTTING BELOW:
2. It allows the body to move naturally to make a putt,
instead of one trying to replicate an unnatural robotic move
of the upper body. The traditional putting stroke as it’s
taught is not natural in any way.
Remember, Kung Fu Golf is for those that did not grow up on a
country club nor those that are practicing and playing 14 hours a
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week now at their country club! It always favors natural movements over all else. Sure, can you spend hundreds of hours and
learn the perfect robotic movements of traditional putting sure,
but the natural methods work better for the Average Joe because
he may be playing golf next Tuesday, and MAY NOT HAVE
PLAYED FOR 3 WEEKS! WHAT HE DOES MUST BE
NATURAL OR HE IS DEAD MEAT!

STYLE FIVE: KUNG FU STANCE
PUTTING; A SECTION THAT CAN
BE SKIPPED BY ALL BUT THE MOST
SERIOUS DISCIPLES, WILLING TO
EXPERIMENT WITH NEW KUNG FU
STYLES AND DIVE INTO A TREMENDOUS
LEVEL OF DETAIL.
Again, thinking along the lines of “eliminating variables” while
putting, at Kung Fu Golf we have taken this concept to it’s furthest possible point along the continuum. In terms of grooving a
stroke, what is the putting stroke that offers the least opportunity
for variable mistakes?... assuming the old fashioned putting style
of “wrist and arm” putting offers the greatest chance of making variable mistakes: The answer is, to putt by not moving the
upper body at all. Or another way of saying it, the upper body
technically moves but not on it’s own, no muscles have been
activated. If you are laying down in the back of a pickup truck
moving at 60 mph, you are moving but you are not moving your
body. Have we lost our minds? No.
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Take your putting stance in your mind behind a ball, whether
it be a belly putter or traditional putter. Now imagine a giant
comes into your house, (something along the lines of the troll in
the original Harry Potter movie.) He picks you up by the feet
and dunks you in liquid silver that immediately hardens your upper body down to your waste leaving only your legs and hips free.
(You were in your putting setup remember, holding your putter
just behind your ball.) Assuming you needed to make your last
putt on the 18th hole for your first 79 ever, how can you possibly
make your 8 foot putt with your upper body in a cast of metal?
Your first chance at the 70’s ruined by a giant! Well, what you must
do is USE YOUR LOWER BODY TO MOVE YOUR FIXED,
IMMOBILE UPPER BODY. What’s amazing, for many people,
using the lower body to move the putter head with everything
above your belt buckle in a cast is a very natural and effective
way to make putts of 20 feet and under. How?
If you set your feet completely balanced and your upper body
is completely fused, you can only move the putter in one of two
ways: 1) By bending the left knee and pushing it out and a bit
“left” while creating the room for it by straightening the right leg
“back.” This is the takeaway. For the stroke into the ball, retrace
the move exactly in the reverse order and your putter head
should strike the ball as perfectly square as it was in the setup.
OR PREFERRED 2) By moving the pelvis along your exact
putting line from center to right, away from the ball, and then

by sliding the pelvis back to the ball and it’s original positon.
(more details on 1&2 to follow, please read before you dismiss
this style!).
If you drew a perfectly straight line from the hole (through your
putter’s own line) to continue three feet behind your putter...
when you putt in the traditional method you don’t think this do
you...., you don’t think you move the putter straight back along
a perfect line and then into the ball along that same line do you?
This is the # 1 cause of failed putting by amateurs, trying to
move the putter along a straight line. WRONG! As the putter
goes back in a traditional stroke it must eventually curve to the
inside. A long putt of say 50 feet, resembles a half moon in putter
path more than it does a straight line. HOWEVER, WHAT
IF YOU COULD MOVE THE PUTTER STRAIGHT BACK
ALONG THE PERFECT LINE AND THEN THROUGH
THE BALL while keeping the face of the putter completely
square to the ball and along the line to the hole and it would stay
square through the ball? What if you could keep the face of the
putter exactly 90 degrees to your intended putting line for a perfect strike? It would make your putting much more consistent, if
not deadly!
Any basic theory “on striking something” will tell you, you have
a better chance of striking ANYTHING squarely and correctly if
your striking object is moving along a straight line right into it’s
intended target and not curving. A sharp shooter is deadly within
100 feet because a bullet generally travels a straight line on short
distances. Imagine how well targets could (not) be hit if a bullet
moved in a right to left semi-circle with the bullet beginning
to noticibly curve after just 20 feet of traveling through the air!
Impossible! What if an arrow flew like a boomerang?
For a putter to move straight back and through ALONG A
STRAIGHT LINE there are only two possibilities:
1. You can severely manipulate the putter head with your
hands and arms to try to keep it along the straight line.. a
putting disaster
2. You can lock your upper body in a cast and move your upper body and the putter head ONLY with the lower body,
and by a sliding of the hips along a straight line through the
ball,,, Kung Fu Stance Putting is SURPRISINGLY EFFECTIVE
Let’s stop for a moment. What makes more sense to move a
golf ball along your intended aim line... to make a putt:
1. Kung Fu Stance Putting, where you line up your putter
head and just slide the putter back and through one line.
The head never changes angles. It’s a pool stick into a pool
cue ball. Straight back and straight through. OR....
2. Traditional putting, where as you take the putter back the
face angle changes and you must return the face angle to
perfectly square, exactly when striking the ball, or you will
miss the putt left or right. Putting “gurus” even go farther
and talk about the toe end of the putter having to “release”
through the ball which means the outside of the putter head

is moving faster than the toe as it “whips” through. YES,
YOU NEED TO BE A PRO TO GET THE TIMING
OF THIS COMPLETELY RIGHT, AND PRACTICE AS
LONG AND AS HARD AS A PRO. THUS, 90% OF
AMATEURS ARE TERRIBLE PUTTERS.
Kung Fu Stance Putting Described:
Here is the Kung Fu Stance Putting basic method for a
standard size putter. (Don’t forget to watch the YouTube
video for this section.) This is yet another method where
it’s better to watch the head go back and through instead of
the ball.
Line up your putt and place the head behind the ball as normal. Now, freeze your upper body in a cast of bronze metal.
ABSOLUTELY FROZEN. If you move anything above the
belt during the putt even a tiny bit on its own, you have
failed. Are you saying you are going to ask me to hit a putt
without moving one muscle in the arms or upper body?
YES, that is exactly right!
Now, look down and see the triangle formed by your arms
and the putter grip. Move the triangle and the putter back
ONLY by pushing the left knee forward. Allow your frozen
upper body to move the putter back in proportion to how
much you pushed your front knee “out.” The putter head
is simply brought back to the ball by returning the knee to
the original start position of your original stance. When this
technique is mastered it is possible to make 1,000 putts in
a row using a seven foot runner that returns balls to your
feet, to practice putting indoors. 1,000 in a row at even 5
feet completely validates this style and we have done it at
over 7 feet. What this proves is it eliminates THE MOST
variables which is our ultimate goal. A pro’s “grooved
stroke” eliminates variables. With this method, actually
there is nothing to “groove” at all. The variables are eliminated on their own. The technique should return the face
perfectly back to the original setup position.
Once you have mastered the technique, from time to time,
you will miss a putt on your seven foot practice runner.
99% of the time, the reason for the miss will be because of
a sloppiness, laziness, or mental lapse that allows one of the
following to three occur.
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1. You allow the upper body to break free of its cast, and
move a bit. It may be a twitch of the elbow or looseness
of the wrist ever so slightly. Really thinking about the
“upper body cast” immediately solves the problem.
2. You punch at the ball and stop the head at the ball. The
putter must move at least an inch past the ball or the
ball cannot be struck. You may have to push your right
(back leg) knee out just a bit during the ball impact to
allow the head to move through the ball a bit. Pressing
the shaft forward in setup really aids this problem.
3. You are standing upright and not bent over “enough”
into the ball.

Please note, Kung Fu Stance putting is not effective for putts
over 12 to 15 feet. Kung Fu Stance putting requires a solid
metal head the really pushes the ball with a short backswing. A putter with a “soft insert” should be avoided. All
metal is best. Heavy head is best.
If you are employing the correct method you cannot swing
the head “through the ball” more than a 4 to 6 inches. A
standard putt takes the club back on an arc and finishes a
foot or more past the ball. Impossible with Kung Fu Stance
Putting Basic Technique.
Here is the alternative method for Kung Fu Stance Putting:
Take your stance over the ball, now place each of your feet 4 to 5
inches wider than normal. PLACE YOUR PUTTER BEHIND
THE BALL NOW, READY FOR THE PUTT. Now, turn the
front foot to 45 degrees toward the hole (point the toes slightly
toward the hole.) Now, place 80% of your weight to the FRONT
FOOT. As you do it, allow the knee to bend AND MOVE TO
THE HOLE A BIT as you place weight on it. This action will
cause the back leg to straighten and lean a bit left to follow your
left knee bearing the weight. Now, all you do is slide the hips
back and then return the hips to the original starting point as the
ball is struck. NOTHING ABOVE THE BELT MOVES ON
IT’S OWN. Here are the steps again broken down:

1. Take a normal stance over the ball as normal. Place the putter behind ball as normal ready to putt.
2. Widen your stance moving each foot about 4 inches wider
than normal.
3. Turn the front foot out / point toes a bit toward the hole.
4. Slide the hips left so most of your weight is now over the
front foot, this will push your knee “ bent left” toward the
hole. This in turn, will straighten the back leg. NOW YOU
ARE READY TO BEGIN THE PUTT.
5. THOUGHT BEFORE BEGINNING. With your upper
body in an unmovable cast, what do you need to do with
your lower body to move your putter back along a perfectly
straight line and then to the ball along the same line?
6. For your “backswing” slide your hips straight back “right”
by straightening the front leg while bending the back leg.
Front leg is bent.. it goes to straight. The back leg starts
straight, it bends, and returns to the original position,
straight as the ball is struck.
7. Return your hips and knee flex position to your original
starting point to strike the ball.
YOUR MAIN THOUGHT IS TO USE THIS MOTION TO
MOVE THE PUTTER ALONG A PERFECTLY STRAIGHT
LINE. THINK ONLY OF THAT.
BEFORE WE CONTINUE KNOW THIS... WILT CHAMBERLAIN SHOT FREE THROWS UNDERHANDED. HE
WAS PERHAPS THE BEST PLAYER OF ALL TIME. SAM
SNEAD, ONE OF THE BEST GOLFERS OF ALL TIME,
PUTTED FOR MANY YEARS FROM THE SIDE OF THE
BALL. THESE TECHNIQUES ARE FAR STRANGER THAN

WHAT WE ARE PROPOSING. WHEN THE BALL GOES
IN THE HOLE, THOSE SNICKERING WILL SOON SHUT
THE HECK UP!
All we ask is you try it. Even if you don’t use it, you will learn
something about your own putting style and the physics of putting. Kung fu masters always dabble in other styles like Tiger
Style, or Crane Style to further knowledge. Everything teaches
a lesson if you are smart enough to look for it and learn from it.
Every missed putt teaches a lesson. How many learn something
each time, very few.
If you try Kung Fu Stance Putting we stress the following: Read
the instructions several times. Review the YouTube video. Experiment, but keep the following in mind at all times:

1. You must keep the upper body completely immobile at ALL
TIMES. If you move the back or arms a bit, all is lost. 99%
that fail in this technique are moving their upper body in
some way on it’s own. Don’t be so fast to blame the technique. Look here first. Create a mental image of your entire
upper body in a white cast after you reach the set position.
2. The second though must be about trying to move the putter
head back along a straight line and straight through along the
same line only using the slide of the hips. This CAN be done
without changing the bend in the knee but the technique
above where the bent knee is incorporated, is recommended.
Questions and Answer about Kung Fu Stance Putting
Q: What kind of putter can be used? A: A belly is ideal, but the
technique can be employed using a traditional putter.
Q: How do I practice the technique? A seven or eight foot runner that returns balls to the golfer after a made putt is ideal. A
line can be drawn down the center of the runner from the hole
“to where the ball is placed” and then continued for 2 feet. The
golfer practices moving the putter along the takeaway line and
keeping it on the line into the ball. The center of the head should
NEVER leave the line. PLACE THE LINE ON YOUR PUTTER OVER THE LINE ON THE GROUND AND NEVER
DEVIATE, BACK AND THROUGH.
Q: What are other practice techniques? You can practice
moving the putter head back and forth along any line on the
ground whenever you get the chance with no ball and no
hole. You can also put a small circle on the ground where the
golf ball would be. Put your putter down behind the “ball.”
You will create two “tunnels” your putter has to pass through.
Place a tee 1/4 inch on either side of the putter and create
another “tunnel” your putter needs to pass through one foot
into the backswing. If not on grass, but on a garage floor for
example, you can use almost anything, two blocks of wood
perhaps placed 1/4 inch from the toe and heel of the putter.
Practice passing the putter through both tunnels and into the
imaginary ball just by shifting your weight and hips. THERE
IS ABSOLUTELY NO SWING WITH THE UPPER BODY.
THERE IS NO ROCKING OF THE SHOULDERS. THERE
IS NO MOVING OF THE ARMS, NOT EVEN A FINGER

SHOULD MOVE. OF COURSE, THE UPPER BODY DOES
MOVE WITH THE HIPS BUT NOT ON IT’S OWN. Finally, you can practice by placing a 14 or 15 inch dow or piece
of wood held between the knees and practice the motion while
using the dow to keep the distance between the knees exactly
the same. With the technique, some repetition and consistency
can be found in just 30 minutes of practice.

STYLE SIX: DANGLING SHOULDER
PUTTING
Your Sifu was once on the phone and almost unconsciously, hit
30 or more putts in a row with a very small putter using just the
left arm (on a home 7 foot putter runner that returns the ball.)
I quickly got off the phone and investigated to see what was
going on here? At first, I attributed it to the unconscious nature
of what I was doing. The evil LEFT brain was totally uninvolved,
and was doing the talking in the dumb phone conversation. The
RIGHT brain was finally free like a newly freed conjoined twin.
There was a lot of truth to this, but that was not the whole story.
What was discovered is a way to putt with tremendous accuracy,
but this style won’t be for everyone. You have to be suited for it
physically, AND also suited from a left vs. right side of the brain
point of view.
The style requires a very small putter than can be wielded with
just the left (lead hand) although the style does involve the right
hand a bit. (It’s not a one handed putt.) Lean over and let a
straight left arm dangle. The right hand is NOT on the grip at
this point. Almost feel as if you are allowing your shoulder to
come out of the socket a bit. HANG IT LOOSE AND HOVER
THE DANGLED PUTTER BEHIND THE BALL, like a nail
hanging off the end of a string. In this style nothing but the arm
moves. Everything but the arm is frozen. In fact, the ONLY
MOVEMENT at all is where the shoulder attaches to the socket.
With a normal sized putter you may need to hold well down
the grip as the left arm is STRAIGHT. Take your practice stokes
with JUST the straight left arm only. Let the arm hang dead
like a pendulum. Watch the putter head and where it wants to
go (and not the ball.) For this style there is no straight back and
through on one line. The putter will move well to the inside
on the takeaway. Let it move back and forth to find its natural
channel or groove. Let it move where it wants to go, like water
flowing. When you have the proper groove of the left arm, step
up to the ball and place some of the right fingers on the grip as
lightly as you possibly can. The right hand has NO influence on .
8
this stroke. A fly landing on the grip would be heavier than the
1
influence of the right hand.
*
When you are about to take your real putt ready to move the
ball, imagine only your left arm is doing 100% of the work. The
right hand is so soft, it’s almost not even on the grip. Allow the
putter to move back and through completely naturally. THERE
IS NOT ROCK OF THE SHOULDERS. THERE IS NO
MOVEMENT OF THE BACK. THERE IS JUST A FROZEN
UPPER BODY AND A LEFT SHOULDER AND ARM
THAT HANGS DOWN AS LOOSE AS A ROPE, MOVING
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THE PUTTER LIKE PULLING A CHILD BACK ON A
SWING AND LETTING GO.
This style can be amazingly accurate (400 to 450 putts hit
in a row on a 7 foot runner.) The reason, it eliminates almost
all variables. The upper body is totally frozen. The left arm is
completely straight and in a cast. The wrist is in a cast. The arm
hangs down and only a few muscles deep inside the shoulder
guide your rope back and it falls forward with gravity into and
through the ball. There is no “working to groove” anything. The
swing is naturally grooved by physics and gravity alone. Trust a
force a few billion years old to know more than you do!

FINAL NOTES AND SUMMARY
Please watch our YouTube video for this section. As you should
understand by now, everyone using a traditional putting style,
trying to mimic the pros (and not using Kung Golf Stance Putting) cannot take the putter perfectly back and through on a
straight line. As we discussed, as the putt becomes longer (with
a larger takeaway of the putter head needed,) the head MUST
naturally arc to the inside as it goes back. Therefor, if it’s not returned to the ball properly and the face does not “square up” and
“close,” the putt will be pushed off to the right. If it closes too
much the putt will be pulled to the left. NOW UNDERSTAND
THIS: As you move CLOSER to the ball with your stance,
your ability to keep your club face “straight back and straight
through” gets much easier. THE SHAFT ANGLE OF THE
PUTTER WILL DICTATE HOW FAR AWAY YOU MUST
STAND FROM THE BALL.
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So, a putter that has a shaft that comes directly up and 90
degrees perpendicular to the floor would allow you to be on top
of the ball and very close to it in your stance with your putter
head moving just past your toes. (This putter does not exist by
the way, but perhaps it should!) On the other hand, if you used a
putter where the shaft angle was not very upright at all... say a ridiculous 45 degrees, it would push you FARTHER AWAY from
the ball in your stance. NOW, UNDERSTAND THAT THE
FARTHER YOU ARE FROM THE BALL THE MORE THE
CLUB HEAD MUST ARC TO THE INSIDE ON THE WAY
BACK MAKING STRAIGHT BACK AND STRAIGHT
THROUGH PUTTING IMPOSSIBLE. So, no matter your
style, we recommend getting as close to the ball as possible. In
fact, a (yet to be created) putter that had a shaft going straight
up into the air could potentially be used if your back was completely bent over, with your chest over the ball.
We have successfully bent steel shafted putters so they are more
UPRIGHT and almost straight up and down. This is possible in
a putter where the steel shaft goes directly into the putter head
(but almost impossible in a putter that has the shaft not reaching
the putter head, but instead going into a “shaft holder” or part
of the head that comes up approximately 3 inches from the head
to meet the steel shaft... most common in the traditional Ping
Anser type of putter heads.) You can easily bend a steel shaft in
a common vice found on a work bench. Again, look for putters
that have a bend in the steel shaft itself, and not a straight shaft

glued into a “shaft receiver” that comes up from the head its to
receive the shaft. You will better understand what we mean when
you start examining how putter shafts attach to the head.
THE AUTHOR’S TWO PERSONAL PUTTING STYLES
Remember, above all else putting is about creating interest
through personal preference. If you have the desire to be out
practicing for hours and having fun with ANY style, use that
over “a better style” that you find boring and won’t practice.
There is no substitute for interest. The style presented here uses a
combination of all the Kung Fu Golf putting principles presented
to eliminate every known and potential variable that can lead to
missing a putt. Finally, some of the below is personal preference
and won’t be right for everyone.
STYLE # 1
A two-ball Odyssey BELLY putter is used, combined with Kung
Fu Stance Putting. (A belly putter is only banned if you ANCHOR IT and should still be used. Here is the technique.
The two-ball putter is the very best alignment tool. If not a
two-ball, use a mallet putter with a long and pronounced aiming
line. It simply makes no sense to use a small headed putter with
a tiny dot for an aim line! As an amateur, why do that to yourself
when bad aiming is responsible for about 1/3 of ALL MISSES
in amateurs. Sticking the belly putter’s butt end into your belly
is also a great way to align the body “into the ball” as you take
your stance, while at the same time putting your back bend into
a consistent, repeatable angle. First make sure the putter is aimed
correctly (aim it while it’s stuck in your belly.) Then, once the line
is good, make sure the tips of the toes are also completely square
and your stance is not open or closed (with a foot back or a bit
forward.) Don’t rush through the alignment and stance stage!
Soon, your stroke will be so good that you will see this part (the
alignment) will become 75% of making the putt. A nice problem
to have...
Once the alignment is perfect, REMOVE the putter’s end from
under the sternum so it’s NOT anchored and you are not in violation of any new rules. Even a 1/2 inch away from your sternum
is just fine from a rules perspective.
Now, use Kung Fu Stance Putting to take the mallet putter head
back and through on a perfectly straight line. Remember, the key
to Kung Fu Stance Putting is putting the upper body in an iron
cast, and using the legs and the lower body to rock the shoulders
and move the putter. Again, here’s how:
Push the left knee out to dip the left shoulder down to rock
the putter back. Watch the putter head go straight back and
through (not the ball.) As we have discussed, watching the putter
head during the stroke instead of the ball is preferred for Kung
Fu Stance Putting. Here is another way to describe the motion.
Rock the shoulders to take the putter back by pushing the
left knee out a bit creating a bent left knee (this will naturally
straighten your back leg and push the straight back leg, back a
bit.) This action will “dip down” the left shoulder a bit more than

“normal pro style putting” of just rocking the shoulders while
the lower body is completely stationary. This style is the opposite.
Your lower body is not stationary at all but its movement is used
to move a stationary upper body. A bit of a paradox!
Take the club back to the desired length (WITH THE
THOUGHT OF ONLY USING THE LOWER BODY TO
DO IT!) and return it to the ball by reversing what you did with
your lower body. The body naturally knows how to put everything back the way it was at address and you will be surprised
how little body training is needed to groove this. It seems complicated here... it’s not!
STYLE # 2
A traditionally sized putter is used, where the metal shaft has
been bent so the mallet putter’s shaft is (almost) straight up and
down. A slight bend in the shaft is needed (you don’t want it
totally straight up and down) because you would have to bend
over too much if the shaft was straight up and down. Get the
putter situated so you can get very close to the ball. The head
may swing just two or three inches from your toes. Remember,
the idea of getting a close as possible is to move the club head
straight back and straight through. You can use Kung Fu Stance
Putting to do this OR a traditional rock of the shoulders. However, if you use the traditional rock of the shoulders the pros use,
you do need to be very close to the ball and very bent over. The
advantage of this style is it allows “true straight back and straight
through” while utilizing the traditional way to move a putter of
rocking the shoulders while keeping the lower body totally still.
THE OPPOSITE OF KUNG FU STANCE PUTTING.
HOW TO PRACTICE STRAIGHT BACK AND THROUGH
Use any straight line on the floor in any room of your home to
practice straight back and straight through. Put your body into
the proper position using these principles to move the aim line on
the putter straight back along the line without it moving to the
inside. Pay attention to what your body needs to do to keep the
aim line on a perfectly straight line. As you will find out, Kung
Fu Golf is not about blindly following what anyone says to do.
It’s about understanding your own body and using your own
brain to make discoveries about yourself and your own game...
what a novel idea!
One of the best investments in ALL of golf, especially if you are
going to try to master the Floating Monk, is to spend $50 and
by an 8 foot runner for your living room that, upon making the
putt, returns the ball to you. On a normal evening, and even only
putting during commercials, you can easily putt 80 to 100 times
to groove your stroke. The normal human simply does not have
the time to drive out somewhere 3 or 4 times a week to practice
putting. With a home putting mat where you have to retrieve
the ball yourself, most likely you will not keep up with it. Make
the $50 investment.
Examine your final stroke in a full length mirror. Look for symmetry and make sure your alignment is perfect from all angles.
Things like, making sure one shoulder is not lower than the

other. Your head is not cocked one way or another. Feet are parallel to target. Things don’t breakdown on the backswing, etc.
Have someone look at your setup to make sure all is square and
most importantly, your head is not bent or cocked to one side or
the other, even slightly.
An item we spoke of in the “Foundation Work” section (10
things to improve if you do not have the time for Kung Fu Golf
training.) Make sure you are putting your hands on the exact
same place on the putter grip time after time. Putting is difficult enough. It’s much harder if you are, on each putt, grabbing
different parts of the putter grip one inch higher or lower, on
each putt a unnecessary variance. Where you hold the putter
dictates how much you have to “bend over” the putt and that
should not vary putt to putt. There are two solutions here. First,
if your putter is of the correct length, you can begin your putting
grip placement by touching the very top of the metal with your
index finger as a measuring stick. Then take your grip normally
“after your finger measurement.” Alternately, you can place a
drop of glue, tape, whatever.. on the putter grip and place the
same finger in the exact same place over the mark each time with
religion. Finally, you can cut in a groove you can feel for with
your fingers each time you take your grip. We think this is very
important and not to be taken lightly. Why it’s never spoken of,
we are not sure. Perfectly consistent height and spine angle (the
bend over the ball) is critical. Do it now and never again vary
your grip or setup position.
When in doubt, bend over the putt MORE than you may
feel is correct. If you have been too upright with your putting for years, bending over the ball will feel awkward at
first, but don’t abandon it too soon as it’s far better than
standing up too straight. Bending over means you may have
to grip well down the putter and your feet may be closer
to the ball than you are used to. For many, really bending
over the ball allows the arms to hang more freely and for
the upper back and shoulders to rock in a more naturally
consistent fashion. Never reach out to the ball. The elbows
are very close to the sides and gut at all times.
Perfect your style over a two week period by hitting hundreds of putts. Once locked in, make sure the stroke and
setup are 100% consistent over the years and implement
ways to check your consistency. The 5000th putt should
look exactly like the 250th. Use the mirror to make sure
you stay consistent in the spine angle / bend over. Use the
“grip feel marker” we discussed so hands on the grip never
changes, putt after putt. Make sure the alignment of the
feet are perfectly consistent in alignment and distance to
the putter head, time after time. It’s the work on these
small details that will matter, not some magic tip.
YOU MUST STAY HERE UNTIL YOU HAVE A PERFECT
AND SET STYLE. STAY HERE 5 YEARS IF YOU MUST.
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Putting
pre-shot routine
Pros do this. You don’t. Why not?
Create yours now!

“A “gimme” can best be defined as an agreement between
two golfers, neither of whom can putt very well.”

ote before we continue: We will bore you with no
less than six chambers on putting. Like a broken
record we will remind you, if you don’t see the
value of being a world class putter, understanding
it means more than any other aspect of the game by a factor
of 10, then you are golf retarded and should not continue. On
the other hand, if you DO understand this but are either too
lazy or impatient to “wash dishes” here for 5 more chambers,
please, quit now and enjoy never seeing the 80s.

N

Develop a pre-shot routine. This is essential yet
few do it.

Also, we find it invaluable to have a place to practice putting at home. For a $50 investment one can buy a seven foot
runner with a hole that “plugs in” to return the ball. It’s the
best money you can spend on your game, hitting hundreds
of putts in front of the TV at your leisure. It’s amazing how
people will waste $140 on a putter that will magically make
the ball go in the hole, yet they won’t stroke more than 500
practice putts A SEASON other than what they will hit during their actual rounds. The dedicated disciple will hit 100
putts a NIGHT in his living room. The value of these putting
holes with ball return can’t be stressed enough. Only over the
course of 5,000 putts can you truly “groove your stroke.”

What’s amazing about the routine of many professional
golfers is, if you were to “time” the routine from the start
through the moment the ball is struck, the variance would
be within 2 seconds each and every time. You must create
your own routine now and please... take this very seriously.

It does not matter what the pre-shot routine is, do it EVERY time in exactly the same way. If a truck drives by or a
playing partner farts, back away and start the routine again.
Once you begin the pre-shot routine stay positive. If a negative thought creeps in, back away from the putt and begin
yet again. (Are you breathing easy? Breathing should be
part of a pre-shot routine or even start a pre-shot routine.)

This chamber emphasizes why the 36 chamber approach of
Kung Fu Golf works, and will work for you if you follow
this recipe. Most golfers inherently know they should have
a pre-shot routine. They know the pros use one. (They may
not know how exacting the pros are here, and that you
could set a watch by how long their routine takes, time after
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The main purpose of any pre-shot routine is to quiet the left side
of the brain and begin moving the golfer into an automatic process
where active conscious thought ends. The right side of the brain
puts the ball in the hole. The thoughts of the left brain can only
upset athletic rhythm, in golf or in kung fu.

time unchanging.) Nevertheless, they know they should
have one...but THEY NEVER DO IT. If you had a video
feed of hole 1 and hole 18 on your local course, only about
10% of golfers would putt with the same routine on both
holes. 90% will ignore it as you probably have over the
years, yet ITS EASY TO DO. It takes at minimum, only
about an hour to come up with a routine, sketch it out, and
practice it. The 36 Chamber approach FORCES you to address it NOW because you cannot move on in chambers until the current is completed and “passed.” (Most that are still
with us in our training want to play good golf bad enough
that being forced to come up with a routine is a small price
to pay for better golf.)
PART 1. Watch a golf tournament and take notes on the
pre-shot routine of different golfers. For the first time notice
what they are doing 30 seconds before the putt. Watch to
see if they copy it exactly on the next putt (98% will be
exactly the same). What do you like about what you are
watching that you want to incorporate into your own preshot routine? Remember, part of being a good golfer is actually looking and acting like a good golfer instead of imitating the Caddy Shack hacker you have been for many years.
(What, in the Bobby Jones era they called a “duffer.”)
Perhaps you have to carry yourself as a good
golfer before you become one or do you think
it’s the other way around? Think about that. Our
advice... act like a good golfer now with habits,
practice, and posture, and you may just become
one soon enough.
Steal the parts of the pre-shot routine you like from other
golfers. There is no reason to be original, but be in tune
(Zen) with what your body wants to do naturally. Don’t
force “wiping the putter face” with your hand in your routine just because 20 pros do it including Tiger. As soon as
it feels unnatural, don’t use it. Get in tune with what your
body “wants to do” before the putt to get into the proper
rhythm. Almost anything short of taking your pants down
is in play here.
Get in touch with your body’s rhythms to set your routine.
Don’t just force what “looks cool” when the pros do it.
The purpose of the pre-shot routine is three fold:
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1. To start an automatic response and right brain control
of the putt
2. To relax the golfer and reduce stress
3. To increase focus and remove distractions including left
brain doubt
All three above go hand in hand. The pre-shot routine tells
the body and the mind, “Here we go, we have made so
many putts at the end of this routine before, we expect to
make this putt as well.” It’s foreplay for the actual putt,
turning on the parts of the mind and body needed to make
a pure stoke.

PART 2. Develop and write down your own pre-shot routine. Practice it. Get it down exactly, and never ever, ever
stray from it.
Note: make sure your pre-shot routine incorporates being
in touch with your breathing. Perhaps it begins with being
lined up behind the ball in the exact same spot each time,
followed by a large single breath, taken and exhaled before
you walk to the ball. (Perhaps 3 deep breaths?) What does
your body “want to do” to relax? You can almost never go
wrong employing deep breaths at the right moment in the
routine.
Controlling your breathing is a Kung Fu principle that goes
back 1,000 years. (Edward Norton practiced it in the Hulk
with a Brazilian Jujitsu master to avoid the terrible transformation.) Breathing techniques are part of over 100 disciplines around the world. For a serious golf disciple wanting
to control nerves, the study of breathing techniques and
their incorporation into golf should continue for a lifetime.
A practice like Yoga is incredibly useful for golfers and not
just for relaxation through breathing, but through increased
flexibility.
Finally, the pre-shot routine is a time to clear your mind. Do
not go into the pre-shot routine until you have a strategy
for the putt and YOU ARE COMMITTED TO IT. If any
doubt or negative thoughts go through your mind during
the pre-shot routine, back away and start again.
One final note on the pre-shot routine, we would error on
the side of a shorter routine over a longer routine, at least
until you get very, very good. A pre shot routine does not
have to be long, it simply has to be exact. We have found,
until a golfer is completely confident, a pre-shot routine that
is too long can have the opposite effect in a high stress or
high pressure situation. The routine should not be so long,
as on hole 18 for a $20 putt with your foursome watching,
that the golfer starts to think “who is looking at me and am
I going to look like an ass going through an elaborate preshot routine only to miss this putt.” Of course, if this type of
thinking creeps into your mind for even a millisecond your
dead in the water and you will miss.
When should you start using a pre-shot routine,
IMMEDIATELY, and continue it for the rest of your
life.
CHAMBER SUMMARY: TO MOVE ON YOU
MUST
1. Develop a pre-shot routine you have written
out step by step and timed.
2. Promise to use it for the rest of your golf life.
3. Use it whenever possible in practice.

Putting
strategy
There is much more to consider than
just “reading the putt”.
“If you wish to hide your character,
do not play golf.” - Percey Boomer

ot many amateurs go much farther in this area
than “reading a putt,” (evaluating the slope and
break and combining that with the proper speed.)
There are 10 more things to think about.
Know the 10 Commandments of Putting.
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1. If you do not see an exact read of the break, error on
keeping the putt above the hole. You probably know
this already. How often do you remind yourself of this?
For example, for a putt that breaks right to left into the
hole, as soon as the ball breaks left lower than the hole,
it has no more chance of going in. A putt on the same
slope kept above the hole, at least in theory, always
has a chance of falling in. This is called Owl to Mouse
Hole Technique. (The owl is always above the hole,
able to see into the mouse hole and it’s prey.)
2. Watch your playing partners ball every time and learn
something from his/her putt in every case. Of course,
the MOST can be learned if your putt is closer to the
hole, but on the same line as your partners putt. However, you can learn something from everyone putting

before you. Follow the Leader Technique: if you are
lucky enough to have someone “show you the putt” on
the same line, begin your pre-shot as soon as possible so
your partners ball roll is fresh in your mind.
3. Watch your own ball go past the cup. Speed is more
important than alignment. A putt will generally do the
same thing going by the hole as it will when coming
back to the hole assuming the speed is the same. This is
called the Breadcrumb Technique because you mentally lay breadcrumbs on the path the ball takes past
the hole to help it find it’s way back to the hole.
4. Don’t always try to make your putt. There are many
putts per round where a 2 putt is excellent. Downhill
putts from 20 feet out can go running 10 feet past the
hole. Holes on different tiers are also a problem. There
are 50 other examples. If your goal is just to get within
4 feet and you accept your two putt, the putt does
not become so daunting. Live to Fight Another Day
Technique: Strategize for a two putt when you need to.

5. Plant the Flag Technique; For most putts, place an
imaginary flag in the ground 2 feet PAST the hole on the
same break / line as the putt. Can you put your ball in
that 2 foot space between the hole and your mark two feet
past? Looking at it this way makes it easy. Put it on a line
so the right speed makes the putt and if you are “off ” it
will end up in that big two foot space past the hole.
6. Think speed last over the line. As a putt becomes longer and more difficult think more about speed and less
about line. For long, complicated putts, get your line and
then forget about it, thinking ONLY of speed. Speeding
Ticket Technique, if the putt is long and complicated
think of avoiding the speeding ticket for going too fast or
two slow. (For putts over 20 feet practice putting while
watching the hole itself not the ball, which tells the body
the proper speed. Remember it before you putt.)
Most amateurs playing once a week or less have no better
than a 3% chance of making a putt over 20 feet. The
Live to Fight Another Day Technique (#4) should be
called into play on most putts over 20 feet. Spend 90%
of your effort on speed and only 10% on read and break.
If you are unsure of the break (left or right) start the ball
at the hole itself. Part of the “floating monk” technique is
very valuable here. Stand behind the putter for best alignment and hold it’s position perfectly as you step around
the putter and set up perfectly square into your line. If you

have been successful in keeping your line, bring 100% of
your concentration on the speed. Poor alignment can only
leave, even the worst of putters, only 3 or 4 feet away from
the hole. Poor speed can even leave pros 6 feet short, or if
a slippery downhill, 8 feet past the hole. Yes, on all long
putts, don’t get cute. Live to fight another day. Spend 10
seconds getting your line and then think ONLY about
speed (lag) until you strike the putt.
7. Is there trouble on “one side of the putt.” For example,
if you have have a hard downhill putt and 2 feet past the
hole there is a big drop off, you MUST identify the trouble
is past the hole and you need to error on being short. If
there is big trouble associated with a putt I.D. it! How
many golfers try to be too perfect putting over a ridge
only to see the ball “not make it over” and come up 12
feet short, or worse, roll back down to where it was origi.
nally. C.S.I. Technique, I.D. the trouble !
8
8. Understand, you won’t make most putts outside of 7
feet. It’s a fact. So, for a 12 to 15 foot putt are you trying
to be too perfect and make a putt you have only a 10%
chance of making! Over analysis here is a killer. Employ
the Stoned Surfer Technique of feel. Feel the force don’t
force the feel. Read the speed and biorhythms of the putt
and just let it go. More will drop in this way, than through
over analysis of every blade of grass. Again, you will NOT
make most putts outside of 7 feet so stop stressing about them.
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9. For extremely long putts remind yourself you can
make a 4 foot putt. If, at 30 feet away, you simply tell
yourself you just need to lag your ball to within 4 feet
ON EITHER SIDE which is an 8 foot space!, the putt
will become less daunting. The 8 foot hole technique
is the best for relieving the stress of a long putt. You can
hit an 8 foot hole right!
10. Of course, if possible, leave yourself an up hill second
putt. One you can strike firmly to hit through any break.
Memorize the 10 Commandments of Putting or carry a stone
slab of them in your golf bag. Apply them all on every green.
SOLVING THE LEFT VS. RIGHT BRAIN CONFLICT IN
PUTTING:
The final step before the putting challenge is to make sure you
don’t have left and right brain problems that will wreck havoc
with your putting stroke and consistency. As we have discussed,
the right side of the brain works independently from the left.
Generally, the right side of the brain is the creative side and
the side responsible for playing sports and “being in the zone”
when an athlete is having his best day. Also, each side of the
brain has main control of the muscles on the OPPOSITE side
of the body of the respective brain hemisphere. Finding your
natural putting rhythm will make more putts go in than all the
technical knowledge in the world. At this point, you should be
doing what is natural and what your body wants to do. This is
a repeating theme in Kung Fu Golf. If you are forcing anything
in order to copy a pro for example, or perform a putting motion
you saw on TV, you need to start over and get in touch with the
way your body wants to swing the putter.
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Assuming you have everything flowing and you are preparing for the putting challenge in the next chamber do one
last thing. Make sure you discover which hand on the putter
will lead and be in control of the stroke, if either. As we have
discussed, with the left and right brain conflict, both sides of
the brain and both hands can not be a 100% equal partnership to move the putter for many individuals. Millions of
golfers will never even consider this and “swing the putter
head” with both hands and arms equally in control disrespecting the left and right side of the brain dilemma. The body
certainly is used to working together (or we would not be
able to take a step out of bed in the morning,) but that does
not mean that getting in touch with your “one true authentic putting stroke” means you should not favor the left hand
over the right hand, or the opposite. You must experiment
here, and discover what your body wants to do naturally. Phil
Michelson won the Masters with the mental image of “having
the back of the lead hand” (most likely your left hand) leading
the putter head to the hole. This type of focus tells the brain,
“this side is in control and a note to the other hand, don’t
screw it up....stay passive!”
Your basic stroke, setup, and style should be set by now. Take
a series of putts alternating which hand “will be in control of

the putt in your mind.” If you have a traditional putting style,
alternate hitting putts with the left hand and then right hand
dominate, with a swing thought like this. “Strike the ball
with the back of the left hand moving to the target.” Then in
contrast, take putts where after you set your left hand on the
putter you give most of your focus to the right hand. “The
palm of the right hand will strike the ball toward the hole.”
Some people will discover very quickly if favoring “one dominant side over the other” will yield results. This is a left vs.
right brain issue that affects everyone differently. In summary,
this does not have to be the case for everyone. Some will move
the putter head best with everything in equal balance, but
this concept should not be ignored. We always favor experimentation searching for your “one true authentic swing” vs.
the mindless practice of what some “expert” told you to do.
Of course in reality, the lobes of the brain do talk to each other and a coordinated athlete can hit putts both ways, thinking of a “dominant back of the left hand to the hole” or by
“pushing the right hand’s palm into the ball and to the hole.”
However, many of you will discover that if you emphasize one
side, and let the dominate side take over, results will improve
dramatically. Now that you understand the left and the right
side of the brain, and also understand that the dominance of
each varies with the individual, perform these exercises with
both your putting stroke and your regular golf swing. Be an
experimenter in everything you do, not a mindless automaton
because “the pros do it a certain way” or you read an article in
a golf magazine.
In Kung Fu Golf as you practice your REGULAR iron or
driver swing keep the left and right brain issue constantly in
the forefront. Practice 8 iron shots where the left arm is leading and totally in control and try the opposite, a swing where
the left arm guides but your focus is on the hit with the right
hand. As golfers we are programmed that everything is totally
equal and works in unison together. One of the basic principles in Kung Fu Golf is that what may be right, may not be
right for everyone. Kung Fu Golf is a journey towards finding
out what your body wants to do naturally and REVEALING your “one true authentic swing” the way Michelangelo
can see a statue imbedded in a slab of marble that is “already
there” and all he has to do is remove the excess pieces. “LET
IT COME OUT” in everything you do in Kung Fu Golf
training.
Don’t forget, Kung Fu Golf is about discovering
your natural rhythms and movements. This can only
be done through experimentation. (Experiment on
your own body like evil scientists do in movies!)
Golf today is TOO much about being told what to
do, thus no one improves very much.

Putting
challenge
Creating confidence to fall back
on when needed most.
“Golf is a good walk spoiled.” - Mark Twain

his chamber needs to be performed on a real putting green not on an astroturf practice or indoor
green. Each putt should not be on a perfectly flat
surface and there should be at least some break to
make the putts more challenging.

T

real round. Hitting a successful putt and stepping right up to
the next putt in rapid fire is cheating and in this game, you
are only cheating yourself. It takes many years to be a kung fu
master, why would you think this takes less time, effort, and
dedication?

Don’t have your own putting green? Drive to almost any
public golf course and use theirs for free. If anyone asks what
you are doing on the practice putting green for 2 hours, you are
simply “getting in good practice before your later tee time.” In
reality, no one will bother you.

Short Putting Challenge: Measure 3 feet out from the hole
placing 4 or 5 stickers (or golf tees) at “the 3 foot mark” on all
sides of the hole. Make 20 putts in a row, in a circle, from 3
feet. Stay here until it’s done. Miss one, start OVER AGAIN.

Don’t forget to apply everything from prior chambers. A real
disciple will not “rush through” the short putts below banging
one after another. This teaches nothing, even if one is skilled
enough athletically to move through the chamber quickly.
For each and every putt one should apply what was previously
learned including the pre-shot routine of course. If you are not
using the pre-shot routine NOW at this point, please quit.
ENTER THE CHAMBER:
For the following: make a putt. Then step back a few feet and
approach the next putt like a totally different hole during a

Medium Putting Challenge: Make 15 putts in a row at 5
feet. When finished, make 5 putts made in a row at 10 feet
again from all sides of the hole. THIS WILL TAKE SOME
TIME, PERHAPS ALL DAY because the disciple will start
over if a putt is missed in each section. Treat 5 foot and 10 foot
putts as different parts or you may be stuck here for years!
Long Putting Challenge: Sink 5 putts at 50 feet (NOT in a
row) and not from totally different spots. On the 5th made,
make 5 putts in a row at 3 feet or go back and do the Long
Putting Challenge all over again. The 5 made at 50 feet could
take several hours. Prepare your mind for this. This then puts
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tremendous stress and pressure on the 5, 3 foot putts you
MUST MAKE to avoid starting all over again. (What, did
you think you could “drop by” a driving range and complete
the chamber and be back home in an hour? If one were to try
to tackle all three parts in ONE DAY, it should take, at minimum, 3 hours and for some.... days. Guess what, the more
putts you attempt the better you get!)

effort to apply). Then hit the putt with the same swing speed.
It is not recommended you actually putt LOOKING AT
THE HOLE and not at the ball for long putts, but a few do
this successfully! If you like it, do it if it helps you find your
one true authentic swing. Nothing is off the table when getting in touch with what your body naturally wants to do to
execute the shot.

Remember, for a long putt the speed of the putt is much
more important than the alignment because for most long
putts we are simply trying to two-putt.

The chamber is simple, yet very difficult. Some will accomplish all 3 parts in one day. For others, it will take 5 to 10 tries
on each challenge.

As we have mentioned before, distance, speed, or how hard
to hit a putt is much easier to read for some if they watch the
hole while putting vs. watching the ball. Try hitting 15 long
putts while watching the hole instead of the ball. It takes
some getting used to, but you should find your speed and
“lag” is improved with this technique. If you find this to be
of some assistance, you can incorporate this by adding a new
part to your pre-shot routine for long putts. Before you step
up to the ball putt three imaginary times looking at just the
hole to tell your body the speed you want (and the correct

You may NOT go forward until you pass this test, just like
you must pass all chambers before you go onto the next in
Kung Fu Golf.
When done, you will have the confidence of knowing at one time, you hit 20 putts in a row at 3 feet
so your next three foot putt will not seem difficult.

Pressure
cooker putting
Even golfing with buddies can
bring stress; prepare for it.
“My swing is so bad I look like a caveman
killing his lunch.” - Lee Trevino

f you do not get nervous when playing a competitive match with your friends, and on the first tee
paired up with 2 other golfers you just met, you
are either lying... or a cyborg. (Perhaps a Series
800 Terminator with a metallic endoskeleton covered with
living tissue?) Or, perhaps you ACTUALLY ARE the rare 1 in
1,000 athlete that should have played professional sports of
some kind instead of sitting in a cubicle all day!
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Your Sifu himself has felt this pressure and once had a child’s
golf clinic let out just before the opening drive on the first
tee. I turned around to see 30 5th graders staring at me like
a gallery of mini me’s. Of course, I tried to do a little more
to impress and ended up yanking the ball hard left down the
18th fairway! It happens to all of us. The problem is, most
don’t have a remedy, something they can turn to in these situations that will come.
Assuming you get nervous like the rest of us and you are
man enough to admit it, let’s impose just a small taste of the
soon-to-come stress that will come with being a good golfer.
As you get BETTER and improve, things will get even more

competitive as this is the nature of things. The stakes go UP
not down as you become a master.
Do the following successfully and remember that you did
it successfully so you can fall back on the experience when
you need to. Only do the following when you feel comfortable with the proceeding chambers and you feel completely
confident in your putting. Take as long as you need to get
comfortable. For some, 4 weeks of putting practice may be
enough and for others six months is in order. Always evaluate
your progress honestly and accurately before moving on.
Don’t throw yourselves to the wolves in this chamber until
you are READY. Do you think there has been one Kung Fu
master that “rushed through” learning chambers.
Those that rushed through are still students and
the student that did not rush is now a master. The
classic tortoise and the hare.
Finally, your savior to get through this chamber must be your
pre-shot routine, and the mental confidence to KNOW you
can do it based on past practice. If you approach a ball with
ANY doubt on any shot in this game, you must back away

and start the mechanism in motion again without the doubt.
ENTER THE CHAMBER:
PART 1: Offer to pay someone $10 if you can’t sink 5 putts
in a row at 5 feet. (or) Make it an amount of money that puts
a great deal of pressure on you. If you are Bill Gates, $10 is
not going to be enough! Use the pre-shot routine to calm the
nerves as well a breathing techniques and whatever else is part
of your own personal pre-shot routine (that you should have
developed by now and should be using religiously on EVERY
PUTT, both during the round AND in practice.
PART 2: Sink 5 putts in a row at 5 feet, with a stranger
watching to apply pressure. Yes, as uncomfortable as this is,
you must ASK the stranger to simply watch you. This creates
a tremendous amount of stress for all those that don’t have a
metal endoskeleton. CHEAT-YOURSELF-ALERT: (Go ask one
of your grandmothers bingo friends to watch (no stress) vs. the
local club pro or another good golfer on the range (high stress)
PART 3: Sink 5 putts in a row at 5 feet with at least 2 people
(friends are fine here) heckling the hell out of you. The classic
“Noonan .. Miiisssssss-it” stuff, yelling and screaming. The

more obnoxious the better. If you are destine for greatness,
make sure some snap cameras in your backswing too, you will
need to get used to that!
Congratulations, after this series of chambers, and assuming
you have not cheated yourself along the way, you should be in
the top 90% percentile of all golfers in putting.. anywhere in
the world. You should be seeing 4 to 5 strokes lower a round
at the very minimum and if you are not, we suggest you rework these chambers as you probably rushed through them in
a few days.
The disciple training as a Putting Master will re-work Chambers 7 and 8 many times a year and will have the lessons of
Chamber 6 engrained and memorized down to the very word.
Technique, Chamber 3, will be refined whenever appropriate
over the years.
END PUTTING
The golfer that has one hour a week to practice,
and really wants to improve score instead of improving EGO, chooses putting practice over the
driving range.
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AGAIN, WE REMIND THE DISCIPLE THAT THE POINT OF ALL THIS (THE
KEY TO THE ENTIRE METHOD) IS NOT TO PROGRESS UNTIL YOU HAVE
SUCCESSFULLY GRADUATED FROM THE OTHER CHAMBERS. IF YOU HAVE
NOT DONE ALL OF THESE YOU ARE NOT WASTING MY TIME, YOU ARE
WASTING YOURS. HAVE YOU DONE THESE? THIS IS JUST A SAMPLE, THERE
WAS ACTUALLY MORE TO DO!
1. DO YOU TRULY UNDERSTAND “THE LEFT VS. THE RIGHT BRAIN ISSUE”
AND HOW IMPORTANT THAT IS IN SPORTS AND GOLF? HAVE YOU
TESTED IT ON YOUR OWN BODY?
2. DO YOU UNDERSTAND AND ACCEPT ALL THE LAWS OF THE GOLF UNIVERSE? WHICH ONES DO YOU STRUGGLE WITH?
3. DID YOU DO THE ONE TRUE AUTHENTIC SWING EXERCISE AT THE
END OF THE “LAWS” SECTION TO TRY TO UNCOVER THE “NATURAL”
SWING INSIDE YOU?
4. HAVE YOU STUDIED AND FULLY UNDERSTAND THE BASIC PRINCIPLES
AND ARE YOU PRACTICING ALL THE ELEMENTS OF THE FOUNDATION?
5. HAVE YOU DEDICATED YOURSELF TO BUILDING AND ELONGATING
YOUR MUSCLES ON A STRICT SCHEDULE?
6. ARE YOU STRETCHING FOR 20 MINUTES, AT LEAST 3 TIMES A WEEK
AND NEVER STRETCHING “COLD?”
7. HAVE YOU SPENT SEVERAL WEEKS EXPERIMENTING ON ALL PUTTING
STYLES AND CHOSEN WHAT YOU WILL USE, FOR LIFE?
8. DO YOU HAVE A REPEATABLE PUTTING PRE-SHOT ROUTINE YOU USE
100% OF THE TIME ON THE COURSE?
9. HAVE YOU ADOPTED 3 OR 4 PUTTING “STRATEGIES” YOU FIND PARTICULARLY SUITED TO YOUR GAME? A “WAY OF THINKING” WHEN ON
THE GREEN.
10. HAVE YOU PASSED THE PUTTING CHALLENGE AND PRESSURE COOKER
PUTTING, HONESTLY?
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HOW MANY PEOPLE WILL HAVE DONE ALL OF THE ABOVE UP TO THIS
POINT, ABOUT 5 OUT OF 100. THE OTHER 95 WILL HURRY THROUGH THIS
(AND THE REST) AND THEN BLAME THE AUTHOR WHEN THEIR GAME
STILL STINKS AT SUMMER’S END.

IF, AFTER AN HONEST EXAMINATION, YOU HAVE TURNED THE
PAGE FROM THE LAST, AND YOU ARE READY TO MOVE ON, IT’S TIME
TO REVEAL A SECRET OF KUNG FU GOLF. IN ALMOST ALL ASPECTS
OF KUNG FU GOLF, PRACTICING EACH MOVEMENT OR TECHNIQUE
WITHOUT HITTING A GOLF BALL IS FAR MORE EFFECTIVE THAN
PRACTICING WITH A BALL. DID YOU JUST READ THAT CORRECTLY?
YES! THE BIGGEST IMPEDIMENT ANY GOLF DISCIPLE WILL EVER
HAVE IN LEARNING TO MASTER GOLF IS THE BALL ITSELF. A PARADOX? NO, IT’S NOT. IT’S QUITE SIMPLE. THE FIRST DEADLY SIN THE
BALL ALLOWS IS EGO. I AM ON THE RANGE. I WILL BE SEEN. MUST
HIT BALL FAR. MUST HIT BALL GOOD. TUCK IN SHIRT. FIX WEGGIE.
HOT GIRL WATCHING! - MILLIONS OF AMATEURS, WHEN YOU VIDEO TAPE THEIR PRACTICE SWING IT IS VERY SOUND. WHEN HITTING THE BALL, ALL GOES TO ABSOLUTE HELL. THERE ARE OTHER REASONS FOR THIS BESIDES EGO. WE CANNOT TAKE THE TIME
HERE TO EXPLORE THEM ALL AS LONG AS YOU SO AGREE THAT
THIS IS TRUE AND AGREE THAT THE BALL CAN HINDER PROGRESS
IN MANY WAYS. FOR EACH CHAMBER, PRACTICE AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE WITHOUT A BALL. SOMETIMES A SHORT CHILD’S CLUB IS EVEN
MORE EFFECTIVE. USE THE TOOLS AS FAR FROM YOUR OWN GOLF
GAME AS POSSIBLE. DON’T USE YOUR OWN CLUBS! TRAIN THE
BODY TO FEEL THE PROPER MOVEMENT. CREATE MUSCLE MEMORY WITHOUT A BALL. USE MIRRORS AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE. ONLY
GO TO THE BALL TO TEST WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN WORKING ON.
THE BALL SHOULD ONLY BE THE FINAL 10% OF YOUR TOTAL PRACTICE. HOW IS THAT POSSIBLE? IF WATCHING THE MASTERS ON TV,
TAKE OUT YOUR KIDS CLUB AND SWING IT LIGHTLY AND RHYTHMICALLY FOR THE 4 HOURS YOU ARE WATCHING THE MASTERS,
WORKING ON ONE THING AT A TIME. WHAT YOU DO WITHOUT
THE BALL CAN BE 90% OF YOUR SUCCESS! NOW, RELATING THIS
TO KUNG FU: THE SETS AND MOVEMENTS ARE PRACTICED, SOMETIMES FOR YEARS, BEFORE ANY REAL SPARRING TAKES PLACE. IS
THE DISCIPLE SHOWN THE MOVEMENT AND THEN ASKED, MINUTES LATER, TO PRACTICE IT ON SOMEONE’S HEAD? (THE BALL!) OF
COURSE NOT. KUNG FU IS THE PRACTICE OF PERFECTING MOVEMENTS AND SPARRING IS ONLY THE FINAL 10%.
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Counter &
Trailing Forces

Accompanying video

Understanding these principles before
building your swing is essential

“Nobody asks how you looked..
just what you shot” - Sam Snead

gain, as is the goal of Kung Fu Golf, we examine
essential elements at their most basic level. You
see, a main cause for the failure of millions in this
“sport” is teaching that leaves out understanding,
and lazy disciples that expend physical effort in a ratio that is
out of balance with mental effort. The great champions like
Ben Hogan and Bobby Jones were great, not because they
were mindless ball beaters 10 hours a day, but mostly because
they worked hardest between the ears in a quest to know every
single aspect about their discipline. The basic counterforce and
trailing forces principles are extremely basic, yet almost no
average golfer understands or is consciously aware of the principle. They would sooner be able to tell you the exact whereabouts of the Easter Bunny.

ball correctly comes from trailing forces. What do we mean by
trailing forces? When a whip is cracked at a bull, the handle is
“pulled back” well before the end reacts. When you pick up the
end of a stretched out garden hose, raise it up into the air, and
pull down hard it takes the wave you created a full second or
two to reach the end of the hose. A trailing force is something
that you do “up here” that has an effect “down there” later.

Would the crossbow be powerful if there wasn’t a counter force
to hold back the stretched bow until the trigger is released?
The cocked bow and the hook that holds it back are perfectly
balanced counter forces. To succeed in golf you must use
counter forces correctly and apply trailing forces properly. We
just explained a counter force, one force working against the
other to create stored power. The proper technique to hit a golf

PART 1 - The Backswing: When you take your 5 iron into the
backswing, you are applying forces “back” with your upper
body, arms, and shoulders. The force you are applying back
MUST BE COUNTER BALANCED by a force forward
applied by the lower body in equal proportion to the force
back. The amount of force to apply in each direction is up to
you. If you whip the club back hard and fast you better be
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There is no need to have a full understanding of every nuance now as we are early in our practice. We have many more
chambers on every specific aspect of the proper iron swing in
upcoming chambers. However, for the iron swing you will soon
build you must fully understand each type of force.
COUNTER FORCES IN THE IRON SWING:
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To know the road ahead, ask those coming back... Who is coming
back the road you are currently on, Tiger and Phil? Of course not.
Ask the guy with 3 kids and a full time job how he got so good at
golf. The guy on the magazine cover has never stood in your shoes.

bracing the strength of your back leg against this force in equal
proportion. THIS IS YIN AND YANG AND ONE OF THE
REASONS KUNG FU GOLF WAS THUS NAMED. If you
don’t know what that is, YouTube it and study this ancient
Chinese principle, and the symbol that represents it. Brace the
back leg against the force of your backswing “moving back”
like when you see a hurricane weather reporter bracing and
leaning into gale force winds. If your backswing is slow, easy,
and controlled, you don’t need as much back leg push, brace or
counterforce.
PART 2 - The Downswing: When the downswing occurs and
all forces are moving in the same direction into the ball, your
second counterforce is now a brace of the front leg “back at
you” as it straightens up and “pushes back” at the forced being
applied to the back of the ball with the club head. This is the
old “hitting against a firm left side” concept we will explore
in more detail later. A term no one ever explained to you properly.
So what we have in the proper golf swing is the upper body
and lower body applying counter forces upon one another and
in two parts of the golf swing, applying forces in the opposite
direction at the same time. GOT IT!

TRAILING FORCES IN THE IRON SWING:
Trailing forces can also create power. We have shown this in our
example of the whip. A nunchucku (num-chuck) also proves
trailing force as the swing of the weapon and the flick of the
wrist to move the leading handle allows the opposite handle
across the chain to move far faster than a straight pole ever
could. The second stick trails the first’s action. In golf, creating
trailing force is not just needed for power, it’s needed because
of the way a golf club is designed. As we have said and will say
again, a golf club is designed more for a professional than an
amateur, and the reason for it is called “late hitting.” Applying
trailing forces to your golf club allow for late hitting which is
.
8
essential for a proper blow to the ball.
1

*
For now, know just this. At the top of the backswing a proper

sequence must be applied to hit the golf ball correctly per the
)
way the club was designed. First, the weight must shift to
8
the front foot (there is no attempt to swing down yet... wait...
*
wait) The chest and hips should open up to the hole (there is no 2
/
attempt to swing down yet...be patient) The right elbow comes )
into the gut and then the ball (the club is still way behind
you...wait..) Six or seven hours later the club comes whipping

through using the BODY TO WHIP IT THROUGH NOT
AN ARM SWING. All the other forces were leading the trailing club head thus the trailing forces principles applied. The
principle of late hitting is one of the most important in all of
golf. It can cure a bad swing or a fix a horrible day on the range
time after time just by a disciple realizing what he or she may
not be doing in this ONE area.
Let’s look at the opposite of the principles above and what
millions of amateurs around the world do in their broken golf
swing.
REGARDING COUNTER FORCES: The amateur has none.
The lower body seems to move with the upper body in the
backswing and then the amateur tries to move the weight and
swings the club down into the ball at the same time. In part
two, when the ball is struck, there is no front foot counter force
“back.” As everything is moving along together the amateur
slides through the ball and does not “push back” on the downswing with the front foot as he or she should.
IN TRAILING FORCES: The amateur takes the club high
into the air and attempts to rush everything forward into the
ball at the same time. There is an attempt to swing down and
move the weight forward together. This is impossible. It takes
far longer to shift the weight forward then to swing down so
the weight never really finds the front foot before the ball is hit.
The amateur does not practice “late hitting.” JUST THE OPPOSITE, HE/SHE ATTEMPTS TO SWING DOWN FIRST,

AS THE FIRST MOVE. IT’S LIKE PUNTING ON FIRST
DOWN. IT’S LIKE TRYING TO DETONATE A BOMB
BEFORE THE BOMB IS BUILT. IT’S THE WRONG SEQUENCE.
ENTER THE CHAMBER:

f

Let’s go back to the Infinity Golf Swing presented earlier in the
“original notes” page. Take a look back at that page to refresh
your memory. The infinity golf swing drill presented here does
many things. It stresses both the proper path of the golf swing
and it will show you how to apply both counterforce and trailing force properly.
This is a drill that is best performed with a small club, perhaps
a kid’s club or a woman’s pitching wedge. With a small club it
can be done almost anywhere, even in the living room in front
of the TV. Take your iron stance and pick up the club. In this
drill, you will be moving the club back and forth repetitively,
starting with a very small backswing and throughswing slowly
increasing the size of the swing’s back and through over several
minutes of continuous swinging. “Swinging” is the wrong
word. There is no “swinging” just moving the club back and
through in a pattern that resembles a figure 8, or the infinity
symbol. Start swinging with a backswing just a few feet back
and then a few feet through the imaginary ball (after the imaginary hit.) Move the club with mostly dead arms and only
the movements of the lower body, weight shift, and hip turn.
The steps are below.
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PLEASE REMEMBER, THE KEY TO THIS ENTIRE SECTION IS TO LEARN ABOUT COUNTER FORCES AND
TRAILING FORCES. THERE IS NO BALL. DURING THE
DRILL USE YOUR BODY TO MOVE THE CLUB BACK
AND THROUGH, BUT IN A FIGURE 8 MOTION. THE
DRILL IS A CONTINUANCE FIGURE 8 THAT NEVER
STOPS.. AN INFINITY LOOP. USE THE YOUTUBE
VIDEO AS A GUIDE. THE DRILL IS DIFFICULT TO DESCRIBE IN WORDS.

1. Assuming your arms are ropes, and they have no power,
you must shift your weight to the back foot and turn your
chest back to start the club moving... to start your backswing. As it goes back, brace your back leg in and lean forward to change the club’s path to start moving it forward.
THIS IS COUNTERFORCE MOMENT 1. Allow the
momentum of the club to move back and LOOP to the
inside a bit behind you before coming into the imaginary
ball. Keep the club moving... Keep your weight shift out
in front to move the club along.
2. Now focus on putting the weight on the front foot (and
stepping the weight to the front foot LONG BEFORE
the club head is at the ball.) Focus on shifting the weight
forward and bumping the hips forward so early it almost
initiates the downswing.
3. Your weight is now forward and the club has just begun
to come down, allow the club to fall into the ball with
gravity. Remember, dead arms... there is no “swing down”
with the arms. Let your elbow fall into your gut and swing
along the outside of the back leg with the knee pointing
forward. The last thing should be the head of the club
moving over the imaginary ball.
4. After the club swings through the ball, again, lead the
club back by first shifting your weight back to the back
foot and bumping the hips back to where they were to
start. You will see the club swings out and loops left before
coming back over the ball from the opposite direction thus
completing the outline of the infinity loop trace and returning to the starting point. (When the club head comes
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back over the ball the drill begins again as you start the
backswing. (You will notice the club is continuing to trace
the infinity loop outline moving back and out and then let
it’s momentum loop a bit back toward you (a bit behind
your back) and start again.
5. Remember trailing force. The club head should trail your
weight shift both going into the ball and as you return to
your backswing. The club head can never catch the body’s
weight out in front. When you shift forward the club head
is still moving back a bit. When your weight shifts back
to the right the club head will still be moving forward. In
the drill the club head is eternally doomed to never quite
catch up with the weight shift in your lower body, well out
in front.
THE ONLY RULES TO REMEMBER FOR THE DRILL

1. As the club moves over the imaginary ball, make sure your
hands “beat the club head” to the ball. In other words,
don’t flip the wrists and allow the club head to beat the
hands / handle into the imaginary ball.
2. In the backswing make sure your weight is not shifting
“out” to the right of your back leg’s knee. The back leg is a
brace in, like the leg of a camera’s tripod.
3. As the club head strikes the imaginary ball, don’t let your
knees keep sliding down the line forward. Think about
posting up on a straight “braced” front leg just at the club
head passes over the imaginary ball.
IN SUMMARY: Move the club head hundreds of time, back
and forth, continuously using the body not by swinging with
the arms. Have the club head follow the infinity loop. During
the drill remember the three rules above. Keep the arms dead
ropes.
FIND THE FLOW OF WHAT YOUR BODY WANTS
TO DO NATURALLY TO MOVE THE CLUB DURING
THE DRILL WITH RHYTHM! LISTEN TO YOUR
BODY. BECOME FLOWING WATER, NOT A RIGID
ROBOT! FORGET YOUR REAL GOLF SWING, FORGET HITTING A BALL. THIS IS A FLOW EXERCISE.

Weak, strong
&light grip
Choke the golf club, choke off the power.

“Correct one fault at a time.” - Sam Snead
(this is the essence of Kung Fu Golf and
the Chamber approach)

ight grip. It’s so important it deserves it’s own
chamber. One of the most famous lines in all of
golf is Sam Snead’s “hold the club as if you would
a small bird.” Tight enough so you won’t squeeze
the life out of it, but strong enough so it won’t fly away either.

L

Freddie Couples and VJ Singh’s right hand have been seen to
momentarily come off the club at impact before returning to
the grip. Grip alignment technique is very individualistic and
there are extreme differences between the all-time greats in
golf. There is no one right way for grip alignment. However,
they have one thing in common, they grip lightly and in general, duffers grip the club too tightly by a factor of two. (yes,
take half your normal grip!)
At this point, half of you are saying, “yea, yea, I know all of
this, and will begin to skim the rest of this chamber for some
hidden secret. Then they will hit balls on the range with the
same grip they have employed for years shooting 95. THIS IS
NO JOKE. It may take weeks to finally loosen up your grip. It
could affect your swing negatively at first. IT MUST BE TAKEN VERY SERIOUSLY. If it takes 10 years to hit the ball with

a loose grip then it takes 10 years never leaving this chamber.
The golf swing is loose, fluid and athletic. It has nothing to
do with big weightlifter muscles. Climb to the top of Mt.
Everest, strip naked and sit indian style in the snow meditating on this for 8 hours. It’s that important. Hold a baseball as
tightly as possible and throw it. Now throw it with a regular
grip. To throw it as fast as possible you will naturally hold the
ball somewhat loosely.
It’s taken millions of golfers many many years to finally understand
what is highlighted here. You can remove years of toil by truly
.
believing this and not saying, “yea, yea I know.. let’s move on”
8
1

For 99% it’s much MORE important to replace your grips than *

to replace your irons with a new $1,000 set. With a good grip
)
you don’t have to hold the club tightly. There can be NO ten8
sion in the golf swing and it starts with grip.
*
Universal Rule # 1 in all of golf, There can be no
tension in your golf swing. Walk through the entire
Canadian Yukon Territory barefoot stopping to tell
everyone you meet along the way this rule. Only
then, will it been ingrained in your mind.

2
/
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As strong as he is, if he has the correct grip you
would be able to take hold of the shaft and with
a child’s strength pull the club out of his hands at
address AND during the entire swing. The more
muscle bound you are the more important the soft grip
becomes so muscles don’t work AGAINST you. (There
are other examples where a tight grip combined with a
strong yank are undesirable!!)

Try to grip a club almost as tightly as possible and swing it to
see what happens. It’s not very effective is it? (let alone it can
lead to serious tennis and golfer’s elbow injury.)
What the universal rule means is, YOU SHOULD NEVER
HIT A GOLF BALL WITH TENSION. If you have to step
away from the ball 4 times so be it. Now, what does THIS
MEAN....
rIf you are fearful over the ball, of water perhaps or the
woods, or any trouble, you have tension. Back away.
rIf you are over the ball trying to be too perfect thinking of
technique, you have tension where there can be none.
rIf you are gripping the club too tightly for any reason (and
there are many ranging from “I need this hole” to “it’s the
way you always have gripped it from age 10” you need to
back away. Grip pressure creates the MOST tension in the
golf swing. Remember, there can be NONE:
.
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Grip technique (vs. grip strength) is important as well. You
must learn it now. Almost every golf instruction book has an
entire section on the grip. “Weak grip and strong grip” has
nothing to do with how tightly you are holding the club. It’s
worth taking a lesson just on the grip if you are not intimately
familiar with the weak and strong grips and what they can do
to your swing if they are not exactly right.
The best place to start with grip if you don’t want personal
instruction is the famous Ben Hogan book, “Five Lessons,
the Modern Fundamentals of Golf 1957.” The entire first
chapter is ONLY on the grip. It’s very detailed and a difficult

chapter to read taking a lot of mental (and physical) effort to
get through it. Tens of thousands have skipped over the chapter
to “get to the good stuff ” about the golf swing itself. Can you
guess what we will say about these people that won’t put 60
to 90 minutes into their grip and the Hogan book? Quit the
game.
After you learn the proper grip, and learn what a weak and
strong grip is (turning the hands left or right on the club and
where the “V’s” in your hand point) and what the grip can do
to ball flight, you need to learn what a weak or strong grip will
do TO YOUR OWN BALL FLIGHT.
As you move through the chambers and make real changes to
your swing you must always have “grip” in the back of your
mind and make changes accordingly. In some cases it is possible
you are doing EVERYTHING CORRECTLY AND STILL
HAVE A PROBLEM simply because you need a slight grip adjustment. Read this line over and over 1,000 times. Learn and
understand “weak and strong” grip alignment on your OWN.
There have been golfers that have toiled with 100+
rounds for years, where a small change in their
grip could have produced immediate results. Years
wasted.
NOW BEGIN THE CHAMBER:
PART 1: To imprint the critically important point on the mind
of maintaining a light grip, you need to shake hands with five
people with as lose of a grip as humanly possible. (This freaks

people out and it’s called the dead fish handshake. It’s disconcerting to people because their brain expects to feel something
that is not there, a nice firm shake.) Now, I am sure you are
calling this ridiculous and a waste of time which you would not
do if you were a disciple in a real Kung Fu School at Shaolin
(or you would have been thrown out on your ass) but... JUST
DO IT. A kung fu disciple does not question the master, he just
does what he is told for reasons that may be beyond his current
comprehension, but later apparent.
PART 2: If your grips are not less than 2 years old or you
consider them at all “cheap or slippery” for ANY reason, regrip them all immediately. Anyone that has a vice in the house
can re-grip clubs themselves. It’s simple to do but it’s not easy
work, and takes some time (about an hour).
PART 3: Hit a bucket of balls taking your grip pressure down
by HALF. This may produce a grip that is actually “too light” if
there is such a thing, but just do it for this reason:
You may be lucky enough to experience the below,
a rare Kung Fu Golf Moment of Enlightenment. An
unexpected but tremendous benefit of light grip
pressure that will present itself for some:
Many will find they cannot control the club properly with this ultra light grip pressure and this may
be a very good thing.
How is light grip destroying my old swing a good thing? If you
have manipulated the club takeaway, transition, and downswing with your big muscles, rigid muscles, or the muscles of
your arms, and NOT simply through rhythm and momentum
you will find you CANNOT SWING THE SAME WAY
YOU DID by now using your ridiculously light grip pressure
(unless you are a great golfer now, that should be a good thing,
no?) There is only one way to swing with this kind of ultra light
grip pressure, and it’s the right way.
The principle is similar to “pushing on a string” to move a nail
tied to one end of the string, which is of course, useless. The
only way to move the nail is to have the right physics working
for you. You must pick up the string and have the nail hanging
at the bottom. You must use smooth momentum to begin the
nail’s back and forth motion. You can’t jerk the string from the
top left or right and expect the nail at the bottom to behave
in the same way. The only way for the nail to move properly,
CONSISTENTLY and predictably, is for the hand on the other
end of the string to use it’s own momentum to swing it back
and forth, higher and higher.
With a full understanding of the principle above, and
nothing more, over a million golfers worldwide could improve their game dramatically in just a few weeks. Simply
the image of moving the nail by using applied smooth momentum from energy applied at the top of the string, and
translated through the string itself as a conduit, to the nail.
Then translate this understanding to one’s golf swing.

If nothing else... remember this about grip pressure; Men hold
a golf club as you would hold a tit. Women, hold a golf club as
you would hold a penis.
The absurdity above is intentional. Did you see, Kingdom of
Heaven the movie? (Liam Neeson.. “This is your duty and this
is so you remember it!” (with a giant slap across his son’s face,
(a Knight on crusade.) What’s more, there is no better description we could find of “how to hold the club” and we expect this
should replace Snead’s analogy over time! (Actually, we stressed
over the phraseology of the second part “women, hold the club as you
would a penis” and our editors were suggesting “as you should hold a
penis” because we know about 50% don’t know how to hold one, applying the grip of death)
Remember, don’t force anything in Kung Fu Golf. If you have
a grip pressure of 5 and in this chamber you feel compelled to
loosen it to a 2 because of our scoldings, and this feels uncomfortable and is just not right for you, do not force it. Finding
your “one true authentic swing” for your body is more important then following directions mindlessly. However, beware of
“what feels wrong in the beginning, but may actually be right
in the end if given time.” Give everything a chance before writing it off. A loose grip WILL FEEL VERY STRANGE to those
that have been holding the club too tightly for years.
PART 4: Read Ben Hogan’s, Five Lessons, The Modern Fundamentals of Golf, Chapter 1 on the grip, and practice with a golf
club as you read it. Yes, you MUST have a club as you read it.
PART 5: Learn just how important grip “technique” (not pressure) is to your own swing. Hit 30 balls at a driving range with
the same club and of course, the same exact swing. Just vary
your grip between neutral to extremely strong to extremely
weak (and again we mean the way the hands are set on the
club not the grip pressure. For example, when your left hand is
on the club do you see two knuckles or four!) Pushing the grip
past what is normal on both the weak and strong side will show
you exactly what these grips will do to the ball flight and you
can learn a tremendous amount from this exercise.
A grip that is too weak or too strong, combined with other
mistakes in the swing can accentuate all existing problems with
your golf swing.
We have seen people hook and slice shots OUT OF
BOUNds all round long, when a simple grip adjustment could have corrected the problem, either in
that particular round, or forever. the only thing
that can translate what you are doing in the golf
swing with your body, to what is finally transferred
to the club head, is through the grip. step back and
think about that for a few minutes.
In the auto industry, a certain tire company constantly reminds
people that the ONLY thing between their car and the road is
the tires, and they are right to do so. All the best auto parts in
the world in the car itself, or in the breaks, etc. are meaning-
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less unless that performance can be “translated to the road” via
good and appropriate tires. The exact same thing is true of the
golf grip.
In golf there are two main “energy transfer conduits:” the
HANDS via the grip, and the CLUB HEAD to the ball. That
is it. Whatever you do with your body, as perfect or ridiculous
as it may be, power can only be applied to the club via the
hands and grip. The same applies to the relationship between
the club head to the ball. If energy is lost or misdirected at
either translation point, all is for nothing. Having a bad grip is
akin to haphazardly screwing on your club head to the bottom of your shaft at various angles before your round. HOW
GOOD WOULD YOUR GAME BE IF THE HEAD WAS
7 DEGREES OPEN OR CLOSED FOR EACH SHOT, or
worse yet, the direction of the head varied shot to shot as some
people’s grip will!
This grip chamber is presented early as a fundamental, but for
most presented TOO EARLY. The grip you have now may be
good for the mix mash swing you have now. As you improve
and refine your technique YOU MUST REMEMBER THAT
A CHANGE IN THE GRIP MAY ALSO BE ESSENTIAL
AS YOU WALK YOUR PATH TO GREATNESS. This is a
chamber you must always remember to come back to when
needed.
BALL FEEDBACK IS ALWAYS THE KEY TO GRIP. If, in
the future you know you are applying good technique, and
your ball flight is a slice or a hook you just can’t get rid of, don’t
forget the grip. Here’s a Kung Fu Golf rule: don’t forget the
grip, don’t forget the grip, don’t forget the grip. A bit annoying.. yes.. but too essential not to over-stress.
There have been countless thousands who practice hundreds of
hours improving their golf swing, but never ever thought about
the adequacy of their grip for their current swing. You can be
penned up in a hotel room in Europe with all the power in
the world, but unless you have one of those little gizmo’s that
convert the electricity from the wall to your U.S. style plug for
your laptop, you have nothing. Keep thinking of grip in these
types of terms.
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Go back to Part 5 of this chamber whenever you can in the
future, or whenever you make real changes to improve your
golf swing. Hitting 30 ball with a ridiculously strong grip (V’s
of hands go up the right arm or point even more right that this)
and dialing the grip down notch by notch to normal, and then
hitting balls with a ridiculously weak grip (V’s of hands go up
the left arm or point even more left) is a very useful exercise.
It will show you what serious effect grip changes can do to the
ball flight.
A GOLF MYTH IN 2012: Hitting the ball straight is best.
It’s not, according almost anyone that knows anything about
golf today. A consistent “draw” of the ball where it works back
to the left or a consistent “fade” where the ball slices just a bit
right is far better than a straight shot. Never mind the reason

for now, we will discuss later, just be sure you are not consistently striving for a straight ball flight. It really does not matter
if your ball is doing curly cues if it’s CONSISTENT AND REPEATABLE on the course. Of course, a massive 30 yard “fade”
of the ball from left to right is a “slice” and although it may be
repeatable, it’s hard to play good golf with an extremely large
curvature of the ball because it’s hard to control and as the
ball begins to bend hard one way or the other, it robs you of
distance.
If you hit the ball simple and straight by no means work to fix
this. All we are saying is if this is not the case for you, you can
play with any minor ball flight tendency, as long as it’s repeatable and consistent.
Finally, the variety of grip exercises on the range will show you
how to hit a fade or draw when you need one. There will be a
few times in every round where you are blocked out by a tree
or need to put some direction on the ball to recover from a poor
drive. As you become more comfortable with these shots you
can begin to play them going forward.
Have you done all five parts or did you label part 1 as “stupid”
and just decided to skip it? You saw the Karate Kid in the 80s?
He waxed that car for days and had no dam idea what waxing
a car had to do with learning Karate. Well, that wax on -wax
off technique saved his little Macchio ass from being kicked.
FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS AS THEY
HAVE BEEN LAID OUT. WE WONT ASK
THIS OF YOU AGAIN. YOU WILL OR YOU
WILL NOT.

The pre-shot
routine for
irons / driver
A pre-shot routine follows all great athletes,
from basketball free throws to major league
batters&pitchers
“Golf is a game of opposites,
the harder you try the worse you do.”

ust like with the putting pre-shot routine, every
single pro golfer has a set routine before he or
she hits a golf ball. It’s the very same thing, time
after time, right down to the smallest detail. If
distracted, the pro will back away from the ball and start the
pre-shot routine over again.

J

Over 90% of amateurs do not have ANY routine before they
hit a golf ball and if they do, it’s not an exact “ritual” or routine. Do you believe the pros (in all sports) are just “wasting
their time” or perhaps it’s time to put the effort in to get your
own routine?
You spend over 4 hours on the golf course on most days. The
time you spend “playing”... is well under 3 minutes (in terms
of swinging a club the same way people say there is under
11 minutes of football played on a typical Sunday, as people
watch for over 2 hours of “huddle” and time outs from their
couch.)
What are you doing with your time for the other 3 hours and
57 minutes (assuming your round is 4 hours?) Is it productive
time on the golf course?

Anika said, “you only play in that box” while drawing a box
around the tee (and the spot where you are playing each shot
and putt.) Her point was, outside of the box you think and
perform your pre-shot routine. Once you step inside the box
you just play and you DON’T think. Rejoice, with golf you
have a massive amount of time to plan, strategize, and to
physically and mentally rehearse your shot before you step
into the “play box.” The “play box” should be dominated
with thoughts of OUTCOME (where this ball MUST GO)
NOT HOW to make the ball go there! See the difference?
One reason for the pre-shot routine, and probably the most
important reason, is rehearsed relaxation. All golfers have
times of stress. Your Sunday morning buddy match can be
just as stressful as a pro on Sunday in a PGA tournament.
Accept the way you feel as normal, because it is. The pre-shot
routine tells your body (OK, he is getting ready to hit,.. we
have done this 1000 times before, we can remember 1000
great shots after doing this little ritual, I should prepare for
another good one now.) The pre-shot routine is a relaxation
technique similar to meditation, however abbreviated.
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A final note on relaxation on the golf course. Other than the
pre-shot routine we need one other “relaxation goto” for when
we become unnerved, unsettled, and rattled. This will happen
to you every round. Accept it when it happens. Say, “what is
happening to me is normal,” so what do I do.. Perform your
relaxation technique “goto” at that time.
You will need to create it, to bring you back from the edge.
The choice is yours. For example, you have just pulled a ball
hard left and into the woods. As you are walking up the
fairway you are getting very unsettled because if you don’t
par 18 your team loses and your boss is on YOUR TEAM!
Remind yourself you HAVE A CHOICE on how you will
react. It’s up to YOU.
Look down at the grass as you walk the fairway, or as you
walk to your ball from the golf cart. Notice the grass. Take
three deep relaxing breaths of fresh air. Relax. Calm. Slow
down.. never rush. Think about the next shot you want to
play and make sure it’s a conservative shot. When bad things
happen in golf enemy number one is to compound your problem. Develop your own one minute mini relaxation/ mediation technique. Something that works for you and only you.
Something you will never share. It’s essential.
It could be to start playing the “Clare de Lune” (Debussy) in
your head as you walk to the ball looking down at the grass.
It could be the “three deep breaths” you employ just before
your pre-shot routine and swing. It could be to “teleport to
the moon” looking down at how ridiculously tiny and pathetic you are getting nervous over something that has such little
consequence in this universe. It could be remembering your
grandmother suffering from cancer, also bringing your nerves
into perspective on what is really important, which certainly
is NOT the next golf shot.
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A key note on breathing. All of us have instant access to a
process that is more successfully able to control our level of
tension and stress than any learned technique on the planet, a
simple breath. A full breath... not short and shallow breaths.
A breath you can feel through your back. Incorporate 3 deep
breaths or even 1 deep breath whenever you can. Hopefully,
it’s in your putting pre-shot routine. Use it in the pre-shot
routine here or just after you leave a ball in the sand with
your boss watching. Stopping to really breath is an immediate
cure. How many will really employ this after reading... few.
They won’t become masters.
ENTER THE CHAMBER:
PART 1: Watch a full golf tournament on television and
observe the pre-shot routine of every golfer. Notice how the
pre-shot routine is repeated time and time again. Make notes
in your notebook (you should have 20 or 30 pages of notes
in your notebook by now) about what you like from each
player’s pre-shot routine and feel free to steal parts of their
pre-shot routine into your own.

Don’t worry, all PGA players steal from each other in this
area. As of this writing the “in thing” for a putting pre-shot
routine is to “wipe” the face of the putter with the hand
just before the golfer approaches setup on the ball. Who
knows who started this, but many pros do it including Tiger.
(Strangely, there is no need for this “wipe” move... like the
putter head is, by chance, going to have clumps of grass that
needs to be cleared before the putter can strike the ball. This
is even more ridiculous for pros because the pros are handed
the putter by a caddie that has just wiped the putter head
with a towel!
(Someone started it, who knows why, but it worked for them.
Perhaps the cool feel of smooth steel was relaxing just before
addressing the ball to putt. Whatever the reason, other pros
stole the idea. When you see something you like, steal it as
well if it works for you. A pre-shot routine is not an end zone
dance where one needs unique style points.)
PART 2: Develop your own routine one evening while
watching TV or on the practice range. Write down the exact
steps of your pre-shot routine and the time it takes. Try to
keep your routine under 15 seconds. Your practice swings can
be part of your pre-shot routine or not. This is up to you.
Note: many will not want the practice swings to be part of
the pre-shot routine because many will use 2 or 3 practices
swings to work on a technique, or to correct something
wrong with today’s swing... using a swing thought. Your preshot routine, if you are not completely on auto pilot, should at
most, occupy your mind with just the result and focus on the
ball... not how to execute swing mechanics.
A general rule, as important as a pre-shot routine is, if you
shoot 103 and your pre-shot routine is an elaborate set of
steps totaling 25 seconds your going to look like as asshole
to your playing partners at some point during the round.
Something very simple can be just as effective as elaborate if
it’s repeated exactly each and every time. For example:
rStep behind the ball while picturing your imaginary self
hitting the perfect shot.
rSwing once with 80% effort facing the target or not
facing the target.
rTake three steps up to the ball
rPlace your club behind the ball with your right hand
while stepping in with your right foot.
rStep up to the ball totally.
rFocus on a tiny spot on the ball and fire.
TOTAL = ABOUT 14 SECONDS. KUNG FU
IS STYLISH, THROW SOME FUN STYLE
INTO YOUR PRE-SHOT ROUTINE!

Accompanying video

Setup
and rhythm
Rhythm, the most important concept
in all of golf, and all of sport
“I would say golf is (the most difficult.) With baseball
and basketball, it’s a game of motion. You get a rhythm.
I came from a game of motion. And stopping all of that,
and then trying to hit a golf ball, it makes it more
difficult for me.” - Michael Jordan

olf instruction about the setup has, from the beginning of time been very technical in nature. “Play
this shot off the inside of your front foot or have
70% of your weight on the front foot for a bunker
shot” and other nonsense. No one ever explains the WHY, so
people don’t really understand. Knowing the rules of calculus,
anyone can find an answer but only about 1% understand what
they are doing when arriving at the answer, or how to actually
use calculus in the real world. The “how” by itself is as useless
as a single link of a chain. What can you do with a single chain
link. Look what you can do with 20 linked together!
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In general, setup is not a big mystery. You can go get any golf
magazine or switch on the TV and see how professional golfers
setup. It is as easy as copying them, but understanding the
“why” of how they setup is essential.
Part 2 is the rhythm of the swing. The athletic rhythm of a
swing trumps almost everything else in importance. At this
point, future chambers are about focusing on just one aspect
of the swing, the way the karate kid spent days waxing on and
waxing off to learn how to block a punch. (He had no idea

what he was teaching his body to do as he “waxed on” and only
later understood.) Getting caught up in mechanics, that is,
focusing on parts of the swing technically is GOLF DEATH.
Technical golf death is this sort of nonsense, “straight left arm,
left foot turned out, and 100 other “do this do thats.” Let me
clarify, it’s nonsense at this point. Does it matter if you can
play a C note on a piano if you can’t play a song? Focus on the
technicals later.
Above all else find your athletic rhythm, the rhythm of
Michael Jordan or Julius Erving. Did either of them think
about the technicals of “planting the foot correctly at the
foul line in order to take off for the rim.” Of course not,
this is preposterous. To operate on an extremely high level
“swing thoughts” have to be zero or almost zero.
As you are over the golf ball you, at least at this
point in your instruction, are only allowed to think
one thing, athletic rhythm.
If a football lands at your feet at the beach, without thinking
or preparation you probably bend over, pick up the ball, and
toss the ball back to the owner. I bet, in most cases, it’s a pretty

good throw even though you are not warmed up, and potentially have not thrown anything for years! How can this be?
First, most men have thrown something like a ball over 10,000
times as a kid. Their body knows what to do and they resort to
it without thinking. The latter is the key.
Two, they are not thinking about mechanics in ANY WAY.
What if, before you threw the ball you started telling yourself
to take a big enough step forward to get the ball through the
wind, or remember to grip the ball lightly and let go at just the
right time. How well do you think you would do? Of course,
it would be a disaster and you would be laughed off the beach
with sand kicked in your face.
RULE # 1 There is no question that the rhythm of a golf
swing trumps everything else in importance, every time.
RULE # 2 There can be no rhythm if you are thinking about
mechanics during the swing, or during any athletic movement.
RULE # 3 You will work to slowly, over time, improve your
mechanics. As they improve you will WORK THEM INTO
YOUR GOOD RHYTHM that you will start with NOW,
and keep forever. LETS SAY THAT AGAIN, you will establish rhythm and tempo now, and work in swing changes into
this good tempo like simple “add on” modules to a computer
program.
SETUP: We are not going to say much about setup or talk
about what you have read about over and over in books and
magazines. “For the driver, position the golf ball off the inside
of the left foot and the ball gets moved back toward the right
foot, or back foot as you go up in club selection toward the 9
iron.” This type of instruction is NOT WHAT Kung Fu Golf
IS ABOUT. We will leave this to the endless articles, books,
YouTube instructions and PGA Pro instructions.
What do you need to know as a Kung Fu Golf disciple? We
discuss below. You need to take these principles to your own
game supplementing it with the 100 articles available on the
“golf setup.”
ONLY A TRUE STUDENT OF THEIR TRADE WILL BE ABLE TO
CONTINUE Kung Fu Golf training from here on, just
as most Karate students quit long before black

belt. Why, because they keep expecting to be told
what to do vs. understanding we can only show you
the door, you must use your own mind, and your
own determination to go the entire way.
SETUP
Look at the setup of the pro golfers on-line or in a magazine.
For your notebook, cut out a picture of Charl Schwarzel, the
2011 masters champion or Luke Donald. These are the setups
to copy and emulate. Notice first that they are BENT OVER
about 20 degrees NOT standing up straight. There is good
reason for this. Notice the hands almost HANG straight down
meaning the hands on the grip are surprisingly close to the
body, more than you may have realized in the past. For now,
just notice these two things and burn them into your mind.
Setup, as it relates to the ball is only two things. One, how close
or far you are from the ball. Two, where the ball is then positioned (up front closer to your left foot, in the “middle of your
stance” or back more toward the right foot.)
Our goal will be to take each to the extreme and learn what
this teaches us about our own swing.
Of course, you should know that when you strike the ball, your
left arm is completely straight and is almost one with the shaft
at impact (forming one long line), with the exception that in
good golfers the hands are slightly ahead of the ball at impact,
which prevents a perfectly straight line down the arms through
the shaft to the ball (but it’s close).
Assuming the head stays relatively still meaning the torso is
also not shifting forward to the ball, the ball can only be placed
in a very small area in front of you (one that allows the left arm
to be straight, and the shaft following a very similar line down
the left arm to impact, ....or you simply would not be able to
hit the ball.)
At this early stage, we recommend playing the ball BACK
a tiny bit toward the right foot. We also recommend being
CLOSER to the ball than you think would be normal. We know
it may be a bit uncomfortable being a bit closer to the ball.
As you become a student of your trade you will adjust the
ball position BASED ON WHAT IS BEST FOR YOU AND
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YOUR ONE TRUE AUTHENTIC SWING, but for now we
suggest the two guidelines we just mentioned.
Why play the ball back just a bit? Simple, most amateurs
“chunk” balls and hit fat. This means they hit behind the ball
(mud first!). If you play the ball back a bit it’s easier to strike
the ball first and it becomes hard to hit the ball “fat.” As contact improves a golfer begins to see what is possible.
One can only play the ball “forward” if a golfer has mastered
the art of getting their entire weight shifted properly to the
front foot before impact, something 95% of amateurs do not do
correctly and will take time to learn. For now, play it back a bit.
Why play the ball closer to you than you may be comfortable with? Well, simply because when you swing 100%
correctly, you have to be closer to it, to hit it. We will return
to these two setup principles over and over later again, but for
now know this. Poor golfers swing out at the ball with their
arms. If the ball was too close to the body, they couldn’t hit it
with this poor over the top arm swing. A good golfer has the
weight go to the front leg, turns the hips open to the target and
the arms come along for the ride as the last step, being sucked
down by the body action. If the ball was not close to the body
it could not be reached or hit.
Bend over a bit with your hands hanging straight down. Now
turn your hips forward to a target. What happens to your
hanging hands? The get very close to you don’t they!!
As the body drives forward and the hips open up, meaning the
belt buckle turns to the target before the hit, the arms like dead
ropes, and are pulled along for the ride meaning the right elbow in the downswing is almost touching the side of the body.
If the ball was away from you, could your right elbow be glued
to your side.. impossible.
RHYTHM
YouTube “Standard Viennese Waltz” and a chap named Timothy Howson. This needs to be your golf swing. Have we gone
mad? NO.
Finding your rhythm trumps all else and every bit of
technical advice ever given or received.
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Finding the right rhythm is difficult, and it won’t be mastered
here but will need to be refined through every other chamber.
For most people, watching the Viennese Waltz on YouTube
for one hour is of far more use than practicing their own shitty
swing engraining the same flaws. Practice makes permanent.
The swing thought of the “Viennese Waltz” may be 100 times
more useful than any other “swing thought” just before stepping into the pre-shot routine.
Cold text on a page and the entire concept of rhythm in a golf
swing are alien concepts to one another and most likely have
never met until now. Explaining the proper rhythm of a golf
swing requires a poet much more than a technical writer and
we will make our best effort. However, if you have watched
your Viennese Waltz video you have a leg up.

It starts with the basic understanding and this belief. The
proper golf swing is much more akin to good dancing, Viennese Waltz or Michael Jackson than it is a collection of technical hints and tips like “keep the hands in front of the ball.”
Foohey. The cracking of a 20 foot whip is a dance of coordinated rhythm. If you gave the hand that cracks the whip a
bunch of “step by step” instructions (head down, swing from
the inside, etc. there would be no crack, but a dud and thud).
Accept this and learn in a one minute what took millions of good golfers 10 years or more to understand.
This is our best attempt at the indescribable: The golf swing is
a dance that moves the weight first to the back foot and then
to the front foot followed by a hit of the ball. The hit is LAST
and FOLLOWS. The movement of body weight is KING over
all else. The strength of the arms are of little to no importance.
Read that line 1,000 times disciple and then climb Everest and
carve it on a tiny pebble at 27,000 feet so you remember it.
Then climb down and read it again.
An Example
Have you ever been whipped by a wet towel as a kid with the
“wet towel snapback.” If so, remember the worst welt your leg
has ever seen from a wet towel.
You could get a professional baseball pitcher to throw an entire
wet towel against your leg. What would happen.. almost nothing. It may not even hurt. However, your 4th grade classmate
by pulling the towel back at just the right time can create more
punishing force through the end of that wet towel than any
pitcher could hope to ever muster. The welt on your leg and
the pain is proof enough this is true. A good golfer applies these
exact principles. 90% of all golfers worldwide do not.
How are these principles applied? Two ways. Technique and
Rhythm, two different things but where one stops and one
begins is impossible to determine and the good golfer melds
them together like melting a stick of butter into New England
claim chowder while cooking in the pan. Technique and “steps”
MUST be melted into your good rhythm or they are USELESS.
If they break your rhythm in any way, you are better without
even the best tip in the world.
Imagine a wet towel whip. Pull the towel back too soon and
it never reaches it’s victim. Pull the towel back too late and you
again have done nothing but throw a towel into a leg, ... painless.
A golfer must apply the golf club in exactly the same way the
wet end of the towel is applied to a bare leg.
In order to get this effect, rhythm is THE essential key followed
closely by suppleness and flexibility. A clenched bicep and a
squeezing hand has NO chance. The next key is sequence. In
this example, imagine the towel is your bodyweight and the
end of the towel, the wet tip, is your arms and the club.
Before we continue, do you know what nunchuku is, or numchucks? (People in the US incorrectly say “num-chucks”) A

martial arts weapon made famous by Bruce Lee. (If not, look
this up now... two sticks joined by a chain to form a deadly
weapon) When you grab a golf club you actually become a set
of nunchucku and a deadly weapon. Most people never wield
the weapon the deadly way the weapon was designed.
What do we mean? Imagine both your arms are one stick of
the nunchucku, your wrists are the chain, and your golf club is
the other stick, the stick that is applied to the victim’s head.
We must find the rhythm to use our arms (one end of the nunchuku) to drag back the other stick on the chain, and unleash
that end of the nunchucku on our enemy (the golf ball) with
killing force. We do this with our weight transfer and hip turn.
Remember your arms are just 1 PART of the nunchuku and
NOT the force behind the nunchucku.
The right rhythm enables us to have our self made nunchuku
act like that nasty wet towel in gym class. How? If you picture
the arms as ropes (with no muscle and strength, you can understand how).
Also, if you can truly envision your upper arms being one part of
a nunchuck and the club being the other, and you can imagine
a chain is holding them both together, what happens if you jerk
your arms away quickly? The bottom end is a mess!! The only
way to move the bottom nunchuck correctly is through slow back
and forth rhythm (like our nail on the end of a string example.)
From our stance we bend our torso over a bit. Our arms /
ropes hang straight down. As we shift our weight back to the
right foot and turn our torso back in the takeaway, the body
mass leads the ropes / arms. We quickly but smoothly shift
our weight back to the left (front foot) just as our ropes have
reached their apex and our ropes again trail BEHIND trying to
keep up with our body (but now well behind.) Just as the arms
are feeling hopeful to catch up, we put the breaks on hard at
impact and our nunchucku unleashes tremendous power into
the ball. This ‘putting on the breaks’ is the same as “pulling the
wet tipped towel back” to create the whip.
How does one, “put on the breaks” and create the whip... by
straightening the left foot and bracing against it at impact. (It’s
the old “hit against a firm left side” we have heard about but
never understood.) Well it’s finally time to understand what the
hell this means (we will in future chambers).
Finding this rhythm...the rhythm and sequence to become a
human wet towel, or a human nunchuku is Conan’s “riddle of
steel” for golfers. Conan the Barbarian searched his whole life
for the “Riddle or Secret of Steel.” (Conan)
“If I die, I have to go before him, and he will ask
me, ‘What is the riddle of steel?’ If I don’t know it,
he will cast me out of Valhalla“ (Conan’s Heaven).
If golfers were Conan and searching for the riddle of steel, 99%
of them are looking in the WRONG place for the answer so
they never find it. The riddle of steel is not found in pages
and pages of golf tips and technical instruction. The riddle of

steel is found in discovering the proper rhythm and sequence
to unleash the power of the gods upon a little white ball. Your
OWN rhythm and sequence so looking for the answer “out
there” is impossible.
The riddle of steel to a golfer is more aptly defined as this. “I
am a big high school quarterback from Odessa Texas. How
can that little bastard two pads over on the range hit the ball
THAT far when it doesn’t even look like he is swinging hard?
He was a geek in high school and I got the chicks!” Yes, that is
OUR riddle of steel... how a 150 pound pro golfer can hit a ball
like THAT and we cannot.
To solve your own Riddle of Steel, learn to dance with a golf
club not swing it with the muscles of the arms and you will find
your answer. The answer IS, and is NOT found in these pages.
The pages will help you, through self discovery and understanding, to find the riddle of steel, and we will show you were
to look for it. Everyone else has you looking in the wrong place.
One cannot tell you the Riddle of Steel. Conan’s father could
not even tell his own son yet he knew it. You must discover it
for yourself for it to be of any value AND FOR IT TO BE UNDERSTOOD. We provide the map but you must do the work
to follow the map and find the treasure.
The ultimate outcome of perfect rhythm should not be forgotten and needs to be mentioned over and over. You only have so
much power. What you have needs to be stored and released
ON the ball and cannot be allowed to escape early. The idea behind the next 6 chambers is to apply proper technique to your
existing rhythm with the idea that you don’t want the power
released early or out of sequence. A good example is a soda can.
Once you pop the top the pressure is released and once released
it’s gone forever. A golfer that swings hard from the top and
roars right out of the gate is not “saving up” his power for the
ball and is an early popped soda can. A golfer that learns to store
and release power properly becomes a soda can “shaken up.”
The “perfect” sequence of the backswing and the downswing
has ONLY TWO PURPOSES 1) to build and store power up.
2) To release the stored power on the ball while keeping the
club head in the right direction. That is all.
It’s been said by Bobby Jones that after a long winter layoff,
without any expectations of doing well, his first round was
typically very good, after which expectations get high for the
best golfer in the world, the trouble begins that needs to be
“fixed” over several weeks. Perhaps you have noticed the same
thing. After a long winter, you expect to have no game nor do
you expect to hit giant drives and big balls. Thinking nothing
but “stay relaxed” and “easy tempo” does wonders. However, as
soon as a few pars are made and expectations rise, major trouble
sets in. We must remember why we play well on the first 9 or
18 holes of a fresh season, and how to hold onto that.
Please re-read this Chamber and watch the YouTube video.
Find your rhythm and the tempo of the swing. There is nothing more important in all of golf, or all of sport.
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Perhaps over 30 million golfers have been born,
lived, and died never having played good golf and
the reason behind this tragedy is thus... the endless struggle to incorporate unrelated mechanical instruction... “back knee in - elbow in - turn
back to target - etc.” FOOHEY! Find your flow first.
Your RHYTHM. Bake in new ingredients slowly. In
what other sport do people think this way, concentrating on body movements DURING the activity...
there are none. If the basketball player has to think
“square up hips to basket and keep elbow under ball
for jump shot” .....he has no chance. Think mechanics on the range and astro mats. On the course,
play the sport and seek your inner rhythm only.

Actually
watch the ball
Actually look at the ball when hitting
(obvious? Perhaps not...)
“A leading difficulty with the average player is that he
totally misunderstands what is meant by concentration.
He may think he is concentrating hard when he is merely
worrying.” - Bobby Jones

hen it comes to golf, people’s focus is on just
about everything BUT a little white ball. How
much can you really focus on hitting the ball
if you are concerned with 6 swing thoughts or
“making sure all your weight comes through” during the
shot?

W

You would be surprised how many golfers really don’t focus
on the ball. They may be looking at the ball in a general
sense, but are they really focusing on the ball? (In many cases
not very much.) Look out the window now and take in the
general scene. Now look out the window at something specific, perhaps a leaf on a tree using the eyes of what an Army
Ranger sniper would see through his scope or the way a hawk
would see a tiny mouse emerge from a hole while flying 150
feet overhead.
The final thing you should be doing before the swing is a
final, intense focus on the ball itself. Without any “swing
thought” it tells the body what it needs to do just through
the extra level of focus. One of the main principles of Kung
Fu Golf is to have the body ready to perform the golf swing

without thinking. Having the body ready, and then bringing
a new level of focus to the ball creates amazing results.
Eagle Eye Technique
Really look at the ball. Stand over a golf ball with a golf club
in normal setup position. Stare at it for 2 minutes uninterrupted. Really look at it in a way in which you never have
before from your stance. Do you notice any scuffs or marks?
Look at the dimples or logo. Do this several times and practice doing this on the driving range after you complete this
chamber. Again, this final level of focus before you strike the
ball acts as a wake up call for the body to react in a certain
way to accomplish the task at hand.
Those that succeed in this endeavor will not simply stare at
a golf ball for 2 minutes and say “chapter completed.. what’s
next?” Those that will succeed will practice focusing on the
golf ball over weeks and months on the range until they
see it differently than the next. They may hit 30 range balls
thinking of nothing else but watching the ball with as much
intensity as possible. Perhaps make it part of the pre-shot
routine, or the last part.
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PART 2: Mark a ball with a unique mark in seven to eight
places over the ball. (Something that you will always see no
matter which way the ball “lands”). If your marks are small
then up to 12 marks works better than say, 6. Ideally, we
want to focus on a mark behind the ball (where we want to
strike the ball with a 9 iron, striking down with divot in front
of the ball, and with the club coming from the inside to the
ball (a later chamber.)

At the range, stand over the ball. Look at the ball in detail for
10 seconds. Focus on the exact mark where you want the club
face to hit. Fire at that specific mark. Repeat 20 times. In this
game detail always wins over generalities. Shoot for an exact
mark on the fairway, not “generally trying to hit the fairway.”
Shoot for an exact part of the green and not feel lucky “just
hitting the green.” Try to hit a specific part of the ball, not
just a blurry ball in your field of vision.

AT THIS POINT WE NEED TO PAUSE. SOMETHING VERY IMPORTANT NEEDS TO BE SAID THAT APPLIES TO ABOUT 95% OF
ALL GOLFERS. WHETHER YOU REALIZE IT OR NOT, ALL GOLFERS THAT WERE NOT BORN WITH A GOLF CLUB IN THEIR
HAND FROM BIRTH, OR TRAINED FROM AGE 4 AT THE COUNTRY CLUB, WANT DESPERATELY TO SWING DOWN WITH THE
ARMS AS THE FIRST MOVE IN THE DOWNSWING. EVEN IF
YOU DON’T THINK YOU ARE DOING IT, YOU PROBABLY ARE
TO ONE DEGREE ON ANOTHER. (THIS IS ACTUALLY NATURAL
AND INSTINCTIVE, AND MAY BE THE ONLY EXAMPLE IN Kung
Fu Golf WHERE ONE MUST RESIST WHAT THE BODY WANTS
TO DO NATURALLY.) HOWEVER, THOSE THAT DESIGN GOLF
CLUBS HAVE THEM DESIGNED FOR THE SWINGS OF PROS
LIKE TIGER WOODS WHO COMPRESS THE BALL WITH LAG,
AND ANGLES CREATED FROM LATE HITTING. IF YOU SWING
DOWN AT THE BALL FROM THE TOP (FROM THE START), YOU
RUIN EVERY ANGLE NEEDED FOR A GOOD GOLF SHOT. WHEN
ALL ELSE FAILS, THE BEST SWING CURE IN ALL OF GOLF, AND
THROUGHOUT ALL OF GOLF HISTORY, IS THE THOUGHT OF
LETTING THE ARMS GO DEAD BEHIND YOU IN THE TOP OF
THE BACKSWING, OR WHAT OTHERS CALL “THE PAUSE.” WELL,
IT’S VERY HARD FOR THOSE THAT LEARNED GOLF LATER IN
LIFE TO RESIST THE ARM SWING, AND NOT POUNCE DOWN
ON THE BALL. LETTING THE HANDS GO DEAD WHILE GIVING YOURSELF TIME TO MOVE THE WEIGHT FORWARD AND
“START THE BODY,” AND ONLY THINKING ABOUT HITTING
THE BALL WHEN THE CLUB HEAD IS JUST ABOUT ON TOP OF
THE BALL (WAKING UP THE ARMS... LAST AND LATE.) THIS IS
THE CURE FOR MILLIONS. ALWAYS COME BACK TO THIS TIME
AFTER TIME, ON THE RANGE, ON THE COURSE, WHEN YOU
HAVE HIT WITH POOR CONTACT. NEVER FORGET. IT’S THE
CLOSEST THING IN GOLF TO AN INSTANT REMEDY. THE NATURAL TENDENCY FOR ALL OF US IS TO REVERT BACK TO SWINGING THE ARMS DOWN, ESPECIALLY UNDER PRESSURE.
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Accompanying video

Storing power
&releasing power
Sorry mr. Universe, your biceps
are worthless out here
“It would seem that if a person has hit a golf ball
correctly a thousand times, he should be able to
duplicate the performance at will. But such is
certainly not the case.” - Bobby Jones

his chamber will prepare you for the next 11
Chambers, which are about STORING POWER
AND THEN RELEASING POWER. You will
learn to store and release tremendous power that,
for you now, is most likely not stored and if stored, wasted.
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As we have mentioned, we still don’t care if the ball goes
straight at this point. The body has to learn to store power
and then release it upon the ball WHILE KEEPING THE
PROPER RHYTHM of course and never losing that rhythm
(the gospel of Matthew from the prior Chamber). The “power
moves” of the upcoming 11 chambers are explained hereafter.
Store power, then release it on a little white ball, and ALWAYS
release it using rhythm.
Rule # 1, you can apply only as much power up to the point
where you lose rhythm (or you could say “lose timing.”) If your
power is throwing off your timing and rhythm you need to turn
your power down as needed to KEEP your rhythm and timing.
The role of the arms before we begin: Think of the arms as
simply “conduits and conductors of power.” They transfer the
power to the ball like a copper wire transfers power to your

electric socket. The power plant here is your shoulders, hips,
legs and the shaft angle created by your wrists. The arms themselves generate NO POWER. The power runs down your arms
into the shaft and is applied to the ball just as electricity runs
through copper wire. Does the copper wire “do anything?” Of
course not. It’s just a conductor or highway.
If you swing down at the ball with your arms you have already
shattered this principle. To most this will seem rather strange,
“the arms are of no power production in the PROPER golf
swing?” Unless you accept this right now you will waste years
and toil.
Yes, it’s possible to hit a golf ball with your arms only, standing
flat footed, but that result is vastly inferior to the proper way,
and totally useless unless one is both a big man, and very athletic. Translation, an arm swing won’t work for 90% of you and
it’s never ideal anyway, even if you can pull it off.. so don’t do it!
Here are the power generators...the power plants in our
example, and in the order of the amount of power generated assuming you have already made a full and complete backswing.
If we are a power plant then the fuel (coal) would be the stored

The Human
“Numchuck“

The wrists act as
a hinge between
the straight left
arm and the club
shaft. Only loose
wrists with a loose
grip can simulate
the chain.
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Could tension
and gripping
the club tightly
simulate the deadly
whip of the nunchucku..
or would it choke
off power?

power in the full backswing. The following 5 are the devices
to release the stored power. The stored power must be released
by the devices in the proper order and sequence or little power
will be generated. This sequence of delivery of power is done
through rhythm and timing alone.
The Power Generators:
1. The weight shift to the front foot from the back foot.
2. The hip turn toward the target
3. Maintaining the 90 degree angle as long as possible
between the club shaft and the straight left arm. A right
angle you created at the top of the back swing via “the
wrist cock”
4. Releasing the angle via the wrists just before impact
(waiting as long as possible).
5. The left arm has kept the club as far away from you as
possible by being straight and not bent.

of how far you could hit a baseball with a 8 inch bat
vs. a 5 foot bat!) The farther the club is away from you
the faster it will travel. Simple physics. If you held out
a metal rod and the rod was a big as the State of Texas,
and then you simply spun around, the end of that rod
would be traveling over 10,000 miles an hour. Do the
same spin holding a popsicle stick, how fast is the end of
the stick traveling?
2. The amount of the shoulder turn in the backswing is key
# 2 to store power.
3. Also in the backswing, the amount of the wrist cock created is generator 3.
SO, WE WILL FINALLY ADDRESS THE RIDDLE, WHY
THE HIGH SCHOOL LINEBACKER GETS OUT-HIT BY
THE FRESHMAN SWIMMER, A GEEK.

Have you ever felt the warmth of a coal burning stove in a log
cabin? Let me tell you, it’s twice as hot as a wood fire because
the energy stored in coal is much greater than wood, just as the
energy stored in the atom is a million times more than a lump
of burning coal (ie. nuclear power).

Who can STORE more power? Looking at just the linebacker,
full of muscles, 5’11 210 pounds. Can he keep the club farther
away from him than the lanky 6’1 swimmer. NO Can he
contort his body like the rubber band man in Fabulous 4, as
the swimmer can, with a shoulder turn and complete rotation
with his hips in the backswing? NO In fact, his big muscles
are a disadvantage here! Can he create the wrist cock of the
swimmer? Possibly. Only here can he possibly match the skinny
swimmer.

You can’t just walk up to a piece of coal and “get heat and
energy from it” You need the proper sequence applied in the
right order to release energy from coal. In this case, the proper
sequence would be: Create a paper fire in the stove, light small
pieces of wood, add larger pieces of wood then, perhaps, an
hour later, you can add the coal. You have to get the fire hot
enough for the energy to begin to be released from the coal or
it’s a waste.

Now let’s see who can release the energy better. As we discussed, you can store all the power you want but if you can’t
release the power (burn the coal) it’s worth nothing. If your
plane went down in Alaska, would you rather it be a cargo
plane of diamonds or of wood? The diamonds hold a tremendous amount of energy over and above the wood, but you can
never get to it. Throw a diamond in a fire and it will just laugh
at you. A fire won’t release it’s stored energy as it will for wood.

What happens if you change the sequence, you add coal after
the paper fire.. well nothing happens. Coal won’t light from
a paper fire (it’s coal not charcoal genius) You don’t have the
proper sequence means you can’t extract the energy. Golfing is
NO different.

Looking back at our power generators (1-5 above) the only
thing the linebacker can do better than the swimmer is spin
his hips and belt buckle to the target during the swing from
having powerful abs, lower back, and core muscles. Assuming
they have the same amount of athletic ability, he has no other
advantage over the swimmer in golf.

You don’t see “swing with the arms” or “the muscles of
the arms” listed anywhere here do you?

This is why big football players with the big biceps get frustrated on the range when the lanky 15 year old geek is out hitting
them on the range by 50 yards. You have to store the energy
and then apply the proper sequence to extract the energy.
You can only apply the energy you have stored up in the first
place. Stored energy in the golf swing is represented in a full
backswing with an arc as big as possible and a full shoulder
turn.
How do you store the energy in the first place? It can only be
stored in the backswing.
1. Straight left arm in the backswing keeps the club AS FAR
AWAY FROM THE BODY AS POSSIBLE. (Called a
wide backswing or big arc) A lever in a mechanical device provides massive leverage to apply energy. (Think

However, athletic ability will come into play in sequence and
rhythm, which again, is the ability to apply the power to the
golf ball, meaning in the proper sequence.
Unlike the swimmer, the tall lanky computer geek that has never
tuned his athletic ability will lose out to the linebacker in distance
because it’s unlikely he will be able to put all the elements together in the proper sequence as the athlete CAN. The tall geek
has mechanical advantage but he can’t take advantage of it.
Simply understand these facts, accept them and apply them
to everything you do in golf. Do you really understand them
and are you ready to move on? It’s up to you but you are only
cheating yourself if you don’t understand and accept everything
laid out here. Your doing chamber may be to re-read all of this
3 times!
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Accompanying video

Play baseball first
to learn the golf
power sequence
Meld the baseball swing into the golf swing
“Anything where you can drink and do
better is not a sport.” - Andre Agassi

lmost all people, and especially those that have
played baseball or softball earlier in life can hit
a baseball using what amounts to the elements
of a perfect golf swing. Their golf technique for
baseball is very good, yet when they go to hit the white ball
that is not moving, everything is lost? Why?

A

Almost naturally, the swinger of a baseball bat will shift the
weight naturally to the front foot by first stepping forward
with the lead leg, into the pitch. As the swing of the bat
is made the hips open to the target. The last part to come
through are the arms and hands, and most importantly, the
hands LEAD the baseball bat (meaning they are in front of
the ball at impact...critically important for power.)
While golfing, the same person will not get most of their weight
forward properly and the hands won’t “lead the club” and be in
front of the ball at impact. (loss of 50% of their power)
Understanding that the baseball swing is almost identical
to the golf swing (except in areas where it obviously cannot
be, like the baseball player “takes a step forward.”) can teach
someone more about the proper golf swing than all the iso-

lated golf tips in the world.
Just like the original Karate Kid was told to wax cars and
Karate Kid (2009) was told to take his jacket on and off for
3 days, and nothing else, this chamber will test the minerals
of our disciple. Our mantra remains the same, if you are not
motivated enough to perform the chambers and immediately
want to skip this chamber, you will not succeed.
ENTER THE CHAMBER:
ONE: Spend an hour at a baseball batting cage. Don’t concentrate on hitting the balls even if you miss every one. We
don’t care who is watching. If you can’t get through a slight
embarrassment, you will fail.
Think about what the step forward does in the baseball
swing.. (moves the weight forward BEFORE the impact). Did
you get that, BEFORE the impact. Think about how the hips
OPEN up toward the pitcher before the hands meet the ball.
Think about how the hands and arms are in front of the bat
and lead the bat. This is critical in golf but unlike golf, you
must do this, you have no choice in baseball. You can’t flip
the bat at the ball where the end of the bat is in FRONT of
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your hands at impact, how ridiculous would that be as everything would be fouled off...left. Can you transfer these three
principles above into your golf swing today?
TWO: The side arm baseball pitch. There may be none left
in baseball today, but back in the day there were many. If
you can throw a baseball side arm you can teach yourself a
lot about the proper golf swing. But haven’t we been saying
that the golf swing is “not performed with the muscles of
the arms?” We did, yet we need this mental image to make a
point here.
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Pitch a ball side arm and look what happens: First, the
pitcher makes a big step forward with the left leg. When the
foot lands the right arm is holding the ball well behind him.
He has naturally leaned over with his upper body (because it’s
a side arm pitch). As the arm needs to come through the hips
OPEN to the target meaning the belt buckle will point to the
target. THE MAIN KEY IS HERE, as he throws the ball the
right elbow comes very close to the side LEADING (ahead of)
the ball until the snap of the throw. The right elbow is close
to the gut in the side arm throw and not way out in front of
you. ALL OF THIS, AGAIN, IS VERY VERY SIMILAR TO
THE MOTION OF THE PROPER GOLF SWING.
Discover what you are NOT doing in your own golf swing by
translating both lessons above into your golf swing. It’s up to
you to do this for yourself. However, we can help you identify
the most common mistakes if they apply to you (they may not).
LIKE IN BATTING AND THE SIDE ARM PITCH, BUT

FOR YOUR GOLF SWING...
1. Are your hips opening up to the target while the club
is still FAR behind you. Is your belt buckle pointing to
the target early or only after impact as your torso rotates around through momentum. The latter is a power
killer.
2. In the downswing, is your right elbow very close to
your gut and leading, and IN FRONT of your thumb
until the last possible moment. If your thumb has
passed your elbow early on, or even midway down in
the downswing this is a power killer.
3. Have you shifted your weight BEFORE the swing (correct) or are you shifting your weight trying to coordinate weight shift with your downswing (worse) or have
you only shifted your weight to your front foot AFTER
the hit (worst of all!). The start of the weight shift happens BEFORE any sort of downswing.
The latter sentence can cure the ills of millions of
golfers. Fully understand it.
We have seen the “side arm throw mental image” correct
some flawed golf swings, almost immediately, as long as one
remembers the key principle of the body and momentum
moves the club and not the strength of either arm! Even in
a side arm throw “arm strength” takes a back seat to weight
shift (the step) and the rotation of the body. Can any pitcher
throw a ball even 40 MPH flat footed without a step. Unlikely.
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THREE: Drive out to a pond, river bank, or the ocean and
toss 200 pebbles (or shells) into the water using the side arm
baseball pitch like you are “skipping stones” across the surface
of the water. (This part of our Kung Fu Golf Chamber is a
classic “Shaolin Monastery” type of kung fu training like “wax
on wax off ” that most people will blow off and skip. These
people will fail.)
1. Notice you don’t naturally stand there flat footed to
skip stones. You STEP forward first to create power for
your throw. (Later, replicate this weight shift in your
golf swing without the step of course.)
2. Notice where your hand is in the throwing motion just
when you step forward, it’s still well BEHIND you
(stored power.) Are you throwing and stepping at the
same time with your hand equal or in front of your foot
as you step down, of course not. This is a natural weight
shift for power... you can do it naturally skipping stones
so incorporate this natural ability into your golf swing.
3. Throw 20 stones imagining you are holding a golf club
with your right hand as you throw the stone. How
would it be possible to throw the stone and hit the ball
at the same time in your imagination if you were holding a 9 iron? Notice how your elbow in this throw is
locked into your side and your forearm and hand trails
behind for the throwing / whipping motion. If you had
a 9 iron in your hand using this motion, the only way
you would be able to hit the ball would be to maintain
the wrist cock with your thumb pointing up while your
elbow pointed into your side, with your hand and grip
leading well AHEAD of a trailing club head. Notice
how your right shoulder then comes UNDER. Can you
for the first time, see that your golf swing could be a
whip using this motion. (A whip created from sequence
vs. a swing down with the arms and muscles.)
4. Practice throwing 10 stones not with any arm strength,
but imagining a dead arm (a noodle) where your weight
shift and quick hips and chest opening up to the water
creates the power, and not your arm. (This only works
if your dead arm trails well behind your body action
like a whip.)
5. Change the position of your front foot. Does a front
foot pointed out to your target help your power? If yes,
why not incorporate this into your golf swing. There is
no law in golf that says the feet must be parallel. For
most parallel feet is very “body restricting.”
6. Finally, throw as many stones as you can “using more of
your real golf swing” and now NOT stepping forward
like a baseball pitcher would. Even though this is now a
golf swing and your feet are not moving like a pitcher,
you still (with your weight shift) step down on a “front
foot not moving.” Incorporate the motion and natural
rhythm we hope you experienced throwing the stones
above into throwing stones when using your real golf
stance (again without taking a step, but neverthe-

less shifting the weight forward.) Abandon the actual
throwing of rocks and continue this motion as long as
you can imagining you are swinging a golf club with
only your right hand. Observe what your body does
naturally and remember it, because over a little white
ball, all that is natural will be forgotten! (In fact... in
practice it’s of tremendous value to hit several buckets
of balls with just the right hand to really reinforce these
principles and pros do this all the time, but we will not
ask this of you. It takes a long time to hit properly with
one arm, buckets are expensive, and you really have to
be an ego free individual shanking 50 balls all over the
place on the crowded driving range until you become
somewhat proficient at it. We hope you can do it, but
this is not required.
FOUR: MELT THE BASEBALL SWING AND THE GOLF
SWING TOGETHER. Get a baseball bat and head to your
back yard. Take 20 normal swings stepping forward into the
pitch as a baseball player would. Now take 10 swings (but in
your golf stance...your foot is not stepping forward.) Notice
how your weight still naturally needs to go forward and your
hips “open up” BEFORE the swing itself. Now, continue your
baseball swings, but with more of a golf backswing setup. (In
baseball, most people hold the bat “straight up to the sky”
behind you. To adjust to a golf backswing “for baseball,” get
set with the bat BEHIND you but straighten your left arm
and instead of the right elbow pointing to the dugout straight
behind you, drop the elbow down into your gut, moving the
bat more behind you on a “flatter” (45 degree angle or less..
more level with the ground.) Take 10 swings from this new
setup. NOW HERE IS THE KEY: Imagine you are hitting
a baseball on a tee (3 foot T ball) and after every 5 swings
someone lowers the ball by 1 foot until you are swinging at
a baseball one foot off the ground. This is the perfect “hybrid
position” between a baseball swing and a golf swing. Can you
bridge the gap here though hard work?
You are now mid-way between a baseball swing and a golf
swing. Take the time to notice what you are doing differently
in this swing compared to your old golf swing (as you now
have come down from a baseball swing to a golf swing and
essentially “arrived at this destination from a different direction”) Some will find “coming at it this way” their swing now
in no way resembles their own golf swing and this should be a
wake up call. What can you take from this to use in your real
golf swing. What you may discover:
1. You are moving your weight forward just fine in the
baseball-golf swing, but not doing it properly in your
own swing.
2. You are opening your hips up to the target perfectly in
the baseball-golf swing, but not in your golf swing.
3. The right elbow is close into the side and the gut
(good) in the baseball-golf swing, but it’s away from
your body in the current golf swing (bad)
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4. In the baseball-golf swing you are really bracing off
a solid and straight front foot to create power (good)
while in your golf swing sliding down the line with
your knees.
5. In the simplest of senses, the base-ball golf swing feels
natural and fluid and your current golf swing is a mechanical mess (ah.. a moment of golf enlightenment for
some.)
NOW BRING IT ALL TOGETHER: Get to a driving range
with only your three wood. Get a FULL HEIGHT rubber
range tee which you will set up on TOP of the green astro
turf for MORE height. If you have to, pull back a mat and
pull a full size white rubber tee out from underneath it, so you
can create more height by setting it on top. When you are
ready and the ball is teed up properly the ball should appear
to be teed about two times as high as your ball is normally
teed up for your driver. This will be very strange for your
three wood... a ball so highly teed! Don’t hit balls just yet...
Turn away from the hitting area and choke up on your three
wood to practice the baseball swings like we have done in
the past. Take 10 swings with the three wood just like a real
baseball swing and slowly, over the course of 30 easy swings,
swing lower and lower and transition from a baseball swing
into a golf swing as we demonstrated above. (Don’t swing
all the way to the ground by # 30. The club should remain
about one foot off the ground to groove the motion and not
lose the baseball influence.) After you are warm and made
your transition to a baseball-golf hybrid swing, go hit your
bucket of balls highly teed up for your three wood.
If you set your rubber tee on top of the astro mat for height it
may fly 5 feet into the hitting area on each hit. If your range
is crowed, don’t get killed. Buy the longest wood tees sold, 4
inches in length, and place them inside the hole of the rubber
tee and down it’s shaft in the secured rubber tee. The wood
tee should stick up about an inch higher than your rubber
tee giving you the added height you need for this exercise. Be
prepared to break a tee every few hits...SO BE IT. Your wood
tee may fall over a bit and lean.. SO BE IT.
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Remember, this a perfect “hybrid position” between a baseball
T-ball swing and a golf swing on the ground so you do the
same !! ... meld your baseball swing into your golf swing trying to incorporate the essential elements of the image on the
next page.
Oh, and Senator, just one more thing... When you set up to
the ball to hit balls using your new “hybrid golf and baseball
swing” have a mental image of staying well behind the ball
and connecting with the ball “on the upswing.” The ball
should be teed on the left foot or even a bit more forward
and in your stance keep the left shoulder higher than your
back shoulder. NOW WAIL AWAY AND HIT THE SHIT
OUT OF THESE BALLS HITTING UP ON IT. IN NO
WAY THINK OF YOUR CURRENT GOLF TECHNIQUE
WHILE HITTING. USING YOUR BASEBALL-GOLF

SWING RIP THESE BALLS TEED UP HIGH WITH
YOUR THREE WOOD. IF YOU ARE DOING IT CORRECTLY YOUR BALL FLIGHT WILL BE POWERFUL
AND VERY VERY HIGH.
As a Kung Fu Golf disciple the key to all of this is not the
mindless beating of balls. What have you learned? What can
you take with you for life? Our goal here was not to give you
a new baseball-golf swing, but to find some knowledge you
can take with you.
The picture on the next page is fascinating. Not EVERY golf
swing looks like a baseball player at bat, but this one does
more than any I have ever seen. This golfer is not a big man.
He must use the power generators of a baseball swing for
distance (see www.longdriveacademy.com) It’s a great time
now, in preparation for future chambers, to look at the essential elements so apparent in this picture and what almost
ALL GREAT golfers do. (Identify their movements and copy
them, perfecting on at a time. Working on only one ingredient in your soup at a time. When the salt is perfect move
onto the pepper, only when perfect, move to the bullion, etc.
THE ELEMENTS
1. Like a baseball swing all the weight is on a solid, straight
front leg “out in front.” Back foot is mostly off the
ground. (Perfected in upcoming Chamber 19)
2. At impact and even AFTER impact the left arm and
shaft make almost a perfectly straight line. Where are
80% of amateurs? The head has passed the hands even
before the hit or at best, during the hit. (Chamber 23
work)
3. Bent right arm only straightens well after the hit of the
ball. Elbow is close to the gut in the downswing. Bent
right arm straightens and “punches out” through the hit.
When you punch your opponent in Kung Fu, you
don’t try to hit his chest at the perfect moment your
arm straightens out do you? You hit his chest with
the elbow still bent a bit and keep straightening to
punch through him. Remember this image for later.
4. Finally, this picture is a great illustrator of “stay behind
the ball.” Google search the PGA Tour Logo, which they
say is supposed to be Johnny Miller. Staying behind the
ball is having your weight on the front foot but a feeling
of keeping the right shoulder tilted downward and your
head a bit cocked back as you go through the ball. It’s
this move of the upper torso that allows the right arm
to straighten out and chase after the ball, straight down
the line. On the converse, try this; Stand up now. Stand
on ONLY your left foot and pretend to drive a golf ball
with just your right arm. As you come through look how
restricted you are in the finish with your center of weight
so far forward! You can’t send a straight right arm after
the ball if your weight is on top of the ball smothering
it like standing on one foot. Now do the same thing,
but drop your right foot’s toe to the ground (now taking

about 10% of the weight). If you tilt your left shoulder
up and the right shoulder down and tilt your head back
a bit, look how easily you can now extend a straight
right arm after the ball, and after the hit. THIS is staying behind the ball. THE FOLLOWING WILL BE ESSENTIAL FOR MOST, NEVER FORGET: A golf law of
the universe almost no one ever explains to amateurs; In
general, as you move from short clubs to long clubs you
need to have more of a feeling of staying behind the ball.
So, with a pitching wedge you CAN have your weight
over the ball and slam down on it being more “over it”,
but as you move to 5 iron and especially 3 iron and 3

wood, you MUST be tilted back staying behind the ball.
For driver, even more so! Millions have never hit a really
good 3 iron or 3 wood and this is the main reason. Think
of leaning back to see a spot on the ball at 3 o’clock (on
the ball), not slamming straight down on the ball at 12
o’clock or from “over top of it,” like you do with a putt,
your eyes directly over the ball. SO ARE YOU ADJUSTING YOUR SWING A BIT FOR EACH CLUB?
YES... CLUB GETS LONGER, YOU TILT BACK IN
SAME PROPORTION and punch right arm out after
the ball.

A golf swing or a low baseball pitch?
Why learn golf from scratch when
1,000,000 men have many years
swinging baseball bats!
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Sway

Accompanying video

The body’s weight must always stay between
the knees, never outside them

“Golf is a difficult game, but it’s a little easier if you
follow your instincts. It’s too hard a game to try and
play like someone else.” - Nancy Lopez. (perhaps
the original “one-true-authentic-swing quote”)

ever, ever sway. Sway means, on the takeaway
of the club, letting the bodyweight get outside
the right knee. What does this mean exactly?
The center of the right kneecap should NEVER
be over the second toe and if it gets out over the pinky toe
(or worse) you have lost the shot and are doomed. Once the
bodyweight gets outside the right knee and even to the right
side of the right thigh, most people can never recover, at least
without serious flaws and corrections to their swing which
will kill direction and rob 50 yards of power. When you go to
the driving range you can almost always see the worst form
of sway from the various duffers, where in the backswing the
weight moves to the right side and the knee shifts OUTSIDE
of the right foot a bit. A DISASTER. Is it that serious of a
problem. Yes, it is.
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TEST: Video tape (or have a friend watch). Use your normal
swing for the test and don’t cheat on the test by making a
minor correction based on what we just mentioned above. If
the knee sways out, even 1 cm, you need to go through this
entire sway chamber. Again, if it sways out just one inch,
you have a SERIOUS FLAW. Are you tempted again to skip

ahead to the good stuff in later chambers or will you pay the
price here?
This IS the good stuff. You need to get this. This is akin to
kung fu students spending a full year in stance which many
will do. Stance in kung fu is the key to everything. Can a
house be built on a foundation of straw and dust, or is brick
and cement better!
Not only is there no sway in the legs of the tour
pros, their leg even begins to lean in at the top of
the backswing to start the downswing.
As the weight moves back in the backswing there are three
possibilities relating to “sway.” One, what most range hackers
do, the knee actually bends out a bit moving away and right
of the big toe (moving away from where the knee was at the
start) and as we mentioned, this is a swing killer. The second
method is to be disciplined enough to keep the back leg immobile and rigid not letting the knee bend out at all. This is
better than method 1 of course but putting the leg in a cast is
too stiff and rigid of an approach. The pros take route three.
As the backswing occurs and the weight moves back (to load

In the backswing the weight cannot get outside the knee. The knee has shifted outside the toes here.
A great thought, hit every shot like you must brace the back leg like you are in a 30 mph headwind.
(Watch a weather reporter in the next hurricane.) Lean into the shot and brace against a fake wind to
avoid what’s going on in this image here!

up for power) you can notice the back leg actually “leaning
in a bit” to counter balance the big weight shift to the right.
You can see pros are at the complete opposite end of the
spectrum from range hackers in this area, and this is a major
reason one is so far from the other in terms of performance.

right knee because that is where it has gone for decades.
Under no circumstances is any sway of the back leg / knee
acceptable. Not even a hair.

Get a broken club shaft or an orange pole at Home Depot,
and put it in ground so the top is above your knee and on
a slight angle parallel with your back leg, (but extremely
close to your back leg so you will touch it if you “sway back”
with the knee. You need to be able to hit 50 balls without
touching the stick. If you touch you need to start over. STAY
HERE FOR YEARS IF YOU HAVE TO, IT’S THAT IMPORTANT.

Before moving along to new Chambers, make sure you have
resolved any conflict with the left and right side of the brain
as it relates to the FULL golf swing. As you practice at the
range, are you better off granting dominance to the right
arm or the left arm, or are both working together? For most
people that have played baseball in the past, the best thought
is “the left hand leads, but the right arm and hand take control and are dominant at impact.” People that have been told
how critical the left arm is in golf and have never allowed the
“right arm” to wake up, not even at impact have probably
done themselves a great disservice and lack distance. We have
seen people “wake up” the right hand coming into the ball
with a sidearm pitcher throwing motion just before impact
gain 2 club lengths almost overnight. If your body naturally
wants to whip the right arm through then let it. Let the left
arm act as a speed governor and guide. Remember the last
race in Seabiscuit where, only in the last stretch did he “turn
the Biscuit loose to the finish line.” For some, the thought
of left arm dominance and the back of the left hand (bowed)
striking down on the ball is the dominant swing thought.
Experiment and get in touch with your left or right brain
dominance and what your body wants to do naturally.

Another thing you can do if you have a problem with sway
is widening your stance in general, or better yet, making a
slight adjustment with just the right foot to widen it by a few
inches. If your stance was 4 feet apart for example (which is
ridiculous of course), it would be almost impossible to get the
weight outside the right foot so a slightly wider stance does
help a bit for those with a sway problem.
As you hit balls in the future without the stick, imagine Master Fu Chen standing next to you poking a stick into your
right knee so if you sway even a cm, he will feel it and give
you a quick whack to the back of your head.
Some will pass this chamber in 5 minutes, passing all tests.
Others may spend several weeks, and then months here,
fighting the tendency to have the weight get outside the

A FINAL NOTE ON THE LEFT AND RIGHT BRAIN
CONFLICT.
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The famous one
piece takeaway

Accompanying video

The very first step of the sequence
may be the most important

“Just when you think you (get it) the game jumps
up and puts you in your place.” - Ben Crenshaw

T

he first 1/5 (or 15 inches of the beginning of the
backswing) is extremely important.

What amateurs will do incorrectly: They pick the
club up into the air quickly vs. moving the head
LOW ACROSS THE GRASS keeping the club head on the
very outside arc of an imaginary circle drawn by the end of the
club during the takeaway. Have you ever seen anyone pick the
putter straight “up” into the air for a 20 foot put, of course not.
Your iron and driver takeaway is similar to putting, low to the
ground with the club head only on the very outside path of a
circle that your club would draw if it were a pencil.
Think you are doing this correctly now. Well, there is
about a 90% chance you are NOT doing it correctly.
Also incorrectly, their arms will move the club back but there
is no rotation of the torso and the hips along with the arms.
At address, the shaft of the club is pointing into the gut and it
should stay pointing into the gut in the first part of the takeaway. As the club moves back in the first part of the takeaway
the arms stay straight and the only way the club can stay
pointed in the gut is for everything to turn TOGETHER.

ENTER THE CHAMBER:
PART 1: Take normal stance and setup position. Put an iron
in gut (touching). To do this your straight arms will have to be
holding the metal shaft. You can do in front of the TV or wherever it makes the most sense for you. Take it away 1,000 times
15 inches back. Don’t drag the grip across your fat belly giving
yourself a burn.. TURN everything together (even the back
begins to turn toward the target.) Feel the tension building in
the inner right thigh and right hip. This is good. For the first 100
look at the club as it goes back then going forward look at ball as
you would if really swinging a club. Don’t develop bad habits by
say, locking your right knee. See how the club naturally moves
back and to the inside in this drill. Stay bent over enough and
guard against being too upright. Arms are straight. Club stays
low on the arc of the circle and does not come up.
See how naturally the left shoulder becomes lower than the
right shoulder and the all-important shoulder turn begins
where your back begins to point to the target.
Step 2; Do another 1,000 on another night with the shaft not
in your gut but only 4 inches away from your gut.
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Step 3, 1,000 at the regular setup. Check every 10 or 20 to
make sure you are still in the right place (with the imaginary
laser coming off the end of the club pointing to your center
torso / gut. The exact place it would point would not be exactly
the same for everyone but it should NOT move or slide right
on your gut.

Step 4. Go hit balls thinking nothing but the proper one piece
takeaway.
Remember, the purpose of any drill is to engrain the action so
the left brain does not have to think, and the right brain can
take over with smooth flowing motion.

ASSUMING YOU HAVE MASTERED THE ONE PIECE
TAKEAWAY, HOW SHOULD YOU THEN FINISH
TAKING THE CLUB AWAY?
Whether you take the club hard to the “inside” on the way
back (to behind your back) or “straight back” with your
hands high over your head like Bubba Watson, the GOALS
of a good takeaway are always the same:
1. The takeaway must be completely comfortable. Read
that sentence 100 times please. If you feel you are
supposed to force the club to the inside because your
favorite pro does this, and it feels cramped, forced, and
manipulated, you have NO CHANCE. Even if you
can perfect this on a range of green astro mats with
great success, if forced and not perfectly comfortable
with how you body really wants to take the club away
naturally, you will quickly lose your range success on
a real course. Hitting balls on a range mat is reciting
sentences in Mandarin in a classroom from a book. Hitting balls on a golf course is trying to speak Mandarin
to a traffic cop in Beijing at rush hour after just having
lost your wallet. Only a comfortable and natural swing
will “hold up” out on the fairway. Every part must be
natural starting with the foundation, the backswing.
2. The takeaway’s goal is to get the handle of the club
(and hands, which are ONE) into a perfect “ready position” for the downswing. Something we call “the trigger.” There is a certain point in the backswing where
your body will tell you, “I am ready for the downswing
motion.” You have to find your own “locked and loaded” position. For some it’s a left and right side of the
brain issue. It’s a moment where the club is put behind
you in a position of comfort where you body says, “the
right hand and arm is in position.”
Now don’t get into bad habits. Golf NEVER is a swing
down with the arms. The mental image above is one of
100,000 mental images that are possible. You need to find
yours and yours ALONE. It may not be “locked and loaded
right wrist” as in our example. It may be, “my left arm, my
guide arm, is at it’s apex like the ride at the amusement
park where the giant pirate ship rocks screaming patrons
back and forth like a pendulum. There is a moment of pause
at the top as the ship changes direction. The ship changes
direction very slowly and smoothly gaining momentum as
it comes back down. It does NOT scream back down like
a drag racer or sprinter out of the blocks does it? You must
FIND YOUR OWN PERFECT MENTAL IMAGE. IF IT
TAKES YOU WALKING THE EARTH FOR 5 YEARS
TO FIND IT, SO BE IT. IT WILL TAKE MUCH LONGER THAN ONE RANGE SESSION!
Take note of 1 & 2 above. If you break theses laws of the
universe you will not find real mastery. Yes, like many you
may be able to practice your manipulated swing enough

times to become proficient around a golf course like so
many of the masses, but your progress will quickly stall.
HOW DO YOU FIND YOUR PERFECT TAKEAWAY
AND THEN “LOCKED AND LOADED” POSITION?
You experiment, and then you experiment some more.
Hit 10 balls trying each of the below. It 100 if you can. If
“one way” is perfectly in touch with your one true authentic swing, you most likely will know after just 2 or 3 hits.
When you “find it.” Get another bucket of balls and take
notes on what your feeling was. LAY BREADCRUMBS SO
YOU CAN FIND IT AGAIN. IN GOLF YOU LOSE THE
FEELINGS OF WHAT YOU DID LAST WEDNESDAY.
IT WILL HAPPEN. HOW WILL YOU FIND IT AGAIN?
TAKING NOTES IS LIKE LAYING BREADCRUMBS
TO FIND YOUR WAY BACK. Taking notes “so you remember” ... is essential.
ALTHOUGH WE WORK THESE AREAS HARD IN
LATER CHAMBERS, PLEASE, FOR THE PURPOSE OF
THESE EXPERIMENTS NEVER SWING DOWN WITH
THE ARMS AS THE FIRST MOVE. EXPERIMENT
WITH THE BELOW, BUT START THE WEIGHT FORWARD FIRST (AND TURN THE HIPS OPEN TO THE
TARGET) BEFORE SWINGING DOWN WITH THE
ARMS. IF YOU WANT TO HIT THE BALL WITH THE
ARMS, YOU MAY DO SO, BUT ONLY AFTER YOUR
RIGHT KNEE HAS PASSED THE BALL. AS THIS
MAY BE IMPOSSIBLE YOU MUST NOT FORM BAD
HABITS. ANOTHER KUNG FU GOLF PARADOX,
YOU MAY SWING AS HARD AT THE BALL AS YOU
WANT, BUT YOU MUST DO SO WITH YOUR RIGHT
ARM BEHIND YOUR BACK. Again, these are mental
images, you are not supposed to accomplish either, but try
nevertheless.
Also, remember, in the backswing your straight left arm is a
guide for the entire swing. Like a knight’s squire walking a
great and powerful horse behind him with consistent tension
on the rein to guide the war horse. If you bend your left arm
at takeaway you can’t control your horse as the great horse
feels the slack of an inexperienced squire and break loose.
Let your left arm be a smooth and consistent guide until
very late in the downswing, where you are allowed to slap
the back side of your great horse with your right palm, and
unleash it’s power forward. Your left arm is a metal pole not .
8
an overcooked spaghetti noodle!
1
USE DIFFERENT BACKSWINGS TO FIND YOUR
PERFECT, COMFORTABLE, “LOCKED AND LOADED”
POSITION.
Everyone has a takeaway (hands behind them loaded position) ... and a point where, for the first time, they find the
comfortable freedom to swing down on a ball with the
power of Thor. Most golfers high hands position is more
akin to a caged animal. Only through unnatural club head
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manipulation does the head EVER find the ball. Try these.
Try 50 more of your own. On each listen to your body. Is
the body saying “warmer... or colder.” None of the below
are either right or wrong.
1. Take the club back hard to the inside so it wraps low
behind your back, pause, and come back into the ball.
(“...my body for one says COLDER, run away from this
constricted mess.. run for your life! As uncomfortable as putting
a 9 Volt battery on your tongue for me!)
2. Take the club back to the inside (again) but this time
start your weight forward before the club has finished
moving all the way back. (Ben Hogan’s swing. YouTube it.)
3. Take the club straight back. Think of hands higher
than chin. Race your body at the ball with your hands
still asleep behind you (Sam Snead’s swing. YouTube it.)
4. Take the club back but push it away from you (push
out a bit not back.) Unlike # 1, it takes a long time for
the club to get behind your back with this takeaway.
The exact opposite of taking the club back to the inside. This is called “clubhead outside the hands.” With
this swing you may find you have to let the head drop
behind your back a bit if you move your weight forward first and turn your hips FIRST before the swing
down. (Fred Couples’ swing)
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Stop trying to jam your square peg through the round hole
just because someone told you that was “the way.” Experiment with 100 permutations of the above. In each experiment your body will be talking to you. Listen to it. After
you hit the ball, think of what it just said to you and write it
down. The BEST hit may be the worst and most uncomfortable takeaway and the WORST hit may be most comfortable. Don’t let only ball flight seduce you in choosing the
best way because 5 or 10 swings is not a big enough sample
size to know what works. With the comfortable and free
backswing, but where the ball flight is uglier then the men’s
room at the old Veteran’s Stadium in Philly, you may only
be 1 small adjustment away from the best ball striking of
your life. You can find what you need in later chambers.
LEAVE EGO AND PRIDE AT THE DOOR. YOUR
GOAL HERE IS NOT TO IMPRESS THE GIRL A FEW
ASTRO MATS OVER ON THE RANGE OR TO TRY
TO OUT HIT THE ASSHOLE HIGH SCHOOL QUARTERBACK THAT SHAVED OFF YOUR EYEBOW IN
SEVENTH GRADE. STAY ON TRACK! FIND YOUR
FREE AND COMFORTABLE BACKSWING. IT WILL
BE HARDER THAN MATCHING UP ALL YOUR
SOCKS. TAKE YOUR TIME. DON’T STRESS ABOUT A
PERFECT BALL FLIGHT. WE ARE NOT EVEN CLOSE
TO THERE YET.

Accompanying video

Create
width
The laws of physics need to be respected

“Reverse every natural instinct and do the opposite of
what you are inclined to do (standing over a white ball),
and you will probably come very close to having a perfect
golf swing.” - Ben Hogan

he farther the club is away from your body while
swinging, the faster the club head must be moving. It’s basic physics. If you could swing a club
that was 100 feet long (perhaps while floating in
space) the club head would be moving over 1,000 miles per
hour and your drive would be well over 2,000 yards in length
(or about 7 x as long a Bubba Watson’s). In the other extreme
you can imagine how far you could hit a ball with a 14 inch
driver!! What does all of this mean?
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As a basic, the left arm has to be straight at all times until
after the ball is struck unless you are very inflexible. Keeping
the left arm straight keeps the club far away from you and
makes the arc or circle the club head travels as large as possible. This = Distance through a basic law of physics.
Creating width means keeping the club head away from the
body, along the plane of the largest circle. The last chamber,
ONE PIECE TAKEAWAY is the first step to creating as much
width as possible. The process keeps building. You can see
that taking the club back low to the ground with straight
arms and with what is called “full extension” would create an

imaginary circle much larger than the golfer who picks the
club up in the air abruptly. (this wouldn’t even be a circle at
all would it?)
What separates the pros from the amateurs regarding width
of swing, is the following:
The left arm remains straight the entire swing through impact, which keeps the club head away from the body (ie width
through physics.) Amateurs, older individuals, or out of shape
individuals can only get the club behind them through bent
elbows. Not ideal, but not the disaster of other “problems”
like sway.
Even for the many amateurs that can keep a straight left arm,
the right arm separation at takeaway ...to the top of the backswing is really what separates the pros from amateurs. What
does THIS mean?
This means as the club goes back in the backswing the right
elbow is also AWAY from the body pushing the club head
out even further away from the body to travel along a circle
of maximum size. In other words, it’s possible to take the club
away low to the grass, with a straight left arm and with the

right elbow stuck into the gut. This shrinks the size of your
arc and again is not ideal. Again, many will be forced to play
this way due to lack of flexibility.
Here are two easy examples to demonstrate. Take your stance...
Move the club back with both arms and elbows locked into
the original position (the entire triangle formed by your arms
and chest moves back). Now do the same but as you make
your backswing put your right elbow glued and locked into
your side. Can you make a good swing like this, yes, but as
you can see you lose “width” or the size of your circle so you
lose distance.
Many pro golfers get so much width in the backswing, the
left shoulder is on top of or just under the chin and you have
what we call “kiss the left shoulder” effect because the club
is both wide and high. This takes tremendous flexibility that
anyone over 25 will need to work hard at. Don’t rob Peter to
pay Paul. Do not get the club higher and “kiss the shoulder”
by having your left arm bent or by making other sacrifices
elsewhere that destroy a good basic swing. Not everyone is
Bubba Watson.
Finally, the pros maintain the width created by “carrying a
tray position” with the right arm meaning at the very top of
the backswing the right forearm is perpendicular to the upper
arm (that is parallel to the ground). Imagine a waiter carrying
a heavy tray of food or drink with just the right hand and the
position the arm would need to be in to balance the tray.
Also, think of the left arm as the minute hand on a giant
clock like Big Ben. The outside of the left hand traces the
circle and for the circle to be as large as possible the hand of
the clock must stay nice and straight. If the hand becomes a
wet spaghetti noodle what happens to the size of the circle the
hand is tracing? It can ONLY get smaller.
IN SUMMARY (FROM EASY TO HARD), HOW DO WE
CREATE AS MUCH WIDTH AS POSSIBLE...INCREASING THE SIZE OF OUR SWING CIRCLE AND ALWAYS
USING PHYSICS TO OUR ADVANTAGE:
1. Left arm is straight to and through impact (mentioned 5
times now)
2. Low (brush the ground) one piece takeaway (Chamber 16)
3. Right elbow (the entire arms, hands and chest triangle)
moves away together creating right elbow separation
from the body (vs right elbow stuck in the gut)
4. The hands are high enough were one could “kiss the shoulder” without moving one’s head at the top of the backswing. (only for those gifted with flexibility or under 30)
5. At full backswing the right shoulder and arm is flexible
enough to be “carrying a tray” positioned out away from the
body as opposed to the elbow being pinned into the side.
Unfortunately for many amateurs, position 4 or 5 may never
be achievable depending on your age, flexibility, and overall
fitness. However, 4 and 5 are possible for many that believe
it’s possible with the right amount of patience and dedication

to the stretching routine in Chamber 2. For most, it simply
comes down to how badly to you want it. Never fear, great
golf can be played without 4 and 5 above and many pros lack
4 and 5. Don’t stress over these two.
NOTE: The purpose of the practice chamber is to make
sure you are getting, at least some, right arm / right elbow
separation as you take the club back. For the 25% of you that
already have it, you can MOVE ON. Just be aware separation at the takeaway leads to the storing of power. You have
to evaluate your own swing. Those that have the elbow never
moving from the side should spend serious effort here to improve. Those that want 5 more yards of power may also want
to focus here. THIS CHAMBER IS NOT OF THE SAME
CONSEQUENCE FOR EVERYONE. At this point you need
to start becoming your own instructor and master.
ENTER THE CHAMBER:
PART 1 This is an extension of the last chamber. Like the
last, it involves 1,000 - one piece takeaways but with an over
exaggeration of the right arm leaving the body. Trust us when
you get to the range you won’t be able to mimic it so it’s
good to over exaggerate it to teach the mind that the right elbow needs to move away and separate from the body. Take the
club back about 3 feet like a pendulum would swing. Do not
pick the club up. As the club goes back make sure the weight
is on the inside of the right leg (more tension builds to the
inside of the right leg, as the club moves back in the exercise.)
NOTE: Don’t break good habits formed in the last chamber. The “separation” of the right arm only happens after the
initial one piece takeaway where everything turns together
(last Chamber). Your left arm should already be straight so we
can’t find any more width there!
PART 2 Perform 100 practice swings (no ball) with huge
separation and while making the tray with the right arm as
described above to keep the separation.
PART 3 After you have improved your width overall using the
principles presented here and the practice drills, are you able to
hit balls while maintaining your increased width? Get one large
bucket of balls at a driving range. At least 60 swings.
Of course the overwhelming tendency when the ball is back
down there is to REVERT to your existing or “old” swing
forgetting everything you have been trying to teach your
body. This is the way of things. To combat this, you are to tell
yourself “I do not care where the ball goes or if the ball was
struck properly” for this Chamber.
Be realistic, how many of the 5 keys to width you are going
to achieve. What are you aiming for. Perhaps at age 45 it will
be 1-3 with a bit of #4 and an “almost kiss” of the shoulder.
Perhaps only 1 and 2.
EVALUATION
Were you able to strike 10 to 20 balls cleanly with your
increased width? What did you notice? For the lucky few that
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will find 10 more yards through width it’s a great feeling. For
most, this overnight success will not be found and you may
need to work on the width of your golf swing over many years.
The width of your golf swing is a golden rule of golf that
needs to be remembered, practiced, evaluated, and practiced
again for as long as you play golf.
The final rule never to be broken, make the arc of the club

head as wide as possible without having a negative effect on
your rhythm or hurting your game, but be careful. What
may be the RIGHT way may feel like the WRONG way for
weeks. THE HARDEST THING TO DO IS TO DECIDE
HOW LONG TO STICK WITH SOMETHING before
abandoning it, being honest this is not for you because it’s
affecting the all important rhythm and timing which is paramount.

Weight shift

Accompanying video

Your game won’t move forward
until your weight does

“I get as much fun as the next man from whaling
the ball as hard as I can and catching it squarely
on the button. But from sad experience I learned not
to try this in a round that meant anything. - Bobby Jones
“Many shots are spoiled at the last instant by
efforts to add a few more yards.” - Bobby Jones

his is one of the most important principles in all
of golf. If you don’t move your weight properly
from back to front you will lose 25% in distance
vs. those that do and your accuracy will also
suffer. There is not a single professional golfer that has not
mastered the art of the weight transfer. If pros grade 10 out
of 10 in this area, most amateurs are 4 or perhaps 5 out of
10, meaning they are not getting their weight through effectively, or at all.
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Many of us are a bit overweight. Let’s use one of our assets
effectively and not waste a talent! If you have weight, move
it through and FORWARD! A gut is a terrible thing to
waste.
There are old pictures of Gary Player and Arnold Palmer
where the weight is moving almost violently to the left side
and they are up on the toes of both feet at impact... almost
coming up off the ground. (A tremendous force of the weight
transfer during the swing.)
The video camera is very important in mastering this Chamber
with both a “behind shot” and a “straight from side” shot.

You have to decide how much work you need to do here to get
100% of your weight to the left (front) foot. 1 in 10 of you may
just naturally “get it,” and move your weight through athletically, but most of you may be in this chamber for weeks and
for some, months. This process of shifting weight is in no way
is a gauge on how athletic you are. There will be many star
high school athletes that have trouble transferring their weight
properly in the golf swing. This is normal.
NOTICE! Before getting into any of the hard work here, the
next chamber is about hitting around a firm left side so we
want to avoid developing bad habits here. Don’t throw the
weight toward the target “shifting or sliding” the hips and
knees on a straight line (down the line) toward the target.
The next Chamber is about swinging around a firm left side
at impact. You need to start the basics now. Imagine your
front foot “plants a flagpole in the ground at the moment of
impact and the body and weight spins around this pole like
the game on the playground where the volleyball is attached
to a string and spins around the pole. Remember that... or
you will have major habits that will need to be broken in the
next chamber.
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NOTICE 2! Also, keep in mind your hips must open to the
target for the weight to come through properly (we have an
upcoming chamber on this so just be aware of it for now).

everything else follows in another step. Don’t try to start the
weight shift as you begin the downswing BY THIS POINT
IT IS FAR TOO LATE

Before we begin we need a mini lesson to avoid bad habits as
we practice moving the bodyweight. Remember:

Finally, we will present something we call “the lean” (also
something almost never discussed). How does a 200 pound
man “shift his weight” back to the front foot when his weight
is moving backward. In the backswing the weight is moving
backward a bit, you can’t just stop and reverse it on a dime.
Stop and re-read this sentence and think about this.

ˇ You must never sway (past Chamber)
ˇ Hips must open to the target at impact. As you move
your weight through your belt buckle should point to
the target at impact (or as much as you are able via
your flexibility)
ˇ You must swing around a firm left side (upcoming
Chamber.) Your weight goes from back and behind
you - to impact - to in front of you - to in front of you
and left, following along the outside line of a half circle.
Your left leg is the “planted pole” all of your weight
swings around (again the volleyball on a string image).
Remember these three keys during this entire section of
the chamber. YOU DO NOT SLIDE YOUR WEIGHT
ALONG A STRAIGHT LINE THROUGH THE BALL.
IMAGINE A HALF CIRCLE DRAWN looking down on you
from above, and the weight follows the half circle AROUND
not down the line !!
A RIDDLE OF STEEL ELEMENT
The most important part of this chamber, and perhaps all
of golf... is here. Some never learn this their entire golfing
career. It’s absolutely essential. You almost never hear this
presented in golf “tips.” The weight shift happens first, before
the swing, and not “at the same time” as the swing. Remember the baseball swing. (Step then swing.) You do not swing
while you step in coordination right!
Although in golf both feet remain on the ground, think of the
weight shift as a “step down” on the front foot for emphasis.
To further emphasize you should end your backswing and
therefore start your downswing VIA THE WEIGHT
TRANSFER TO THE FRONT FOOT. What this means is,
and we don’t want to get ahead of ourselves in Chambers, is...
the weight begins to come forward while the golf club is still
moving back. This is just fine and in some cases preferred.
Most importantly, shift the weight to the front leg first and

If you have a DVR with slow motion you can observe that
many professionals will begin the weight transfer (and thus
the downswing will follow the weight) with a “lean in” of the
back leg. It’s very hard to see in many pros but it’s there. So,
what helps golfers with correct weight transfer is instruction
to begin to LEAN.
To keep it simple, as the backswing is at say, 75% you lean
the weight a bit forward. This may slide the left hip an inch
or two toward the target and the right knee will move to just
inside the big toe (the knee does not move by itself of course
but the entire leg leans in). The more force you apply to the
backswing and loading weight to your back foot the more
you have to counter balance this force with a slight “lean in.”
Remember, as the LEAN is happening the club is just completing the backswing SO IT’S STILL MOVING BACKWARD AS YOUR BODY IS MOVING FORWARD.
UNDERSTAND THIS.
You almost never hear this sort of description on
the weight transfer and we don’t know why. It’s the
cure of ills for millions of golfers. IT’S ALMOST LIKE
.
THEY DON’T WANT YOU TO GET BETTER? BUT WHY WOULD
8
THAT BE...??
SMACK THE ASS AND PUSH DRILL.
Imagine you had the nicest ass in front of your golf stance
and you wanted to smack it as hard as possible. Of course, we
are referring to making a donkey work the fields as they did
outside the monastery over 1,000 years ago.
Without a club, take your golf stance normally. Raise your
right arm like you are swearing before a court of law with the
right hand palm facing directly in front of you, elbow point-
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ing to ground, elbow joint forming a 90 degree angle (actually why you are in this position say out loud, “I swear I will
never ever sway”). Swing the hand down with the right hand
and smack the ass, stopping the hand at it hits the imaginary
ass (when your palm lines up with your left thigh.) You will
see you cannot smack the ass with maximum force without
opening up your hips to the target.

a bit (athletic flexing of the knee). To begin the throw you will
move your weight forward as the first move and get well out in
front of the hands and arms. As the weight hits the front leg it
straightens up and the weight of the bag is heaved forward.

If you stood there and smacked the ass flat footed you may be
retarded because I said MAXIMUM FORCE !!

ˇ Keep a straight left arm (extension)
ˇ Keep straight left leg as the weight shift occurs (not
bent).. pivot around this as we have discussed before
with the weight going around the planted flag pole not
sliding toward the hole and down a straight line.

If you were to smack the ass with just your right arm you
cannot generate nearly the smack without shifting your
weight to the front foot, moving up on your right toe and
moving your hips “open” to where the golf hole would be and
your belt buckle would point to the golf hole.
Now, you have to smack the ass like your life depended on
hitting it so hard, it will leap up over the Great Wall. What
does your body want to do naturally.. Do it NOW.
Was it this... Your head goes back behind you. You hips turn
back while your left knee bends in following your weight
behind you (as you roll to the inside of your left foot and
your elbow rotates behind your back). All of this is a natural
windup to deliver the biggest smack. Then, as you smack you
move the weight forward by stepping the weight onto the
left leg, the hips turn to the target and open up, and as a final
step, the hand is delivered to the ass of the ass.
Now from this stopped position, pretend to “push” the ass
forward with your palm by naturally rotating your hips even
more open to the target (pointing your belt buckle to the
target) as the finishing step.
This is the motion you need to perfect in your golf swing to
properly transfer weight to the front foot. You can practice
this just about anywhere.
THE SACK OF POTATOES THROW IN THE SUMMER
...OR SNOW THROWING WITH SHOVELS IN THE
WINTER.
Naturally, when we throw something very heavy while our
feet are in the golf stance we naturally move our weight
properly in order to get maximum distance for the throw.
Unfortunately, when the golf ball appears between our feet
we forget what we can naturally do so well.
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The goal is to show you and your body what your body
knows how to do naturally to apply massive force and a natural weight transfer. Unfortunately, when over the white ball
all of this DNA knowledge goes to shit for most.
Watch the You Tube Video NOW
How do we transfer our weight properly throwing a heavy
sack of potatoes? To get the most distance you will naturally
swing the bag back behind you and to the inside with both
arms. The left shoulder will move lower than the right as the
bag goes back. You will naturally sit down into the right knee

While practicing the throw and teaching your body how to
transfer weight remember these two points to guard against
any bad habits.

Trying the wrong way.. often helps to learn the right
way..so..
ONE: (Wrong) Throw with feet cemented into the ground
with rigid straight knees vs. (Right way) Throw with an athletic bend in the back leg and natural spring in the knees to
store energy. Of course, the athletic stance with knees bent so
the stored power can be released and sprung forward is best.
See what you can learn by trying the wrong way now!
TWO: (Wrong) Throw anyway you can with feet straight
forward vs. (Right way) Throw with left foot a quarter turn
open like Hogan proclaimed. You can see it’s much easier to
shift your weight and open your hips if the front leg’s toes
are pointed out a bit toward the target vs. both feet being
straight forward perpendicular to the golf hole.
How do you get maximum distance with our potato toss? Do
your arms go back and forward in a straight line across your
toes..... NO, Your arms are low and they go back and behind
you as you load the weight to the back side, just like your
golf swing.
THREE: (Wrong) Put the potatoes straight out with arms out
in front of you, level to your chin. Throw on this plane. Now
throw naturally where you take your hands out away from the
body, back, and then through and under !!! This is the golf
swing. Out - back and - under (club comes from the inside)
After understanding these principles and practicing them all,
we want you to actually throw a sack of potatoes or anything
over 15 pounds, around your yard. When you throw let the
right hip move around to the target don’t just stay on one
line or “slide” down one plane.
Observe what your body wants to do naturally to
throw a heavy object, as far as possible. Incorporate that into your own authentic golf swing.
When you go to the range, practice throwing your potatoes
with am imaginary sack before you hit balls. Your brain will
remember what you did with the potatoes or with the snow
and shovel. Now without thinking take your club and hit the
ball with the same exact natural motion. I don’t care where
the ball goes.

Swing around
a firm left side

Accompanying video

Plant a flag pole and swing around it

“Golf is a game of finding what works,
losing it... and finding it again.” - Ken Venturi

H

ere, you will be learning the “plant the flag pole
technique” where the left leg acts as an anchor
that the weight can transfer through and around
to complete the golf swing. Around is the key.

This is a critical step for a disciple and something that most
amateurs just don’t realize and coincidentally most tips,
books, and magazines don’t stress it at all. It’s something
everyone can do well eventually.
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You are in sixth grade again. There is a flag pole in the recess
yard flying the American Flag 20 feet in front of you. Run
at the pole as fast as you can, jump, and grab the flag pole
allowing your body to swing around it as you hold onto the
pole. Your feet touch down facing the opposite direction!
Remember that image.
Look down at you from overhead, the golf swing is much more
a half circle (back and around to around the front of you) and
NOT back and through a straight line (NO!). When you ask
many people to shift their weight they slide forward with bent
knees and you have learned this is incorrect.

The only way to get your weight back and around behind
you.... to through and back in front of you is to plant the flag
pole (or plant the pole vault like the Olympian plants the
pole in the hole and uses that to create whip in the pole to
spring upward to the bar.) Remember that image as well! In
golf it means planting a straight left leg at impact.
At this stage sequence is becoming very important: Sequence and smooth rhythm rule remember!
1. The LEAN begins the weight transfer (while the club is
still moving back).
2. The club then begins it’s own downswing
3. The hips begin to open fully to the target
4. The left leg “plants the flagpole” and straightens just
before impact.
5. Ball impact (hands in front of club head)
6. Hips end up facing the target.
7. In your straight left leg you feel tension in your knee
because the toes of your left foot still point very much to
the right of your belt buckle.

The club has gone behind you, to the ball, and all the way
around your planted flag pole (to over your left leg at finish).
OF COURSE, your left leg is not straight until just before
impact. A bent knee stance (an athletic stance) is always
what you want until impact.
You know you are doing it correctly when hips open to target and the right heel kicks right from inertia after impact. If
you want to see this watch Dustin Johnson. Remember this
about the right heel for later.
We will perform an exercise very similar to smack the ass
technique from the previous chamber with some important
differences. First, you will take the same golf stance, right
hand back to the right (remember, like you are swearing on
a Bible in court.) Instead of stopping the hand like the last
chamber as you smack the ass, you will pass the right hand
all the way through and up until you give a gentle smack to
the back of the left shoulder.

plant the left foot hard and straight (the foot is not up in
the air, we just say plant for the imagery) like planting a flag
pole in the ground or the pole vaulter raming the pole into
the ground as a brace for the jump.
SWING - PLANT - OPEN - SMACK
1. Swing right hand through (like swinging a tennis racquet perhaps)
2. Plant the left (front) leg straightening at impact / imaginary ball strike.
3. Hips are already open to the target and continue opening
4. Continue the move until the left shoulder is smacked by
the right palm.
5. Feel the right heel kick out from the swinging of the
weight through while the right toe stays on the ground.
Your hips almost have to be open to the target in order
to reach the back of your left shoulder. Just as you hit
the shoulder you will see and feel your right heel swing
to the right because the momentum of your hips opening up.

Your hips will need to open up fully enough where your back
right heel will “kick out” from the momentum and inertia of
the movement. This heel “kickout” is essential because it tells
a disciple your weight is passing around and not through or
down a straight line.

This is the pro gofers swing. It’s now yours. As you practice
don’t forget the main point of the chamber, the focus on
planting the left leg hard and straight at impact.

Finally and most importantly, during the movement emphasize, at the point where you will normally impact a ball,

Read this several times: Where should the left (front) foot
be and where should the toes point in the setup and stance?
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It’s generally accepted from Ben Hogan that the left foot
should be pointed out a bit with the toes NOT in line with
the toes of your back foot, but rather 45 degrees toward
the target. Before accepting this as gospel consider this as
it relates to what your body wants to do naturally. It’s 1) a
balance between the need to “open the hips to the target”
during the swing (meaning pointing the belt buckle to the
target) and 2) the need to straighten up and plant the front
leg at impact. It’s hard to do both at the same time. Opening the toes to the target in the stance makes opening the
hips much easier for most during the swing. If the toes are
straight out, feet parallel, and NOT pointing to the target at
all it’s easy to plant a straight front leg but almost impossible
for most people to turn their hips to the target and “open
up” before impact. YOU MUST FIND YOUR COMPROMISE STANCE: You MUST open the hips up so turn your
left foot toward the target in your stance ENOUGH TO
WHERE YOU CAN COMFORTABLY TURN THE HIPS
THROUGH. However, by doing this you then may have
the tendency to NOT STRAIGHTEN up the front leg at
impact. (As a last resort: Some will find if they turn the front
foot even more to the target (or almost ALL the way there)
you can open the hips AND once again post up to a straight
left leg at impact.) If you choose method # 3, we don’t care
if this open position has you pulling the ball 30 yards left. If
you are smashing it, we can correct this flaw later.

and spinning around. Remember our wet towel example?
The towel, only moving forward, is not powerful. The towel
sent forward and then snapped back is UNBELIEVABLY
POWERFUL. When your club, in full wrist cock position
(your nunchuku) is coming into the ball, the way to snap
your club (towel) back is to post up and brace against a solid
and firm front leg. Now you understand what “hit against a
firm left side” really means!

IN SUMMARY: To hit the proper golf shot you must open
your hips to the target the best you can before impacting the
ball. If your toes are pointing “straight ahead of you” parallel
to one another it’s very hard to spin your hips to the left. As
the toes of the left foot in the stance are pointed more to the
target to begin with, it makes it much easier to rotate the
hips to the target during the downswing.

It’s the practice of combining a slow motion golf swing with
what your body wants to do naturally (and powerfully) to
smash an object in front of you... any object. If you take your
normal golf stance in front of the ball and you, in slow motion, go through what you consider to be the ideal powerful
golf swing for you, YOU MAY IMMEDIATELY SEE YOUR
FEET ARE TOTALLY IN THE WRONG PLACE! Have
you been trying to target shoot for years with a rifle scope
that is 7 degrees off?” No wonder you can never hit your
mark!

The problem is, with the toes pointing a bit to the target in
the setup, many have the tendency to finish the swing with
a BENT left knee (sliding down the line) and not “post up”
hard, planting the flag, and hitting against a firm left side.
Know that getting the hips open is MORE IMPORTANT.
Once your golf shot involves the proper opening of the hips
and rotation of the upper body (chest) to the target the
“posting up on the front leg” can be worked on as a secondary goal. As important as this is, it’s not as urgent as making
sure the body and hips are opening up the the target just
before impacting the ball.
DON’T FORGET CHAMBER 14 “PLAY BASEBALL /
LEARN GOLF” If you search images online for “baseball
swing” notice what the front leg is doing in almost every
picture where the bat is just about to hit the ball, or just
after the bat has hit the ball. It’s straight and acting as a
“brace” (or wall) to counter balance the tremendous force
coming forward and through the ball. In the case of baseball,
without it, you would spin around after you hit the ball, but
the brace in baseball or golf is not just about not looking silly

NOW PUT IT ALL TOGETHER. PLANT YOUR
FRONT LEG FLAG POLE BY MIMICKING YOUR
IMPACT POSITION... IN SLOW MOTION:
Why this has not become a normal part of playing golf we
don’t know, but many will take advantage of this to their immediate gain. This is the slow motion impact drill, and it’s to
be performed just before you swing the club, not just on the
range, but on the golf course as well.
In slow motion over the ball, mimic your upcoming swing,
body movements, and perfect impact into the ball. First,
some background. Have you ever played pool / billiards?
What do you do with the stick before you strike the cue
ball? You move the stick back and forth and practice the real
stroke before you actually make the shot. You make sure everything is in perfect alignment right? You can do the same
thing in golf to a TREMENDOUS ADVANTAGE, so let’s
explain:

If you go through the perfect golf swing (for you) in SLOW
motion (or say.. 30% of your real swing speed) using all the
knowledge of the learning Chambers thus far, this should be
your basic swing:
1. The club goes back and the back leg is a solid brace of
oak tree... the back leg of a camera’s tripod.
2. The weight bumps forward to the front foot first (no
swing down at all yet... right !!)
3. The hips begin to open to the target (no swing down yet)
4. The chest begins to open up to the target and the elbow
leads everything behind it, being sucked into the gut.
5. As the club comes down and a straight left arm leads a
bent right arm into the ball, the front foot, where ALL
the weight is NOW (and has been for some time!),
plants hard to straighten up the front leg before and
through impact. If confusing, # 5 may be worth
spending a few minutes thinking through!

As you do this swinging motion... in slow motion, you may
find that your setup (your foot position) is just not correct.
The perfect mechanics of the slow motion swing WILL
SHOW YOU WHERE YOUR FRONT FOOT NEEDS TO
BE to impact the ball with the tremendous power you will
create. The more powerful you see your swing, the more you
can discover if the front foot is in or out of position. Years ago
I found that my front left foot was totally out of position.
Using the slow motion practice I found that my front foot
needs to be (and naturally wants to be) about an inch “up”
closer to the ball and the toes turned more to the target than
you would normally see in a pro. Pointing my back toes just
a bit to the target was also helpful.

to do, just as practicing moving the cue stick to the cue ball
back and forth is a muscle rehearsal for the actual event.
Showing your body what it needs to do always makes the
actual task much easier. The right side of the brain is visual.
Show it the way with a rehearsal.

Another way to think of it is, as you start your slow motion
swing of perfect mechanics, and you imagine you instantly
had the power of the Hulk for this one swing, where does
your left foot need to be to absorb such awesome power?
Using this type of imagery, you may see that it needs to be
“-here-” to absorb such power, straightening up the front leg
for maximum power just before the impact of the ball. Remember, this “straightening of the leg” is the “snap back” of
the wet towel whip we talked about. It’s a power creator. It’s
the counter force to snap the whip. It’s the immovable object
paired against an unstoppable force.

As a final thought, sometimes the best way to demonstrate
something is to simply show the opposite. To understand
“success” you could be lead down to the street and shown
a hobo and then told “not that!” If you were in a “normal”
golf stance with toes almost straight out at the ball (and not
pointed a bit to the target) and you placed the ball just six
inches farther away from you than what you thought was
proper, and told to swing as hard as possible, consider the
mess you would make. You would be leaning out to such a
degree that you could not adequately “push back” on the
downswing force with the front leg for counter resistance.
You may even fall forward. Either way, there would be no
power. Like trying to save yourself in a falling elevator by
jumping up at the last second before impact. (Scratching
your head right now believing that actually worked, dismiss
yourself from the living please.)

AS A GENERAL RULE, THE FRONT LEG SHOULD
STRAIGHTEN WHEN THE LEFT HAND HOLDING
THE CLUB IS ABOUT HALF WAY DOWN IN THE
DOWNSWING. YOUR BODY IN SLOW MOTION
WILL SHOW YOU WHERE EVERYTHING NEEDS TO
BE FOR MAXIMUM POWER. Practice the slow swing
once over the ball. Make the needed adjustment. Practice
again in slow motion. Finally, unleash on the ball.
This is NOT a normal practice swing done 10 feet away
from the ball. You address the ball the best you can for your
real golf shot and go through the slow motion swing stopping just an inch short of actually touching the ball. Make
a slight adjustment to your feet FOCUSING ON THE
PLACEMENT OF THE FRONT FOOT TO PROPERLY
PLANT THE FLAG ON THE DOWNSWING! The front
foot is the key. If your golf swing and right arm is a massive hydraulic jackhammer about to blast the ball 3 miles in
the air, where would your front foot NEED to be planted to
counter balance this force so you are not propelled forward
out of your shoes? This is the imagery you need.
Another way to think of it, put your right foot in such a
place where it can straighten the front leg into such a powerful position to where it can counter balance any force, no
matter how massive. This “confidence” in the front foot then
gives you the ability work on raw power without upsetting
the balance of your swing.
In any event, a rehearsal of the exact swing in slow motion,
not fast like a practice swing, shows the body what it needs

If this drill is of tremendous help to you and you would like
more information along these same lines, you have permission to skip to the very end of Chamber 36 (The Chamber of
Secrets) for more information. Yes, just in this ONE case you
are allowed to go and peek into the master’s chambers, but
don’t go into any of the other rooms while there. Look for a
section on an exercise called Thor’s Hammer. It will continue
and expand on this principle here.

Remember, in the nunchaku the whipping blow of
the far piece of wood is created by stopping the
grasped piece of wood. If they kept moving together there would be no whip, and no exponential
increase in speed. Of course, the same is true of
the towel that whipped your ass to a welt in grade
school.
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Body must win
the race with the
arms and hands

Accompanying video

A chamber that only involves thinking and understanding but
at this point disciples should realize thinking and understanding
is harder than physical work
“Eighteen holes of match play will teach you more
about your foe than will 18 years of dealing with
him across a desk.” - Grantland Rice

et’s reference an old fable and make an analogy
about how important it is for the body to “lead the
hands” or be ahead of the arms in the “race” which
is the golf swing. It’s the age old tortoise and hare
analogy where in this case the fast hare IS THE hands and arms
and the slow tortoise IS THE body, hips, and weight trasfer. (the
hips “opening up” is an adequate description to represent all
three).

L

We all know the hare can always catch the tortoise easily and
because of it’s speed once the hare is ahead, the tortoise can never
catch back up. When most amateurs make an “arms” swing they
are sending the hare way out in front to win the race. Remember,
we all want the turtle to win! The weight, body, and hips MUST
beat the arms and the club to the finish line, the ball.
How do the pros make sure the tortoise beats the hare (the
fast hands). There are several ways to help the turtle cheat..
and win! Your tortoise must win too!
METHOD 1: Hands still going back as weight moves forward.
METHOD 2: Use a giant shoulder turn to delay the arms.
METHOD 3: Use the mini-loop lay off technique.

Hands are still going back while the body begins to move forward. Just like we discussed in Chamber 18, head fake the hare
and start the tortoise out early in the race. This is a major pro
move. They should not start the race together remember! Most
amateurs do start them together (WRONG).
Use a giant shoulder turn. Give the tortoise a mile lead. Send
the hare a mile back behind the start line and then run the
tortoise for the finish line. The larger your shoulder turn, the
farther the hare is starting behind the tortoise and the better
chance he will not win the race and catch up.

.

Use the mini-loop laid-off backswing of a player like Jim Furyk 8
1
discussed in the NEXT chamber. Send the hare on a loop path
*
around the lake and sprint the turtle for the finish line when he’s 
on the other side of the lake.
)
All of these techniques can more simply be described as.. distract
the hands while the weight moves forward. Hand the hare some
playing cards to distract him while the tortoise sprints to the finish. Kenny Perry seems to push for just a bit more shoulder turn
at the very last moment as he starts down. Ricky Fowler goes
back and then noticeably down behind his back with the club
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like the Jim Furyk layoff. Dustin Johnson bows his left hand at
the top of the backswing. Overly simplified, the purpose of all of
this is the same, so the weight and hips move to the ball before
the hands and arms. Read that again.

right heel must kick OUT or the hips are not opening up. This
is very much related to the earlier chamber, swing around a firm
left side and plant the pole. If you don’t plant the left leg, you
will never feel your right heel kick out.

Delay the hands and arms any way you can. Distract the hare..
may be easier to remember!

Finally, understand that everything else must happen BEFORE
the strike of the ball. This is the very last item on our list. It’s
good to think of in this manner. If the ball is hit and there is
anything on your list you have not crossed off, then you have
NOT performed the ideal golf shot.

Also, think of this… The belt buckle is a big golf fan and always
wants to see the shot. It’s not fair that for many golfers the ball
is sent into the air and the hips are looking in the other direction, the original direction of setup robbing the belt buckle of
pleasure! Let the belt buckle watch the ball by turning him to
look at your ball flight.
This is another major area that separates the pros from the
amateurs. Some pros like Jim Furyk and David Duval have their
hips almost totally to the target at impact which most people
will never be able to do.. it’s almost freakish. However, most
people need to radically improve in this area.
Of course, while the hips are opening up, they are leading the
hands (the tortoise is in front of the hare at all times.)
Also, kick out the right heel. Don’t slide down the line. The

rThe ball was struck before the hands crossed the line...
strike
rThe ball was struck before the hips opened to target...
strike 2
rThe ball was struck before 100% of the weight found the
front leg.. strike 3
rThe ball was struck before the right heel kicked out (or the
right heel was, dare we say, still on the ground (horror)...
strike 4
rThe ball was struck before the left leg straightened up...
strike 5

Big shoulder
turn or layoff ?

Accompanying video

Don’t choose the path least travelled,
but the path easiest for you to walk down!

“Through years of experience I have found that air offers
less resistance than dirt.” - Jack Nicklaus, on why he tees
his ball high and hovers the driver
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ne of the very keys to golf is adequate shoulder
turn. There are no professionals golfers today that
do not have a full shoulder turn. It is likely you do
NOT have a full shoulder turn even if you think
you do. If you have taken this martial art seriously with the
stretching most of you under age 60 will be able to get the full
shoulder turn you need if you have been stretching for more
than 2 months.

O

critical. If you can keep turning it makes storing power much
easier. Think of each extra inch back past where you are used to
stopping (in your old swing) as 5 more yards on your drive.

A full turn does a tremendous amount of good things for
your golf game.

Posture and shoulder turn go hand in hand. If you are not
bent over enough at setup you will have no room to make a
shoulder turn. Try a golf swing standing up totally straight.
You turn your shoulders to the target but it leaves you with
nowhere to go, you must spin around and down unnaturally
to hit the ball.

1. It puts the hare way back behind the tortoise at the
start of the race so it’s easier for the hips, legs, and
weight to beat the hands in the race.
2. It helps you swing from the inside (upcoming Chamber 22)
3. It is key to creating torque (storing power) which is the
most important element to hit the ball far.
Obviously, you cannot take the club back on a straight line and
send it back down the same line with any power whatsoever.
Turning the body so the club travels back AND BEHIND YOU
simply extends the backswing and stores power. It’s absolutely

Note, do not send your belt buckle and your hips spinning
around to look behind you to cheat in the shoulder turn results.
It’s pointing your back to the target and wrapping the club
behind you while your belt buckle only moves very slightly to
point behind you. This creates torque and stored power.

Now take your stance and bend over a bit too much (just for
this example.) After taking your club back and turning your
shoulders, since you are now bent over the ball you have plenty of room to come under and hit the ball naturally. The point,
make sure you have a good bend in your spine angle at setup...
too upright is far worse than a bit too bent over the ball.
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Getting a full shoulder turn, for many people, may simply
mean thinking about turning more and then just doing it.
Revolutionary advice... no, but many people have never taken
a full turn and have never felt a ball strike with a full shoulder
turn. Many have never even tried to get that extra 10% of
torque they can get even now.
Assume your turn now is 75% of what you are capable of
(which is probably correct). It may be immediate or take
months, but you must turn that extra 20% to 25%. Think
of creating tension and then unwinding the torque. Think of
your right shoulder blade facing to the target at the top. Feel
the tension on the inside of the right leg build with each inch
you turn back. (DONT SWAY)
Hopefully you have been working on your stretching religiously so you may have “extra turn in reserve” that you have
never really pushed for because it’s not the way you have been
swinging for 10 or 20 years.
When you begin the chamber and get to the range, get fully
and completely warmed up (and this cannot be emphasized
enough.) 10 minutes of warmup and stretching would be in
order here, before you even try for more turn for two reasons:
1) to avoid injury and 2) you need to be greased and warm to
get the extra turn.
There will be some (perhaps 25% of disciples) that for
various reasons cannot increase their shoulder turn to any
significance. These people should follow the second path.
UNDERSTANDING THE LAYOFF
Please take this section very seriously. Whether you will use the
layoff or not, understanding what is going on here is extremely
important to your future in golf. Spend a week of study here
and understand what the dope ball beaters that never improve
do not. Also, many people that believe they swing back and
through on “one good plane” are actually, just a bit, laying the
club off. You will need to watch yourself on video from behind.
Never fear, the layoff can be a very good thing.
For many amateurs and for those without a full
shoulder turn the layoff is an almost instant cure
to getting better ball striking and about 5 yards
more on most irons. A layoff is a great alternative
and for many, is a “missing link” to finally hitting a
golf ball crisply on the sweet spot when in the past,
they have not been able.
The layoff basically completes the shoulder turn for you and in
many ways makes up for a poor shoulder turn. How? What is
a “layoff?” First things first, a layoff is practiced by many golf
greats including Travino, Couples and Garcia today. Fowler
can keep up with Bubba in distance BECAUSE of the layoff,
and the way he uses it to create power on a skinny frame. It
involves manipulating the club head with the arms (passively
not actively!) to put the club more behind you (behind or down
your back) as you begin the start of your “golf swing.” What

the layoff does for many amateurs is it completes the backswing for them when they cannot finish it themselves. EVEN
IF YOU ARE A FLEXIBLE 24 YEAR OLD GIRL, TRY THE
LAYOFF BECAUSE IT MAY BE MORE NATURAL FOR
YOUR BODY TYPE AND IN TUNE WITH YOUR INNER RHYTHM. (You’re one true authentic swing you should
always be searching for.)
The YouTube video demonstrates the layoff, but let’s describe
the path of the club head. At the end (top) of your backswing
as we discussed in the past, the body begins to move forward
FIRST before the arms swing down. Instead of the club coming
back DOWN the path on the plane in which it went UP, in the
layoff, the arms drop BEFORE they come forward. Someone
standing behind you would see the club head go back and then
loop down (at bit behind your back) before coming forward to
hit the ball. For an over exaggeration of what you should do,
look at Jim Furyk’s swing from behind on YouTube. He uses
the layoff to wrap the club behind his back! (dropping down
behind his back BEFORE swinging through). You don’t have
to achieve this level of contortion of course to use the layoff to
your advantage!
Consider this: The baseball player has a layoff swing. All of
them do to one degree or another. The club is held upright in
the ready position waiting for the pitcher’s ball. If swinging at
the ball, the club MUST drop behind the ball player’s back for
the bat to find a more level plane which is needed to hit the
ball. With the baseball player it is first the step forward and
hips opening and then the “right elbow leading the hands and
the bat” that generates the layoff and puts the bat on it’s new
level plane.
Why is the layoff swing an instant cure for many amateurs that
struggle with good ball striking AND distance?
1. Brings the club into the ball from the inside... almost
forcing the club to come from the inside. If you have a
significant layoff you can’t come over the top. A foolproof guard against this fault.
2. It overcomes a poor shoulder turn in many, as we have
discussed.
3. It distracts the hare while the tortoise moves toward
the finish line. It send the hare around the lake for a
warm up jog as our tortoise moves ahead. Another
great cheat that gives our tortoise a chance to win.
Again, if the arms and hands move first toward the ball
and get a jump on the weight shift and the opening
hips, you have lost the race for power.
Never forget; The hands racing down toward the
ball equal with or in front of the weight shift, or
before the hips have opened to the target is a tire
with a giant hole in it... The air rushing out. all the
stored power gone by the time the ball is stuck.
Here is the MOST simple explanation of the layoff. If you take
the club straight back (and for this exercise) NEVER to the
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inside and push your hands up high, ...high in the air straight
back (not to the inside)...as your weight steps to the front foot
to “start the swing” and your hips turn to the target your right
elbow is pulled into your gut and the club head drops behind
your back ASSUMING YOU HAVE DONE STEPS 1 AND
2 WITHOUT SWINGING DOWN WITH THE ARMS
AS WE KEEP WARNING AGAINST! ... If the club head is
pulled behind the back using a proper layoff, you cannot perform the dreaded “over the top” swing. You MUST swing from
the inside and most likely will make solid contact.
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Let’s look at the opposite to understand the layoff. If your
backswing is very “flat” meaning you take the club away low
and immediately to the “inside,” and your hands never get
above your right shoulder, and your right elbow never really moves away from your love handle in the backswing...
you have no room for the layoff. You must swing BACK and
then THROUGH on this one plane, and all the power you
will generate will (mostly) depend on the size of your shoulder
turn. TRY THIS FLAT SWING...BEN HOGAN’S SWING,
HOW DOES IT FEEL? For the big muscled man, the older
man, or the fat man, it may feel very “constrained” and “tight.”
Now you should know by now this is feeling is green glowing
Kryptonite for the superman golfer! It must feel loose, free, and
flowing.
You must be a student of your trade here and always. Try all
forms of the layoff to see if you can find that magical impact.
Here are some exercises to try, but create your own too!

1. Try to copy Jim Furyk to learn something about
incorporating the layoff. Swing the club straight back
and very high (kiss your left bicep with high hands.)
Then, before swinging the arms at all, step down on
the front foot for a proper weight shift, turn the hips to
target, let the right elbow be sucked in your gut like a
side arm baseball pitch, let the club drop behind your
back, and WHIP IT THROUGH LATE AND LAST!
URGENT NOTE: The ONLY way to accomplish this
is to have the hands go dead and asleep behind you.
If you are squeezing tight and manipulating the club
head with your arms or “swinging down” you have
no chance. Remember how a cowboy wields the bull
whip? He cannot directly control the end of the whip
1 for 1 like you can a steel pole’s end. He must create a
wave of power at HIS END that, in perfect sequence,
find’s it’s way to the other end at the right time. If you
try to force the club head behind you with your arms
you have failed in this exercise. YOU MUST FIND A
NATURAL WAY FOR THE CLUB TO DROP BEHIND YOUR BACK.
2. Try this simple drill: Take the club back casually and
with good rhythm, (not straight back and not cramped
behind you... just a naturally high position for YOU
whatever that may be.) As the club is reaching it’s
apex going back imagine it is a child on a swing, at
the very top... It can only move back down when it is
ready. Physics rules.. not you! There is a moment in a

child’s swing when the child is NOT MOVING AT
ALL because of the momentum transition moment.
Get that feeling for this drill THEN... hit the ball with
your right elbow behind your back at impact. Well, you
won’t be able to do it, but think of nothing but this.
Club goes back like a pendulum and at apex, before it
decides to swing back at you like a child on a swing,
step the weight down to the front leg, turn the hips,
and let the elbow move behind your back ON THE
DOWNSWING.. well again, you won’t be able to do
it but this is the thought. This is a layoff swing that
for many, will SHOW THEM THE WAY. Some may
experience things they have never felt on a golf course
or range. Stick with it. Experiment. Look for the Holy
Grail which is out there.
In basic summary: If the club is taken straight back
(or some may even have an outside takeaway) and
the head does NOT move to the inside quickly on the
takeaway, a well executed layoff will be needed to
strike the ball properly. This is neither good nor
bad, simply understand it and use the knowledge to
improve your one true authentic swing. Understand
the worst mistake of all is one who takes the club
straight back and then swings down with the arms
first. This will immediately conjure the god of slice.
There is a story to prepare you for the work Chamber here.
There was a Shaolin monk in 1150 a.d. who they say could
walk up walls. As even the most skilled of monks could take
two running steps up a straight incline (before having to flip
back to the ground), he could take 4 or in some cases 5 steps
up the wall almost defying gravity. His training was the very
definition of incrementalism. He laid a long and flat board on
the ground (imagine a 2 by 4, 12 feet long). He placed a brick
under one end of the board and proceeded to “walk up it.”
Each day he increased the height of the board by 1/72 of one
inch. Yes, it took him 72 days before the height of the board
would increase it’s incline by one inch. After many years the
monk was walking up 60 and 70 degree inclines without difficulty.
If you perform a certain task, it’s logical you
should be able to perform the task again if the difficulty is increased in a small enough increment.
Go to the range. Warm up very very thoroughly (10 minutes
or more) and make sure it’s a warm day if at all possible.
STEP 1: Hit your normal 8 iron toward a target 15 times
with normal effort and your “regular swing.” Look at where
the good strikes are landing and make note of it.
STEP 2: You will Hit 30 range balls with an 8 iron. Begin at
50% “effort” and a 50% backswing (yes, less that what you
just did) and try to get a little more shoulder turn and torque
on each swing up to ball 20 (which is the point where you
have reached your normal swing shoulder turn maximum).

Don’t then jump to 100%. It’s hard work to do this incrementally, in tiny steps, and you must do as we describe in our story.
At ball 21 go beyond your regular max shoulder turn and
create more torque but again, very slowly and incrementally.
If you can do more DO NOT. Your maximum shoulder turn
should only be reached on ball 30 and not one ball before. We
don’t care where the ball goes as long as impact is crisp. If you
lose the ability to hit crispy and can not quickly correct it, you
need to back off the quest for shoulder turn when this happens.
At this point you need to evaluate. Have you gone beyond what
you thought was a regular shoulder turn and is this helping you?
Many golfers that used to lay off found they had “more in the
tank here” and found they could increase their shoulder turn by
15% without layoff. They just never tried going to the max.
Now clear you mind of what you just did. We are going to
try the mini loop to see what this does for your game. Don’t
look down on this if it works for you. Sergio Garcia does this..
Furyk, Ryan Moore....ever hear of Lee Trevino?
We tried to describe the layoff swing the best we could but
you will need our YouTube video and to watch the video
swings of Ricky Fowler and Ryan Moore to translate this into
your swing. We can give one final instruction:
You will take your stance and perform a backswing, but your
head will be allowed to turn back and observe. Put the club
to the top of your backswing and freeze here. Turn your head
right to watch all of this. Instead of just moving it back the
same line back down to strike the ball... Assume in this frozen
position the club head is resting on the number 12 on a clock.
Using the arms and wrists, slowly move your club head to
trace along the outside of your clock to the three o’clock position. The left arm and right elbow will drop a bit during your
move from 12 to 3 o’clock. Incorporate this move and hit balls.
Your job on the range is to hit 50 balls using the layoff, making sure you are getting your weight through and doing
everything else correctly as practiced up to this point. Expect
the first 20 balls to be foreign, alien, and terrible. IF YOU
CARE WHO IS WATCHING YOU AT THIS POINT YOU
ARE NOT WHERE YOU SHOULD BE AS A Kung Fu Golf
DISCIPLE.
No matter how you are hitting, what are you learning from
practicing the layoff.
You need to make a decision on what swing is best for you. All
the chambers before still apply equally. Here you are seeing
what it takes for you to get into the best position for downswing (the slot). It will be one or the other method. Choose
one.
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Swing from
the inside

Accompanying video

The club must approach the ball
from the inside

“The trouble that most of us find with the modern
matched sets of clubs is that they don’t really seem
to know any more about the game than the old
ones did.” - Robert Browning

ere’s a zen principle of Kung Fu Golf.. if you
swing at the ball you can’t swing from the inside.
If you don’t swing at the ball you will swing from
the inside !!! got it .. what does that mean? It
means the body (weight) starts the downswing and carries very
passive (dead) arms and hands forward until they “wake up”
while striking of the ball.
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Swinging “from the inside” means the following: The torso is
“bent over enough” so a straight left arm can pass under the
left shoulder (and) the club is lead by the right elbow which is
pointing into the gut (and) led by the opening of the hips. The
belt buckle to the target naturally draws the elbow into the
gut and brings the club down to the ball “from an inside path”
very similar to the swing of a baseball player.
The cardinal sin in golf and the opposite of “swinging from
the inside” is what is called “over the top.” If you don’t know
exactly what this is, there may be 100 videos on it on YouTube. As a Kung Fu disciple stop and educate yourself in any
area you don’t understand before moving on. Over the top
generally means the club is swung mostly by the arms and as

a result the hands catch up and soon pass the right elbow, and
elbow that is NOT pinned into the gut as it should be. This is
golf disaster for many reasons.
3 basics to making sure you swing from the inside.
1. Upright stance vs bent over. We have talked about this.
If you are too upright and standing up too straight you
must correct this NOW. The more “bent over” you
are the more the club HAS to come from the inside
however this is not suggesting you should bend over as
much as possible because this also is not correct. Simply
watch the pros and copy their setup and copy their
bend in the waste at setup. Make sure you have this in
your setup.
2. If the club is properly back with a full shoulder turn
(chamber above) you almost have to come from the
inside to strike the ball properly if THE WEIGHT BEGINS THE DOWNSWING. There is almost nowhere
else to go if you have proper setup (bent over the ball)
and your weight and hips start the swing. Read that
again.

3. If the weight shift and legs begin the swing and the
arms are almost passive and “dead” the club will come
from the inside. IT HAS TO Someone that wants to
jump at the ball and swing hard with their arms will
swing over the top and their tortoise will lose the race.
At this chamber, YOU MAY FIND, based on serious
work in past chambers, you ALREADY ARE coming
properly from the inside. If so, you may move on.
There may be no problem at all. It’s just you must
be sure before moving on.
A pro trick to swing from the inside we have already discussed:
A last key to swinging from the inside. Amateurs bring the
club to the top and then swing down. Pros create extra tension
by having the body move forward in the downswing WHILE
THE CLUB IS STILL TRAVELING BACK. It’s almost impossible to go “over the top” employing this technique.
It’s yet another trick to fool the hare so the tortoise wins the
race. The tortoise tells the hair it’s time for a sandwich and a
beer. This is the deceptive move. As they both begin to walk
back to the refreshment stand, the tortoise slips away and
takes off in the opposite direction toward the finish line. The
hair sees this and starts toward the finish line as well but after
being fooled and giving up the head start (the club can’t keep
going back for long as the body comes forward of course unless
we are that guy in the fantastic four. On a side note, you can
see how that guy can keep a woman like Jessica Alba satisfied.)
Without a physics lesson know only this; The most powerful swings must come into the ball from the inside. In golf,
swinging from the inside means the club must come to the
ball from behind your back and not from “over your shoulder.”
Most golfers are not swinging from the inside to the degree
that they should be thus they are sacrificing 15% to 25% in
accuracy AND power.

The key to swinging from the inside is derived from “the three
images of the right elbow” techniques we mentioned on the
chamber cover page. Here they are:
Elbow Image One: If the right elbow is “stuck in the gut” at
the end of the downswing into the ball you must be properly
coming into the ball from the inside. If this drill or mental image does not work for you try the next.
Elbow Image Two: Many great golfers actually strike the
ball with a straight left arm and a BENT right arm and bent
elbow. The right arm extends straight only AFTER the ball
is struck. This “swing image” has fixed tens of thousands
of swings almost overnight so try it. A major problem with
amateurs is straight arms into the ball followed by a “flip of
the wrists.” This is a power killer. With this technique focus
on extending the right arm only AFTER the ball is struck. It’s
the same as the “punching through the ball” we talk about in
another section.
Elbow Image Three: Related to number one above, think of
coming into the ball with the right elbow “behind your back.”
It will be impossible for you to achieve this position and even
in the pros only Jim Furyk can accomplish this feat, not that
it’s even desired, but for many just the thought of it will allow
some to hit balls with level of contact they have never before
felt. Can you swing down into the ball with your right elbow
behind your back? Try it.
Don’t forget other chambers! These techniques are useless
unless the weight shift, hips, and body are LEADING the
trailing loose arms. If you lead with the arms you cannot swing
from the inside.
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Never flip

Accompanying video

The hands must always lead the club head

“Golf is a game of misses. The guy who misses
the best is going to win.” - Ben Hogan

T

his is perhaps our most complicated chamber and
one of the most important ones, but we will keep
things as simple as possible.

It’s natural for most people to want to swing “at
the ball” at impact and we demonstrate what this does in the
Chamber video. “Not flipping” means the hands and the grip
of the club are ahead of the ball at the moment of impact. A
flip would mean the head, at impact, would be in the process
of passing, or has past the grip of the shaft.
Get a club and practice what NOT to do above so you understand. Flipping the club head through impact is also called
“scooping at the ball.” A DISASTER.
Hands must lead the club head (beat the head) through impact and this is another universal rule of golf. If your hands do
not lead the club you will never be very good.
Our zen principle. You don’t have to remember this, just
understand it.. If you flip your finish can’t be pretty. If your
hands lead the club through you can’t flip. If your finish is
ugly it’s likely the hands have not lead the club. In our video
chamber we demonstrate why a pretty finish is essential even

though you have already hit the ball, it’s about avoiding the
flip. There are reasons the pros look pretty and your swing
(was) ugly!
A key to demonstrate where you should be with the hands
leading vs. where most people are when they strike the ball is
this, “don’t hit at the ball... hit out at a space in front of the
ball after impact. If you were trying to hit a penny placed 3
inches in front of the ball this is where the club and the shaft
probably should be when the head impacts the ball. It’s unnatural for most...
Grasp a 9 iron half way down the shaft on the metal. Pretend
you are swinging at a ball in the air (without bending all the
way down to touch the ground itself).
Swing at the imaginary ground (two feet in the air) with a
good amount of force, almost like a regular swing and stop the
shaft abruptly 14 inches after the impact of the golf ball. DO
THIS RIGHT NOW.
Where does the butt end point, into your body or worse, into
your gut?
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At impact, the shaft should be up the outside of the left arm.
The laser beam pointer at the end of the shaft (if you had one)
should in no way be pointing to your body.
Another way to demonstrate the way you need to strike the
ball is: take your normal stance and grip. Perform the first 8
inches of your (one piece) takeaway and stop. Now lower the
club down to the ground 8 inches behind the ball.
Now, without ever changing the ANGLE of the shaft of the
club or your arms and hands, drag the head forward to meet
the ball. If you keep your angle, the shaft is ahead of the ball,
and your hands are ahead when the club head touches the ball.
PART 1: The best way to make sure the hands are staying out
in front of the club head is to make sure the hips and particularly the upper body “turn through” to face the target, staying
ahead of the hands as long as possible. The hips should open
up to the target as should the chest, AND NOT AFTER THE
BALL IS STRUCK but before. If the shoulders are still on the
same plane as they were on the setup when the ball is being
struck the hands will naturally “flip” into the ball. Having the
upper body and belt look at the target at impact also promotes
club lag, the goal of the next chamber. If the golfer has the
desired club lag there simply is no time for the club to flip
through the ball at impact. Hit a full bucket of balls thinking
of these three critical fundementals. First, make sure the hips
and the upper body are facing the target well before the strike
of the ball. If you cannot keep your head down and it’s naturally pulled forward so be it, this is allowed. Second, make sure
the right wrist is turning over into the ball, or just after the
ball as you think “toe of club up” or toe pointing to 11 o’clock
after impact with a straight right arm REACHING OUT to
shake hands with the ghost of Bobby Jones standing there in
front of you. Video tape your swing often, and in slow motion
to look for the dreaded flip. If you can’t cure it with the above
try the other three exercises below. All three are useful in their
own right.
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PART 2: You will almost never know if you are flipping your
wrists at the ball. You MUST video tape your swing and watch
it in slow motion. On video you will see parts of your swing
that look very ugly (and you will want to look away or even
get sick.) This is normal at this stage. If you have a DVR it’s a
wonderful tool for watching the pros on the PGA tour. If you
are swinging correctly and not flipping, your right arm should,
just AFTER impact be able to extend OUT to almost straight.
A sure sign of flip is a right arm that stays bent AFTER impact producing a bent right arm where the elbow never really
moves away from the gut at all, but instead climbs up your
gut in the finish. NO EXTENSION and a cramped finish
normally means flip!
Stand in your normal golf setup (make sure you are bending
forward enough!) Now turn the hips and chest to the imaginary target and reach your right hand out straight to shake
hands with the ghost of Bobby Jones (while keeping your bent
spine angle and tilt of course. (Don’t stand up to shake hands.)

Your straight right arm is coming across your body of course to
shake hands.) This is basically where pros are AFTER impact
and this is very, very hard for amateurs due to lack of flexibility
and poor technique. Experiment with the fixes and keep video
taping. You cannot move on until you are not flipping AND
you have some right arm extension AFTER the hit. In the
most basic of terms; In the takeaway the left arm is straight
and guides. The right is bent. After the hit it’s the opposite.
The right arm extends straight and the left bends. A Yin and
Yang if you will.
THE FIX: Make sure you are turning your hips and upper body to the target BEFORE the strike. (Back to the old
tortoise and hare.) Annika Sorrenstam is one of the best LPGA
golfers of all time. Well BEFORE she hit the ball her head was
looking down the fairway. Yes, staying down to watch the ball
is what most prescribe, but not if this is killing your ability to
turn THROUGH the ball. Some that experiment with this
(opening up with body and head rotation forward before the
hit) find golf enlightenment. If you put the hands and arms to
sleep in your backswing and turn your hips and upper body to
the target, you will actually strike the ball with a straight left
arm and slightly BENT right arm. This is GREAT and what
many pros do. The right arm only straightens and extends
down the line AFTER the hit. In other words, if your right
arm is straight at the moment of impact you will probably flip
your wrists through the ball. This section is worth reading 3 or
4 times. You cannot afford not to “get this.”
Also, it’s very hard to flip if you try to keep your hands low
in the finish and follow through moving the hands not out
and up, but out and around you left and LOW. Finally, on
the downswing come from the inside, keep the right elbow
glued to your gut and at impact “punch out” and extend the
right arm straight at the ball or just after the ball. This final
“punch” can yield 10 yards if perfected. SUMMARY OF
STEPS: With dead arms behind you, shift your weight forward
(arms still not swinging club) turn hips and upper body to
target (arms still not swinging club but the club is dropping)
lead the hands with your right elbow (arms still not swinging
club) AND THEN WAKE UP THE ARMS LAST AND AS
THE RIGHT SHOULDER COMES UNDER PUNCH A
STRAIGHT RIGHT ARM AND EXTEND IT OUT AFTER
THE BALL. This move is perhaps the closest thing to Conan’s
“The Riddle of Steel” for all golfers. Some golfers will spend 40
years on the course and never find this secret. IT MAY TAKE
YOU SEVERAL WEEKS OF DEDICATION TO FIND IT.
DON’T FORGET PRIOR CHAMBERS. PER THE LAST
CHAMBER, IF YOU COME INTO THE BALL FROM
THE INSIDE WITH A BENT RIGHT ARM STRIKING
THROUGH THE BALL IT’S ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO
FLIP. IF THE RIGHT ARM IS COMPLETELY STRAIGHT
AS THE BALL IS HIT THE FLIP BECOMES LIKELY.

Accompanying video

Creating club lag,
the holy grail
The beast of power that only 10%!
Ever learn to harness

“The Zen golfer doesn’t mind his playing partners score.
The Zen master doesn’t even mind his own score,
but plays the next shot the best he can.”

e saved “lag” as the last ball striking skill to
develop, and for most people this is the hard
part. Everyone to some degree has a bit of lag
or your shaft would always line up straight with
your arms. It’s really a skill that separates the pros from the
Saturday golfers. You have to create lag for both distance and
accuracy but it’s really a power move and one can be accurate
without it. The nunchaku (Japanese origin for the U.S. word
nunchuck) is a deadly weapon because the chain acts like a
hinge and the second piece is moving far faster because of
the hinge. In the golf swing as the wrists “cock” and the club
becomes perpendicular to the alignment of the left arm at the
top of the backswing, the energy is released LATE just like a
nunchaku would release it’s deadly force.
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If you are in business, understand using lag as “just-in-time”
golfing. It’s holding onto the angle for as long as possible.
In the case of a golfer the straight left arm is the upper
nunchaku. the wrists are the chain or hinge, and the golf club
itself is the lower part of the nunchuck.

In the case of the professional golfer, they create (and hold
onto) tremendous lag in the downswing that releases an
amazing amount of energy at the golf ball at the last possible
moment. It is for this reason alone that many golfers that drive
the ball 280 to 300 on tour are skinny men under six feet tall.
Ricky Fowler is maybe 150 pounds at 300 yards.
Imagine someone “whipping you” with a wet towel or wash
cloth that is snapped back at the last minute. Imagine the
same towel swung down at you like an axe (without the snap
back). What is going to hurt more? A professional golfer
holding the angle between the club shaft and the arms as long
as possible and snapping through the ball is akin to our wet
towel snapback analogy.
Developing a professional level of lag may take years of work
so keep playing through all of this and finish your chambers,
unlike the other chambers and the basic principles presented
where we don’t even think you should go back on the course
until they are mastered. You can play golf very successfully
without the lag of Tiger or Phil.

Unlike all other chambers this could be considered an ongoing Chamber. The exercises need to be performed now and
completed in order to move onto the next chamber, but unlike
all the others you do not have to succeed to move on.
If your lag is X and Tiger and Phil’s lag is Y, work on this incrementally the way a Shaolin monk would learn to walk up a
wall by walking up a board increased in incline at minute proportions over a period of two years. (The principle of ridiculous
incrementalism) If your lag (as defined as the angle between
your club shaft and your hands when your hands are almost
over the ball increases by just 5% a year, a 20% increase in lag
over a 4 year period is a tremendous improvement.
However, here is a universal truth. People today understand
lag and they are on a quest to get it. This is another false
quest. If you go after lag itself, an end result of other things,
it can never be found. One cannot go after a lot of money.
Money is an indirect result of OTHER ACTIONS of course..
starting a business, marrying rich, stealing. One cannot find
lag anymore than going out directly to find money. Club lag
is the result of doing all the other things we have practiced, to
the very best of your ability. It can be improved by doing them
even better.
In general, here are the principles from other chambers that
create lag.
1. Keep the grip very loose
2. Begin to move the body forward (beginning the downswing) as the club and shaft ARE STILL MOVING
BACKWARD, if just for a split second. Most pros do
this but for most it’s almost impossible to detect with
the naked eye however it can be seen on slow motion
DVR, a device our Shaolin monk brethren did not have
access to for the past 900 years. Try it yourself in slow
motion in the house. As the body moves forward first
the angle between the club shaft and the arms can
increase beyond 90 degrees. In order for the body to
move in a different direction from the hands the hands
and grip must be very loose. Our lose grip chamber is
absolutely paramount to achieving lag. The tendency
of most amateurs is to “swing at the ball” from the top
of the backswing and the result is an immediate loss of
angle and lag. If you are holding the club very lightly
you don’t have the grip strength to “swing at the ball”
do you? The devices that professional golfers employ to
“distract the hands” while the weight moves forward
(our Tortoise and Hare example described in other
chambers is applicable here as well.) Anything you
can do to keep the hands back while the body moves
forward will create lag. This can be the mini loop and
layoff discussed previously, the bowing the of left wrist
at the top of the backswing (a-la Dustin Johnson and
Graham McDowell, or a Kenny Perry “one last push
back” squeezing out an extra inch of backswing at the
very last moment.

3. It’s done passively by letting the arms simply drop
while the body moves forward and the hips begin to
turn the belt buckle toward the target. So one answer
is, you create lag by having the arms do absolutely
nothing and truely being the dead ropes we have discussed, another Zen paradox but absolutely correct. As
the body turns the right elbow will be pulled into the
body and if the shaft is still in the same place lag angle
will be created.
4. The larger your shoulder turn and larger the backswing
the more lag you can potentially create so you must
make an adequate shoulder turn to seek lag.
5. You must have a full wrist cock and once locked, the
angle must be maintained as long as possible to really
have pro-like lag. If you don’t have a full 90 degree
wrist cock, you can never have much lag of course. The
pros maintain the angle by moving the body weight
forward, turning the hips, while simply allowing the
club to drop with the wrist angle maintained. Shift the
weight forward, turn the hips and body to the target
while keeping the hands passively behind you with the
full angle of your wrist cock maintained.
6. Lead the hands and shaft with the right elbow (pinned
and close into gut.) Keep the right arm bent at impact
and only extend it straight after impact. If your elbow
beats your club grip and hands in the race, you WILL
have tremendous lag. Jim Furyk’s right elbow is not
just in his gut, it’s almost behind is back in the downswing!
Work on all of the lag creators incrementally and in tiny steps,
and of course, always inside your perfected good rhythm. Add
them the way a chef adds a pinch of salt. If it tastes good, keep
adding. Go SLOWLY.
FOR THOSE WITH A DVR OR WATCH SLOW MOTION ON YOUTUBE: What perfect lag looks like can
be seen in many pros like Phil Michelson and long drive
champions like Jamie Sadlowski. (Also, to see what a swing
without much lag looks like see Steve Stricker for a comparison.) Look at the shaft, and how CLOSE it is to the back at
the TOP of the backswing. THEN NOTICE, as the swing
starts forward, the hips begin to open to the target (and
the left hand begins to drop low), THE SHAFT ITSELF
HAS NOT REALLY MOVED AWAY FROM THE BACK
AND SHOULDER IN IT’S DISTANCE AWAY FROM
THE BACK. The best way to describe it is; the SHAFT
ROTATES AROUND the back and shoulder during the
swing-down WITHOUT MOVING MORE THAN A
FEW INCHES AWAY FROM THE SHOULDER. Only
when the hands are very low does the SHAFT finally move
away from the back. Can you guess what the opposite is?
You guessed it! If you swing down with the arms from the
top the shaft immediately gets farther away from the back
and shoulder... a total loss of lag angle.
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Maintain your
spine angle...
Come under

Accompanying video

Bending over from the spine and keeping that angle
until well after impact, allows a golfer to implement
all the principles of a perfect swing
“There is no such thing as natural touch. Touch is
something you create by hitting millions of golf balls.”

T

om Watson says maintaining the spine angle, over
everything else, is the most important key to the
game of golf. With that sort of statement this
needs to be taken very seriously.

This means at the address of the ball, we must be properly bent
over at the waist and whatever angle is created needs to stay
put. Surveying all professional golfers, if the legs are at a perfect
90 degree up and down the bend over at the torso is approximately 20 degrees. Of course we see a lot of variation on tour
and players error on the side of being more bent over and not
more upright for the reasons we have discussed in earlier chambers. You simply can’t play golf standing up straight. Most
amateurs would benefit by bending over a bit more.
Maintaining the spine angle is easier said than done. It simply
means at whatever degree you are bent over the ball, you must
keep this same angle at and through the strike and only stand
up well after the strike. Most amateurs will either stand up
at impact or dip the left shoulder down, or even “reverse C,”
in any event, losing the spine angle they had at address and
breaking Watson’s rule.

Stand over a ball (anywhere) take your stance and bend over
to the ball normally. Now imagine your spine to be perfectly
straight on this angle you created with a metal pole running
through your spine and straight into the ground behind you
and all of it being fused with with adamantium, the unbreakable stuff of Wolverine’s bones. You can swing as hard and violently as you want but your spine angle can never change with
your spine fused to the metal rod. Only well after the strike
does your fused metal release to free you.
Finally, the upper back is “flat” and straight” and NOT
with a curve in the spine with shoulders low and slumped.
A flat back approach for some is aided by the mental image of having a titanium (adamantium) rod as your spine
running up through your head. People forget the spine
ALSO runs through their neck as well.. HEAD UP NOT
SLOUCHED OVER LOOKING DOWN TO THE BALL.
Use mostly your eyes to find the ball and keep the angle
of your neck straight to within reason. We all have to look
down a bit...
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Remember this image on maintaining the spine angle and the
angle of the upper body / torso.
PART 2: Most amateurs swing too flat and would benefit by
“coming under” to the ball. What does this mean?
Coming under is a result of doing almost everything we
learned, correctly. If the downswing is created through weight
shift and the opening of the hips (and not through the arms..
should we still be saying this by now?), the only way you can
even hit the ball assuming you are bent over with proper spine
angle, is for THE LEFT SHOULDER TO COME UP WHILE
THE RIGHT SHOULDER COMES UNDER (under the chin
almost).
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Stand up straight (no ball or club needed.) Put your hands /
palms / fingers together like you are praying (finger pointing
up to the sky.) Your forearms are parallel to the ground and
your elbows pointed out, mirror images of each other. Now
simply turn your torso from the hips so you are looking off to
the left. (you will now be looking over where your left should
WAS originally).
Now with the exact same arms bend the torso forward putting
20 degrees of spine angle into your back. Turn your torso in
exactly the same way as you did before but on this angle. The
right shoulder will turn “under” and the left shoulder will turn
up and back in the exact same amount.
Now take the same position and practice your golf swing, turning back and through, left shoulder turns under in the backswing and the right shoulder turns under in the downswing.

Take final note of this urgent fact. If you are under 6 feet tall
you probably cannot hold the END of the club and be bent
over enough for the proper golf swing! You most likely will
need to “choke down” on the club so you are bent over enough.
If you are gripping the club at the end there simply may be
no room to come under with the right shoulder while keeping your “bent over” spine angle. In other words, many of you
have been forced to “stand up” in the setup or worse, at impact,
because your clubs are TOO LONG. Why is a 3 iron so hard
for many to hit? Well one reason is, it’s too long for the player
under six feet. Be mindful of this fact. Check your swing on
video. The smaller man under 5’9 would possibly benefit from
moving to women’s clubs if a $1500 set of fitted clubs is too
expensive for him. Just be wary that women’s clubs have a bit
different center of gravity so choking down on the men’s club
several inches may be the best option for some.
About 25% of you now are saying, are you fucking kidding
me, going into a store and asking about women’s clubs. Well,
yes.. we are dead serious. Get over yourself. Think of it this way,
if you are cleaning up on your playing partners and out hitting
them by 10 yards with women’s clubs, this is even more satisfying is it not? Bubba Watson has a pink shafted driver for fun
because he flies the ball 30 to 40 yards past most pros. Anyone
teasing him.. I don’t think so! The disciple that will succeed in
this is willing to pay almost any price to cross the finish line.
Ego cannot get in the way.

Video
comparison
Time to compare your swing
to past masters champions

“The Yin in Golf is the shot you want to hit.
The Yang is the shot you really know you should hit.”

e have thrown a lot at you.. all necessary. Let’s
take a pause and remember to try to come back
to basics. You cannot be up there about to hit a
ball thinking of 15 things just as a Kung Fu master does not “think back” to his instruction before he steps in
to block a kick flying toward his head. At a certain point, his
body and mind are both conditioned and trained to “just do
it” There is no thinking. You must have trained hard enough
and seriously enough for your body to react in the same manner.
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Like Anika said, this is my box to think and then (pointing
to the tee) this is my box to play. Once you step into the box
to play you do Not think or if you think at all think tempo
and smooth rhythm. Think of the robotic swing arm and
that’s all. Swing thoughts have always been a part of golf, and
mostly to the detriment of the golfer. If you are aware of one
problem you are having that must be corrected or there is
something, at this point, you really need to focus on to hit the
ball properly, we will allow one swing thought over the ball
BUT NEVER, EVER, MORE THAN ONE.

How do you know where you are if you are not hitting the
ball down the middle every time (which you are not.) If, after
a certain point, you have nothing left to work on congratulations, you have surpassed Palmer, Tiger, and Snead and you
may be the best golfer of all time. Look at Tiger now, there
is ALWAYS something that needs work no matter how good
you think you are.
Video is always very important but it has not been essential
until this Chamber. You need to video tape your golf swing
and compare it with that of certain professional golfers, comparing key elements. In all likelihood, it will tell you, you are
doing many things right now, but still doing many things incorrectly. Of course, you can YouTube almost any pro golfer’s
swing today... INCREDIBLY USEFUL HERE and moving
forward in your golf future.
We don’t need to be a ridiculous perfectionist here. A 40 year
old will never look exactly like Villegas or Ricky Fowler for
every part of the swing because of their flexibility, but use
our checklist to see if you can move on, or what chamber you
need to potentially do all over again.

At this level of mastery you should have one sense that can
be very helpful to you, you will see a part of your swing on
video that looks very UGLY. It will almost disgust you. This
is normal. The part that jumps out at you as UGLY is what
needs work.

V.

When you are, on these essential elements, properly mimicking the basics of the professional you chose to compare to, you
can move on. Use a driver to compare to your pro. PLEASE,
use a pro with a classic swing not John Daly or Bubba Watson.

Because you won’t be doing everything correctly it’s likely
you will spend 3 to 5 weeks working on what you are not
doing correctly at this point. STAY HERE UNTIL IT’S
FIXED....

VIDEO TAPE FROM BOTH ANGLES!!!!
I.

The weight must not sway outside of your back leg
knee. Not even 1/2 inch.
II. Your weight must move to the front leg proven by the
back foot coming up on the toe, or at least the heel
coming off the ground before the strike.
III. Your swing arc must be a large arc, starting low to the
ground with the one piece takeaway.
IV. Your shoulder turn must be big or you may choose to
lay off the club.

Your hands must be in front of the club at the strike (no
flip)
VI. The path of your downswing must be from the inside
VII. The angle of your spine (your torso bend over) needs to
remain well past the strike

Compare your videos to your YouTubed Pro. Work
on everything you find to be “ugly.” It may take
months to correct flaws that still exist. Fix them
NOW, one at a time. Re-video and re-compare. Rinse
and repeat.
Here’s a master’s secret. The finish, after the ball is struck, is
just as important as what leads up to the hit. “How can this be,
the ball is already hit... the finish cannot affect the ball flight.” Well,
of course this is true, but anyone stuck on this idiots logic is
missing the entire point. Think of the finish as forensic evidence as to the nature of the quality of the golf shot. A master
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can assess the quality of a golf shot by simply observing the
finish of the golf swing. In most cases the pros stand out from
amateurs MORE in the finish than they do in the backswing
and downswing. Of course, 99% of “golf swing instruction”
is focused on the time “before the strike.” The finish should
receive much more attention then it’s getting now. It’s in the
FINISH where a pro really looks like a pro and you... well,
you. Never fear, you can have the finish of a pro too, and not
just for magazine money shots, but for a better golf game as
well.
With a DVR or on YouTube you can easily see what the pros
are doing AFTER hitting the golf ball in the finish vs. what
you are doing on your video taped swing. Here are the comparison keys:
1. The right arm straightens fully in the finish (and again,
when we say this we mean clearly AFTER the ball
has been struck.) With most duffers the right arm is
straight at or before impact.
2. The right arm stays straight and chases out after the
ball “down the line” in the finish. Both amateur’s arms
break at the elbow after the finish and the hands get
close to the body. Again the pro extends O-U-T and
the hands are kept well away from the body. (Well
away means straight arms not bent elbows.)
3. Here is one key most never notice nor will ever be told.
Not just the right arm, but the LEFT arm also stays
straight for a very long time in the finish. Look at a
golf magazine ad where a pro is posing in the finish just
after hitting (head and eyes looking down an extended
right arm.) I bet you never noticed how straight BOTH
arms are. Fear not, this is a freakish move that, with
few exceptions, only the pros can do. There is no use
training for years to mimic this impossible position
for most men over 30. If you are training a youngster
under 15, it would be beneficial to stress the extension
of both hands in the finish. For you, WORRY ABOUT
RIGHT ARM EXTENSION ONLY. This will be hard
enough to master.
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4. In a tremendous show of flexibility, (most) pros will
keep their head down (at the ball or where the ball
was when gone) while the belt buckle and upper body
(chest) have turned toward the target. This will be very
hard for the average golfer, but worry not, this part is
the LEAST important part of the finish, and for many
golfers, not important at all. Annika became the best
golfer in the world looking out ahead of her BEFORE
even hitting the ball. (Quite the opposite of keeping
her head down.) On the flip side, the next dominant
#1 woman’s golfer, Lorena Ochoa holds her head back
and down staring at the spot long after the ball is gone.
For 95% of amateurs, favor Annika over Lorena because almost all lack the flexibility needed to keep the
head down properly while moving the body through.

It’s much more important to have the body (hips and
chest) turn OUT to the target even if it takes the head
with it. Forcing your head to be down if it restricts
the body turning through (and it will) is robbing
and then beating up Peter, to pay Paul. Of course,
having a new focus on the ball from Chamber 12 is
essential, but for most, the benefit of allowing the head
and body to rotate forward just a split second before
hitting the ball, is beneficial and one can “let go of the
focus” just as the ball is hit allowing the body to spin
forward and release while “punching the right hand
out” and through the ball.
Here is the key: The right arm being bent just a bit at impact, but then straightening out at and after the hit is a tremendous power move. This is what we call the Kung Fu Golf
“punch.” You know what... no one talks about it. Countless
books and magazine articles don’t mention it nor do they really talk much about the finish at all. You know why the pros
don’t mention this in their books? It’s just like we discussed in
the opening. They perform this movement naturally, because
they have been swinging a golf club since the age of 5 (and
some much earlier than that! If you begin golf past age 6 today hoping to be a pro or play scholarship collegiate golf, you
are a washed up old man!)
Let’s take a much more basic approach. The pro’s finish is a
beautiful work of art. Your finish is cow dung. Therefor, if you
strive to make your finish more beautiful and fluid (ah.. dare
we say Rhythm comes into play yet again?) your finish will
improve and your golf swing and game will improve proportionately. How can you make your finish pretty? Focus on this
below:
Remember the Chamber on storing and releasing power? If
your right arm has straightened BEFORE the hit, for most
people, you have released your power too soon. The proper
stored power is a bent right arm that punches out (boom!) at
and through the ball and straightens after the ball’s impact.
Here are the KEYS:
1. If you are have not rotated your hips and upper body
to the target BEFORE the hit it’s almost impossible to
straighten out the right arm chasing the ball down the
line like the pros do in that pretty magazine cover picture. Go ahead, try it now with no club. If your chest
and hips are still “at the ball” and in front of you, your
right arm can’t extend out. Instead the arms are forced
to bend at the elbow and wrap around you after the hit.
You know how ugly that looks!
2. For the right arm to punch through the ball and extend
down the line your right shoulder must lead. It must
be “coming under” with chest open to the target. Try
it now.
3. For the right shoulder to lead and “come under” you
must be bent over enough. Again, error on the side of

more bent over. Choke down the club’s grip if you are
under 6 feet tall. Try to bring the right shoulder under
standing up perfectly straight... impossible.
To practice this, one can simply think of hitting a ball with a
bent right arm which works wonders for some. It will then
naturally straighten after the ball is hit. (OR) Place a penny
an inch in front of the ball. Focus on hitting the penny with
no regard to the ball at all. You may find a new ball compression you have never experienced before. For both, on the
downswing keep the right elbow on the downswing locked
in the gut, stay well bent over, and “side arm pitch” the right
hand through the ball with a straight right arm extending out
long after the ball is hit. YOU CAN FIND THE ANSWER.
WORK HERE FOR MONTHS IF YOU MUST. BE PATIENT. How many dolts will “abandon the work” after hitting 15 or 16 range balls? These people are reading Kung Fu
Golf as you would read “Gone With The Wind,” as a novel,
not a martial practice that may take years.

In summary, this principle among others, explains the real
reason Kung Fu Golf was created. The golf instruction gurus
are masters themselves, and most are masters from a very
young age. They cannot climb into your struggling shoes.
They don’t mention things like this because they have spoken
mandarin since birth and you started taking Chinese lessons
on-line 5 years ago. Who will have the thicker accent? The
40,000,000 golfers that shoot in the 90’s and 100’s need
an explanation, translated in their own language, not the
language of “I have been golfing since birth” that you and I
don’t understand. Again this is true in all sports instruction
where the masters try to train the weekend duffers, most notable in bodybuilding. Mr. Olympia with 5% body fat at 260
pounds (and 19 inch biceps) cannot tell the average man what
he needs to do to look like him. You, the average guy and gal,
cannot follow in the footsteps of freaks, gorillas, or demigods.
Look to the average man that achieved by overcoming the
same hurdles and limitations you have! Michael Jordan can’t
teach you basketball. Tiger can’t teach you golf. He does not
speak your language.

“The pros video tape all the time, and then video
tape some more. Today you can do this on your iphone.
Take advantage of this tool Bobby Jones never had.”
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The great
reflection
What do you see in the mirror; have you really done all that was necessary?
“You swing your best when you have the fewest
things to think about.” - Bobby Jones

oo much of golf instruction everywhere is, for
lack of better words, “too instructional.” Do this,
then do that, like this, not like that.... We have
been too guilty of it thus far ourselves. As we
have stressed, the mind- numb student mindlessly following
barking instructions will GET NOWHERE. Every instruction needs to be translated by the disciple himself into what
works for his own one true authentic swing with an active
mind. The working mind takes effort. Most do not want to
expend mental effort, for that is harder than physical effort.

T

If you have not taken what is in each chamber with a Sherlock Homes type of thought process, and applied the principles to your own golf swing which only you can do, you
most likely have failed at this point, and your game and
MOST IMPORTANTLY, your ability to hit the ball has not
improved very much. Remember what we said from the
beginning, we can only show you the right door, you need to
walk through that door yourself.
If you don’t play two times a week or more you will NOT
score well. We are NOT asking you to play two times a week.

Most people have a real life. We are MORE concerned with
the ability to hit a ball crisply, consistently, and with power.
Fundamental improvements that help create this should not
“atrophy” if you go a month without playing. However if you
go a month without playing expect to shoot 92 or 96... or
something bad. All “feel” and “touch” will have gone.
At this point (about 20 weeks in) you should see a
tremendous transformation, and you should amaze
yourself that you can hit a ball so crispy or so
far. You did not know you had it in you. If this is
NOT the case for you let’s see if it is our fault.... or
your fault.
1. Does your notebook have over 25 written pages of notes
at this point? Have you taken notes after each practice
and golf round, and during work chambers incorporating the techniques into your swing, or have you mindlessly followed the directions to “get through?”
2. Are you stretching your muscles 2 or 3 times a week?
Chamber 2, STRETCHING is the very best indicator of
how dedicated a disciple is to improving golf. Chamber
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3.

4.

5.
6.
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7.

8.

1, the strength work, is also a good indicator, but we do
understand in this society not everyone has the time to
train weights with religion. (You are a father not a pro
golfer after all!) However, the dedicated disciples find the
time to stretch. Whether it be in front of the TV, on the
rug or hanging their calves over a curb waiting for a bus.
They are thinking golf a lot of the time they are awake.
Have you watched golf tournaments with new enthusiasm, using your DVR when possible to stop, pause, and
rewind shots and swings as a real student of their trade
would?
Do you warm up before your practice rounds and approach your real rounds with a new seriousness, getting
to the course early enough to get loose and warm up,
hitting balls and putting. Are you still running from the
car to the first tee?
Do you have a dedicated pre-shot routine for putting
AND irons that you use religiously and without fail?
Have you skipped more than 2 or 3 parts of any chamber (in total) up until this point labeling them as “stupid
or unnecessary” in your expert opinion? Have you
skipped entire sections or paragraphs in any pages preceding?
Have you gone back and re-read several chambers 2 or
3 times and practiced with a club inside the house, or
in front of a mirror to translate the information in each
chamber into your golf swing?
Did you video tape your swing and study it closely, and
compare that to what you have DVRed on TV, or the
swings you have watched on YouTube? The dedicated
disciple will spend several hours a season doing this on 2
or 3 occasions. Not because they have to .. “oh drudgery..” because they really want to.

First, we would like to apologize to the dedicated disciple. You don’t need a list here. You KNOW who you are.
You KNOW you have paid the price. We must speak to
those that have NOT below because that will be the majority.
If you are ready to continue we have 10 more chambers left
AND the chamber of secrets (36). Expect to double your current improvement if you are where you need to be now. If you
are not where you need to be, the next chambers are useless
and you should go back not forward.
The disciple that has not done 6 or more of these things
above, which are the traits indicative of those that want it
bad enough to pay the price, most likely has failed and has
not shown the type of improvement possible. The dedicated
disciples will be rare.
The knowledge handed down in the chambers is all essential
knowledge, and perhaps you have taken 3 or 4 principles as
tips to improve your own game and “these tips” really helped
you and that is nice. However, this meager level was certainly
not what we were shooting for and so much more was (is?)
possible.
We encourage you to wait until a point in the future where
you have absolutely become fed up and sick to your stomach
with playing average golf and you want to, at least, walk with
the masters (perhaps behind the masters if not along side, but
still walking the same path!) Do NOT have the mindset of,
“I need to wait for a point in the future where I have more
time to devote myself...” NO.. a disgust in your game is the
essential element, not “time to practice.”
This is simply an excuse.

Rhythm and
sequence revisited
For those few disciples left in the monestary, let us continue

“One minute you’re bleeding. The next minute you’re
hemorrhaging. The next minute you’re painting
the Mona Lisa.” - Mac O’Grady

J

ust as it is with Kung Fu, the hard part to achieve
real mastery begins now. The easy part is over.

Back in Chamber 11, we asked you to believe
that Rhythm (that we will now capitalize) is more
important than anything else in all of golf. In the Far East
they call it timing. In Africa, they say tempo. In Australia it’s
called (Shockar-ee). We will stop short of making Pagan idols
of the god of Rhythm but short of that, it’s impossible to pay
too much homage to your own ideal Rhythm.
.
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Just like the state of affairs with all of golf today, we have
thrown new swing mechanics into your swing. We warned
you to make sure you incorporated these swing changes like,
“swing from the inside” into existing good Rhythm. Only use
each if you can incorporate them into your good Rhythm.
We would like to stress this again. If new technique hurts
Rhythm (after giving it ample time,) then it must be abandoned in favor of restoring Rhythm.
You must MAKE sure, you are combining the essential elements inside your smooth, repeatable Rhythm. If you are, you

can move on. You should be master enough to decide this for
yourself at this point.
For those that are unsure, let’s do all we can to get in touch
with our inner golf Rhythm which when unleashed is 1000
times more powerful than all the tips in the world.
We can only show you. Please watch the YouTube video
associated with this chamber.
Find the technique that works for you and only continue
when the demigod Rhythm has revealed himself to you. We
won’t make any blasphemous statements here but there is
a scene in “The 10 Commandments” involving Moses on a
mountain that involves “I Am that I Am...” Let it reveal in
a similar way.... Stay on the mountain for 100 years until it
does. There is a moment for many golfers where they combine proper technique and most importantly, weight transfer
into perfect Rhythm (for them) and the results are like magic.
If your game is not where you think it should be at this point
please stop to consider this. It may have nothing to do with
technical aspects! Most will read Chamber 11 on Rhythm and

end by thinking, “yes, I am sure a good rhythm is important in a
good golf swing... I got it.” Then they will mindlessly move on to
“get through the chambers” or “get to the good stuff.” 90%
will never see the light, THIS IS THE GOOD STUFF. These
sections on Rhythm, and the steps you MUST take on your
OWN to FIND IT is everything. It can’t be told to you. I am
sure, if you are like most, you just want it “told to you” so you
can mindlessly follow. It just doesn’t work like that.

Zen quotes like “What is the sound of one hand clapping...” are
formed in such a way for a reason. One cannot just “tell you”
how to become enlightened. The Zen quotes are to get the
disciple thinking for himself in areas that can lead to enlightenment. The Zen quote may be the equivalent of laying down
one single breadcrumb for the disciple to follow in a path
through the forest... and the forest is 1,000 miles of Syberian
tundra! The student must do 99.9% for himself or there will
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be no enlightenment. Conan’s father could not tell him “The
Riddle of Steel.” He must discover it on his own.
We suggested in Chamber 11 watching on YouTube the
“Vieneese Waltz and Timothy Howson” and we hope you did
that. Now we suggest YouTube searching “Bullwhip Cracking” and “Adam” (for Adam Winrich). The videos in the snow
are best so you can see the whip. The effortless way he wields
a whip is very similar to the way you MUST wield a golf club.
We have been stressing this over and over. If you just don’t
see it you need to seek out an American Indian peyote tent
and meditate on it for several months until you find it. What
about your job? ..... quit it. This is more important.
Does your golf swing look like Tim dancing, Adam whipping,
ice skating, or more like a strong man pulling a tractor trailer
with a rope in his teeth?
Our YouTube video presents some excellent ways to find the
Rhythm of your “one true authentic swing,” but like a Zen
quote, it’s only one breadcrumb. You must find the rest of the
way yourself.

The lesson is simple, many of the great players used a form of
motion BEFORE the swing to create the beginning of swing
Rhythm. The first note of a song if you will, with the rest of
the song being the golf swing itself, but still... it’s all the same
song. CREATE YOUR RHYTHM AND INCORPORATE
TECHNICAL “DO THIS AND DO THATS” INTO IT,
NEVER THE OTHER WAY AROUND.

Final note: It’s very hard for most people to start a golf swing
from scratch or from a “cold start.” You can find this in all of
sport. A tennis player awaiting a serve is bent over with flexed
knees and is moving side to side. Shortstops are moving just a
bit as the pitch is thrown. Foul shooters in basketball dribble
and perform a ritual before the shot. Pro bowlers walk into
the bowl. We could go on and on and on. Before peak performance is needed in sport there is almost always “pre-movement” or another movement before the essential movement.

“Most duffers’im_d]imekbZX[d[Ájceh[\hec
watching “Dancing with the Stars” than the endless
absorption of technical knowledge on Golf TV. Technical knowledge is a pile of wood chips and kindling.
H^oj^cWdZÂem_ij^[ifWhad[[Z[Zjeb_]^jj^[
Áh[$M_j^ekjj^_i[ii[dj_Wbf_[Y["WbboekhmeeZ\k[b$$$
useless turds... “

This seems hard or impossible with golf, but you would
be surprised. If you look for it, many golf pros do just this.
Watch Gary Player kick in his right knee before even be-
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ginning the swing. Have you ever noticed it? Bobby Jones
pressed his hands forward just a tiny bit before beginning the
swing. Ben Hogan’s movement for timing was a bit before
the start of the takeaway and he made the “waggle” famous.
YouTube “Ben Hogan Waggle.” Just over the ball he would
cock his wrists and pick up the club using just his wrists twice
before the swing. He would also do this while setting up into
the ball with his feet. Nicklaus turned his head back to the
right just before the backswing. Michelson “forward presses”
his putter before the back swing. This one is interesting because it demonstrates rhythm is SO important, it trumps the
chance he throws off alignment by moving the head before
the takeaway.

Take a trip back
in time, visit
Chi-Chi in 1968
Make sure you are not reliant upon today’s modern technology and discover the soul of the game... At the same time
“Trevino is in a league by himself. We don’t even count him.
We figure when you come in second, you’re a winner.”
- Chi Chi Rodriguez

ut the $1,200 irons and $350 driver away for
at least a week. You heard me.. must we repeat
ourselves? Go to a Goodwill store or perhaps
your uncle’s attic and find yourself a driver from
1970 to 1980. One that actually has wood in the head is best.
(Can you find a real Persimmon?) Find some ancient irons as
well. A 5 iron and a 8 iron would do, or a 4 iron and a 9 iron.
Whatever is available is FINE. If you can find an old putter,
great.. but if not use someone ELSE’s putter. Yes, someone
else’s. Did you find a 5 iron without a cavity back.. but a real
blade.. wonderful!

P

The clubs should be full sized for the time period. Make sure
they are not kids clubs and don’t seem overly light as this
will hurt your swing. You will feel the heavy head of the old
driver and three wood the way you cannot feel your own
driver head. This is a good thing. Use back and forth Rhythm
of many practice swings to FEEL the head travel along the
outside of the arc. Let weight shift, hips, and momentum
transfer energy down dead arm ropes to move the heavy head
smoothly.

Your job will be to hit a full bucket of practice balls with these
clubs and then to play 18 holes with them ON A SEPARATE
OCCASION. These clubs have a soul and a history inside
them. Find it. It would be great to find clubs from before
1965 but they are very rare and we don’t need you attending Sotheby’s bidding on Hogan clubs at auction for $1800.
Clubs at the Goodwill should be under $3 per club. Do the
best you can to find some old clubs that have hit 10,000 shots
over their lifetime. ONE NOTE: the grips may be slippery
as silk and this is very BAD (which you better know by now.)
Wrap them in medical white tape or buy some tennis racquet
grip tape. Do what you need to do so you don’t have to choke
the club to hold slippery grips.
The point of all of this is simple. You CANNOT HOPE TO
HIT THE BALL with tremendous distance and power with
these old relics built before the day of computer aided design.
If you go out to the course with these, and try to overpower
the ball and hit long drives, you actually may be retarded.
Walk off the course and seek help. Get it in your mind that
even if you could hit these clubs far you don’t want to, on just
these two days.
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The disciple that tries to hit far and long in this
Chamber, has a screw loose
On long par 4’s be happy with a 220 yard drive, a 180 yard
three wood, and a 9 iron in close. Imagine that if you play a ball
into the thick weeds or out of bounds, the game is over, and
you must walk off the course because you have no other balls! If
this were the case, you would always hold back a bit right? You
would find Rhythm and control and replace power with these
essentials on this day. However, let’s be realistic. These clubs are
not forgiving. They must be struck on the sweet spot to fly the
ball properly. Expect to shoot poorly. FUN and self discovery is
the key on this day. We don’t give a shit about score.
The master will play this entire round with the same ball,
can you? In fact we suggest going into this with just 3 balls
in your bag which should change your normal approach to
Gorilla driving.
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Can you go out there and find your Rhythm with these old
clubs? These clubs KNOW how to hit a golf ball, so let
THEM do the work with smooth applied power. PUT YOUR
4 OR 5 CLUBS IN AN OLD BAG, AND GET BACK TO A
GOOD WALK SPOILED. A golf bag that you will CARRY
(imagine that.. no golf cart.. HORROR!).., at an amazing 5
or 6 pounds will be a pleasant treat over your own monstrosity. Even though your bag is made of some space age polymer
and is lighter than a feather when empty, it’s a heavy monster
on Sunday filled with your 14 clubs, towels, balls, and everything else you shove in there: lotion, sun glasses, notebook
(we hope), jacket, umbrella, ball scooper, distance finder, cell
phone. Really...?

REALLY NOTICED THE TREES WHILE PLAYING IN
THE PAST? WHAT A SHAME. IN ANY EVENT, LET
YOUR OLD CLUBS BE YOUR LINK TO GOLF’S PAST
AND STEAL SOME ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE FROM
THE OLD MASTERS.
Your Sifu played a round at Kingarrock golf club in Scotland
pictured here. It’s apparently the ultimate experience in “old
time golf ” played with hickory clubs and for those of you that
don’t know, these are real wood shaft clubs. It was played on
the beautiful Scottish highlands just 10 miles from the Old
Course at St. Andrews. They only let groups go out every 10
minutes so you never feel pressured by the group behind you.
(You NEVER see the group behind you.) It’s truly a great
walk “unspoiled” complete with sheep grazing the farmland
on the other side of 500 year old stone walls. Ask for a golf
cart and they will be appalled and throw you out. You walk
and carry an old cloth bag with Spoons and Mashies. You also
play a special ball that is designed for restricted flight and to
carry like the ball of 1905. 150 yard drives are in order here,
not the bombs of today with balls designed by NASA. It really does teach you a lesson about the game.
You can experience this yourself doing what we suggest. We
can’t say what you will find, but you will find something.
Play your round with your favorite old time golfer like Lee
Travino, Chi-Chi Rodriguez, Bobby Jones, Ben Hogan, Sam
Snead, Seve, or if you are a real student of your trade, Harry
Vardon or Walter Hagen. How would they play each shot..
with finesse or trying to crank out each drive like a Gorilla?

Would Bobby Jones be Proud...

You are finished when you have hit your full bucket of balls,
and separately, played your round.

YOU WILL DISCOVER SOMETHING IN THIS ROUND
YOU WILL USE ALL OF YOUR GOLF LIFE. FOR SOME,
IT’S ONE OF THE GREATEST ROUNDS OF THEIR
LIVES. PLAY THE ROUND BY YOURSELF. EXPERIENCE NATURE IN A NEW WAY. HAVE YOU EVER

If you like this experience keep it up as long as you can. If you
were to play 10 rounds with these clubs and used the clubs to
perfect your own swing making sure you find the sweet spot
every time, your new modern clubs thereafter WILL MAKE
THE GAME SEEM EASY.

If you are
not a pro yet,
choose the putter
However, most shots off the green will require
a good chip, golf ’s second most important shot
“If you’re caught on a golf course during a storm and are
afraid of lightning, hold up a 1-iron. Not even God can
hit a 1-iron.” - Lee Trevino

ack Nicklaus said he would putt most shots just
off the green 11 out of 10 times if they were
put-able. Unless you are a tour pro you can do
better with a putter 90% of the time. (A COMMANDMENT FROM JACK)

J
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In most cases you will not be putting over grass for distances longer than 10 feet however, there are many exceptions.
St. Andrews Scotland fairways are almost indistinguishable
from the green itself. Putting 30 or even 40 feet off the
green is commonplace there. On all courses, there are shots
where you just come up short, but are still in the fairway. If
the fairway is in good condition you may consider putting
from 10 to 20 feet off the green.
Universal Law of the Universe: When unsure... putt the ball.
The key is to analyze how hard to hit the putt in the grass
and what the ball will do when it hits the smooth green
(what kind of release you will get.) This skill is 90% mental
imagery and 10% stroke.
PART 2: With the acceptance that it’s easier to putt than

chip, in other situations we can putt with an 8 iron. In these
cases, we are still putting from off the green but we are just
using a club other than our putter to get the ball in the air
for the first 2 to 5 feet and with a bounce or two, stay in the
air over irregular ground or thick grass where putting with a
putter is impossible.
The putt with an iron is typically used from 10 to 30 feet off
the green, but as you feel more comfortable with it, you can
increase this to 50 feet or more in some cases (St. Andrews
or Royal St. George’s!)
The only thing to do differently here than putting is keep
the weight more on the left or front leg (about 25% more
than putting) and play the ball just an inch or two back
so we make sure the club strikes the ball first (and not the
ground first) which is easier to do the farther the ball is
played back in the stance.
First, pick the right club for you. We recommend an 8 iron,
but for some a 7 iron may be better which will roll out
further and not “check up” in the air as much. Pick your
weapon here and NEVER change it. You can use a 9,8, or 7.

We recommend the 8.
What to picture mentally in each of the three parts of this shot...
1. What will the ball do in the air (and specifically, seeing
where it should land.)
2. What will the ball do in the thick grass or rough as it
moves through?
3. What will the ball do when it releases onto the green
The image of each transition of what the ball looks like in
your mind as it’s rolling through maple syrup (the rough)
and what it will do when it hits the polished granite (the
green) is the key to this shot. Once again, it’s as much about
the imagination of the shot than it is about technique and
stroke.
You must make the ball go 8 feet through a variety of
grasses all season or all summer long, putting an 8 iron (or
your putting iron of choice.) You must have at least 20 sessions of this. When you see a puttable grass anywhere and
everywhere you will get your iron putter and you will putt.
You will mark off two ends of a line at 8 feet and putt back
and forth until you have made 5 putts, then you can leave.
(Carry an eight foot string and two “red” plastic beer cups in
your car. “Throw down” and putt whenever you can.
There need not be a hole. You can be in your back yard on
in back of the office. Perhaps to kill time at a golden aniversary party... WHATEVER.
Instead of your string, you can get to know what eight feet
is by your own measure (3 giant steps?) Then, as long as you

have your club and ball with you, you can throw down and
practice anywhere.
Also, practice in grass that is somewhat consistent and the
same. If the first two feet of your grass is trampled short and
then it gets long, this is not a useful exercise. THE GOAL
OF ALL THIS IS SIMPLE; GET TO KNOW WHAT A
“IRON PUTTED” BALL DOES THROUGH DIFFERENT
TYPES OF GRASS SO YOU CAN LATER MIMIC THE
SHOT.
A Master Chipper is a Master Scorer
No matter what technique you employ (and even if you
decide you don’t want to use the putting motion whenever
possible to chip) chipping from 15 feet to 50 feet off the
green is tremendously important to score and is another
major difference between the pros and the amateurs. If pros
are 10 yards off the green in the grass (not high rough) they
go up and down (1 chip and 1 putt) about 85% of the time.
For Amateurs it would be about the opposite. Multiply that
by about 8 holes and that is 8 strokes right there you give
up to a good chipper.
Going up and down on these eight holes will give your
game 8 strokes with NO OTHER CHANGES IN THE
GAME. Think about that. A 96 to an 88 is a hacker to a
very respectable golfer and that is throwing out everything
else. Paying the price on this aspect of the game is the
absolute best bang for your buck right alongside putting of
course.
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Chipping is individualistic. Some pros will appear to be very
rigid in their arms and hands. The club will move back with
almost no wrist break and is pulled through by the hips
opening up (Tiger). Other pros treat the chip like a mini
iron shot, and with a good deal of wrist brake in the takeaway (Fred Couples and Ricky Fowler).
No matter what you do to find your one true
authentic chip, here are the rules that cannot be
broken for small chips... the universal commandments...
1. Hands must stay ahead of the ball meaning no flipping at the ball. # 1 in importance. Amateurs “flip the
wrists.”
2. 80% of the weight must be on the front foot and it
must stay there (not shift back like we have trained so
hard to do on longer shots.
3. Ball should be played a bit back in the stance to avoid
all possibility of fat shots or chunks.
4. Low and slow, don’t pick up the club high
5. Hands should be light and loose.
6. Accelerate through the ball. Never decelerate or drop
the club on the ball. This is the # 1 killer of most amateur chip shots.
Chipping and The Dark Side of the Moon Technique
of Kung Fu Golf: Did you know every time you look up
at the moon you are seeing the same side? When you can
view the moon because of the sun’s light, there is a side of
the moon that is always dark (at least while you can see the
moon!) In summary, one face of the moon always faces the
Earth in the same orientation. Only astronauts have seen the
other side. Why is our chipping technique called “Dark Side
of the Moon?...”
Set up to the ball with your pitching wedge (remember, ball
back a bit in the stance.) If you “forward press” the club
a bit like Phil Michelson would a putt you will notice the
shaft should point about to your left hip as you start your
takeaway.
Dark Side of the Moon technique says this orientation will
stay the same throughout the entire chip. This means the
shaft will keep pointing to the left hip or just in front of it,
even long after you have chipped the ball.
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Two things ensures this. ONE: your hips opening up to the
target is what actually moves the club, not your arms and
hands “swinging.” TWO: your hands stayed “ahead” of the
club head and you did not break down, scoop, or flip the
hands and wrists at impact.
CASE STUDY, PHIL MICHELSON:
Now Phil, we all love you, but your DVD for sale is a perfect example of the concept we introduced in the first few
pages of Kung Fu Golf. That the teachings from the very
best pros in MOST cases are not good teachings for you, the

average Joe, simply because the pros have never walked in
your shoes. In fact, they don’t even own your shoes (or shop
in the same stores for that matter.) Phil may be the best
chipper of all time, but his technique is NOT right for you,
the average Joe. Phil tells you to “hinge and hold” meaning on the takeaway of your chip you, almost immediately,
are to pick the club up high and create a very large wrist
hinge / wrist cock which needs to be released into the ball.
If you are working on being a golf pro and play 4 or 5 times
a week this may be a great technique for you, BUT FOR
THE AVERAGE JOE, THAT WITH A FULL TIME JOB
IS LUCKY TO PLAY ONCE A WEEK...HAS NO TIME
TO MASTER SUCH A COMPLICATED MOVEMENT.
IF YOU MASTER IT TODAY, YOU WILL LOSE IT IN
JUST A FEW DAYS IF NOT CONTINUOUSLY PRACTICED. IF YOU AGAIN “FIND IT” YOU MOST LIKELY
WILL NOT BE ABLE TO EXECUTE IT WHEN YOUR
BOSS IS COUNTING ON YOU ON HOLE 18!
TO MASTER GOLF YOU MUST
MASTER CHIPPING
Well, you certainly can choose to chip anyway you please
(remember Kung Fu Golf is always about discovering what
your body wants to do naturally,) but when in doubt the
Dark Side of the Moon Technique chooses simple over the
complex. Remember Chamber 16 “One Piece Takeaway?”
A simple reliable approach to chipping is to simply turn
your lob wedge or sand wedge (or whatever wedge will be
your chipping weapon)... turn it back into the takeaway by
keeping your arms, hands, and chest essentially “in a cast,”
turning everything away together in “one piece.” Then as
the club reaches it’s apex, turn everything back in the same
manner through the ball with good Rhythm. YouTube the
chip or pitch of Steve Stricker. You will see almost no wrist
break, no real lag, and a simple turn back and turn through.
Repeatable - Simple - Recommended.
You will NOT SEE this from Stricker:
1. A wrist hinge on takeaway
2. A flip of the wrists at or through the ball
3. Sliding or shifting of weight
Hunter Mahan has a similar approach. Once in the perfect setup position he says to look down and see the exact
“plane” the club shaft is making from your hands to the
ground (the angle of the leaning shaft when you are in the
setup ready to chip.) Then simply move the club away on
this exact plane and through the ball on this exact same
plane in the follow through on a half moon. Again Dark
Side technique says the laser beam coming out of the top of
the shaft will still be pointing to the same place on your hip
well into the follow through! The triangle formed between
your arms and chest is “in a cast” and all turns away “in one
piece.” Hunter Mahan’s image could also be described as
this: As you are in your chipping “ready” position and setup
over the ball, look down the shaft and imagine your shaft is

running through the exact center of a giant orange half slice
(or choose a half lime slice if that is what sits on the side of
your gin and tonic glass.) The club head is the very bottom
(skin portion) of your half orange slice and again, the slice
is laying on the exact same plane as your club shaft. Simply
swing the club back and through your imaginary orange
slice and let the ball get in the way. Simple - Repeatable Recommended.
Always, whenever humanly possible in Kung Fu Golf,
choose a simple approach:
1. That can be repeated under pressure
2. That you won’t lose if you “don’t play for 3 weeks”
3. That if you miss a bit, the harm will only be a bit
ONE NOTE: As the chip becomes longer you will need to
turn your hips to the target in the downswing. On all but
the shortest of chips if you keep your hip bones pointing
exactly the way they were at the setup, this will restrict your
chip and lead to problems. Open your hips up a bit naturally like you would on a full iron swing, but to a much lesser
degree. This “turn the hips through” gets more pronounced
as the length of the chip goes up.
ONE POSSIBLE VARIABLE MAY WORK FOR YOU:
One variable to the simple “Dark Side Chip” that works for
many, pros and amateurs alike is the following below. The
above can be too rigid for many, and for many rigid in no
way fits the Rhythm and flow of their One True Authentic
Swing they have worked so hard to find. A variable: copy
the above, but at the very top of the chip’s backswing allow the wrists to go just a bit loose and limp as the body
starts forward creating just a bit of lag in proportion to the
length of the chip needed. PLEASE NOTE, ALLOWING
THE WRISTS TO GO LOSE MAY WORK FOR YOU,
BUT THIS IS FOR FEEL PLAYERS THAT PLAY A LOT
OF GOLF OR PRACTICE A LOT OF CHIPPING. Ricky
Fowler is a great example of a pro that uses this basic technique, but allows the wrists to go limp at the very top of the
backswing as the body begins to move into the chip FIRST.
The loosening of the wrists “at the top” is a nice delay tactic
that will allow the hands to more easily lead the club into
the ball. It will also produce a bit more loft on the ball
flight. For many, it may simply feel good so do it if you like
it. A word of caution, keep the mini wrist hinge at the top
and loose wrist at the top to a minimum. The more you create a large lag angle in your chip the more things that can
go wrong. As we have mentioned, you may be able to hit 50
in a row on a range listening to the classic “Don’t Worry Be
Happy,” but what about on hole 18 playing for the win with
your girlfriend’s father?
THE “BREAK GLASS IN CASE OF EMERGENCY”
CHIPPING TECHNIQUE
You now understand being a chipping master can turn your

consistent 94 into a 88 but, as an average Joe, you just don’t
have a ton of time to practice your chipping. What’s more,
you just don’t feel comfortable with the techniques above and
still fear the chip as many do. We have a simple solution that
goes all the way back to Bobby Jones. If you miss your 140
yard 8 iron into the green and find yourself in thick rough 7
feet off the green you should employ the golfer’s Hippocratic
Oath, “First, Do No (additional) Harm.” Perhaps you are
in the rough, but still 50 feet away from the hole. As a 94
shooter, your chances of “up and down” ...of one chip on and
one put in is unrealistic from this position. Your goal with
your chip, “first do no harm.” Just get on the surface and
somewhat close. Avoid rattler situations (like leaving the ball
IN the rough or blasting over the green.) Here’s the age old
technique: It’s simply, play the ball back in your stance and
simply punch down on it.
Approach the ball and play the ball well back in your stance.
(Perhaps just inside your right toe.) The reason is simple, as
the ball is played forward there is a greater chance of “chunking the club into the ground” in front of the ball, barely moving it. Playing the ball back means you will hit ball first, and
then the ground last. Choke down the club with a straight
left arm. Bend over enough to then put a slightly BENT right
arm on the club. The key is the right palm. At this point
you certainly should understand that the downward blow
on the ball is what sends the ball up into the air not a “scoop
under” the ball. A strike down on it’s back and not a flip under is
what you want. Position your right palm on the club in such
a manner so when the club head reaches the ball you imagine your right palm is pushing down on the back of the ball.
On the chip some do very well with this mental image... the
right palm “punching” down on the back of the ball with the
right palm being an extension of the club head of course. In
our Left vs. Right side of the brain issue it’s a very right hand
dominated stroke and a concentration on the right palm.
SUMMARY: Play the ball back. Turn everything away in a
rigid cast. Punch the right palm (an extension of the club
head) down on the back of the ball to pop the ball onto the
green. Simple - Repeatable - Your Round Has Survived !! If
you like this simple technique, there is nothing inferior about
it and you can perfect it to get “up and down” on almost any
hole where you miss the green in the future!
TROUBLE SHOOTING for recurring problems...
1. Is your weight on your front foot? If on the back foot
you may not get the club through and “chunk”
2. Are you trying to scoop under the ball or slamming
down on the back of it? Spank it’s bottom!
3. If not hitting the ball first every time, play the ball back
in the stance a bit.
4. If the ball is not moving up into the air to your satisfaction play the ball back, hit down, or loosen the wrists at
the very top of the backswing.
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5. Try playing your chip more like a regular iron shot.
Opening up the hips to the target before the strike can
do wonders for some struggling. Even if you are playing
the simple chip with the ball well back, you will need
to open your hips up a bit on long chips. Keep a natural
Rhythm and flow at all times.
The alternative to a simple reliable chip is an ugly story. You are
in deep rough. You take the club back with some complicated wrist
hinge movement. You chunk the ball barely moving it forward. Then
you panic to get out and over hit the next shot across the green into
the bunker. Stressed with your heart racing, you run over to your
ball to “end the nightmare hole as soon as possible.” You blast your
ball out of the sand haphazardly and your ball is still 20 feet from
the hole. Your adrenaline sends your putt 6 feet by on fast greens.
You, as a total mess at this point, miss coming back and tap in for
quad bogey. You, with a Klingon battle cry, throw your club over
the bushes with incredible rage. The club lands on an old woman’s
head, having lunch on the patio. She is rushed to the hospital. As this
is 2012 and there certainly is no caddie to say “it was my fault Judge
for not re-gripping your clubs,” the woman sues you for $600,000
and wins. Because it was not deemed an accident but rather, an
act of aggression, you have no homeowners liability insurance
protection. You lose the judgement. Your wages are attached for
15 years. Your wife leaves you. You turn to drugs and a 12 pack of
beer a night and destroy your body.... DON’T LET A 10 FOOT CHIP
DESTROY YOUR LIFE AS THIS STORY IS ALL TOO COMMON. JUST
GET THE DAMN BALL SAFELY ON THE GREEN AND LIVE TO PLAY
ANOTHER HOLE AFTER A SINGLE BOGEY! NEVER TRY TO BE TOO
PERFECT. LIFT YOUR SHIRT UP MAN TO REMIND YOURSELF YOU
ARE NOT TIGER WOODS.
ENTER THE CHAMBER AGAIN
PART 1: This practice can be done at home in front of the
TV, perhaps during commercial breaks of sporting events
(there are enough of them). 20 times in one day, 3 minutes
at a time.
Never forget, you must accelerate through the ball. Don’t
take the club back and drop it on the ball or hit at the ball
and stop. The head moves well THROUGH THE BALL
like the ball is not even there.
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Move the club back saying 1,2...1 1,2...1 1,2...1 in your
head (you are not counting seconds, it’s a timing and tempo
technique and it’s a faster cadence than a second) The
club should accelerate through at twice the speed of the
takeaway thus the 1,2…1. After every 5 practice strokes
REMIND YOURSELF to keep a loose grip. Most of you
will find yourself choking it to death so keep fighting this
tendency.
** IF YOU NEED FINAL SWING THOUGHTS OR A
REMINDER FOR THE CHIP ON THE COURSE: It’s
“weight on the left foot and accelerate through the ball,”
then hit. Practice a few before your chip reminding your
body of 1,2...1 Just before you place your club behind the

ball to hit it’s acceptable to remind yourself of “weight forward & accelerate through the ball..”
PART 2:
You do not need to be on a golf course to do this. One type
of grass could be your own backyard or two types if you let
the grass in one part grow up longer.
Perform the following in three different types of grass. Draw
a circle with a radius of about 4 feet across.
Land your chip in the circle 5 times in a row from 20 feet.
Land ball in circle 5 times out of 10 from 40 feet.
NOTE: This circle is not the hole but rather where you
would choose to land the ball if you were visualizing a chip
shot on the golf course.
The most important part of a chip is picking the
exact spot of where you want the chip to land
and then visualizing what the chip will do after it
lands moving to the hole.
After you put in the full day of “at home” practice (again,
20 sessions, 3 minutes at a time) AND landed your chips
successfully into your circles achieving what was required,
you can move on. If not, STAY HERE.
EMERGENCY QUICK FIX FOR CHIPPING
If all else fails in chipping there is an emergency chipping
technique that for a few, will work wonders in just about 30
minutes of practice before playing. There are two things to
consider here.
First, you don’t watch the ball. Pick out a blade of grass one
inch in front of the ball. Focus only on taking the club back
low and slow and hitting that grass. The ball will simply get
in the way. Again, do not look at the ball after you choose
your blade of grass. THOSE THAT CANNOT FORGET
THE BALL WILL FAIL. If you only focus on hitting the
blade of grass in front of the ball, many will hit the ball with a
new level of crispness and backspin. The main challenge with
this method is distance control. The ball will be hit crisply
and many will go well past the hole until one gets comfortable with this method.
Second, make sure you are not taking the club away too far to
the inside. This will kill most chips of ANY technique. If you
whip the club back behind you to the inside you have to be
almost perfect into the ball. Focus on taking the club closer to
“straight back” and turning your hips and upper body to the
hole to START the chip.
(So, if someone approached me and said, “I have never played
golf before but Donald Trump said if I break 100 today, I win
$1,000,000... I have only one day to practice! I would teach
this person to put the weight on the front foot, take the club
straight back, and focus their eyes on a blade of grass in front
of the ball. Their chipping would become adequate in under 1
hour and we would move to the next still.

Sand.. Fear
unwarranted
90% Of golfers have never really
practiced bunker play

“Golf is a test of your skill against your opponents luck.”

he major difference between the pro and the amateur lies in the sand. Your driving distance may
be about 80% of Tiger’s after a lot of hard work.
Your sand ability will almost never be more than
30% of Tiger or Phil’s ability coming out of the sand. From
30 feet and a good lie they make a two about 85% of the time
(they successfully go up and down). Most people may go up
and down about 15% of the time and equally, 15% of the time
will need 4 shots to get in the hole.
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Why do most people get closer to a pros ability on the drive
(which is much harder and physically demanding) than in
the sand? The reason is RIDICULOUSLY SIMPLE, THE
AMATEUR ONLY SPENDS TIME PRACTICING COMING OUT OF THE SAND WHEN HE IS IN THE SAND.
HOWEVER, THE AMATEUR SPENDS HUNDREDS OF
HOURS BANGING DRIVES ON RANGES. GENIUS!!
Think about this for a moment. We estimate that over 70% of
amateurs have never really practiced coming out of the sand,
in a serious way, even one time in life. Once or twice they may
have thrown 4 or 5 balls in the sand one evening on 18 when

no one was around before they drove home. At one point in
their career pros spend 30 minutes to one hour a day in the
sand, for several months on end, repeated for several years. See
how they have such magic out of sand.. it’s not magic at all,
but sweat! In fact, pros prefer the sand!
All pros would pick a nice lye out of a bunker over heavy
rough just off the green every time. Amateurs would make the
opposite choice.
The chamber is simple, find a way for two hours of uninterrupted practice, to practice getting out of sand. Find a practice
hole or practice range with a decent sand trap bunker. You
may have to drive an hour to find this. There was a 90s golfer
in Texas who was so frustrated with sand play he set up a mini
sand trap in his backyard which is perfect because ball flight
is very limited out of the sand. It’s something you actually can
practice in your back yard. Make sure your sand is a real bunker, not a wet “packed down” or dirt bunker. Don’t waste your
ONE day of bunker practice on something that won’t hold the
ball like a real golf course bunker will!

There are many many books, videos, and local PGA pros that
will teach you how to hit a sand shot. Before you begin the
chamber know these universal rules...
1. Pick your weapon. Many pros will select a 60 degree
lob wedge and not a sand wedge when coming out. A
sand wedge has less loft. We prefer lob wedge for most
amateurs.
2. The sand brings the ball out. The club never touches
the ball. NEVER.
3. Swing full. Harder is better than softer.
4. NEVER decelerate (#1 problem for amateurs com-

ing out of the sand). Explode under the ball and swing
through with a full finish. Don’t stop the club at the ball.
5. Hit 2 inches behind the ball and play the ball forward a
bit in your stance to ensure the club does not strike the
ball.
6. Keep 80% of the weight on the front foot, NEVER
shifting it back.
7. Be safe. To keep your round in the 80s viable, your job
is to get out, not get perfect. If you don’t get out this
leads to a rattler situation (you get rattled and a rattle
snake bites your round dead).
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Irons
distances
Once you have a consistent repeatable swing,
you must know your exact distances

“A golfer that does not know his iron distances,
and cold, may as well be playing in the dark.”

his is exactly what you think it is. 90% will not
know their distance for every club (and shot) in
the bag. Knowing your distances is critical and
probably means 4 or 5 strokes a round. Your
distances should be up 10% to 30% at this point in the training so you most likely need to re-learn your distances. Did you
ever know them?

T

iron next to a sprinkler head marked “167”) write down your
actual distances in your notebook (that we hope you have
in your bag at all times). After walking to the green, if your
ball came up about 4 yards short of center write down.. “Six
Iron... 163” and so on. You can only do this 5 to 10 times a
round when you have a good yardage indicator nearby. Don’t
estimate on both sides!

There are two ways to accomplish absolutely understanding
your distances. The easy way is to own or borrow someone’s
binocular style “look through” distance finder. Most of the
distance markers at the range are NOT accurate because of the
angle you are shooting at “the 100 yard marker” and by the
fact that hitting areas move up and back based on the need to
re-seed grass (and who knows who put the 100 yard marker in
the ground in the first place, a drug addict?.. don’t trust them)
ALSO DO NOT GET YOUR YARDAGE ON MAT OR
ASTRO TURF RANGES... USE GRASS.

Once you can average your distance for each club with 20
entries you have your distance. Of course, throw out chunks,
skulls, and total mis-hits. Don’t average them in.

The second way takes more time and effort but works just as
well. When you have a shot on a course where you are SURE
of your distance to center (for example, you are hitting a six

Of course, it makes no sense to spend 2 hours
writing down distances until you have a repeatable
swing employing all of the principles taught in each
Chamber. If you don’t have this, should you be all
the way here in chamber 32?
If you are prepared to put in another few months working on,
and improving your swing, you do have permission to move to
Chamber 33 and 34 ONLY, skipping this Chamber to come
back to it when you have a swing that is sound, reliable, and
repeatable, or at least the closest you will ever come to this level.
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Do not over-swing or “go for distance” now that you are recording your distances. Swing normally and within yourself.

time there is a material change in your swing and expected
distances.

Once you have your distances write them down on a 3 x 5
card and carry them in your bag until you know your distances
cold.

You must know your distances, for every club, all the time,
to play this game with excellence from here going forward.
Re-read the last sentence. Do it.. now and know them before
moving on.

As you feel any part of your swing improve or change over
time (over the years?) this exercise should be repeated each

Taking your
medicine
Sniffing out “rattler situations” and “round
ninjas” like a bloodhound, before they appear

“To be consistently effective, you must put a certain
distance between yourself and what happens to you on
the golf course. This is not indifference, it’s detachment.”
- Sam Snead

aking your medicine one or two times during the
round is essential. Pros find themselves in the
woods and weeds all the time. You will be there
more often. In most of these situations you need
to take your medicine to play for a bogy and not try for a Jet
Lee “Hero” shot. That is what leads to the 8 or 9 score and
these holes are round executioners or “round Ninjas.”
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In the martial arts world a Ninja is an assassin. A snowman
score of 8 is a round Ninja and will assassinate your score on
that day.
For example, you shoot for the flag at a par 3 and end up in
the front bunker, 7 inches from the lip. To play for the bogey
you just need a three (from where you are) and you are 26
feet from the hole. WHAT DOES THE SMART PLAYER,
THE Kung Fu Golf MASTER, DO? You play to the side out
of the bunker leaving you 40 feet away. Put or Chip to within 6 feet, make your four on the hole and get the hell out of
there, living to fight another day. NOT ASSASSINATED.
THE VICTIM: Going for it out of the same bunker, you

don’t clear the lip and your are back where you started.
When the ball comes rolling back this is not only a wasted
shot it’s now a rattler! A rattler “event” in golf will rattle
your nerves and get you off your game leading to a potential
blow-up hole. After missing your first bunker shot, you are
so desperate to get out you blow the ball 25 yards past the
hole (you now lie 3). Now rattled, your chip gets the ball
only to 12 feet away. You miss the putt. In total.. a SIX on a
par 3. This is a round Ninja.
Not only is this a killer to your scoring efforts, you also carry
this incredible negative energy to the next tee and so on.
Avoid rattler situations just like avoiding rattle snakes. When
hiking in Arizona, when you hear the tail rattle do you go and
seek out the snake itself? Of course not, you avoid the situation by going back and literally, living to hike another day.
People please, take your medicine on the golf course.
At all costs avoid rattler situations. Sniff out these situtions and AVOID them before you find yourself right in the
middle of one.

Here is a list of rattler situations to avoid. Of course, there
are many more and some that will relate only to you. Use
your brain to find out what your list looks like.
rTrying to putt up a slope, and being too perfect, so that the
ball comes right back again. A disaster to your nerves.
rTrying to be too perfect on a sand shot so the ball does not
get out of the sand. At all costs, get out of the sand is rule
# 1.
rTrying to get out of the trees or brush and having it hit a
tree and come right back again.
rChunking a chip shot so it rolls only a few feet
rChipping from the high grass onto the green and leaving it
short, still in the grass
rBeing late for the tee and running up to the box, taking a
few quick practice swings and stepping right up without
your normal routine.
Did you notice that most of these situations stem from trying
to be too perfect and in most cases coming up short. Compared to Tiger or Hogan you STINK. You have NO RIGHT
trying to make some of the hardest shots in golf. DON’T
TRY TO! You must error on the side of safely accomplishing the task at hand which in most cases is getting the ball
back into play, out of the trouble, or onto the green, even if it
leaves you with a 40 foot put. Read that 1000 times please.
Slap yourself in the face so you remember it.
As an amateur you can’t practice every possible shot you will
encounter. It’s just not worth it for an amateur and we don’t
have the time. If you role right up to a tree and can only play
the shot left handed, chalk it up to a once in a season coincidence and you need to do anything you can just to move the
ball away from the hazard, even if it means moving it even
farther into woods to make your recovery chances easier.
Trying to be too perfect on a shot of high difficulty will kill
your round.
What should be practiced is only the most common trouble
you will see regularly. Hopefully, in these situations, you will
revert to what you learned and be more confident if these
happen to you.
The most common is this: You find yourself in the trees and
there are only two corridors out to a fairway. The lesson for
amateurs in this case is always the same. Make sure you get
out. Don’t leave the ball in no matter what. Most idiots will
do just about anything to move the ball closer to the hole to
their demise.
In most cases the safest way to get out is to use a lower iron
that won’t fly the ball up in the trees again, and play the ball
a bit back so you strike the ball first. If you top the ball a
bit, so what.. it’s 100 x better than chunking it or hitting fat
when getting out.
PART 1: Is a simple promise to yourself you will just try to get
out of trouble. Say it out loud and take the blood oath now.

“When I am in the trees I will make sure I get out so the
next shot is a play to the hole. I will make sure I get out of
this trouble even if it means moving the ball away from the
hole and going backwards.”
PART 2: Your shot is under a tree and you will most likely
hit a tree limb on your backswing. Here is the best way to
play these shots.
When you can still stand up
Choke down on the club as far as you need to where you will
be comfortable you will not hit a tree limb on the backswing.
Don’t get it exactly right or this will be in your mind (that
you may hit.) Make sure you convince yourself with the
choke down you will not hit the limb, and by a comfortable
margin. Keep the lower body almost normal and just bend
over more to match your choke up of the club. Play the ball
a bit back so you are sure to strike the ball first. IN MOST
CASES, there will be thick rough between where
you are and where you want to ultimately go. The # 1 mistake is having the rough gobble up the ball so after the shot
you ARE STILL NOT OUT and have no play to the hole.
Avoid this at all costs. Error on the side of getting out, even
if you fly ACROSS the fairway.
Until you are shooting in the 70’s on a regular basis, take the
blood oath now concerning the below:
Never ever ever hit these shots!
rA left handed shot with the club face turned backward.
You are not Phil Michelson.
rA shot “through a tree.” 90% air.. bullshit. It will
gobble you up.
rA shot over a tree where it will take your perfect strike
to get over the apex. You know what, play 10 yards left
or 10 yards right so it does NOT take your perfect 9
iron to clear the top of the tree.
rA shot, for your stance, where you have one foot above
the bunker and one foot down in the bunker because
this is the only way to play the ball toward the hole
from the bunker. Take your medicine and don’t play the
ball toward the hole. Hit it anywhere where you can
stand normally in front of the ball and hit the ball out
of the trap. Avoid rattlers.. remember?
rA shot from a bunker where, in front of the bunker
and between you and the hole is water, high rough, or
another bunker. Take your medicine. Stay away. Never
go trouble to trouble.
rA shot where you have to fly a ball over 220 yards to
clear water. Maybe you’re a big hitter but there is a
90% chance the water will cause you to change your
swing and disaster will strike. Lay up with a 6 iron getting within 20 yards of the water. Play over the water
to the hole. A bogey means you are still playing well. A
triple bogey is a round Ninja.
rA shot where you MUST fade or draw the ball around
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the corner, AND IF IT DOES NOT DRAW, OR FADE
you end up in a big MESS. Look and see where the
ball goes if it goes straight and does not “curve” in the
intended way! During the U.S. Open in 2011 Michelson cried out 5 or 6 times “DRAW” yelling at a ball that
would not turn as he wanted it to. If he can’t draw or fade
with great consistency, YOU CERTAINLY CANNOT.

“THIS MY FRIENDS IS WHERE YOU SCORE... WITH
THE MIND.” (Quote by the most interesting man in the
World.)
The “Who the Hell Do You Think You Are” Technique: If
you find yourself about to hit a shot that Phil would find
challenging, stop and ask yourself.. “who the hell do I think I
am..” back away and re-strategize.

The mind
After the first few years,
golf becomes 90% mental.

“Since your only actually hitting a ball a few minutes
a round, 98% of golf is played in the mind.”

A

t this point your body should be ready.

Although we will never really know, it’s clear what
is going through the mind of a champion on the
golf course like Jack, Tiger or Arnold is much different than what is going on from say, the 100th ranked player
in the world and probably millions of miles away from the way
most hackers on a public golf course are using their mind to
succeed (or fail) on the course.
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Great champions stay positive, almost to a ridiculous degree.
If something bad happens on course, they immediately put it
behind them. The Sunday morning hacker is just the opposite.
Their mind is filled with negatives like “I can’t hit this shot /
or / what happens if I do this / or / I don’t want to pull the ball
into those trees.. and 100,000 other examples.
We hope you explore the many books on this subject and make
the mental side of sports and sports psychology a long time
study. There is no doubt the mental champion will, in almost
every sport, find a way to out-do the physical specimen and this
is true in golf.

Taking your medicine one or two times during the round is essential and the first baby step in using the thing between your
ears to become a mental champion.
Understand at this point, if you have put several months
of work (or for some, much, much longer) into the other
chambers, for you to keep improving it will involve the mind
MUCH MORE than the body. In the beginning it’s 4:1 body
to mind. Now it should be the opposite.
Gaining mastery will still involve the body with regular exercise
and practice, but the mind must now take the clear lead over
the body. We have pleaded with disciples to use as much brain
power as possible, and right from the beginning! Most will
have not.
From this point on the mind has to be much more engaged in
everything you do with constant self analysis the norm or at
this point, you will quickly stall.
The physical ability of a 21 year old National Champion collegiate golfer is much greater than Phil or Jack winning the
Masters at age 40, yet we know the collegiate golfer has no

chance of winning the Masters. The difference is the mind (and
a bit of experience of course.)
The mind has to lead in each phase of the golf game, which
means it leads all the time.
Here are examples where the mindful golfer succeeds over the
physical golfer.
1. Do you even hit 20 or 30 range balls before you play? To
not do so is amateur suicide. In what sport do the athletes
rush out to the field to play 5 minutes after coming out of
their car? Why is golf the only game where it’s accepted
that you can drive up, get your stiff legs out of a car, and
begin playing with almost no warmup in the activity at
hand? Are you kidding me? If this makes no sense to you
too change your ways and develop a pre-round routine
just like you have developed a pre-shot routine. If you
don’t have time to warm up, DO NOT PLAY.
2. An evaluation of what your ball is doing on that particular day. Many pros find out on the range before they play
that certain shots are just not in their bag on that day, for
whatever reason. Amateurs almost never make this kind
of evaluation and if the situation calls for it on the course,
and this is the shot they are supposed to play, they will
mindlessly play it to their demise. Use the brain!
3. For every shot, where is the good miss and the bad miss?
The mindless golfer just shoots for the flag or the middle
of the green because hell, if I can just get on the green
from 170 yards out it’s a miracle anyway and I don’t really
care where I am as long as I am putting. The mindful
golfer sees that the flag side has water and thick bushes
but the other side of the green is bigger and short grass
surrounds it. Jack has mentioned on several occasions that
he created a golf swing that would completely take out
the left side of the golf course. Meaning, if he missed he
would ONLY miss right. Jack played a game only 1/2 as
hard as the game you play. A controlled fade left to right
was one way Jack, not only took away trouble, he took
away the left side of the course in total. He found a way
to deal with only 1/2 of the trouble you deal with. That is
using the mind.
4. The mindful golfer wants to be putting up hill and the
higher the grade the more you need to be aware of it.
The ultimate level and the top of the golf pyramid comes when
using the mind properly to handle stress and pressure.
There can be just as much pressure on the amateur playing his
buddies for 10 bucks as there is for a professional on Sunday.
Pressure is relative. If you feel pressure even playing with
friends this is normal. There are not too many people that are
human that would not get very nervous on the first tee, with
10 or more people looking on as groups are waiting to play
behind you.
The best way to start to deal with stress and pressure (and

again, we can only show you the door, you have to open it,
walk through, and do all the work yourself!).. is to first ACCEPT it’s normal to feel the way you do. We are giving you
permission. It’s OK you are stressing over a $5 putt with
friends. You are normal. You are loved. “My name is Matt and I
stress over a short putt in front of a stranger.”
The second way, and we have addressed this before, is the
techniques you should have down cold to DEAL WITH these
situations; most notably your pre-shot routine, and breathing
techniques used for relaxation.
Using the Mind to Find the Proper Strategy; There is no question that when you are ready to hit to a target, you should hit
to the most specific target you can. This has been proven over
and over for 100 years. If you hit “to the 40 yard fairway” in
general, this is not good enough. Hit the driver toward a small
tree 400 yards away. Be as specific as possible in the mind telling the body what must be done.
You become your thoughts. If you say “I hope I do not hit into
that lake” you most likely will. Keep these negative images
out of your mind as much as possible. Continue to focus on the
desired outcome not the worst case scenario.
Right now do this, “don’t think of a White Elephant.” You just
thought of a White Elephant, right? Train your mind to keep
negative thoughts out. You may make a rule with yourself that
you will explore all aspects of the next shot as you walk to it,
but once you are 20 yards away from you ball on the walk, you
will commit to your positive strategy and NO longer think
about any bad things that can happen.
Commit to the shot. On several golf shots, there may be 2 or
even 3 ways to play a shot. Do not approach the ball if you are
indecisive. Pick a plan of action and commit to it with 100%
surety. Accept the outcome if things don’t go your way. Do not
look back, except to learn from your mistakes of course.
On the other side we have indecisiveness. Never, ever play a
shot if you are indecisive. If you grab a 6 iron and you realize,
on the tee (with your 3 bosses) that you really need a 7 iron, go
back and get the 7 iron. How many people here would “just
play the six” (perhaps 99%). If you pull the wrong club off the
golf cart, run back across the fairway and get the right club.
The reason, a shot where you KNOW you have the wrong
club is 99% doomed to fail. Kung Fu Golfers NEVER give
away shots. Every shot is precious.
Jack Nicklaus once talked about how poorly he played with
Bobby Jones watching. There is a lesson to be learned here for
all of us. Whether it be on the first tee with people watching,
or in any situation where one wants to impress or do better
than normal, one must be aware of this, and nip it in the bud
right away. Any sort of “extra effort” is impossible and 99% of
the time leads to worse play not better play. One must understand when this tendency arises, and do whatever possible
to error on the other side. Be more average or normal if that
makes sense, when there is an onlooker.
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“A jug fills drop by drop.
It’s not a question of learning much...
On the contrary. It’s a question of unlearning much.”

World class golf is a game of concentration not of joking and
easy-go-lucky fun. It’s fine if you play golf this way, for some
exercise and to kill time. We just want to be very honest, you will
not play exceptional golf. We also wonder why you are reading
this because you certainly have not reached chamber 34 properly.
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This goes back to the teachings of Bobby Jones and carries
through to why many people do not like Tiger, and his overly
business-like attitude on the course (not slapping the hands
of fans, etc). This is the way he needs to be, to be a champion.
If you want to play world class golf understand you should
be thinking about every aspect of your next shot, not talking
about the tits on the cart girl with your playing partner.
It is for this reason the better player will almost
always choose to walk while the duffer will ride a
cart.
Again, we are not saying not to have fun. We are just pointing
out what it takes to be a master.
In summary, to improve past this point will be 95% mental
hard work. Analysis and translation of just about everything

you can use into your one true authentic swing. We can’t assist
you any longer here. It’s up to you.
USE THE MIND TO GIVE YOURSELF 3 STROKES
WHILE SITTING IN A CHAIR:
If you are going to play an important round on a course you
have played before, there is a way to give yourself at least 3
strokes without moving a muscle. This is done by strategizing
the course ahead of time. Most golf courses have good websites.
Most show the layout of every hole or photos of the holes that
can jog your memory if you have played the course before.
Actually write down and plan out HOW YOU WILL PLAY
EACH HOLE the night before if you know the course. You
should always have a plan to play each hole. This strategy is
the mind telling the body what must be done. The body will
blindly follow the instructions surprisingly often. Walking up
to the white tees while ripping off the head cover IS NOT the
time to come up with a strategy for the hole. (Please remember,
even if you do plan an exact strategy just 10 seconds before
stepping into your pre-shot routine, this is far better that the
majority of duffers who will wail away at a driver not thinking

past the current shot. “I will worry about the second shot when
I get to it” is a strategy for idiots.)
A true Kung Fu Golf master will take advantage of every
advantage. Look around at other sports. Pro football coaches
script the first 10 plays. Pitching coaches know exactly how
their pitchers should pitch certain batters in certain situations. It’s not planned on the fly, it’s a written out planned
out science. The same is true of professional golf so adopt this
advantage. Take an index card and write out EXACTLY how
you will play each hole. Then, for best results, mentally visualize yourself playing out the strategy on the course, seeing each
ball fly in your mind to the desired result. You will be surprised
how closely you will play this strategy in reality. Few will be
willing to put in this amount of effort but it’s required in Kung
Fu Golf.
A note on a “home course” or being a member at a private
course or country club. After close analysis we feel this means 5
strokes over someone playing the course for the first or second
time. If you play with a member who has shot 88 and you have
shot 93, you are of the same skill level. The member will boast
and pat himself on the back about how wonderful he is vs. duffers like you shooting in the 90’s and he will be wrong. Home
course means a lot in golf. The member KNOWS exactly how
best to play each hole. The member knows where the trouble
is. Most importantly, he should know both distances and
tendency of putts on greens. If you are playing a course for the
very first time, concentrate on how you are executing the shots
you want to make and not on the final result. Never playing
a course before is akin to playing with a panty hose blind fold
on. You can see a bit through it, but you are also bind to a lot
of what you need to see. (Never had panty hose on your head..
well get busy living or get busy dying.) For all courses you play
regularly you should have a strategy planned out for each one.
Again, Kung Fu Golfers always take advantage of what they
can control... and these strokes are free!
One of the greatest advantages a member has over someone
playing a course for the first time is confidence. For each and
every shot, the member will draw from past shots they have
seen fly perfectly on the current hole. Mental imagery is always
important, but drawing off the mental image of a real shot that
actually occurred in the past is even more powerful. Get the
member on a public course and the results will vary dramatically.

MENTAL
CHAMPION LAW # 1
Have you ever heard, I was hitting great “on the range,” but
I can’t take it to the course. (Oh, you have heard that before?
What.. it’s you?) It’s important to understand the reasons. The
key goes right back to our golf god...Rhythm. In this case you
can call Rhythm by other names: relaxation, looseness, flow, etc.
Hitting balls on the range without a care in the world, and

without consequence for a bad hit, is night and day to your
first drive off # 1 with playing partners you don’t know, or in
a $5 match with your buddies. You guys that say you are in no
way nervous on the first tee are lying. Again, if you are that 1
in 1,000 special individual with nerves of steel you missed your
calling as a pro athelete, sorry about that cubical job!
Hundreds of millions of golf rounds have been ruined like this:
Nervousness = Poor shot of the first tee = Rushing and stressing over the recovery shot... and the dooming cycle continues.
HERE IS THE KEY AS STRESSED IN THE BOOK “GOLF
ANNIKA’S WAY” and discussed mostly by Annika Sorenstam
when she was competing again men in real PGA tournaments.
Her heart was pounding like never before. In paraphrase it’s,
“swing easy.” Not the magical tip you were looking for, please
take this seriously. This could be the best advice in all of golf.
It’s a drill for the mind and not the body. A lot has to come off
perfectly for the club face to be delivered square to the target
on a golf ball at over 100 mph. If you combine nervousness on
the first tee with lack of warmup shots, it’s actually quite amazing people do as well as they do on the first tee!
Unless you are a professional golfer you have only ONE chance
to hit a good ball (without getting lucky) when you feel stress
and pressure, either on # 1 with your boss or # 18 for a $20
win with buddies.... you must become a mental champion
RIGHT NOW. Let’s review the essential steps of what a
mental champion would do: Take your deep breath or go to
your relaxation state. Think about a loose grip pressure. Think
about trying to drive the ball 50 yards LESS. Think about a
simple flowing, back and through for 220 yards. In most cases,
you will not give up nearly the distance you think you will, but
this must be your mindset. When stress and pressure set it, you
must discover what affects YOU negatively and head it off at
the pass with an active mind. For many, stress brings the tight
and ruinous grip of death. If you know this happens to you, the
mental champion will consciously approach his pre-shot routine
thinking about keeping a nice relaxed and loose grip. Use your
brain to overcome and stop praying for good shots. Know your
tendencies when stress and pressure are high.
“There are only two types of player, those that keep
their nerves under control and win championships
...and those who do not” (Harry Vardon 1895

MENTAL
CHAMPION LAW # 2
You will hit many poor shots during your round. IT IS UP TO
YOU AS TO HOW YOU WILL REACT TO THEM. (Ah...
once again we are led right back to the famous Harry Vardon
quote. If you could write one thing all over your golf bag it
should be Harry’s quote, not “right elbow in, or finish your
backswing, or other non-sense from a technical periodical.)
Why, it reminds the golfer that success STARTS and ENDS
with the mind. It’s everything in this sport.
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In the 2012 Masters Phil Michelson hit a terrible shot on # 4
into the stands that landed in the woods. If this champion can
hit this shot, how DARE YOU get upset when you spray a tee
shot.. how dare you sir! (What, you have played golf 4 whole
times this month, have no formal training or childhood lessons,
and you expect more than Michelson? Are you golf retarded
sir?) Deep in his soul Michelson probably knew he just gave up
the Masters with this triple bogey hole, but how did he REACT
to it after the hole. His “back nine” was very solid giving himself birdy and eagle chances. Phil only “lost the masters” by a
few strokes and finished in third place.
Golf is won and lost in the mind. How will you approach and
react to your next shot and get back on track is more important
than any “swing flaw.” These decisions are completely up to
you. You can “lose it mentally,” “check out,” or throw clubs, or
you can bring clam over yourself and breath. You can walk to
your ball with calm though thinking how to escape the hole
with minimum damage and accept a double bogey IS COMING. What... did you think you were that good to play a
whole round without a double bogey and Phil just had a triple
at the Masters? How dare you sir!
The mental loser will first get highly upset over the shot when
he has no right. He will then either panic, thinking he is “losing
his round” over one mistake or he will, in anger or desperation,
come up with a hero’s way out to try to save the hole. In these
moments of golf insanity (we have all had), before you play the
shot under 3 trees ask yourself this. If you could have Tiger hit
the shot for this gamble, your life or $1,000,000,000 dollars if
he pulls the shot off, and you would not trust Tiger in this wager, what the hell are you doing trying to hit the shot yourself!
“There are only two types of player, those that keep
their nerves under control and accept they will
play poor shots during a round and fight back
...and those who do not”

LEARNING TO USE
THE MIND.
EXERCISE 1
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If, like most reading this manual you regularly shoot in the
90’s or 100’s as your REAL SCORE (if you are being honest
with yourself for example, NO mulligans, NO moving the
ball, NO gimmies, NO half rolls for a better lie, and NONE of
the things that duffers do that make a 102 into a 96) use this
exercise... PLAY AN ENTIRE ROUND OF GOLF PLAYING
ONLY FOR BOGEY, AND NO BETTER. This means going
for NOTHING, for an entire round. No exceptions.
This exercise, for many that have shot 95 to 100 for many
years, can yield an 88 to 91 in just a few attempts. As always,
the key to achievement is keeping the strict discipline that you
should have by now as a Kung Fu Golf disciple. You MUST

play for bogey and never “go for it.” If hole number 1 is a 400
yard par four, for most of you this would mean a four or five
iron off the tee. Then another 5 iron leaving about 80 yards to
the green for most of you, lying two. Now, from this position
you must ask yourself, can I make a par 3 on an tiny 80 yard
hole? (A hole the size of most pitch and putts at the “golf and go-cart
farm.”) We certainly hope so. On a par 3 hole of say, 160 yards,
make sure you absolutely stay away from trouble if you aim
for the green initially or better yet, hit a nine iron off the tee
laying up. If you are “playing for bogey” remember, this leaves
just a 40 yard par 3! Can you handle that? You MUST practice
discipline! If you are a poor bunker player, and the par 3 is surrounded by sand, you must lay up and forgo the ego of what
your playing partners are doing. On the other hand, if you are a
very poor “pitcher” and must take a full swing to be consistent,
you never want to lay up on a par 3 because you can’t make
the upcoming 40 yard “half shot.” USE THE ACTIVE MIND
AND STOP BEING A GOLF DUMMY!
On EVERY hole get yourself in the position of playing for
a 100 yard or less par 3 (assuming you are giving yourself a
stroke, playing for bogey... so it’s not a real par 3 of course.)
Golf mentally simplified like this is a whole new experience.
Remember, the name of the game is low score. Right now, the
name of the game for you is probably “go for everything pretending you are Bubba Watson for the prayer you will pull off
one amazing shot you can talk about in the 19th hole.”) Trust
us, when you hit 90, 89, or 88 in score it will bring on a new
love of golf and you won’t need to butcher a 108 round with
“go for it” gorilla swings, with the hopes you will pull off a hero
shot you can later turn into a fish story. Another amazing outcome of this strategy is a perfect assessment of your short game.
When you have your ball in position to “play for a short par
3” of 100 yards or less (that will yield bogey), and if you can’t
consistently do this, your short game is NOT good enough.
Practice 2 hours a week on only this aspect of the game until
you pitch and two putt 18 holes in a row.
Finally, this strategy for most of you, means leaving your driver
at home. Have your wife hide it from you. Keep it out of your
bag or you will use it. The average player uses driver on about
14 holes because he is playing for the chance at greatness
through birdies and pars. However, in reality the greatness never comes. What does come is drives in the weeds, doubles, and
triples, yet he continues the same strategy DECADE AFTER
DECADE? Let me ask you this, if you waded into water and
got bitten, would you stay in the water? Using this analogy, the
golfer wades in the same water and gets the same bite YEAR
AFTER YEAR without making a change. What’s more, they
buy new expensive swim trunks and pay beach tag fees to get
the bite. (Beyond Insane)

Accompanying video

Finding the map
to buried treasure
At this point you should be very close;
find the final piece of gold through experimentation
“What does the scientist do, looking for a breakthrough?
Experiment, take notes. Use a different compound, take
notes. Be a golf master chef, not a cookie cutter.
There is no rush to find your recipe.”

t this point, you have improved tremendously, but
it still may be possible your golf game is a collection
of parts that don’t really work together as efficiently
as possible. Auto parts at the Ford assembly line
come from all over the world. None “work” on their own, and
only when they all come together on the assembly line do you
have a complete system working at peak efficiency.
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In addition, you may be stuck in the mud. You have improved, but your swing is still missing the last component.
(The part that makes the tour pros who they are.. and you..
you.) Unlike in Football and Basketball where you watch
tremendous physical specimens that you can NEVER match,
these golfers with few exceptions are average Joe’s. There
is no DNA disparity. You CAN replicate what they can do
regarding basic ball striking. There is no reason you can’t
play 160 yards in with a 7 iron as would Luke Donald. (OK,
Dustin Johnson would use 9 iron but for every Dustin out
there.. there are three guys that look more like used car
salesmen (Pettersson, Mayfair, Goydos, and there is even
a guy named “Lumpy” who looks like he has never seen a
treadmill.) Also, on the other end of the spectrum Charles

Howe III may go 145 pounds. Ricky Fowler could get in the
bathtub with him and the water would not overflow the top.
Tiger could kick your ass sure, but that’s about it. You can
match these guys physically so it’s in you to hit a 9 iron just
as well. It’s not Daryl Dawkins breaking a backboard where
you can’t even touch the net!
Doing what we prescribe in this chamber too early would
have screwed your swing up..and for life, but now it’s time,
THE GREAT EXPERIMENT. Experimenting with a variety
of swing styles and techniques and then using the active
mind to analyze what each did to your one true authentic
swing, is the final step to mastery.
Most golf instruction teaches just the opposite. DO IT THIS
WAY, AND ONLY THIS WAY. KEEP PRACTICING UNTIL YOU ONLY DO IT ONLY THIS WAY. Foohey. You
can’t jam a square peg through a round hole.
Better yet, steal what you can from the square,
put the knowledge inside your round peg (your
one true authentic swing) so it slides through
your round hole smoothly.

You can learn a tremendous amount by practicing something
completely alien, screwing up your swing in the process,
stealing something you can use while experimenting, and
then building your true swing back again (with Rhythm of
course... always with your Rhythm)
You have two choices at this point and both decisions are correct. Moving on to world class mastery is NOT for everyone.
What do we mean?
At this point, if you have been a serious disciple you may
be shooting in the mid 80’s, and you are now best in your
Sunday foursome. You may have been shooting 95 and have
improved tremendously over a 6 month period. You have 3
kids and work 60 hours a week. Perhaps you ARE NOT
INTERESTED IN ADDING ELEMENTS THAT WILL
BREAK DOWN YOUR SWING AGAIN FOR THE
CHANCE AT COMPLETE MASTERY AND GOLF ENLIGHTENMENT. This simply may not be your goal. You
were initially motivated to “no longer stink” and you have
accomplished this. You don’t need to hit the ball as far as a
tour pro like Luke Donald (and we mention Luke Donald
because he is not that long!)
Remember...Only a few individuals over the last
1,000 years that practiced Buddhism obtain true
enlightenment or became Dali Lama.
You have built a solid foundation and with continued work
you have a chance to reach the 70’s a few times in your life
without Chamber 35. It’s fine if you just want to read chamber 35 and 36 taking what you can into your own swing, but
not doing ALL they entail.
For all others, get ready to role up your sleeves yet again. We
have identified key parts of the golf swings of certain pros.
We need to examine what they are doing, see if we are incorporating the technique and if not, go practice the technique.
The purpose of this Chamber is not to force you to incorporate ALL of these items into your swing which after the past
34 chambers would be like starting from scratch. However,
we know you are close. The key you need may lie behind one
of the doors below.
Think of your golf swing as a good soup that is missing
just 1 or 2 ingredients to be great. You are not a master
chef and don’t know exactly what to add the moment you
taste your soup. You must make your soup adding each of
these ingredients, one by one, until your soup is perfect.
When you find your 1 or 2 ingredients to add to YOUR
soup, you will know. Make sure you keep the same basic
soup though and not change to beef barley when you
have been building chicken noodle for 20 weeks. Add a
pinch of salt, tyme, or paprika not new stock.
When you discover your key, that one thing you
may have needed to make your swing world class,
it’s a true moment of enlightenment. You cannot

find your key that will unlock mastery by being
told what to do. You must find it on your own.
Final note: YOU need to decide if you are doing these
things now and which, if any of the keys can really help
you. We can no longer be your master, you have to
decide. The goal is to find your own secret key that can
unlock the last part of your game. Most of these are not
for you. You will learn what helps and what does not
only through experimentation. Supplement by watching
the pros on YouTube.
REMEMBER; Out of all of this, you may only find 1 or 2
tiny diamonds to put into your own one true authentic
swing. 95% you won’t use any one “experiment tip.” To
find it though, you have to look in 14 caves and pan 14
rivers.. and pay the price with effort.
EXPERIMENT 1, THE RORY SQUAT DOWN / SIT
DOWN / DROP IT DOWN TECHNIQUE.
We have talked about an athletic stance in the past which
mostly means a “bent knee” with flex. A tennis player about
to receive serve does not stand in the box with straight legs
and locked knees, standing straight up. That would be ridiculous. Of course, they are bent over with bend in the knees,
which enables them to spring to where the ball is served.
Is your back knee too stiff or are you flexed down into it a bit
(best). Rory McIlroy ever so subtly, during the backswing,
loads up by squatting down and sitting down a bit in the
back leg. The more you sit down in the back leg, the more
power you have to push off. BE CAREFUL. This move has to
be very small and subtle for obvious reasons.
As you begin your backswing sit down in the back leg about
1/2 inch causing a greater flex in your right quad muscle.
Use the back leg, now in a greater power position to almost
push off the ground to start the downswing keeping the
hands back and delayed.
As with all experiments, over emphasize the technique to see what
it does for you. However, if you like it, work it in very subtly.
Take this seriously. Loading up by sitting down in the back
leg and firing it at the right time on the downswing can mean
picking up 20 yards if you had not been doing it properly.
EXPERIMENT 2, THE BIG BACK LEG, “LEAN IN”
Watch Tiger or Fred Couples on DVR for a 5 iron and you can
really see this. This is something that 90% of amateurs do not
do so you could probably benefit from practicing this technique.
We have talked about the fact that the weight shifts forward
FIRST, almost as the club is still moving backward in the backswing. Well, this is accompanied by the left hip bone shifting
a few inches to the target which “leans in” the back leg (or you
could say, increasing the angle of the leg). For example, the right
knee moves just a bit left of the right foot. “A back leg lean to
target,” if you will at the top of the backswing.
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Think of it this way, if you were to throw your weight back
hard and violently (which we hope you do not) the ONLY
way to stay on balance would be to really brace the back
leg and lean it against the violent weight shift back. Even
though you are transferring weight with good rhythm, most
are NOT leaning in enough with the back leg.
Of course, if you throw this into your swing without the right
Rhythm or sequence it will be a disaster. It may be a disaster
right off the bat anyway as you try it, but you need to decide
if there is something of tremendous value that can be learned
through this experiment, and if you should “stick with it.” It
may take 50 balls before you put the sequence together. However, the positive impact can be dramatic to revolutionary.
Take this one very seriously. Go look at old video’s of Ben Hogan. Look at that back leg lean. Now look at yours on video.
Get to work.
EXPERIMENT 3, THE SIDE ARM BASEBALL
THROW SWING
Are you able to walk outside of your house NOW, find a tennis
ball, and throw the ball side arm against the wall or garage
door? Take a club out there with you. (YouTube side arm and
submarine pitchers.) What does this teach us about a golf swing?
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1. The left foot STEPs out first. Long before the ball is released. As we have discussed, in golf most don’t realize the
weight shift happens first, and far before the downswing.
2. The hips open up to the target well before the release of the
ball.
3. The right elbow is close to body and leads the ball that is
released with a whip action NOT flexed, rigid, or strong
muscles.
We have seen people translate the side arm baseball throw
into their golf swing with amazing results. Try it on the
range when you are able. We have seen some improve 20%
in 10 minutes if they were lacking this, and this mental image brought it all together.
EXPERIMENT 4, NATALIE GULBIS SWING “UNDERNEATH”

Most golfers are too upright. There can be a lot learned by
practicing a very severe “come under” swing. What does this
mean? It means, at address you are a bit more bent over than
you normally are, but address position is not what needs to
be practiced here. In the downswing think of bringing the
right shoulder totally under the left shoulder as you impact
the ball. To do this your right elbow must be close to your
side like the side arm pitch experiment. You may notice a
higher ball fight with this move.
EXPERIMENT 5, JOHN SENDEN LAG, MOVE FORWARD WITH CLUB STILL GOING BACK WITH
LOOSE GRIP AND LOOSE WRISTS.
John Senden is an Australian Golfer that plays on the PGA
tour. John Senden, in person, has the smoothest and most
rhythmic swing of any golfer in the current pro tour. It’s
very simple and very repeatable, and a real swing to copy for
most amateurs. We are only going to focus on one aspect of
it though, how he creates amazing lag. He absolutely starts
moving the weight and the body forward while the club is still
going back in the backswing. He keep HIS HANDS AND
WRISTS SO LOOSE that the angle of his lag is increased the
moment the weight changes direction and the club head then
“works to catch up” with the body through a tremendous
whipping motion. Concentrate on moving the weight through
well before the backswing is completed and KEEPING THE
HANDS SO LOOSE that they keep going back while the
body moves forward. Again, your hands are going to be so far
behind you, you will hit 30 errant shots right before you fix
the problem. Don’t fix it by squeezing the club. Find a way to
naturally whip the the club through the ball.
Most, including Jack would not advocate loose and limp
hands and wrists at the top. However, remember you goal is
to experiment and find some gold pieces. Bits you can use..
not new swing techniques.
With this in mind you may find you need to take the club
more inside and on a flatter plane to control it with such
loose, whip like, hands and wrists.

EXPERIMENT 6, DAVIS LOVE’S TRAY VS. COUPLES
“CHICKEN WING”
What elbow produces a better swing in your one true authentic swing? Do you have the right elbow of Davis Love,
carrying a waiters tray full of food and drinks at the top of
the backswing, or do you benefit from the flying right elbow
of Freddy Couples and John Daly? What are you doing now?
Then as you over emphasize both elbows what can you learn?
Is there anything you can incorporate?
There are tons of YouTube videos on the swing of Fred
Couples and John Daly. In the case of John Daly the right
elbow flies because he bends the club all the way around and
down in front of him for the longest windup / takeaway in
the game of golf. He could not point the club in that ridiculous position (to the ground) if he did not fly the right elbow
out into a chicken wing.
Take only what you can here, this experiment can create insight but can screw your swing up too if you are not careful.
Remember why we are doing all of this. Tiny diamonds.
EXPERIMENT 7, RICKY FOWLER’S LAYOFF
Four pro golfer that use the layoff effectively are Ricky Fowler, Jim Furyk, Sergio Garcia, and Ryan Moore. As an “almost
master” you should know what we mean by layoff here. As
we have discussed, at the top or end of your backswing the
wrists artificially pull the club head down to the ground (or
the elbow pulls into the body to the same result, pulling the
club down behind your back) BEFORE THE START OF
THE DOWNSWING.
Imagine the club head going back and doing a mini clockwise loop from 2 pm to 5 pm before swinging down.
The weight may be starting forward a bit during the layoff,
but the downswing has not started yet. The reason many
golfers do this, is this small move at the top drops the club
into the proper position for the downswing. You have heard,
drop it “into the slot” and once in this position you are now
forced to do a lot of things correctly or you simply will not
be able to hit the ball. Most importantly, it’s impossible to
come over the top using a layoff and the club WILL come to
the ball from the inside path (best).
Observe it. Practice it. What can you learn from it by watching Garcia or Fowler and trying it out?
EXPERIMENT 8, DUSTIN JOHNSON’S BOWED
LEFT WRIST
This may not be for 99%. Most will get nothing out of trying it but for a few, they will find a golden key here. Don’t
spend much time here (for most). At Chamber 35, on the
verge of mastery, you should be able to identify if you can
find a golden key here or not somewhat quickly.
We all know Dustin Johnson as the long ball hitter. No
one in golf history has bowed the left writs at the top of the

backswing... more. Is the bow responsible for 320 off the tee,
NO.. but it is a factor. Because most people have a cupped
wrist at the top, this is worth taking a look at and experimenting with.
First, most people will have a very hard time even getting
into this position at the top of the backswing. Most people
have a hard time keeping the wrist flat and not cupped. You
will need to practice several slow motion takeaways without
a ball. “Cupped” must pass through “flat” before reaching
“bowed.”
The bow does a lot of good things, at least for Dustin Johnson. The bow drops the club down a bit at the top of the
backswing and into the slot and pushes the right elbow into
the side a bit. It’s his form of a layoff. It’s almost impossible
to swing over the top from this position. It mimics a good
impact position so for Dustin, it’s like firing a gun. Once
the gun is cocked, all he has to worry about is whipping the
power through with as much force as possible (not strength...
momentum force, must we say that again?).
NOTE: You must have a very “weak grip” to pull this off. As
a reminder, the V’s of the left hand must be pointing more
to the left ear for this technique than normally to the right
ear. If you bow the wrist at the top with the standard “strong
grip” you would be pull hooking the ball hard left at impact.
Finally, Dustin is only able to pull this shot off and square
the club face at impact by having his hips open to the target
leading the arms.
EXPERIMENT 9, BUBBA WATSON’S FADE AND DRAW
You can learn a lot about your own swing by spending a day
“fading” and “drawing” balls back and forth on the range.
What does your body and one true authentic swing want to
do naturally, draw or fade? The best method for fading and
drawing which brings the most consistency for amateurs is
to align the club where you want the ball to END UP and
simply adjust your stance for fade or draw (and regrip of
course). (You should understand where we are going here by
Chamber 35 just being a student of your trade.)
It’s the subtleties about the fade and draw practice that
sometimes can really help the stuck disciple find his key.
Dropping the back foot back a bit in setup for the draw
really mentally / visually helps some people swing from the
inside “in to out” putting a nice right to left draw on the
ball. We have seen habits here carry over to one’s normal
shot adding 10 yards.
Perhaps when practicing the fade you find a similar result
especially when practicing “holding off the club face” for the
fade which means, making sure the right hand does not turn
over the left hand at or just after impact, and the mental
image of trying to keep the right elbow below the left even
well after impact. Practice curving balls back and forth to
different degrees and you will find something...an ingredient,
for your regular swing.
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Yet another side bar result of “holding off ” the club face
in this manner is, it also helps tremendously in people that
have a problem “flipping” the club through impact that we
devoted an entire chamber to. The club head should never be
in front of the grip/ hands at impact or just after impact. It’s
impossible to “hold off ” the club to fade the ball, and scoop
at the ball flipping the hands...at the same time so one will
cure the other.
EXPERIMENT 10, HUNTER MAHAN’S RIGHT ARM BENT AT IMPACT.
There’s a hidden gem here and a key worth searching for if
you have not found this one yet. Hunter Mahan will show
you this in his swing more than most, but most pros do
it to some degree or another. The pro, at impact, hits the
ball with a straight left arm and BENT right ARM and/or
WRIST ANGLE. The amateur hits with both arms straight
or trys to. In some pros the right arm is straight at impact
but the right wrist will still be bent (unreleased power).
Of course, the right arm is not bent to a ridiculous manner and it’s not even noticeable in the swings of most pros..
What is going on here and how can you understand it and
incorporate it?
Here is a Universal rule for all golf professionals you must
accept and try to understand: The maximum speed and
power of the club head is reached just AFTER impact and
maximum power is not applied ON the ball, but after the
ball. The ball gets in the way of a club that is only 95%
released, meaning the hands are still a bit in front of the head
at impact and the shaft is NOT a straight line from the arms
down to the ball. Remember when we talked about “holding” the power as long as possible and not “leaking” the
power like a deflating tire?
The practice and experimentation of trying to hit balls like
the pros do, with a straight left arm and, at impact, a right
arm that has a slight bend in the wrist and even the right
elbow can lead to many good things. It brings the right
shoulder “under more” which is a good thing for most. Remember Chamber 23, “Never Flip.” It also “holds back the
release” and keeps the club head in the proper position for
impact making it impossible to “flip the hands” at the ball at
impact. Try this. You may find a golden key here.
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EXPERIMENT 11, VEEJAY SINGH’S HEAD BEHIND
THE BALL WITH DRIVER DRILL.
It has been said that a driver hitting UP on the ball vs. the
exact same driver swing hitting DOWN on the ball can
mean almost 40 yards. For drivers and three woods (off the
tee not fairway!) it’s important to hit “up
on the ball” meaning the club head impacts the ball after it’s
bottom-most position of the arc and has just started to come
UP as the ball is struck. This gives the ball the proper trajectory so you can get 20 to 40 more yards!

Experiment here to make sure you are doing it, and if not
make some tweaks to make sure you incorporate it. It starts
with the setup.
ONE: To make sure the club head is moving “up” at impact
the ball must be played a bit forward off the inside of the left
/ front foot, but this is nothing new to you by now we hope.
TWO: Very subtly, at setup, move your head very slightly
behind the ball and keep that as a swing thought. At setup,
it also helps to make sure your shoulders are square to the
target line. Most importantly, make sure your right shoulder
is not farther “out” than your left shoulder through an imaginary line to the target. IF ANYTHING, it helps to have the
right shoulder back (and under) a bit from the left on the
setup.... and because your right hand is lower than your left
your left shoulder should be “higher” than the right shoulder at setup as well. There is a lot here so review this again
before you hit balls at the range.
EXPERIMENT 12, THE FURYK EXPERIMENT. BE
CLOSE TO BALL, HIPS THEN OPEN TO MAKE ROOM
FOR THE SWING, ELBOW BEHIND THE BODY.
We won’t ask you to copy the strangest swing in pro golf,
but we have done it, and it can teach quite a bit
In the first experiment here, we want you to get closer to
the ball than you feel is comfortable and you will hit balls
this way, close to the ball. Jim Furyk’s hands as they “hang
down” are extremely close to his body. If you are close to the
ball and your hands are extremely close to the body there is
only 1 way to hit a good golf shot. THE HIPS HAVE TO
GET THE HECK OUT OF THE WAY AND OPEN UP
COMPLETELY TO THE TARGET. Furyk is almost freaky
here. His belt buckle basically faces the target at impact.
We have preached about this but his... it actually faces it! A
circus show.
Try this. Stand anywhere in front of a ball, with any club and
take a lazy backswing. In this position you have a lot of room
to swing “at the ball” with your arms away from your body. If
you, like Furyk, turn your hips to the target completely, look
what happens to your arms and RIGHT ELBOW. They are
pulled in extremely close to the body and the right elbow wants
to almost touch the stomach. This is the opposite of an “over
the top” position. We can see, Furyk HAS TO BE very close to
the ball and hands very close to the body at setup in order to
hit the ball. The massive hip turn pulls everything in CLOSE.
Finally, Furyk is so open with his hips “leading the club that
impact seems way behind him” that his right elbow is a bit
behind his back leading into impact. Again, this is circus
stuff, but try opening the hips and thinking of the elbow
behind the back. You won’t be able to get it there but trying
this may give you something. Don’t expect to hit the ball
well, or at all. President Eisenhower was told to “keep his
elbow into his gut” on the downswing and practiced this so
much, he bloodied his elbow.

Try it. Get close and move the hips out of the way first! Did
you find a golden key?

EXPERIMENT 14, TIGER’S STINGER SHOT, BOWED
LEFT WRIST AT IMPACT.

EXPERIMENT 13, BUBBA WATSON U TURN KNEE
DRILL VS BEN HOGAN’S RUN THE RIGHT KNEE
AT THE BALL DRILL.

We hope you have found one diamond in the last 13 experiments. If you also feel a little screwed up let’s return to basics
with this sound drill. With a purely executed stinger shot
many golfers have felt a moment of bliss and enlightenment
they almost have never felt before on a golf course.

We have established that the weight shift starts the golf
swing well before any swing of the arms. There are many
theories as to what starts the weight itself forward and here
we have a tale of two knees. Understanding your own swing,
you have to try each and decide WHICH technique helps
YOU, if any.
Hogan’s mental example was to “run the right knee” at the
ball and forward to set everything in motion. This seems
rather straight forward but it’s impossible to do and seems to
be a mental image for turning the hips to the target. According to Hogan, the more quickly he ran the right knee “at the
target” the more power he could generate. However, when
you look at the swing of a lot of players including Sam Snead
(perhaps the best swing of all time) there is no noticeable
right knee “leading” but rather just the opposite, the left
knee is the race horse out front which leads us to the competing technique, Bubba Watson’s.
Basically, it appears Bubba starts the move forward (or you
could say, the weight shift) with the left knee moving hard left
to the target. We use Bubba Watson because it’s so pronounced
from a side angle view, the knee almost makes a counter
clockwise “oval” move not just moving on a straight line. Note,
Bubba is left handed and below is for the right hander.
START: As the club goes back in the takeaway the left knee
bends in and all the weight on the left foot goes to the inside
of the left (front) foot as he rolls it in during the backswing.
Like all good golfers, as the club is still moving backward he
starts his body (weight) forward, but by using the front knee.
Looking down from overhead it’s like the path of the knee is
a counter clockwise oval racing to the hole first. The downswing and arms then follow.
For many this may be like tapping your head and
rubbing your stomach at the same time.. and just
too hard to time.
However, you can practice letting the left heel come OFF
the ground in the backswing and starting the swing by first
STEPPING down on the leg and returning the heel to the
ground as the trigger to begin the swing. This may give you
something you can use. Of course, we don’t want to incorporate taking our heel off the ground and make major swing
changes. Don’t forget the purpose of these experiments.. try
them and take something away.. one tiny diamond and hopefully not a new swing!!
In summary, does having the right knee.. or the left
knee “out of the blocks” first help your one true authentic swing. It’s that simple.

The purpose of the stinger shot is to keep the ball flight
straight and very LOW. It’s what Tiger used to win the Open
Championship. You can only play it with a 5,4, or 3 iron
because you want the ball low. We suggest a 4.
Play the ball back toward your right foot a bit more than
you are comfortable with. Also, at setup, set the hands
forward more than normal which even takes a bit of loft off
a low lofted club to begin with. Through a short abbreviated
backswing and a hard blow to the back of the ball striking DOWN and thinking of NOT breaking the wrists and
finally a very low and abbreviated backswing, the ball should
fly low and straight for 180 to 210 yards depending on the
club you use and of course, YOU.. are you Fabio or that old
guy from Caddy Shack, “that’s a peach hun!”
Some people, again, have that magical experience when they
hit a perfect stinger shot. First, the feeling of perfect impact
is new to them. Some players find a new impact sensation by
playing the ball back in the stance and striking down on the
ball. THERE SHOULD BE A VERY LARGE AND SERIOUS DIVIT. YOU CANNOT “PICK” A STINGER SHOT
WITH LITTLE OR NO DIVOT.
The simple instruction is this:
1. Play the ball back in the stance an inch, or a bit more.
2. Low, WIDE and FULL but.. abbreviated (75%) backswing
3. Move the body forward hard first, leave the hands behind
you. Meaning, you don’t want to come “under” hard with
the right shoulder with this swing. (Coming under with
the right shoulder gets the ball up into the air.)
4. Smash down on the back of the ball with hands way
in front of the head. Keep them in a cast.. don’t flip
the wrists in any way. IN FACT, FAVOR A BOWED
WRIST AT IMPACT IF YOU CAN.. THE OPPOSITE
OF A FLIP....
5. Finish low and abbreviated.
Being able to hit an effective stinger shot not only can help
you on the golf course in certain situations, like high winds,
it’s 100 times more important to learn because the benefits
of hitting a correct stinger shot RUB OFF on your “regular
swing.”
Did you find a diamond and did our treasure map help? Send
us an email.
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The chamber
of secrets
The very best advice throughout all of golf history.

“Golf is a game of emotion. If you can’t control
your emotions you can’t play golf.” - Ben Hogan

T

hose that have done the work of the other 35
Chambers and paid the mental and physical price
know they are ready just like a Kung Fu disciple
knows when he is ready to walk out of Shaolin

Temple.
HAVE YOUR REACHED THE OTHER SIDE OF THE
FENSE NEVER TO RETURN TO THE DUFFER SIDE
AGAIN?
So, you have done the work and you have seen a rapid improvement, not just in your game but in your confidence on
the course (and of course) this feeds BACK to your game and
the beautiful cycle continues (just as the opposite cycle of self
doubt to poor shots to more doubt fed your negativity cycle
for many years.)
At some point in a golf career enlightenment is reached and
confidence goes over a tipping point of no return. This is a
positive tipping point, where you feel you ARE a GOOD and
accomplished golfer, and more mental positives leads to yet
better golf, and that leads to an even more positive mental image and so the positive snowball rolls onward never to return.

BE AN ACTOR - BECOME THE CHARACTER UNTIL
IT’S REAL.
Although you HAVE new found mental confidence you probably don’t feel like you would hold up in a foursome of local
club champions, let alone Tiger, Phil, and Bubba. But why
not? If you keep acting like a good golfer, in every way, you
will not only convince others you are a great golfer, you will
begin to convince yourself. You have done the work. It’s time
to start telling yourself you are not just good, but great. Anyone that would dare challenge you in match play would go
down by hole 14. Others will see it in your eyes and you will
see it yourself in the mirror. It’s not drills that will get you to
the next level, it’s confidence and using the mind effectively.
You cannot convince yourself if you have not paid
the price over the last 35 Chambers.
Just like in our Kung Fu movies, the great master enters the
hall with such an aura of confidence that no one dares to
mess with him. He not only believes but knows he could take
out anyone there (to use a Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon
reference) “in under 3 moves.” Everything about his man-
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nerisms, his actions, and even his dress exudes “Master.” If
you are truly ready for Chamber 36 you are at this level as
well so start acting like it. There can be no doubt and you
can’t fool yourself. Leave the Chamber immediately if you,
for a second, doubt you belong here or are worried you may
not measure up as we continue. You don’t have to be a real
master yet, YOU HAVE TO BE CONVINCED YOU ARE
VERY CLOSE AND YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO
BECOME A MASTER. You have to know you are on the
right side of the fence, never to go back over.
This aura of confidence that works in Kung Fu also works for
golf and it is not to fool your playing partners but to get you
believing it. You have hit the shots and know you can hit the
shots.
Are all your actions those of a master? Do you still arrive at
the course 8 minutes before the tee time, rush to get your bag
ready, run in to take a piss and out you go. Have you ever
followed Tiger from his opening practice session to the first
tee, taking up to an hour to practice every aspect of his game
before a round. Hitting putts with the utmost seriousness.
Evaluating what his ball is doing on that day. He looks like a
Master and he is a Master, (or is he a Master because he looks
like a Master?) As of today, you will be a Master first in your
mind. Remember, a legitimate 82 beats about 97% of all
golfers that walk the earth. That is a Master in our book.
BE AN ACTOR, PART II - MIMIC THE BEAUTIFUL
SWING OF A PROFESSIONAL GOLFER
You have put in the work and can hit the ball, but does your
swing look like a master’s? Consider this; is it more likely the
swing of a professional looks fluid and beautiful because it is
supposed to look good on TV OR because a beautiful swing
is more effective? With very few exceptions when a swing is
maximizing it’s potential for scoring, it becomes more beautiful just as a master of Kung Fu practicing his sets is rhythmic,
graceful, and beautiful. They go hand in hand.
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Analyze your swing on video tape. Where is it ugly? One can
only become a true master being completely objective and at
peace with his faults, at this point, knowing it’s within himself to correct any flaw that may exist. Instead of the micro
technical analysis that has been part of the golf instruction
you have received all your life, and which also dominated the
past chambers, simply transcend this technical minutiae and
work to make your swing a beautiful one compared to the
pros.
You will need to guide yourself here, but just as an example,
one area where the amateur is “ugly” compared to the pro
is in the follow through or what goes on after impact. The
amateur’s arms are in close with bent elbows where the pro is
beautifully full extended with a straight right arm well after
the hit. Based on your work in other chambers, you should
know where to look. The key here is don’t get technical, just
make your swing beautiful. Repaint your picture.

TRANSITION YOUR GOLF GAME FROM A SCIENCE...
TO AN ART
Let the forces in nature that make golf an art take over the
forces in your head that make it a science. (The progression to
master over a 5 year period looks like the following: At first,
the BODY rules through raw, but dumb, work effort. The
scientific mind rules phase two by being a technical student
of your trade (elbow in, etc.). In the Mastery phase, the spiritual and artistic mind rules where Rhythm and tempo reign
supreme over swing thoughts. It’s this mind that can study
the swing of Luke Donald and incorporate the beauty of this
dance / swing into your own technique and your one true
authentic swing.
Many PGA pros have software where they can put you side
by side vs. the swing of a pro. Find a PGA teacher that will
allow you to take the DVD home after the lesson.
When we do the video “side by side” comparison we don’t
need to be a ridiculous perfectionist here. Use our checklist
below as a demonstration of lofty goals that could NEVER be
met by anyone.
r“I want the swing width of Bubba Watson.”
r“I need the shoulder turn of Ricky Fowler.”
r“I need to have my left arm as straight and high at the
top of my backswing as Jamie Sadlowski (the 24 year old
long driving champion who hit a 400 yard drive at age
16.)”
r“I want the lag of John Senden” (Australia) who has more
than a 90 degree angle between the club shaft and the
left arm in the downswing, a position most pros cannot
mimic.
“Goals” like these, are of course, insane.
However, you may notice traits that pros have that you do
not, where one can reasonably hope to mimic and obtain. For
example, unlike Hunter Mahan you are not posting up to a
straight left leg at and after impact, flexing the knee down
after the hit. This is an ugly part of your swing now identified
with the goal of making it look more like the pro WITHOUT SACRIFICING ANY OF THE BASIC PRINCIPLES
WE HAVE BEEN TRAINED ON IN PRIOR CHAMBERS.
It’s unlikely you would ever find the correct swing of a pro
that would “cause a problem” for you, but there are certain
elements, like those noted above, that are unobtainable or
will ruin you if you quest after them so be careful.
In summary, use an artists eye to discover and squash the few
parts of your swing that are still a bit ugly. Your game will
again improve.
FOCUSING ONLY ON RHYTHM AND GETTING
BACK YOUR RHYTHM WHEN IT ESCAPES YOU.
If you are reading this you should fully understand that the
Rhythm and sequence of your swing is what hits a ball effectively, not a series of technical “body instructions” like “elbow

in.” Your golf swing is not a paint by numbers project, but a
Monet where colors swirl and blend together and if they did
not, the whole would NOT WORK. Every color is viewed as
a whole and you can’t distinguish the individual pieces.
Choose a magic word or “cast a spell” for your Rhythm or to
get back your Rhythm. Mine is Ezzzz- Oh .. Naa Dee What
the hell does this mean? Well...nothing I hope. (It sounds like
an ancient spell that may draw the moon closer to the earth
in orbit and the tides may shift every time uttered.)
Say your word as you practice your Rhythm on the range.
Of course, your word should be a verbal interpretation of
your perfect swing Rhythm and tempo and it can be delivered as an incantation if you need to summon your Rhythm
from time to time. YOU WILL LOOSE YOUR RHYTHM
FROM TIME TO TIME, AS JONES DID.. HOGAN DID..
ALL THE GREATS LOOSE IT AT TIMES. THEY DON’T
THROW CLUBS, BUT RATHER, WORK LIKE MASTERS TO GET IT BACK.
REGARDING THE DAY YOU PLAY
We have discussed a pre-shot routine but you should also
have a pre-round routine as well. Thousands of golfers will
invest millions on new clubs, lessons, books, and magazine
subscriptions not to mention hours and hours of practice and
(because their lives dictate this type of behavior) will run from
the car to the first tee because they have not only allowed
NO time for warmup or routine, they are in fact late! This is
beyond stupidity.
At an absolute minimum the pre-round routine should be a
full 20 minutes. It really should be 45 minutes but we can’t
ignore the hectic world we live in, and a round of golf on a
good day can be over four hours!
However, if you have to rush to get to the first tee, DO
NOT PLAY. If you do play, expect nothing of yourself if you
don’t warm up for over 15 minutes. It is completely acceptable to run to the first tee ONLY if saying to yourself, you
are just happy to be out of the office and breathing fresh air.
Your game may stink. You will enjoy yourself and mind your
game, looking for ways to improve and correct mistakes.
Score will NOT rule you today. Only this mindset is acceptable if you are rushing.

through. At this point you should know all the basic fixes to
basic problems.
What are you doing on the range, just banging balls off into
space? (Then you find yourself on the first hole and you don’t
have the great swing you thought you had on the range.)
Play the range before a golf round like real holes. Hit 10 or
15 balls out into space to get the “feel” and to make sure you
are impacting the ball correctly but then get serious.
Play clubs in the order you would play them on a real hole.
Driver, 5 iron, wedge. Driver, 7 iron, chip. 3 wood, 9 iron,
pitch. 3 iron, Sand wedge or 54 degree wedge. Part two, play
them like “real” holes using your pre-shot routine when you
can. If you are driving, aim not for the giant field in front
of you, but for a blade of grass! Imagine where the fairway
would be and where the out of bounds would be. Imagine the
trouble to be worse on the practice range than the golf course
you are about to play. Hit your driver to a big oak tree and
in your mind, there are two oceans on each side of the tree.
Imagine having to hit the ball down the channel Moses made
in the Red Sea from the 10 Commandments. If you want to
take pressure off, imagine Yule Brenner in his chariot just
behind you cursing Moses or perhaps asking you to hit Moses
in the back of the head with a golf ball. Use more mental
imagery techniques. Find the one that works for you.
BREATHING AND RELAXATION
Breathing has been mentioned several times, but if you truly
want to be a master of this art, you have to pay much more
than lip service to using deep breath to control tension and
anxiety.
The Following is from the movie, “The Greatest Game Ever
Played” about Francis Ouiment winning the 1913 U.S open
over Harry Vardon, a legendary British and U.S. Open winner!
“there’s o   i 
hold on to their nerves and go on to win championships, and those who don’t.”

Of course, when possible, hit balls before the round. Try to limit
it to 40 shots or LESS. By no means get a “large bucket” and
start banging balls. No. Expect your game to be different day
by day. What is your game telling you on this particular day.

This short statement in the movie is incredibly profound. In
one sentence it states one of the most important facets in all
of sport. That there may be minor differences in pro athletes.
It’s those that use their mind, and manage their nerves that
are able to go on and win championships. Basically, the difference between Michael Jordan and Shawn Kemp! And to a
more exaggerated degree, Ali to Tyson. Why was Ali so great,
he was a genius in a world of dopes and he used this weapon,
a weapon others in his sport did not posses to his advantage.

Some days you just won’t have certain shots in your bag.
Don’t fight this and if this can happen to the pros it can happen to you. If you hit some of your practice balls very poorly,
don’t just step up and hit 3 more poorly. Immediately step
away and analyze. As you have come to chamber 36 you will
be able to come up with the solution. Start with the basics,...
if you are chunking the ball you are not getting your weight

Using a good deep breath as a trigger to relax in your preshot routine, and not using it “just when you think of it,” but
using it religiously at exactly the same time in your pre-shot
routine, or remembering to go to your “3 deep breaths” when
you feel the wave of tension pour over you. Countless books
have been written, from Yoga to Zen meditation. Explore
these over your entire lifetime for golf, and life itself.
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THE GREATEST ADVICE IN GOLF HISTORY:
** Please note, we believe in most cases the basic concepts
here came from these important individuals in golf history, so
we pay attention. In typical Kung Fu Golf fashion we have
“translated” what they were trying to say into a practical
approach for the average golfer. We paraphrase and do not
quote unless we show quotes. In no way have these golfers, especially those deceased, endorsed, or in any way gave
instruction for the purposes of this Kung Fu Golf Manual.

Rather, the advice of each golf great has been taken from
other sources and translated. As far a we know, the lore of
golf advice passed from one student to the next is not patentable or to be spoiled by the delivery of a lawsuit.
NICKLAUS
Right here is the number one reason Jack Nicklaus was the
best ever. Jack Nicklaus only played half the golf course that
you do? What does that mean?

If you experience 50 potential pitfalls and hazards during a
round of golf, Jack only experienced 25. How is this possible?
Well, other than the fact that Jack could hit a driver over
bunkers that would gobble up balls hit by the normal golfer,
he took half the golf course OUT of PLAY. He did this by
playing a consistent “fade” or shaping his shot left to right.
If you have confidence your ball will travel from left to right,
every single time, you take the left side of the golf course
(meaning the trees, thick ruff, and bunkers on the left side)
out of play because you will NEVER hit them. You only have
to worry about the right side. What an advantage!
In addition, think of this. The average player that tries to hit
“down the middle” is only playing with 1/2 of the fairway
if his shot goes bad. If you play a fade as Jack did, and you
start the ball on the left side of the fairway, even along the
trees, you have the ENTIRE fairway to work with as the ball
fades back in, either a bit... or a lot! He would have 40 yards
to work with vs. only 20 for the “straight shooter” and you
know what, most straight shooter duffs ain’t straight. Think
of that! The amateur, who is a horrible player compared to
the pro, plays a game twice as hard because the fairway he
hits to, or the green, is only 1/2 as wide.
The lesson is simple, if your natural shot is left to right fade,
or right to left draw, play the curved shot as your normal
shot. It’s better than the straight shot every time! Straight is
NOT preferred.
BOBBY JONES
Forget the bad holes AND forget the good holes. Focus with
full intensity only at the task at hand and the very next shot.
At this point we know about the pitfalls of focusing on the
negative and letting 3 or 4 bad shots or bad holes “get you
down” and we have discussed the best way to counter balance
bad or blowup holes which in summary are:
1. Even the best golfers know that they will play 4 or 5
very poor shots a round. The average golfer WILL BE
IN 3 or 4 very bad situations per round. If you expect
this, you will not panic when it happens. It’s how you
deal with the inevitable that will determine your round.
Remember Walter Hagen, “three bad shots and one
good shot still make par” which is entirely true in golf.
A pull into the rough off the tee. A 6 iron into a bunker
30 yards in front of the green. An amazing sand shot to
within 7 feet (the great shot). An average putt that hits
the lip, rolls around, and in IS A PAR 4. DON’T EVER
FORGET THIS.
2. To focus on the next shot at hand and avoid making a
bad situation worse, in other words, will you take your
medicine and right the ship or increase the damage? The
great golfer does not get down after a tee shot slice into
the woods. He knows he has 3 MORE shots to make up
for it and with just 2 good shots will most likely make par.
Bobby Jones goes farther and says forget the bad AND the

good. Good shots can get one too comfortable and not 100%
focused on the upcoming shot at hand. If you have trained
you mind properly to forget the last bad shot, and you catch
yourself feeling good about the last good shot, well you have
not trained your mind properly. Forget both.
FALDO
Faldo also prescribes to our “Rhythm is God” law of the
universe. Faldo simply tells the amateur to find a pro who’s
swing (#1) the amateur wants to emulate and (# 2) is naturally in tune with the Rhythm you are looking to achieve.
Study it as much as possible watching golf on TV and YouTube. Go see that golfer in person. An imprint in your mind’s
eye of THAT swing just before your own swing could be the
only way in the universe to copy and emulate good Rhythm.
Picturing your pros swing in your mind may be the best
“swing thought” ever, and the only one worth having.
SORENSTAM
Swing easy from the top down. This is the best “break glass
in case of emergency” swing thought if you really have to
execute a shot or your swing has broken down. Think easy,
relaxed, and 10 fewer yards “from the top” and chances are
you will hit a solid shot. This advice, that appears to be nothing, may be one of the most important concepts in all of golf.
One of the main differences between a master and a duffer is
how they react to # 1 pressure and # 2 when they have lost
their swing. The duffer will get frustrated and swing harder,
then throw clubs. The master, knowing they don’t possess all
skills that day, will swing easy and work hard for the 85 when
they normally shoot an 80.
BOBBY JONES
Late hitting is not the same sin of hitting early, and by a factor of 100! Back when he wrote about early hitting, he was
taking about “over the top” and swinging down with the
arms. Jones made it clear that very few golfers are ever guilty
of hitting late, that they have executed the weight shift and
the hip turn while keeping the hands well back and the angle
of the wrist intact. To be guilty of this is a badge of honor for
most, with the result being the ball will push off to the right.
Be warned, if you push right there could be other reasons and
don’t be so quick to congratulate yourself.
One can learn “late hitting” by practicing swinging a club
with or without a ball at very slow and controlled speeds until
the body learns the sequence. Hit as late as possible. “Wait
for it.”
HOGAN
Hogan said he only hit perhaps 2 or 3 shots a round that
came off exactly as he had planned them. What he expected
95% of the time was a playable miss. If a hole is cut in front
of a green that slopes away from the hole and down a slight
grade, and in front of the hole is thick ruff, one would shoot
to hit the pin but expect to miss a bit long to leave a 10 foot
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uphill putt. Leaving the ball short could yield a bogy. The
duffer will shoot to the pin without this regard. IF HOGAN
ONLY HIT 2 PERFECT SHOTS A ROUND, WHAT ARE
YOU EXPECTING OF YOUR GAME... AND WHY? At
the Master stage you should no longer be golf retarded.
SORENSTAM
Most amateurs will try to hit the ball “as close to the green as
possible” even if they can’t reach it leaving a 40 - 60 yard 1/2
pitch shot. For the amateur, the FULL swing is more reliable
so why not lay up to a full wedge distance. If you are a bit
short on the layup, hit the full 9 then. Most amateurs playing
2 or 3 times a month can’t execute the 1/3 wedge or 1/2 pitch
and have a better chance with the FULL shot they have been
playing with and practicing all day long.
Following this logic, carry 3 or even 4 wedges to make sure
you can “hit a full shot” close in. You may hit a 60 degree
lob wedge 60 yards, a 56 degree 80 yards, and your regular
pitching wedge 100 yards. Therefore, all you need to do is
layup between 60 and 100 yards out for “a full swing” instead
of finesse shot. Why are you always trying to get as close as
possible to the green? Think.
Following suit on this logic ...to make even more sense, Annika has said that if you cannot reach a par 5 in two shots,
why on earth would you ever hit a driver off the tee, unless by
crazy coincidence on that day you are more reliable with the
driver than the three wood or even the hybrid / rescue club,
which would be very rare indeed. To put scoring over “machismo” how about, on the next par 5 play...; Three WoodFive Iron-Full 9 Iron, and 2 put for par. Better than your
normal 7 or 8 eh?
Jones later (and below) continues these suggestions...
ROCCO MEDIATE
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Yes, not exactly Hogan or Jones, but there are two lessons
here worthy of our Chamber of Secrets. First, Rocco promotes
playing and practicing barefoot for balance and “telling the
body” the proper sequence of weight transfer. After Tiger’s
knee injury, and for the first time in his life he changed from
hard spikes to a running style shoe with soft spikes. Hard
metal spikes dig in the ground more of course. His back foot
slipped several times during play at the Firestone. You see
Tiger, had used the hard planted back foot with the metal
spikes for so long to create so much tension, torsion and
power, it’s an adjustment for even Tiger to play in these new
shoes which is much closer to playing barefoot!
If your game is bombing 310 off the tee with an unearthly
shoulder turn and a PLANTED back foot (like Tiger) this
advice may not be for you, but for 95% of us, this simple
approach to making sure we are in balance and with smooth
weight transfer means this advice is very important. Practice
barefoot. A good player in balance could hit a ball 230 in bare
feet standing on a slip and slide. Being in the fairway at 230

is FAR BETTER than being in the rough at 290. FAR BETTER. A player who swings in balance and within himself will
succeed in the sand, in the rain, in snow! and in many other
situations where the power monster out of balance will fail.
It’s again the classic tortoise vs. the hare. Who wins in the
story?
What else can we learn from Rocco? Well, his swing is ugly
and he does not appear very athletic (sorry Rocco, want to
trade guts and bank accounts, I am game.) Most of you could
school him in 1 on 1 basketball or pull him out of his golf
cart and beat the living hell out of him, but he will kill you
on a golf course. How? By leaving ego at the door and playing his own game “within himself.” Through a perfect natural
Rhythm for HIS and ONLY HIS One True Authentic Swing.
If Rocco was taught over and over to copy Tiger, he would
not even be his local club champion today. He found HIS
GAME and rejected Tiger’s and the game of other monsters.
Never forget this.
JONES
“The men who are capable of complete concentration
throughout an 18 hole round can be counted upon the fingers
of one hand.” Therefore, if you lack physical ability train that
thing between the ears. It’s an amazing equalizer.
TRAVINO
Hit balls out of the bunker on just the left, or front foot, for
practice to engrain in the mind where the weight in the bunker
needs to be. These principles originally came from Gary Player.
JONES
Jones spoke of “waiting for the opportunity” on a golf course,
implying there may only be 4 or 5 holes for many where a
birdie is likely... or even possible. Most go at a golf course
trying to make the very best shot 100% of the time. This is
ridiculous. TRY to make par on most holes and don’t even try
for the birdie because that will mean trying for two perfect
shots in a row and we know from the stock market, with increased reward must come increased risk. On the other hand,
if you hit your tee shot straight down the middle and farther
than normal, and you have just 150 to the hole, and the hole
is on the right side with no trouble, and you have a natural
fade, by all means play for the pin as in this example, this is
your chance to take a small risk.
JONES AND HOGAN ON IMPACT
“I also like to feel that I am pressing downward with the
palm of my left hand.” (Jones)
Hogan’s secret; Perhaps the biggest “secret” and “mystery” in
all of golf... is this. The most famous book written on golf is
Hogan’s “5 Lessons” however the rumor is, as Hogan was still
playing and competing, he did not share his most valuable
secret in the book and according to lore:
Hogan’s wrists were easily seen as being “cupped” at the

top of the backswing which points the toe of the club to the
ground (open face.) However, as he shifted his weight forward
he delayed the arms and the downswing by slowly pushing
his wrists from a cupped position to a bowed position that hit
maximum bow at impact. This relates to Jones above, “pressing down with the palm of the left hand” at impact. (Also,
remember Dustin Johnson’s tremendously bowed wrists at
the top?)
Also, what happens when you are in your full backswing
position with cupped wrists and you then “bow” them? It’s a
mini layoff move that pushes the club down and more behind
the back and pushes the right elbow down and into the side
where it SHOULD be. From cupped at the beginning of the
race to bowed at the finish.. the greatest secret in all of golf?
Perhaps? Only you can decide if it works for your one true
authentic swing.
(There is no doubt that when a ball is hit at impact properly
with the bowed wrist, the feeling of impact is unlike any
other. Solid by the very definition. Finally, .. remember if you
hit a ball with a true bowed left wrist at impact your grip
MUST be weaker or you will hook the ball left.)
NICKLAUS
Your takeaway should be slow and deliberate. If you choose
it to be snail’s pace, this is perfectly fine. As long as it’s done
with smooth Rhythm, it has NO say on how far you will hit
the ball. If your natural tempo dictates a faster takeaway and
swing, so be it but a slow and long takeaway can benefit many.
Nicklaus said this before women’s LPGA player, Ai Miyazato
became a globally recognized pro. In fact, Nicklaus may have
said this before she was even born, but Ai today proves Nicklaus was correct many years ago. No one in the history of pro
golf, has a slower backswing. If you YouTube an Ai Miyazato
comparison to other LPGA golfers, the time she takes in the
backswing is quite amazing, yet at her tiny stature, it does
not hurt her distance or pace of downswing to create club
head speed.

flight. Your playing partners will be OK with it. Tell them
your alignment stinks and an instructor said only by playing 10 rounds this way, will it be corrected. Watch how your
partners start it as well.
JONES
Whenever possible the full / hard shot should be hit to the
green vs. a half shot. The main reason for this is the amateur
can only produce a decent amount of backspin to stop the
ball with a full shot. This means leaving yourself 100 yards
from a green, for most, will be better than leaving 50 or 40
yards unless one is very skilled with the pitch shot. On most
par 5’s where one cannot reach in 2, a driver, seven iron, 9
iron is a much better play than driver, 3 wood, and 30 yard
pitch.
NICKLAUS
Pros finish with arms STRAIGHT after impact (which is pretty.) Amateurs finish with bent arms and elbows (ugly.) In fact,
with pros the arms are straighter AFTER impact then they
are during impact where the right arm may be bent slightly
and right wrist bent back a bit!! It makes sense to tell someone the following; before the hit, left arm is straight and right
arm is bent but after the hit, the opposite happens, the right
arms straightens and left bends but Nicklaus and good golfers everywhere would disagree and give you this subtle secret.
After impact your right arm must straighten and your left
arm MUST eventually bend BUT attempt to keep the left
arm straight as long as you possibly can and DO NOT focus
on a straight right arm at and after impact. Work on keeping
the LEFT straight as long as possible. Without getting into
the reasons, MORE GOOD can come from the straight left
arm than just thinking your fine because your right is straight
at and after impact! This takes much work.
JONES

Reading the putt is FAR more important that the stroke itself.
Without the proper read, the stroke means nothing. One
could become a world class golfer doing nothing but watching
putts on greens for several years, and then spending one week
practicing stroke. The opposite could never be true. A disciple
that practiced perfect stroke for 3 years “locked in a flat room”
would not be able to break 100 when put out on the course.

Even on short shots, it’s better to take “more of a full backswing” than one would think to take. Too many players take
a very short and abbreviated backswing for shots of 30 to 50
yards and then “rush” the swing-through. The fuller backswing gives one more time to hit the shot. Don’t decelerate the club but swing the full club at a reduced speed and
less effort. Jones would have been most happy with Bubba
Watson in this regard, taking a full wedge swing from 80 to
110 yards and with a buttery smoothness, dropping the club
down and through the ball. Remember, Watson is able to hit
his wedge 150 yards or more with FULL effort.

FURYK

JONES

The biggest mistakes are made BEFORE the shot itself. Play
10 rounds with an alignment rod at your feet. Of course,
place the rod NOT at the flag but parallel to the flag because
this is alignment for your body and not for the ball. On the
course, keep showing your body and “eye” what the proper
alignment “looks like” and how it relates to your natural ball

Welcome the rain. The rain should not cause any harm to
your game and in many cases can help. The golfer in the rain
must keep grips dry, but once this is accomplished the golfer
can shoot more directly for pins and give good solid putts
at the hole without the normal slipperiness of fast greens.
Always carry a towel for dry grips.

JONES ON PUTTING (Interpretation and commentary)
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NICKLAUS
Should you pause at the top of your backswing, NO. The
body (weight) moves forward while the club is still moving
backward. A pause would mean you have allowed the arms to
catch the body (the weight) meaning the hare has caught the
tortoise at the top which would only be beneficial if one can
then start the weight down and forward while keeping the
arms back. Never let the arms and club catch the body.
RAYMOND FLOYD
Ray said he can count the times IN HIS ENTIRE CAREER
when he had his true A game. Most of you will only bring
your best game about 10 percent of the time. You need to
work with the game you have that day and make the very
best out of it. Expecting perfection, yelling, and throwing
clubs for you duffers in light of this FACT pointed out by Ray
Floyd is absurd.
Ray’s principle is called “Play Comfortable.” Figure out what
your best would be for a hole and play a bit under that level.
If your very best on a long par 5 would be driver and three
wood to just short of the green, what the hell are you gaining by whaling away on two clubs with only a 20% chance of
success. Someone in the 90’s should not try to “pull off these
shots” like Palmer would. Play 3 wood. Play 5 iron. Play 9
iron on the green. Play comfortable. In this situation the guy
that does not play comfortable, even assuming he has not
sliced his drive into deep woods, will probably land his three
wood in a very bad spot. There is just no reason for it. This
all leads to another principle from Ray.. The best way to score
low is to avoid high scores which for most of you is the dredded 7, 8, or 9. Play a round where you simply try to avoid
anything over double bogey and it may be your best round
ever. Change your mentality.
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On dealing with pressure Ray’s advice is probably the best
ever, described in his book “The Elements of Scoring.” We
all can feel a tremendous amount of pressure during our golf
rounds. A $20 match with college buddies or a scramble
where you are paired with the big boss can be, for some, more
pressure than a pro on Sunday. OK, how do you deal with
it. The best way to describe what Ray recommends is “welcome it.” Let it in and don’t try to build a wall to keep it out.
First, tell yourself it’s completely normal which has a calming
effect. Second, remind yourself this gives you a heightened
sense of awareness you can USE TO YOUR ADVANTAGE.
(It reminds you are are alive too! What a corpse would not do
to feel the pressure you are feeling!) Finally, make peace with
it. If you don’t try to cover it up or hide from the way you are
feeling, but instead accept it and in some cases... begin to like
it, it will present you with a sense of clam and inner peace.
Finally, understand that big nerve-shaking pressure stems
from FEAR. If you address the fear straight on, you may find
you have nothing to be afraid of. “OK, I feel pressure and I
accept it. Why am I so nervous today, just because the boss is
here? Well, he’s not that good and has hit 1,000 terrible shots

in the past. He’s not expecting me to carry this team.” Once
you see there is nothing to FEAR, the pressure will subside.
FRED COUPLES
In his book called “Total Shotmaking” Fred Couples talks
about “freedom of movement” in the swing as being extremely important. We all know Fred Couples has the smoothest
swing in modern golf so one thing is sure when a swing is
this smooth. THE BODY IS DOING EXACTLY WHAT
IT WANTS TO DO NATURALLY. If anything was forced
or mechanical it simply would not look the way it does. Even
when watching FRED in person, it’s almost impossible to understand how that (lack of apparent effort) moves the ball so
far down the fairway. Couples “freedom of movement” goes
back to what Bobby Jones said about “giving yourself room
to swing” by playing the ball a bit forward and staying behind the ball. Couples would agree with Jones that you need
the “room” to have complete freedom of movement. Couples
believes swinging on an upright plane (vs. a flat plane where
the club is taken away behind the back) provides more “room
to swing.” If the club is high above you with the shaft pointing to the target (or even pointing over the line) there is
ample room to have the club naturally drop down and swing
through from the inside. If the club is wrapped around your
back and hands are not high there is not enough room to
swing. In fact, unless you are amply bent over the ball there
will be NO room to swing with a flat plane.
In Kung Fu Golf we have emphasized the need to “bend
over” enough and more than you probably think you have
to, or have done in the past. This directly relates to Couples’
emphasis on “freedom of movement.” If you are standing up
straight for example and you take your backswing, there is
nowhere to go from there. You have no room. If you are bent
over with a good spine angle, you then have plenty of room
to come from the inside and have the freedom (the room) for
the right shoulder to “come under.” One of the reasons for
the dreaded over-the-top move is because golfers get the club
back behind them and then they get “trapped” or “stuck”
and essentially run out of room. What must they then do to
hit the ball... whip the arms around in front of them a bit,
getting them in front of their bodyweight shift. Why would a
golfer “get trapped” at the top of the backswing...
1. Standing too upright / standing up straight
2. Being too fat with no room to swing freely down at the
ball.
3. Taking the club back “too inside” and wrapping it
around behind the back.
4. Not rotating the hips and the upper body to the target
which allows more freedom to hit the ball.

As you leave us.. perhaps the very best
image for putting all the pieces together:
his is a final role playing exercise for those having a
hard time putting everything together, but before we
begin please note the following: In this game, no one
puts it all together and then they magically “have it
for life.” In this game you don’t have it more than you do have it.
Even the pros would say that. Two years ago, Tiger could not find a
fairway. Phil has missed cuts being beaten by the 120 ranked player
in the world. World class players like Duval and Stricker have completely lost their game. (One made it back and one did not.) Please
accept the following and baptize yourself in knowing that ON
MOST DAYS YOUR GAME WILL STRUGGLE IN AT LEAST
ONE MAJOR AREA. You may drive but not putt. You may putt
but have no chipping and so on. Use what you have on that day
and accept this universal fact instead of the millions that fight it.
Disciples that leave our monastery never throw clubs for they have
an understanding of the game most never will.
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We offer the following final Chamber exercise before you leave the
monastery. Although simple, this exercise would have been useless
if delivered in the beginning: Just like in Kung Fu, we return to the
stance, the base of all movement in kung fu formed by strong legs.
“Stance” is where kung fu students spend their entire first year.
PART ONE: The Power of the Back Leg
In our final practice, more emphasis must be given to the back leg
AND the front leg. A little more emphasis ... NO. One hundred
times more emphasis, yes! Imagine in your golf stance you looked
left to the hole (as you normally would from the tee just before
swinging) and you found yourself instead on a road looking across
your left shoulder down a desert highway. One mile away, coming
toward you is a cement truck, its image obscured by the 100 degree
heat, but at its high velocity its getting clearer by the moment and
will be upon you soon. You look down and your shoes are cemented
to the highway! (Remember, you are in your golf stance looking left
over your shoulder at the truck) How much power would your back
leg need to apply to hold your ground when the cement truck hits
you at 100 mph? Get this thought into your head and then into
your back leg during golf. The wide takeaway and force moving
back MUST be counter balanced with the brace (counter resistance)

of the back leg and force moving forward. Chamber 15 preached
the back leg must not “sway” and even talked about the pros “leaning the back leg in” at the top of the backswing.
Many people will say, “for years I never swayed the back knee out
per my instruction which was technically correct... but I never used
the POWER of my back leg.” In your golf stance be the Hulk and
take on the dump truck. When using this image many will find
themselves wanting to sit down more into a powerful back leg for
more power... good! Do you find, just before the dump truck hits
you want to LEAN INTO it to brace for impact to stop it... good!
Put your body in this hypothetical and see what it wants to do
naturally to hold it’s ground against the truck.
PART TWO: The Power of the Front Leg
If your back leg was this powerful, how powerful would your
front foot need to be to keep you in place during your golf swing,
and counter balance the back foot’s tremendous power “pushing”
forward? In our example, as the Hulk you applied your back leg
power into a dump truck (what happens when an unstoppable
force meets an immovable object?) Assuming there is no truck on
your golf course, but your back leg is still just as powerful, your
front foot MUST now have the power of the dump truck in counter
balance. The perfect yin to yang. In golf the “push back” on the
force applied by all the weight coming forward in the downswing
is the famous “firm left side” which is posting up on a straight front
leg. Better yet, if your front foot was a steel pole how thick and
strong would it need to be to “brace” against it to resist the back leg
power and swing of the Hulk? Something does not need to move
to apply force. Take the spires of the massive golden gate bridge as
an example. They don’t move but they apply counter force to the
massive weight of the bridge loaded with cars pushing downward.
In summary, if your power coming through is not much your front
leg brace does not have to be much. If you come through the ball
with the power of the Hulk’s back leg and down swing you must
have the same counter force coming from the front leg. Match yin
to yang.
This final exercise is called THOR’s HAMMER.

It’s done first without a ball, and instead of a club, use a sledge
hammer, mini sledge or heavy pipe. You don’t want a club because
we don’t want the body thinking golf swing at all, we want the
body thinking applied, raw power AND WE WANT TO OBSERVE WHAT IT WANTS TO DO NATURALLY.
Take your golf stance. In front of you is an imaginary golf ball,
forged in the fires of Mt. Doom, composed of the core of a dying
sun, so for those non-scientists, the ball’s density is such that the
ball weighs more than the State of Texas. The ball is jet black like
the Obsidian rock in the Shawshank Redemption movie. As you are
a Demigod, what would you need to do with your power to move
the ball with your hammer using your golf swing (or a low baseball
swing.) Go through the process in slow motion and observe what
your body wants to do naturally. FORGET GOLF SWING! What
just happened?
1. Your back leg would be the focus of your power and you would
sit down into it and lean into your target as you took the hammer back for the blow and long before you swung down with the
hammer. Your backswing of Thor’s hammer should be very big and
powerful.
2. Where does your front foot NEED TO BE PLACED to be the
proper counter resistance (and straight pole in the ground) to this
god like force you are applying to the super dense golf ball? Do you
find you naturally want to move it forward and turn your toes forward a bit? Some may some may not, it’s your body. Make sure it’s
in the right place to absorb the massive blow while straightening up
the leg at impact. In baseball, the swing of some is so hard the front
foot is well “out in front” and straight during the swing.
Now get your golf club which will feel like the feather of a goose
compared to the hammer. In slow motion apply your god’s hammer to the sun’s core and observe, not your body in a golf swing,
but your body executing this godlike feat of power. Your back leg
should have a new strength and emphasis it never had before. The
more power you need the more you may be sitting down into the
thigh muscle as you take the club back. You have put your front
foot is the most natural position so as you swing down and rotate
your right hip and knee toward the ball (and your Zeus’s belt turns

to the target) YOUR BENT FRONT LEG SIMPLY STRAIGHTENS UP AS A BRACE AGAINST THIS MASSIVE FORCE. IT
MUST BE IN THE PERFECT NATURAL POSITION FOR
EXACT COUNTER FORCE. It’s only use is to make sure the force
of your back leg does not propel you into orbit with it’s power. Put
the front foot in the NATURAL position to absorb the force for
your body, not where some golf tip said to put it.
Your body will show you that just as you STEP THE WEIGHT
TO THE FRONT FOOT BRACE and your front leg becomes a
straight titanium pole, for maximum power your right elbow will
be pulled into your side because Thor’s hammer is still well behind
you. (For fun, put your front foot / leg back into what you may
think is the perfect “golf stance” and you may instantly see in this
position, you could in no way absorb the massive blow to come
(your leg would most likely be torn from the hip at impact if not in
the perfect position)
A straight left arm leads a bent right arm into the ball as the very
last step and as the ball is hit you “punch” the right arm through
the ball with your god’s hammer sending the golf ball forged from
the nucleus of a star into space. Your divot.. the Earth itself. YOUR
RIGHT PALM FACING DOWN A BIT DURING THE IMPACT NOT FLIPPED AND POINTING UP.
When on the range practice moving the earth in slow motion and
PAUSE at the impact position. Observe your body. Rewind... Then,
in real time swing and PAUSE in the impact postion. Observe
what your body is doing naturally to hit a golf ball the weight of
400,000,000 empire state buildings. Now hit through the ball
never to the ball. The ball simply gets in the way as a fly may get
in the way of a 747 streaking across the sky. The fly as irrelevant as
your ball.
After all that you know this may be the final drill for the rest of
your golf life. Keep coming back to it. YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS
BRAIN KNOWS HOW TO APPLY POWER, ROUTED DEEP
IN YOUR DNA.... STEP BACK FROM TIME TO TIME, OBSERVE, LET THE CONSCIOUS MIND LEARN IT’S LESSONS,
AND THEN APPLY IT TO THE GAME OF GOLF.

THE KUNG FU GOLF METHOD. IF YOU HAVE REALLY
FINISHED THIS LONG SHAOLIN PRACTICE, YOU NOW
DERVE THE KEYSTONE, WHICH IS BELOW:
e have made you learn pen and paper calculous only to
now hand you the caculator. But unlike math, where
only the answer matters, in golf you must understand
how each element in the process plays a critical role.
All of the information previously presented was necessary. Going
“right to this” would have been futile.
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Watch the YouTube video now entitled “Kung Fu Golf Method.”
You can search YouTube or go to our website.
You will use this method and the system of incrementalism to
evolve into a world class golfer with 10 days of dedicated practice
to the Kung Fu Method. OF COURSE, THIS ASSUMES YOU
HAVE SPENT AT LEAST SEVERAL MONTNS COMPLETING
ALL PRIOR CHAMBERS OF KUNG FU GOLF UP TO THIS
POINT. Also, we are not promising 10 days to world class golf. It’s
10 days to fully understanding how the Kung Fu Golf Method can
be used to get there.
No more waiting. Here it is. (Again the YouTube video is essential
as a supplement.) You will use the Kung Fu Method (KFM) to
learn to swing the club back and forth slowly using a very short
backswing with the follow through approximately matching the
length of the backswing. The KFM requires the use of an 8 iron to
learn. You will practice the KFM with the same club until mastered.
Mastery should take 10 days. Disciples succeeding “in just the first
session” should not rush forward and begin taking full swings in the
first session. Only the 10th session should be a full swing. The KFM
will show you the way, but also TEST everything you should have
been able to teach yourself with Kung Fu Golf. The most appropriate characteristic needed here is patience.
In the KFM the club is first moved back and forth 100 times for
practice. Only then is the disciple allowed to hit range balls. The
club is never “swung” with the arm muscles. After a very short
backswing THE CLUB IS MOVED FORWARD BY A WEIGHT
SHIFT FOLLOWED BY A SPRINGING UP ON A STRAIGHT
FRONT LEG. The Kung Fu technique applied here is to master a
small, tiny space before increasing it’s scope. Initially, balls are only
hit 50 yards with a tiny backswing!

UNDERSTANDING THE CONCEPT.
If you inherited a 500 acre farm could you farm it coming from a
New York City skyscraper? Only through Kung Fu incrementalism
could you do it YOURSELF. Start with a tiny plot, 4 feet by 4 feet
of just corn and tomatoes. Could you farm that? Well, with just a
few instruction books and talking to a few backyard gardeners you
easily could. Applying what you have learned and most importantly,
a growth in your confidence, you could increase your plot size slowly
to where, after 10 years, you certainly COULD farm your 500 acres.
Imagine only being allowed to shoot pool for the first week by
pulling the cue stick back 3 inches. Then in the next week, 5 inches.
Then, only in the last session, the standard 12 inches. In your
first session of just a 3 inch backpull, what would you work on to
improve? Well, it’s obvious, you would work on a perfectly clean
strike of the stick to the cue ball. You may not even reach a bumper,
so be it. You would be forced to concentrate on perfect form AND
THINGS YOU NEVER WOULD HAVE PAID ATTENTION
TO WORK ON IF YOU WOULD HAVE BEEN ALLOWED
TO PULL THE CUE STICK BACK ALL THE WAY!
We understand we have not taught the drill yet, but here is what
you will do with the drill.
rSession 1: 25% backswing. Club never gets higher then
the belt buckle. 200+ swings. No balls hit. FOCUS ON
# 1 AND # 4 BELOW.
rSession 2: range balls hit per the above limits. The ball
will go nowhere far. PLEASE NO EGO!
rSession 3: 40% backswing. 200+ swings. No balls hit.
FOCUS ON # 3 BELOW FOR THIS SESSION.
rSession 4: range balls hit. No ego, please don’t swing hard,
no ego is essential.
rSession 5: 60% backswing. 200+ swings. FOCUS ON #
5,6, AND 7 BELOW.
rSession 6: range balls hit. Tune down the ego even though
the ball will now fly well!
rSession 7: 80% backswing. 200+ swings. FOCUS ON #
1,4, AND 7 BELOW.
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No time to work on a complete golf game?
Here is what a focused approach (in just one area)
will do for your game.
Make sure you are focusing on the right things that yield results:
* Assume our subject shoots 95 on average. He then undertakes the following:

STROKES

1. Increase driving distance by 30 yards which is significant
2. Becoming sand proficient and comfortable in all bunkers (not Tiger.. just comfortable)
3. Long / Lag putting expertise by two-putting consistently between 20 and 40 feet away from hole
4. Become a chipping master getting up and down from just off the green for 8 holes vs. just 2 for the duffer
5. Become a putting master and 2 putt 12 holes instead of just 5 for the duffer
6. Forgo 20 yards and make the driver a consistency club finding 10 of 14 vs. 6 of 14 fairways for the duffer
7. A long and mid iron master finds 11 of 18 greens in regulation vs. the normal 6 of 18
8. BONUS STROKES: Remove all ego from the game, explained below.
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NEW SCORE

-3
-4
-5
-7
-7
-8
-9
-5

92
91
90
88
88
87
86
90

NOTES
1. Pushing your drive to 280 does little if consistency has not doubled. Benefits are offset by errant drives that now find the
weeds due to increased length
2. Helpful, but most golfers only find on average 2 to 3 bunkers per round. However, comfort here can avoid round killing 7
and 8s.
3. This means getting home in 2, 9 out of 9 times from this distance vs. just 5 times for the duffer. Practice here yields an
additional stroke for putts 40+ too.
4. We have awarded the chipping master and extra stroke because comfort here carries over to all shots inside of 50 yards, not
just up and down saves
5. The results here are obvious but most neglected. There is no cost to practice and no physical superiority needed to beat opponents on the green
6. Having the driver avoid weeds, trees, water and trouble also avoids blowup holes translating to 8 stokes saved per round
7. Finding greens in regulation is huge by mastering the second shot, however this takes years of time and practice. Other
areas yield faster results
8. For most, on average and doing NOTHING else, removing ego and the need to be macho will yield 5 strokes. Trying to
impress = weeds.
Do #8 for immediate results. Adopt another number and gain this many strokes after intense practice.
To be the ultimate specialist please see the next section:

The Five Venoms
… Kung Fu Golf
Techniques of the
Poison Clan
o “average golfer” with a wife, job, and kids can
hope to match the professional golfer who can
afford to spend 7 hours a day and over 30 hours
a week in golf related practice and training. Most
of you are lucky to play once a week with perhaps one other
opportunity for range or putting practice. Therefore, you
MUST SPECIALIZE and pick a style that best matches your
strengths.

N

We don’t have 10 hours a week like pros to “bring up” weaknesses. Instead, we need to make strengths deadly. One cannot
master the violin, guitar, oboe, and drums all at the same time.
You must be very selective on where you spend your time to
improve further. This is exactly where “Poison Clan Golf ”
comes into play. Just like in the movie, “The Five Deadly Venoms” we feature in this book (along with the “36 Chambers of
Shaolin”), we need you to evaluate where you are at this moment and specialize in one of the “venoms” styles that matches
your expertise.
If you are not able to devote a good amount of your LIFE to
golf you will need to specialize to improve. Why does the Venoms Golf strategy absolutely “work” now that you have been
trained as a generalist in the prior 36 chambers, because for
the first time it FORCES specialization. It also creates interest
and a perfect fit between your strengths and your preferred
strategy. Most golfers go out and “play the exact same game”

as one another, why? They try to mimic the game of the pros,
why? Small football teams with speed don’t play smashmouth
football against Nebraska. Tennis players that specialize in the
serve and volley don’t want to trade smashing backhands and
long baseline rallies with Agassi. Ali did not stand in front of
Foreman trading large right hands, he would have been dead.
There are 1,000 examples that prove specialization works.
RULE # 1 in becoming a specialist. Just because you are
supposed to play a certain shot in a certain situation does
NOT mean YOU should. Just because the pros would play it
a certain way does not mean YOU should. Just because your
other playing partners are playing a hole a certain way does
not mean YOU should. Got it?
If, out of ego, you pursue a style below that is NOT in line
with your strengths as a (kung fu) golfer, you have failed in everything we have been trying to teach you thus far. Leave ego
at the door. Read about all the styles. Try each on a golf course
once, then pick one. Become deadly in it’s true focus. Imagine
a football tryout. At 5’10 and 170 pounds on the football field,
would you be dumb enough to try out for offensive or defensive line? Be smart and base your game around your strengths
now, and in what areas you love to practice to become even
better. If practice is not fun, it will quickly end.
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Toad Style (is presented first because it’s the easiest to dem-

onstrate): You must be able to drive the ball over 300 yards
to qualify for this style… and more than once a year! Most of
you who think you can drive a golf ball 300 yards are NOT
able to. Most amateurs will call 260 yards off the tee 300 like
a bad fish story. Most men under 6 feet tall will NOT be able
to perfect this style or drive 300 on a golf course (vs. a range
down wind). Most men of high athletic ability or superior
flexibility OVER 6 feet tall are capable of a 300 yard drive
with today’s technology. The style is simple; brute force.
Here is the practice breakdown:
Driver 50%
Pitching and Short
Irons: 25%
Putter 15%
Medium Irons / Hybrid
Woods: 10%
Weapons carried: Driver,
Hybrid Wood (Rescue
Wood), 5-9 Iron, pitching
wedge, 54 degree wedge
(or sand wedge), and, 2
putters (just 11 clubs)
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A 300 to 320 yard drive
down the fairway allows the Toad a 9 iron or
pitching wedge into the
green on MOST par 4
holes. A drive that good
also needs a good wedge
to find the green or all is
for naught. It’s style also
allows the player to reach
almost every par 5 in two.
The Toad Style will create
a tremendously large drive.
The Toad’s 8 iron through
pitching wedge must be very compact and reliable to find
the green for the second shot. The Toad is not a master with
the lob wedge for chipping because his short second shot
should always find the green. He will not be shooting for the
pin with the second shot but just needs to find the green. He
must play to the safe side and avoid rough because he lacks
the chipping skill of the other styles. He must two-putt most
greens and because of average wedge play, the first putt will
be very long in some instances. Many Toads employ a putter
for putts under 20 feet and a second putter for putts of 20 to
80 feet. Don’t overlook this ancient tradition. Not only is a
second putter used, the style is different as well in most cases
depending on the length of the putt.

Toad scoring will be somewhat erratic… feast or famine.
If the driver is not “on” for that particular day scores may
approach 95, even from a master. When the drive is “on”
the Toad Style, when mastered is very hard to beat and can
be almost invincible. The Toad with a “working driver” and
“reliable wedge” for the day will shoot for birdie 8 or 9 times
a round. The Toad must admit to himself that he has all his
eggs in ONE basket. There will be days when the drive will
not find the fairway. (If this can plague Phil Michelson it
certainly will plague you from time to time as a practicing
Toad.) You must accept that this WILL happen on occasion
and NOT get overly depressed. If you are a club thrower this
style may not be for you. Don’t ever
lose the mindset of a master.
The most important qualification
for a Toad: A long drive around 300
yards that is also surprising reliable.
You cannot be a Toad and be driving
all over the course. Once the driver
is mastered the Toad will spend
hours mastering his second shot,
the 8 or 9 iron. Are the goals of this
style in line with your skill set?
GOAL 1 Only 4 missed fairways
a round with your large drive. (If
you have a clear shot at the pin on
the second shot, even from moderate rough you can count this as a
“made fairway.” This is our definition.)
GOAL 2 Two single bogeys are
allowed with one double bogey
per round. When it happens,
don’t throw clubs but chalk it up
to the ones you are allowed.
GOAL 3 Reach one par 5 in
two each and every round. If
you cannot do this, Toad style is
not for you. (Don’t apply strict definitions. A second shot of
3 iron, landing pin high, but 8 yards off the green we ARE
counting as reaching in two.. it’s close enough.)
Single Strategy Thought Before the Tee Shot: To simply
make sure a bomb drive does not CAUSE trouble. For example, a 310 yard drive can hit through dog legs into woods.
Choose the 3 wood when in doubt on this trouble. Other
than this, bomb away and cut corners.

Pictures in this section are artist drawings of the masks
worn by actors in the movie, “The Five Deadly Venoms”
The movie “The Five Deadly Venoms” is © Celestial Pictures Ltd. All rights reserved.

Centipede Style: The Centipede Style is the most well

rounded golfer of any of the styles and the least amount of
specialization is required for this style although many that lack
power will not be able to pursue it. It requires the best “all
around golfers” and it’s a specialist style requiring the least
amount of specialization. It is a combination of power and
finesses with mental agility. Unlike the mindless Toad Style,
you do not need to be a beast with the driver, but you do need
to be a man that can flirt with a 300 yard drive on occasion
(perhaps in dry conditions). The Centipede is very adaptive
and flexible to the situation at hand and uses his head first,
always important, but even more so here than in other styles.
When a fairway is wide and
trouble spots few, the Centipede will gear up for a 260 to
290 yard drive. The long drive
of the Centipede may be erratic
so unless the fairway is perfectly
shaped to the eye or wide open,
the driver is often left in the
bag in favor of 3 wood or even
a hybrid off the tee for narrow
fairways. The Centipede has the
power to reach most greens in
2, even with a three wood off
the tee. Here is the specialization
and practice breakdown for the
Centipede.
Chipping / Pitching: 30%
Medium Irons / Hybrid: 30%
Driver 20%
Putter 20%
Weapons carried: Driver, 3 wood,
Hybrid Wood (Rescue wood), 4-9
Iron, pitching wedge, 54 degree
wedge (or sand wedge), 60 degree
lob wedge, putter (13 clubs with
another club allowed only for Centipede masters)
The Centipede strategy is a combination of power and consistency using the mind FIRST. The driver is not pulled from
the bag just because “it’s a driving hole” and everyone else is
pulling out the driver. He thinks and makes his own decisions even if in contradiction to his playing partners MOST of
the time. Everything is a balance. If the driver is a big power
shot and calculated risk that may go astray, while the 3 wood,
hybrid woods, and 5 iron are practiced instead for consistency
and distance is not coveted although the Centipede has no
problem hitting a 5 iron 180 yards or more. On certain holes,
the Centipede is fine with a 240 yard drive off the tee with a 3
wood. (Please note, most men under six feet tall cannot hit a
three wood 240 yards so other styles may be more appropriate
for you.)

The most practice time is spent chipping and pitching from
100 yards in and this style requires a true chipping master.
The Centipede is always looking out for trouble and plays
away from it at all costs.
The most important qualification for a Centipede: The ability
to use the mind first and to out-think a golf course, backed
up with strong, crisp, and reliable shots. Most pro golfers are
Centipedes but of the 1% master variety. The Centipede has
no real weakness and a great overall game. If you do not have
a strong overall game and are not a constant thinker, look to
other styles. The Centipede, after a bad drive in the wrong
fairway, is most likely to play
down the other fairway and
adapt. Finally, the Centipede is
our best visualizer.
Are the GOALS of the style in
line with your strengths and
what you want to spend hundreds of hours practicing, and
then achieving?
GOAL 1 From 120 yards and
in, the Centipede will never
miss a green in a single round.
Leaving 30 and 40 foot putts
is acceptable as long as greens
are never missed.
GOAL 2 From 150 yards
and in, the Centipede will
be putting or short chipping
(perhaps 10 yards or less off
the green, or in the sand)
100% of the time. Being a bit
off the green does not scare a
chipping master.
GOAL 3 36 putts a round
or less
GOAL 4 A driver is not used
on holes with left and right trouble. There can be no ego.
Single Strategy Thought Before the Tee Shot: The decision
to drive and the willingness to put the driver away in favor
of three wood or even 4 iron. Looking at all parts of the hole,
and neighboring holes to see potential problems. Planning out
every single shot on the hole before the tee shot. Seeing a 250
yard drive. Seeing exactly where it will land. Seeing the second
shot land on the green with your mind and knowing what
club will be hit based on the yardage.
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Snake Style: The Snake Style is our “Putting Master” and

unlike the Centipede, the most specialized style form. From
time to time, he can play an entire round without 3 putting
a single green. He will almost never eclipse 35 putts in a
single round. Snakes are mostly not large physical specimens.
They simply want to get on the green as efficiently as possible so they can strike with venom. Here is the specialization
breakdown:
Putter: 40%
Driver 20%
Chipping / all short irons: 20%
Medium Irons / Hybrid:
20%
Weapons carried: Driver,
3 wood, Hybrid Wood
(Rescue), 5 or 7 wood,
5-9 Iron, pitching wedge,
54 degree wedge (or sand
wedge), and 60 degree lob
wedge, a putter (13 clubs)
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The goal is simple, to get
on the green (and any part
of the green) as quickly
and directly as possible.
Strokes lost in the fairway
are made up for on the
green. The green in the
Snake’s lair, very exposed
off the green, but deadly
when on the green. The
Snake is not concerned with
large drives or big 3 irons
into a green from 210 yards
out and reminds himself 100
times a day that a missed
4 foot putt is the same as
a 310 yard drive and simply
one shot. Blowup holes are avoided at ALL COSTS. Most
snakes actually play for a bogey on long par 4s and every par
5. On par 3s, they play for a par only. Snakes know this style
will yield an 82 – 86 on most golf courses and no better and
they are just fine shooting better than 95% of the rest of the
golfing world with this good score. Older individuals over
age 60 often adopt Snake, but please don’t let this dissuade
younger golfers from specializing in Snake Style now. An
older golfer who hits down the middle with three short shots,
gets on, and two putts for a single bogey while the neophyte
is slicing a 300 yard drive into the trees, is an undercover
Snake. He will post 86. The Neophyte bomber, 102.
The most important qualification for a Snake: The love of
putting and the unwavering belief that putting translates,

almost single handedly into low scores. Snakes have to be
pulled away from the putting practice to spend enough
time on other pursuits like the Driver (20%) or on Chipping (20%). The Snake must be willing to make all full golf
swings controlled, reliable, and unexciting. The snake is the
easiest to master with immediate results showing from the
putting practice. Snakes have ZERO EGO and find their
satisfaction from the scorecard. Finally, reading putts is a
prime skill. If you can’t read break and speed like a master
you must employ another style.
GOAL 1 Never eclipse 35 putts a round.
GOAL 2 Never eclipse a single bogey all round.
GOAL 3 Sink 2 birdies a round
through 10 to 15 foot putts other
styles could not hope to capitalize
on.
GOAL 4 To groove the driver for a
short but consistent drive. Slicing
into the wood going for a long
drive is not in the game plan of the
Snake. 200 yards straight out is
perfectly acceptable.
Some longer hitting snakes will
pay entire round with hybrid
wood or 3 iron off the tee. They
know avoiding trouble off the tee
translates into 5 shots a round.
Single Strategy Thought Before
the Tee Shot: To avoid trouble do
I need an extra shot to find the
green. In other words, should I
be playing for a bogey. On some
par 4’s, 3 shots to the green is
acceptable. I.D. the holes where
you will reach the green in two.
It will not be every hole.

Scorpion Style: The Scorpion is the mid iron and long iron

/ hybrid master and a model of consistency. If you are known
for erratic feast or famine play this style is NOT for you. If
you hit a shot that could be on the PGA tour on hole 11 and
then slice into the woods on 12, this style is NOT for you.
Here is the specialization breakdown:
Medium Irons / Hybrid: 45%
Chipping / Pitching: 30%
Putter 15%
Driver 10%
The Scorpion Style is the only
style that does not put a tremendous amount of emphasis
on the putter OR the driver.
We all know how important
the putter is but you must
specialize in what your skill
sets are and more importantly
WHAT YOU LIKE TO DO
AND WILL PRACTICE. If you
hate to practice putting and
will not pour hundreds of hours
into putting, you must choose a
style that does not require much
putting. Also, the Scorpion only
uses the driver when there is almost no trouble off the tee or the
hole sets up perfectly for his eye.
The drive will be compact and
reliable perhaps moving the ball
230 to 250 yards off the tee.
The Scorpion is all about the
second shot, considered by most
to be the most important shot in
all of golf. It sets up everything.
A drive that leaves the Scorpion
shooting a 5,6,or 7, iron into a
green is their domain. If they reach greens in regulation they
know they will score.
GOAL: Reach all greens in regulation using a perfect second
shot (or third shot for par 5), that is all. If that is done correctly the Scorpion does not need a tremendous amount of
practice to beat the other styles.
The most important qualification for a Scorpion: Lack of ego
because there is almost never a long drive and, a love of long
and medium irons to reach greens in two. The Scorpion will
spend hours on a driving range trying to hit the blue 200 yard
marker with a 3 iron or hybrid wood doing not much else.
Single Strategy Thought Before the Tee Shot: What do I
have to do on the tee shot to reach in two based on my skill
set. (For example, for a 340 yard par 4 a three iron off the tee

leaves him with a seven iron in. The Scorpion’s bread basket.)
Weapons carried: Driver, 3 Wood, Hybrid Wood (Rescue),
4-9 Iron, pitching wedge, 54 degree wedge (or sand wedge),
60 degree wedge and 2 putters (13 clubs )
Remember, the Scorpion never stresses about putting and
does NOT expect to make most putts over six feet in length.
He knows even most pros can only make about 50% from
six or seven feet! Unless the Scorpion has put a solid iron shot
inside of six feet the Scorpion will basically play for a two putt.
The first put is very casual and relaxed, not taking too much
time over it. Letting first instincts guide the putt never “overanalysis” of read, break, and
grass grain! He is not expecting
to make most first putts. The
GOAL on the green... draw a 4
foot line that extends out from
the hole in all directions with
the hole at the center and just
get the first putt (say from 20
or 30 feet away) inside this giant 8 foot circle. The Scorpion
practices 2,3, and 4 foot putts
AND very long putts...and
that’s it. He can make the 3
footer he has left himself with
for the two putt.
A final secret of the Scorpion;
because the first putt is so
relaxed with no lofty goals
bringing pressure (to just
putt to within this giant
imaginary circle,) guess
what... 1 or 2 long putts will
drop in per round from 8
to 12 feet. When this starts
to happen, the a Scorpion
master will almost certainly
shoot under 80 for the day.
Remember, these poison clan styles are for master’s only that have all basic elements of the game
“mastered” and can shoot 85 or under on most
public courses on most days. Again, the purpose
behind the style specialization is three-fold 1) You
are a real citizen and have limited time... You are
not a pro that can spend 3 or 4 hours a day working on weaknesses. 2) Based on fact number one,
you need to play to your personal strengths. 3)
Each style provides a clear strategy one can focus
on to score well. a discipline inside a discipline if
you will. the opposite of... “try to play a highlight
reel shot on each and every stroke” as the young
neophyte does.
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Lizard Style: The Lizard Style is the most unusual of the

five styles and must be matched perfectly with the skill set
of the disciple. The lizard is not a large physically imposing
individual. The drive off the Tee must be short and reliable.
A drive of 210 yards or more is just fine as long as it makes
the fairway. The second shot on par 4s will be long so the Lizard must be a master of the medium irons and hybrid woods
like the Scorpion. The lizard understands that most professional golfers don’t make a 7 foot putt more than 50% of the
time so they believe spending hundreds of hours on putting
is NOT the best use of their time. The lizard also know this
about himself; no matter how many hundreds of hours he
spends practicing putting, if he goes 5 or more
days without playing
golf the “touch” of long
putting is fleeting. The
lizard is confident the feel
of lag putting will return
by simply playing more
golf not through 20 hours
of long putting practice.
Chipping / Pitching: 45%
with one full hour a week
in the sand
Medium Irons / Hybrid:
25%
Driver 20%
Putter 10%
The most important
qualification for a Lizard:
A love of chipping and
sand bunker practice. The
confidence to feel they can
hole short chips and go up
and down from anywhere
just off the green.
GOAL: To get up and
down in two on every single hole. If on the green, “two” will
be two putts. If off the green, it will be a chip and a putt.
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Weapons carried: Driver, 3 Wood, Hybrid Wood (Rescue),
4-9 Iron, pitching wedge, 54 degree wedge (or sand wedge),
60 degree wedge and 2 putters (13 clubs + potentially another wedge at another loft)
In his mind the lizard draws a circle around the green making it 20% larger than it really is. From any spot in that
circle the lizard knows he will get the ball in the hole in no
worse than 3 strokes. His wedge play is very very good and
in most cases a short chip will yield a single putt after. If the
drive is short and consistent, he will be set up very well on
the second shot to simply hit that large circle.

One final note, sand and bunkers are inside the large circle.
When the Lizard finds them there is no fear at all. Like pro
golfers, the lizard would rather shoot at a pin from a bunker
than from thick rough and goes up and down inside of 15
feet about 60% of the time (pros would be 80%.) The Lizard
welcomes bunker play and spends hours practicing bunker.
Single Strategy Thought Before the Tee Shot: To see the
green whenever possible and draw the circle around it to
make it 20% LARGER. Once you see the new larger green,
strategize as appropriate.
IN SUMMARY, WHAT ARE THE THOUGHTS OFF
THE TEE FOR EACH STYLE:
TOAD: To get the ball as close to the
green as inhumanly possible. Scoring bell curve 74 - 98 (large Beta /
erratic). Yes, even a Toad master will
score in the 90’s at times. Accept it
as inevitable and enjoy your round.
Don’t throw clubs.
CENTIPEDE: To move the ball
well down the fairway, but only
when all major trouble can be
avoided. Driver is not pulled on
every hole. Scoring bell curve 72 94 (large Beta.)
SNAKE: To find each and every
fairway with a driver. Short and
straight means safety. “Go for it”
does not exist in the universe.
Scoring bell curve 86 - 92 (small
Beta.)
SCORPION: To only move the
tee shot far enough down the
fairway so the second shot can
find the green. For example, on
a 340 yard par 4, a four iron
off the tee leaves 160, a very
comfortable 6 iron to the green.
The drive is always seen as a “layup” for the second shot. The
drive is always reduced to the limit of second shot comfort.
Scoring bell curve 78 - 90 (medium Beta.)
LIZARD: To only move the drive far enough so the second
shot can land on or “close to” the green. Because the Lizard
is a chipping master of up and down, the tee shot does not
need to be long. Scoring bell curve 82 - 89 (small Beta.) The
lizard also practices the tee shot reduction theory of second
shot comfort.
SO... WE HAVE 4 OF THE 5 STYLES THAT CALL FOR
NOT BOMBING THE DRIVE AS FAR AS POSSIBLE.
MOST OF THE GOLFING WORLD, AT LEAST WITH
MEN, PRACTICE JUST THE OPPOSITE.

APPENDIX 1
Constructing a New Light Sabre to
Fully Utilize “Floating Monk” Putting

Two items we referenced in the past regarding putting need to
be explained in more detail. We talked about the possibility of
a disciple using the “Floating Monk” putting technique and the
benefits for many of “hovering” the putter naturally before the
start of the putt. One of the main advantages of hovering the putter is you can construct, if you so dare the public humiliation, the
weapon I have created here. Most putter bottoms are smoother and
more slippery than the liquid metal lining the T-1000 terminator
in T-2. If “standing behind the putter” to line the putt up is natural
to you, once you step around the putter in preparation to make
your putt, your line has most surely changed direction. It’s almost
impossible to do with a regular putter. Making the bottom of the
putter “rough” in some way allows the putting master the stand
behind the ball to create the line, and then step around a putter
that then has not moved. If you are totally confident your line has
not moved, in theory, you don’t even have to look at the hole again
(although you certainly should give one last glance of course before
activating your stroke.)
What have I done here? I actually cut out the bottom of a woman’s
sandal shoe sole and glued it to the bottom of my putter with PC-7
epoxy glue. Another good material is “drywall sand paper” which
comes in squares and looks and feels like a “rough” metal screen.
This can more easily go on the bottom of a “mallet” putter with a
large amount of surface area on the bottom, with spray glue, shoe
goo glue, or even GE Silicon II caulk, but this latter adhesive won’t
last as long as PC-7,... the glue of the gods. Get an old putter at
the Goodwill and try it out. KFG is about experimentation!
When you naturally aim something (a dart, a horseshoe, a gun!)
are you directly behind in the aim or “on the side” like in a putt?
What is most natural is obvious, behind is best. Stand behind the
putter and make your line. Move around your putter making sure
it has not moved even 1 mm. Take a perfectly square foot position
in front of the putter. Hover the putter and make your stroke with
the rhythm of a pre-shot routine of course. Note, positioning your

feet perfectly square is essential, as this is the cause of hundreds
of millions of putts a year around the universe. Get the feet in a
PERFECT triangle to the putter’s line, and a line from toe to toe
should form a line exactly parallel with your putter’s aim line. Use
great care here.
Final note, this technique, even if not needed on putts of 10 feet
and in, is very useful on long putts of 10 to 50 feet where it’s very
hard for the casual player to “aim on the side” in the regular putting stance from the side. We all have had 30 foot putts that, because they were not aimed well, went 5 feet off mark, even WITH
good speed. There is no need for this aiming mistake. Finally,
understand this. You certainly can be a Kung Fu Golf Putting Master without using the “Floating Monk with sticky palm method” or
even the floating monk by itself using your normal (unadulterated)
putter, as some may because of the freedom the floating stroke
offers. Kung Fu Golf is never about following the herd blindly. Find
out what suits you.

PART 2
Here is the most important putting “tip” ever rendered. Long
hours of practice, thousands of hours, is what makes one great.
Sorry to disappoint you. Therefore, one must create tremendous
excitement and the desire to practice putting. The style you “like”
and will practice, even if not best for you, will win out over a “more
perfect style.” Long putters for example... There is nothing cool
about them for me, at least in their current form. They may be
best, but I would not spend 1 hour a week practicing with them
(and one hour is NOTHING!) As you may have guessed, as the
creator of Kung Fu Golf, my club resembles some sort of weapon
more than a golf club. The head is heavy, dark, and evil. The shaft
I painted black. The thick grip resembles a bludgeoning weapon
more than a putting grip. It’s evil power can only be unsheathed in
moderation for it can start to influence the wielder into dark acts.
Putting the cover back on the head keeps it’s evil influence at bay.

If imagining an evil putter named “Sub Zero” gets you excited
about putting, by all means USE IT. If pretending you are Phil
Michelson by forward pressing away floats your boat, do it. Call
Odyssey Putters and spend $350 or so to get Phil’s exact model. If
you will be excited enough to practice 4 hours a week with Phil’s
exact putter, pay the money! It’s worth every penny. We suggested
forward press is not for the amateur (too many things can go

wrong,) but if it gets you out there 4 hours a week making putts
“as Michelson” to win the masters, DO IT. THIS EXCITEMENT
WINS EVERY TIME OVER TECHNICAL BORING PERFECTION.
If Luke created his own Light Sabre before battling the # 1 evil
force in the universe, you can mess with your putter to suit what
works for you!

If you want to try the “Floating Monk with Sticky Palm” putting
method, here is the easiest way to do it. Before we start, remember,
the purpose behind the technique is to create a perfect line to the
hole by standing behind the putter to find your perfect line and
having the bottom “sticky to the ground” so you can easily walk
around the putter and take a perfect foot position behind a correct
line. Do you shoot a gun “on the side with the barrel aiming left”

or with your eye BEHIND the site? For the amateur, it’s extremely
difficult to line up putts properly from the SIDE as we do today.
For long putts of over 30 feet, it’s next to impossible for the nonprofessional to get the alignment right stepping into the ball from
the side. Of course, to practice this technique you must hover the
putter before starting the putt’s backswing, as we have discussed.

Here are the steps: First, you need to find a mallet putter with
a bottom that is relatively flat. Some bottoms are more concave
than others. (Can you use a traditional putter, well yes, but it’s
just not as stable and “sticky” to the ground as you plant it, and
it may move as you walk around your aim line.) Now go to a
hardware store and purchase what is called “drywall sand paper”
that resembles metal window screen, but is thicker and with larger
square “holes” than a screen that keeps out mosquitoes. Place your
mallet on top of the sand paper and carve out its trace with a box
cutter razor blade. It cuts easily. Trim the edges with scissors so the
paper is just a bit smaller than the outlined sand paper “trace” of
the mallet putter. Finally, glue the paper to the bottom of the putter. If you just want to experiment without permanence, use a tube
of GE Silicon II (basically, clear caulk) and spread very lightly over
the surface. If you don’t like this putting technique you can easily
peal it off later and clean up the bottom of your putter to return to
normal.

The Technique in Summary:

Remember, you don’t want to throw off the putter’s weight that
the manufacturer spent so much money perfecting on supercomputers so go light on the glue! If you want something that will last
more than a few months use a “glue goo” of some kind. A watery
type of crazy glue will not be effective in this application.

Remember our chapter on the ELIMINATION OF VARIABLES to become a world class putter? That’s our goal here.
We predict the powers that be in putting (like Ping) may
create a rough surface bottom putter after our technique gains
popularity around the world! (A new way to get a couple million
people over to a new putter.. they will LOVE IT. Will they remember
Kung Fu Golf in their will, probably not.)

1. Aim the putter by standing behind it and by observing the
entire situation in front of you much more naturally. Aim the
putter’s line.
2. Press down a bit on the putter and get good at walking
around it so it does NOT move. Be careful, even with what we
have done here it easily wants to move. No putter is perfectly
flat on the bottom!
3. From a normal stance align your feet in a perfect parallel line
to your putters line to the hole. One foot should not be “back”
while the other “forward” of course. Check this twice as it’s
critical. A ruler laid across your toes should be perfectly parallel
to your aim line. So should your shoulder be.
4. Now that you KNOW FOR SURE you are on your chosen line, HOVER the putter and strike your putt with your
grooved stroke THINKING ONLY OF SPEED AND
DISTANCE.

Creating a Global
Kung Fu Golf Community:

If our labor has put you on the path to mastery, please reward us with your email address by
emailing feedback@kungfugolf.com. It will always remain confidential and never be sold.

